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Abstract 

This study exammes the development of poetic language in modern Arabic 

poetry through discussion of a selection of twelve poems from Bil<id al-Sham (Syria, 

Lebanon, Jordan and Palestine), applying a method of analysis and evaluation based on a 

close study of the text itself rather than on critical sources. A practical method of 

analysis is used to examine elements of poetic language, namely rhythm, theme and 

structure, the poet's voice, word-association, metaphor and symbol, all of which form the 

text. 

The study is introduced by a brief review of the development of modern Arabic 

poetry, of previous studies ()f poetic language in modern Arabic poetry, and an analysis 

of the poetic language in four outstanding poems of the post-second world war period. 

The four poems were chosen since they are typical of the changes, renewal or departure 

from classical poetic language. These poems embody new forms in both expression and 

ideas, and express the Arab identity by discussing Arab social and political problems. 

The four poems may not be the best poems of their time but each one clearly exhibits a 

different use of elements of poetic language current at the time. These poems, which are 

written before and during 1967, are still effective and influential today. Their poetic 
. ~· . . 

language is still the criterion by which to examine and compare the twelve selected 

poems in part two. The poems were chosen from those composed in Bilid al-Sham after 

the events of 1967. This choice was made to enable the writer to investigate the effect of 

the war upon poetry, to illustrate pan-Arabism and nationalism, and to examine the 

poetic language in these poems. 

In both part one and part two my concern is to present facts rather than 

arguments. My intention is also to make a brief comparison and conclusion. These 

conclusions - drawn from the discussion - are found in part three. 

This study deals with the following: the identification of common factors and 

differences in the poems discussed; the existence, or lack, of creative trends in the use of 

language; the degree of influence of the four poems upon the twelve selected poems; and 

whether the twelve poems imitate ideas, concepts, words and symbols derived from the 

four poems. It also traces the development of poetic language as it approaches the prose 

style and as it establishes a different use of metaphors and symbols. 
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PART I 

1 o Introduction. 

During the nineteenth century, and as a result of social, political and cultural 

conditions, Arabic poetry suffered from the exaggeration of embellishment, repetition, 

and the artificial. Its language and meaning became impoverished plagiarism. In the late 

nineteenth century, a group of writers and poets promoted purposeful experiment with 

new methods. Such experimentation was vital to a new style of poetry that brought it 

again into contact with contemporary life and culture after its long degeneration. They 

were called into being by the renaissance that provided just the conditions in which the 

poetry could flourish. This renaissance truly began with al-Bariidi's poetry that contains 

the most significant comments to pursue the reformation. In his poems he calls for 

poetry to be freed from artificial constraint, in order to serve local needs. At the same 

time, his poetry looks back to the glory of the ~bbasid period and Arab traditions. Al

Bariidi's poems paved the way for Atunad Shawqi:and other poets. Shawqf was the first 

to describe contemporary events in a colourful manner in his poems and plays. In his 

metaphors he promoted real and beautiful images of different societies. His changes in 

the use of metre, rhyme and rhythm to suit the contemporary situation have had an 

effect on the present generation especially those who write lyrical and narrative verse, 

using a free verse or prose poetry. Shawqi and other poets such as Hafiz Ibrahim, Jamil . . 
~idc:[l al-Zahawi, Ma.,riif al-R~Mi. Mu~ammad Mahdf al-Jawahirf and Bishara al-Khiiri, 

used distinctive language in their poetry. Their poetry incorporated a new style and a 

wilfulness of imagination which many people found curiously effective. This new style 

is called neo-classical. Poets belonging to this group established a balance between fonn 

and content, and between emotion, imagination and idea. Their poetry has a more direct 

approach without abandoning the oratorical tone of classical rhetoric. But classical 

rhetoric is characterised by a terseness of expression which proved to be out of step with 

the times. The neo-classical style had the additional value of authentic expression of 

1 
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PART I 

current ideas. It has also retained direct attachment to the vista of past poetic 

achievement imitating classical techniques, rhythms and syntactical construction. The 

ability of the neo-classical style to balance the revival with traditional aspirations was 

highly esteemed by the general public. 

The works of the younger generation of poets and critics such as Khalil Mutran, 

)\bd al-Ral)man Shukrf and ~bbas MaJuniid al-~qqad were inspired by Western literary 

influences. Many important concepts were conveyed into Arabic poetry by this route. In 

this study we are concerned with the concepts of Mu!fan, rather than Shukri and Aqqad, 

who paved the way for the establishment of Arab romantic poetry. 

1 • 1 The Main Stages In The Development Of Modern Arabic Poetry 

After The First World War. 

i'{ . . 

(a) The romantic period of modem Arabic poetry exhibits a number of new 

concepts and attitudes which Khalil Mu!Jin, who was well read in French poetry, 

mentions briefly in the preface of the first volume of his collected works published in 
1 

1908. This new development is complex in origin and nature, but broadly speaking it 

coincides with a new revolutionary fervour, and with a new respect given to ordinary 

people of the poorer or working class, and to the dignity and treedom of the individual. 

Mu!Jin also mentions a number of important concepts which emphasise the unity of a 
. 2 

poem and the primacy of meaning. The ideals of Mutrin and the Diwin group such as 

al-Mazinr, Shukrf and al-i\qqad, who were all influenced by English criticism, began to 

take hold of Arab literary society after 1919. New concepts and attitudes also developed 

among the Mahjar group based in North America. The influence of this group began to 

be felt in the Middle East from 1920 and included Jibtin, Nu~yma, Abii Madi and 

2 



PART 1 

others. Their efforts were continued by the Apollo group based in Egypt from 1930 

onwards, which included Abii Shadi, Najl, i\li Mahmiid Taha, j\bii Shabaka and others. . . 

Arab romantics do not share the same philosophical background as European 
3 

Romantics. Arab romanticism was born of a deep need for freedom in both art and life. 

It became a major trend in Arabic poetry. Several romantic poets began to formalise 
4 

deep dramatic changes in their poetic method, style, mood, tone and imagery. In 

Mu!fan's poetry, for example, one can discern a romantic feeling for nature with which 

the solitary figure of the poet enters into communion. A more poignant S.ubjectivity and 

intensity of feeling can be detected even in his narrative poems, and a greater freedom in 

handling the stanzaic form. 

Jibran's style was a decisive influence on the creative writings of the new 

generation of poets. His style was characterised by a rhythm which "fell on the ears like 
-. :\. 

magic, intoxicating in its frequent use of interrogations, repetitions and the evocative; by 

a language which was at once modem, elegant, and original; and by an imagery that was 
5 

evocative and imbued with a healthy measure of emotion." Jibran's style is 

distinguished by the use of oppositions between ideas; for example, in Mawakib, Jibran 

opens with a description of corrupt human society in which injustice reigns and people 

are divided into master and slave. When Jibrin creates the picture of a new society in 

Mawakib he highlights the clashes or oppositions between good and evil, love and 
6 

hatred, soul and body, lighl and dark etc. This use of oppositions is the major method 

of linking ideas and metaphors and is a technique that has influenced the poets of Bilad 

al-Sham (Syria, Lebanon, Jordan and Palestine) who are the subject of this thesis. The 

Egyptian group, mentioned above, has also influenced the poets of Bilad al-Sham by 

encouraging ideas and themes on the same lines as the Mahjar group. 

3 



PART I 

Language in romantic Arabic poetry is symbolic and metaphoric, allowing the 

poets to take refuge from reality. For example, the sea may be a symbol of home, waves 
7 

may stand for a storm, night may represent a friend. Words are used in the romantic 

style to explore emotion and natural or seasonal phenomena such as love, loss, sadness, 

evening, autumn etc. This sensual use of language allows some romantic poets such as 

Naji and~~ Ma!nniid 'faha to use a rhythmical verse in which strophic form based on 

the muwashsha~ is skilfully evolved, and which makes successful use of the quatrain. In 

the use of quatrain Niji and Tabi determined the length and nature of their works, 

usually short pieces, with the accent on philosophical meditation. 

(b) The period of realism appears as a reaction against romanticism. After the 

end of the Second World War in 1945, romanticism "was criticised ·on the grounds of 
8 

being escapist [from reality]." To summarise Badawi's criticism, romanticism was held 

to be vague, imprecise, sentimental, sugary, verbal and facile. The lingering spirit of 
:·· i\:" •. 

romanticism coupled with the situation of Arabs after the Palestinian - Israeli war of 

1948 with its political and social suffering, motivated poets to search for solutions to 

social problems. One possible solution appeared to be Marxism. This new development 

of realism inspired young poets of the 1950s who had begun as romanticists to embrace 
9 

social issues or socialist realism in their poetry. Poets with obvious Marxist leanings 

emerged including al-Bayyatf, al-Sayyib and Ki¥m Jawad, all .from Iraq. The poets of 

this genre believed that poetry should be written for the people. They expressed social 
10 

criticism through poems whose main content was superficially historical or narrative. 

The combination of poetry with history, or with a true story or drama, gave depth to 

their subjects. 

Poetry as an expression of the socialist realist movement first appears in modem 

Arabic poetry in the work of al-Bayyati, and is later developed by Ma\tmi.id Darwish, 

Sa<cif al-Yiisuf, Amal Danqal, Al]mad Abd Allih ljijizi, Samilt al-Qasim, Tawffq 
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PART 1 

Zayyad and others. The Beirut Periodical Al-Adab published their works widely after its 

foundation in 1953. The development into realism, however, did not mean that poets 

abandoned romanticism or symbolism in their poetry. Traces of these movements can 

still be found occasionally in their language and style. 

The realistic style is characterised by its wide use of suggestion and association. 

In the realistic style poet uses a word or a sentence to express a distinct single meaning 

but there is a series of possible variations. Association operates connecting thoughts, 

feelings, ideas or sensations; It tends to be lyrical in nature. This type,, of poetry also 

expresses personal witness and experience effectively. The poet has freedom to choose 

the ideas which express his own feelings, and to use elegant vocabulary of great 
11 

simplicity and immediate appeal. Poets expressed their commitment to Marxist 

expression or searched for a suitable artistic mask in historical symbols or myths. This is 

seen at its best in al-Bayyati's and Sa'di al-Yusufs poems. Through such a medium 
··. ;~. 

social and economic crises could be expressed most forcefully. It could also be 

successful in style, rich in imagery and remarkable for its vividness and vitality. 

Palestinian poets took over the new form of verse developed by N&izik al-Mala)ika and 

others, which used irregular numbers of feet. Following the techniques of their 
12 

contemporaries, they adapted elements of the new style to further its development 

In the period of realism, poets were concerned primarily with their subject, 

relegating to a secondary position other principles of classical poetry such as metaphors, 
13 

feelings, rhythms, ideas, and meanings. Poets concentrated on social problems which 

affected the context of their poetry such as poverty, the exile of the Palestinians and the 

loss of their land. In their concentration on social problems, some poets later adopted 
14 

ambiguous expressions borrowed or translated from other cultures. Such expressions, 

however, were sometimes used without much regard for their original contexts, making 

the poetry ambiguous and abstruse. Critics such as Nizik al-Maliika, Yiisuf<fzz al-Din 

5 



PART 1 

and others said that reality or socialism killed aestheticism and technique. They 

maintained that the poet's commitment to his objective led to his ignoring other 

elements of language such as structure, metaphor, rhythm and implicit meaning. Critics 

of this type of poem go further and suggest that such poems have neither technique nor 

maturity, and are nothing more than chanting or shouted exaggeration. 15 

(c) For Jabra Ibrahim Jabra, 16 al-Sayyab's famous poem "Song of Rain" written 

in the mid-l950s is the model for the TammiizT school. Al-Sayyab used the Tanniiuz1 

myth that harks back to Babylonian civilisation in its concept of a God of fertility. 

Tammuz was a god of the harvest and lshtar in her youth had loved Tammuz. Al-Sayyab 

expresses the concept of fertility when he employs the image of water as the symbol for 

life's renewal. The poem carries the spirit of hope and faith for people feeling trapped in 

hopeless situations. 17 In his poem Al-Sayyab echoes T. S. Eliot's style and technique, his 

distinctive use of legend, symbol, metaphor and double meaning. To a lesser extent he 
' :\,. 

also echoes Edith Sitwell, Pablo Neruda, Lorca, Aragon and Eluard. 18 The Tammiizi 

school is found by a group of poets such as Al-Sayyiib, ~awi, Adun.ls and others who 

indicate the use of myth in their poetry. For example Al-Sayyab's use of myth is seen in 

a similar technique found in I:IawPs Ba'l and AduniS's Phoenix. The Tammuz!School 

fired the imagination of other poets who saw in it an answer to their own search in 

mythology for a new imagery. The TammuzT movement, historically and ideologically, 

used certain ideas drawn from ancient civilisation. "The past which seems at the 

moment dead, for ever resting in the tombs of ancient civilisation, becomes the very 

heart of the present, and even the holy gate through which we pass to the future." 19 

Modem Arab poets not only use the Qur'anic text as a rich traditional and religious 

source of poetic symbols but also borrow heavily from folk tales, philosophical tales and 

legends from sources such as Christian, Jewish, Greek and many other cultures.20 

6 



PART 1 

The later Tammiizf style is characterised by its distinctive poetic use of 
21 

symbols. Symbols that denote myths are used to hide unpleasant truths and to mask 

politically unacceptable ones so that the poet is not in danger from the oppressive regime 

in which he lives. The social realist poet dealt in his poem with social, political and 

religious topics from an intellectual point of view. Fu>ad Sulayman's writing is a good 
22 

example. This writing gave great importance to the various pre-Islamic literary 
23 

traditions. The poets who were influenced by al-Sayyab and Eliot in their use of 

legends wanted to revolutionise 20th-century Arabic poetry. At the same time they 

belonged to, and lived in, a culture shaped by the inspiration of the Qur>an. This dictated 

not only religious thought but also political and social development in the Muslim 
24 

world. Inherent in the nationalistic revolution is the principle that what suits the West 

does not necessarily suit the Arab world. Adiinis recognised that the development of 

thought in the West began with the enlightenment of the ancient Greeks, who were 
25 

noted for their intellectual flexibility and willingness to question and test their beliefs. 
:\.-

1 .. 2 The Poets' Attitudes 

Studies of Adunis and others have classified the development of modem Arabic 
26 

poetry according to its political, social or revolutionary nature, and according to the 
27 

poet's attitudes and his commitment. These studies have classified poets according to 

their concepts of commitment to their society. For example, Mabmiid Darwish has been 

called by some critics the poet of home and the earth; Sami\1 al-Qasim the poet of 

revolution, and so on. The basis of such a classification is similar to that of classical 

Arabic poetry when critics divide the poetry according to its purpose. This 

classification, however, was thrown into confusion after 1967 when poets developed 

their feelings of nationalism. As a result of this development, some poets made increased 

use of colloquial language as we will see in the discussion of av·udwan's poem in this 

7 



PART I 

study, whilst other poets stressed the Arab yearning for freedom. These additions to the 

poetry are distinguished by double meanings. Later some poets explore meanings in 

great depth and derive secrets and prophesies in myth to compare between current 
28 

circumstances. Out of this emerged a group of outstanding poets including Adiinis, al-

l;liwi, A!tmad ljaydar, Mu!lammad ~fifi Ma!M. Mamdii~ al~Udwan, Sami Mahdi, 

J:Iamid Sacid, Al)mad al-Mujafi, ~i Shams al-Din and many others. 

1 • 3 The Development of Form. 

The works of the following critics and many others have investigated the form of 
( 29 30 31 

modem Arabic poetry: Izz al-Din Isma(il, S. Moreh, Al-"Azma, J1asan Al)mad al-
32 

Kabir. They classified the main types of poetry according to their metrical structure as 

follows: 

(a) Al-Shi<r al-«AmUdr (Classic Poetry) using the traditional metrical structure 

[16 metres] drawn up by al-Khalil Ibn Al}mad al-Farahidf. Each of these 16 metres 

dictates a line length that does not vary throughout the poem. Every line (bayt) contains 

a fixed number of feet and is divided into balanced parts or hemistiches. The frrst half of 

the ftrst line (~adr) has the same number of feet (tafilat) as the second (~jz) and the feet 

are the basis of the musical unity of the traditional poem. This poetic line consists of 

two hemistiches: "it is really two lines in contrast to the single one line (or verse) in 
, n 

English poems, only the second halves of these lines rhyme with each other". The 

striking feature of the poetic line is its underlying monotony, caused by repetition of the 
34 

major units or lines of each metre. To write metrically is to follow the specific rules 

which form a framework. The choice of a particular metre may be determined by the 

speed of feet, for example, faCilun may suggest a horse galloping, /lfillitun, singing, 
35 

dancing or walking, and mutafffilun war. 

8 



PART! 

(b) Blank Verse (Al-Shi<r al-Mursal) is a poetic fonn originally based on regular 

ten syllable lines, with iambic rhythm but without rhyme and used predominantly in the 
36 

plays of Shakespeare. In the early 1940s ~i Alpnad Bakathir began to experiment 

with Arabic poetry based on Shakespearean rhythms. He started his writing career by 

translating English verse, and realised that blank verse was unknown in Arabic. Ba.kathir 

attempted to use blank verse in the translation of single scenes from Shakespeare's 
37 

Romeo and Juliet. Later blank verse became established in modem Arabic poetty by 

using simple metric fonns that repeated the same pattern of a foot, such as fotilun 

repeated four times in each half of the poetic line to obtain mutadarak. IJI-ktimil, rajaz, 

and mutaqorib metres were also used as simple metric fonns, appropriate for the new 
38 

style in poetty. The farewell scene from Romeo and Juliet was translated in the 
39 

mutaqarib metre, but with elements of mutadarak frequently visible.· The development 

of this poetic form can be seen in the use of metres based on a single pattern of tafila, 

though the number of feet may vary from line to line. Examples of this appear in the 
- ;•{- -

poems of al-Qabbini, Adiiriis, Abd al-~abiir and Sa'id 'Aqall, who ttied in his poem 

Shiriiz to neglect the rhyme and rhythm but order the feet with syllables and their 
40 

sounds. 

(c) Free Verse (Al-Shi~r al-Hurr) or (Shilr al-Ta.ftla). Between 1938 and 1958 . 
• 

the free verse movement became established as a genre in modem Arabic poetty. In spite 

of the confusion in Bakathir's experiments and theoretical critical statements, he is still 

regarded as an important pioneer who realised and developed the differences between 
41 

blank verse and free verse. Al-Sayyab developed free verse further. But he gave full 

credit to Bakathir for his work when he said "'Ali Bakathir was the first person to 
42 . 

employ free verse." Al-Sayyib himself, however, is usually regarded as having been 

the frrst to create a poem successfully in free verse with his poem Siiq al-Qarya, dated 

September 1947. Both Al-Mala>ika with al-Kii.lira and al-l;laydarf in al-Urs can also 

claim to have created poems in free verse in the same year. Mounah Khouri, indeed, 
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PART 1 

suggested that free verse developed even earlier in the poems written in 1938, 1939 and 
<: 43 

1940 by Lewis Awa4. 

At all events, Arabic poets moulded the new form and enabled it to adopt the 
44 

complicated techniques used by T. S. Eliot and imagist American and English poets. 

Their poems use one foot (tafila) only. But later poets used two feet taken from one 

metre or two feet taken from two metres. This mixture appeared in the work of Abii 

Shabaka who imitated Jibran's writing particularly in his book al-Mawakib. This 

mixture, however, was criticised by al-Mal~ika, who stated that free 'lerse should be 
45 

based on metres that are built on one foot only. 

The creation of free verse required the following features, investigated by 
46 

Mounah Khouri in his study of Awa~: ( 1) The creation of poetic language that is not 

primarily grammatical or intellectual, but psychologically rel~tes to the body of the 

poem and effectively adapts to the expression of the new sensibility of this genre of 

poetry. (2) The shift within what is essentially the same pattern from the traditional bayt 

couplet to the foot (tafila) as the new basic unit. (3) The emphasis, in the making of the 

new poem, on ·its organic structure, achieved through the freedom of the poet to vary the 

length of his lines and their rhyming schemes. (4) The creation of new feet (tafilat) and 

metres. (5) The departure from any formal metrical organisation and the use of 

polyphonic prose poetry. (6) The use of the vernacular instead of classical Arabic as a 

poetic medium for the creation of a new vernacular poetry addressed mainly to the elite. 

Some poets who wrote in free verse departed from any formal metrical 

organisation. Their poetry developed towards prose poetry. Al-Mala,ika and others 

refused to accept the movement towards the prose poem (qa!idat al-nathr) and the 

elimination of two precious features of Arabic poetry: rhyme and metre. Other groups 
47 

headed in the direction of the prose poem: in a word, they accepted the innovation · 
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PART 1 

which developed through different rhyme and rhythm occurring in one poem, with a 

single subject such as in al-Majdaliyya, al-Shlil, Gnabat al-Lauz and other poems by 

Sa'fd S\.q1.48 

(d) The prose poem (Qa~Tdat al-Nathr). It was only in the 1950s and 1960s that 

this new trend became established as a genre in modem Arabic poetry. This poem has 

neither rhyme nor metre. For poetic effect it depends on syllabic rhythm. This caused 

the critics to compare it to prose (nathr), and regard qa~7dat al-nathr as a kind of 

prose.49 Moreh is one who discusses this matter. He stated that "In Arabic literature 

there are clear-cut definitions of poetry and prose [and therefore it is necessary to 

distinguish between the two]."50 Prose can include internal rhythm, saj~ metaphor, and 

any poetic techniques except metre. This rhythm in Arabic cannot be confused with 

poetry. 

Historically there are links between the development of poetic prose (al-shi'r al

manthiir) and the prose poem (q~Tdat al-nathr). Poetic prose in modem Arabic poetry 

originates in the Biblical style of Christian liturgical literature which is characterised by 

simple, plain, and direct expression; it may be melancholic, imaginative, sentimental 

and lyrical. Poetic prose also refers to the Qur,.anic style of Islamic rhetoric that became 

strong in <A.bbasid prose and "even adapted the rhetorical technique of poetry by 

introducing al-bad~ the art of metaphors. "51 The two styles of poetic prose are different 

according to the religious type of writing in Moreh's opinion.52 The avant-garde of 

poetic prose that imitated the two styles were Jibran and al-Ri~anT (1905-1940). Poets 

such as Rashid Ayyiib, ~ablb Salami: Rashid Nakhla and many others tried to follow 

Jibrin and al-R4taru in their style of al-shiC,. al-manthur. 

In his study, AlbTr Adib revealed the departure of Qa~Tdat al-Nathr (prose 

poem) from al-shi'r al-manthur (poetic prose). He classified the different types of al:-
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shi<r al-manthiir up to the 1950s. These works were logical, rational and stressed 

imagination, sentiment and escape to nature. Most expressed pantheistic thoughts. 

Qa~idat al-nathr became recognisable as a fonn distinct from al-shi<r al-manthur after 

the 1950s. Adib's works disregarded all the former conventions of poetry ... aspiring to be 

modem, universal, and to reflect the spirit of the new age. It was a genre that rejected 

the earlier rationale of logic, ideals and humanistic vision. 

Salma Jayyusi compares poetic prose and the prose poem in her book Trends. 

She states that al-shiC, al-manthiir "has the appearance of a poem with sbort lines at the 
53 

end of which the reader often pauses." Qafidat al-nathr on the other hand is written on 

the page like a poem in free verse. Jayyusi had already defined the prose poem in the 

Princeton Encyclopaedia of Poetry and Poetics as "a composition able to have any or 

all features of the lyric, except that it is on the page, though not conceived of, as prose. It 

differs from poetic prose in that it is short and compact, from free verse in that it has no 
:-- i~: . 

line breaks, from a short prose passage in that it has, usually, more pronounced rhythm, 

sonorous effects, imagery, and density of expression. It may contain even inner rhyme 

and metrical runs. Its length, generally, is from half a page (one or two paragraphs) to 
54 

three or four pages." This can be seen clearly in Mul}ammad al-Maghii~'s poems. 

Qa~idat al-Nathr was criticised strongly by al-Mala>ika, al-Nuwayhi, Badawi and many 

others. Their criticism concentrated on fonn, rhythm and its verbal expression. In spite 

of this criticism, Qasidat al-Nathr is still being used and developed by famous poets . 
such as Tawfiq al-Siyigh, Unsi al-Haj, Mu\lammad al-Mighiit, Shawqi Abi Shaqri, 

Adunis and others. 

From the above, it may be seen that free verse is not metrical in the conventional 

sense and may be rhymed or unrhymed. The main difference between classical poetry 

and free verse is that free verse is based on one foot. The arrangement into lines divides 

the metrical unit [foot] into rhythmical unit or cadence. Beyond its line arrangement 
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there are no necessary differences between classical and contemporary poetry except 

that contemporary poetry is written in free verse. Later poets who wrote free verse did 

not follow the metrical unit in their poems. To add one further variation, a number of 

contemporary poets have begun writing prose poems or poems in prose. It is too early to 

determine whether this is a passing fashion or will be a lasting development Finally, the 

lack of rhythm in free verse or a prose poem allows the poets to concentrate on choice 

and to develop other elements of poetic language such as metaphors and symbols. 

1 • 4 Previous Studies of Poetic Language In Modern Arable Poetry. 

The difference between the defmition of a poem according to classical books of 
ss 

criticism which highlight the basis of poetic language and the new direction of 

development in modem Arabic poetry is the freedom which the modem poet has to vary 

the rhythm and rhyme. Both the classical and the modem CI\itics believe that poetic 

language builds on rhythm and rhyme that themselves demand a particular technique of 

speech. The poet exploits material taken from everyday language, developing poetic 

language by adding and collating his personal experience, focus and imagination. He 

extends his experience by borrowing from other sources such as Western and Eastern 

tradition and poetry. 

As a result of the freedom in rhythm and rhyme gained by the poetic language of 

modem Arabic poetry, it was possible to develop new techniques that in turn led to new 

methods and trends of analysis. These methods of analysis can be sul1llllarised as 

follows: (1) Studies that assimilated the ideas and theories of poetic language borrowed 
56 

from the West and translated mostly from French, English, and Russian. These studies 

analysed texts or verses chosen from a poem to draw parallels in meaning or craft with 

Western concepts. (2) Studies that revived the dispute or the controversy between 
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51 
conservative and modernist supporters of modem Arabic poetry especially regarding 

the composition of free verse. They provided it with a full discussion of the various 

phenomena of poetic language such as rhythm, words, imagery, metaphors and symbols. 

(3) Studies that regarded metaphors and symbolism as main elements in the construction 
58 

of poetic language. Some studies discussed the development of metaphors during 

particular literary periods and made comparisons between classical and modem 

construction of metaphors. Some added new genres, names and methods of analysis of 

the structure of metaphors. The way in which symbols were discussed led to a 

classification of different types of symbol, though without allocating them into areas 
59 

such as mythical, allusion or symbols. ( 4) Studies that used the classical disputes of 
60 

words and meanings but these studies see the word in classical Arabic poetry as equal 

to fonn in modem Arabic poetry since the rhythm (metre and rhyme) never changed in 
61 

classical poetry. These studies discussed the development of form and rhythm in 

modem Arabic poetry. They were concerned with form and produced highly descriptive 
> n:.-

standards compared to those for meaning. (5) Studies that analyse the text. Textual 

analysis allows an understanding of the ideology of the development of modem Arabic 

poetry revealing and relying mainly on poetic language. Poetic language itself contains 

various elements that complement each other and construct the context of the poem, for 

example rhythm, symbols, metaphors and word-association on the one hand and the 

implicit relationship between these elements on the other.· Revealing the implicit 

relationship between the various elements of poetic language helps not only to 

understand the structure of language but also to approach both the structure and style. 

The studies of Yumna al-•Id, llyas Khiiri and Malik al-Mu~abi follow this 
62 . 

principle. Yumni ale'id states that rhythm in the text is not only created by the foot but 

also by "dynamism or association" (takthij al-musiqa aw shafm juz> min ajza> aJ-<un~ur 

bi mii ya/al al-mllsiqli !ca>annaha muwallada bihi). Poetic rhythm is created by the 

structure of language; by parallels, by scansion and by repetition. Poetic rhythm may 
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also be organised by the sound or the pronunciation of the letters and the use of 

onomatopoeia. The internal relationship between the various elements of poetic 

language may create rhythm. This rhythm can be seen in parallels and comparison of the 

metaphor that contains two parts. 

63 
llyis Khiiii states that modem poetry represents a new form of language or 

expression that rejects classical rules. In his study of the following poems: UnshUdat al

Ma!ar by Al-Sayyib, Mufrad bi ~ighat al-Jami< by Adlinis, Mul}iiwala Raqm Sab'a and 

Sirfliin Yashrab al-Qahwa fi al-Kafitiryli by Darwish, al-Khiirf selects .one element of 

poetic language in order to discuss the poem as a text For example; in Unshiidat al

Ma{ar, Khiirfassumes that this poem is built on the Tammuzi symbol (see above). This 

symbol has the ability to change into another symbol such as Ishtar who becomes a 

mother, who in tum becomes Iraq and so on. Khiiri drew upon the well-known idea of 

the Tammiizi symbol as a source of rejuvenation, rebirth and fertility. Khiirf explored 
. . :\-

rhythm and chose other elements of poetic language such as voices in the poem that 

accord with his assumption. In Khiiii's discussion of Adonis's poem, he assumed that the 

poem was founded on three ideas, namely the earth, women and language. Through his 

assumption, Khiiri discussed the verbs and tenses used in the poem, the development of 

the poem and its structure. In the discussion of Darwish's poem, Sirhiin ... , Khiirirelies 

on the tense of the verb "to kill" which is built into the Sir~in poem as a general action. 

Khiiri did not follow this action through poetic language. He simply discussed Darwish's 

rejection of rhetorical language and Darwish's aim to make his language political. It is 
' I 

by the dramatic structure of this poem that the hero, Sir!tan, is defmed as the power of 

the past evoking three heroes. But Khuri forgot to mention or discuss the different 

symbols that are used in this poem. 

Both al-'id and al-Khiiri were influenced by modem critical theories, such as 
64 

structuralism and post-structuralism. The study by Malik Yusuf al-Mu!}abi discussed 
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the structure of language through an analysis of the grammatical uses of conditional 

sentences and their relation with time. In al-id, Khuri and Mu!Jabfs studies, they 

attempted to reach a conclusion by reading the text in a poetic way, searching for growth 

in language, and building relationships to link the poem with reality. 

The studies that are concerned with the textual attempt to assimilate different 

elements of language express human action, movement, experiences, feelings, imagery 

and ideas in the poems. Some of these studies, however, can also be interpreted through 

the analysis of tone, rhythm, words, structure of sentences, metaphors, symbols, choice 

of language and the ways these elements are linked. The basis that modifies the 

elements of poetic language, the connection between these elements and the poet's 

attitudes provide the basis of the present study. 

1 - 5 The Basis Of The Present Study. 

This study aims to analyse the structure of poetic language in twelve poems 

written in Bilad al-Sham (Syria, Lebanon, Jordan and Palestine) between 1967 and 

1987. During these twenty years different attitudes and reactions were expressed 

towards successive events in Bilad al-Shim. The two generations of poets of the 1970s 

and 1980s reflect these reactions in their works. As a consequence of the Arab defeat in 

the 1967 war with Israel, for example, different reactions demanded change not only in 

the political or social arenas, but also in the use of language. I have chosen poems from 

different parts of the areas - Syria, Lebanon, Jordan and Palestine - which exhibit 

different features in their use of language, with the aim of comparing them both with 

each other and with classic poems of modem Arabic verse. 
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To discuss a poem is to begin with its language operating at various levels e.g. 

grammatical, rhetorical, etc. The discussion of poetic language in each poem seeks to 

evaluate the use of every element of poetic language in the text. If the text concentrates 

more on one element in its language than another, this does not mean that the poem is 

necessarily weak or vague in construction. The poet may choose to express his explicit 

and implicit meanings mainly through one element e.g. rhythm, whilst largely (though 

not completely) avoiding other elements. The construction of poetic language in each 

poem will be analysed. The aim is to explore all the components of the poem, showing 

the degree or method of their use. The analysis in this present study-~ is intended to 

discuss the relationships between various elements of poetic language as follows: 

(1) Tone and rhythm. In general, tone is defmed as the attitude of a writer or 

speaker toward his subject, his audience or himself. It provides the emotional colouring 

or meaning. The poet's choice of words, connotation, imagery, metaphor, irony and ., i,.~ . 

understatement - as well as rhythm, sentence construction, and formal pattern - may all 

be used to reinforce the poet's presentation of his attitudes directly or indirectly. This 

attitude must relate ·directly to the poet's concern, which may be social, political or 

personal, reflecting or embodying a sad, humorous, cynical or satirical tone. 

Tone expresses the poet's attitude, whilst rhythm, which includes grammatical 
65 

structure, logical sequence, pattern and associated uses, dominates the imagery. In this 

study most of the poems selected can be classified as free verse, depending upon one 

foot that is a metric unit consisting of a regular pattern of syllables. In some cases the 

foot is absent from the poem. Poetry is essentially a rhythmic art. If there is no metre or 
. . 

foot, there is no fixed basis by which to follow the rhythm. Rhythm can be created 
66 

through the use of different grammatical structures, or drawn from the poet's vision 
67 . 

and experience. It may be created through the use of particular tenses or persons of 
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68 
verbs. The movement therefore comes from parts that work together to form complex 

69 
interactions which create the dynamic nature of the rhythm in the poem. 

(2) Theme and structure. In general, text is shaped by the relationship between 

the quality of individual syllables, words, sentences and verses on the one hand, and 

parallels or oppositions in meaning expressing feeling, attitudes and focus on the other. 

In this study, I will follow the creation of the poet's own or private world (imagery). The 

poet's world and his vision are based on themes that build on one or two concepts which 

the poet borrows or creates. These concepts conceal mixed feelings: sadness, anger, 

hope, etc. The above will be achieved by analysing the use of words, phrases, and 

sentences, or by the harmony or opposition between words, expressions and themes. The 

combination of words has a spiritual implication that expresses the sense of the concept. 

Each sentence has its own implicit meaning that adds balance and builds up by a 

cumulative process the comprehensive picture embodied in the poem. 
-. :\. 

(3) The poet's voice. In this study I consider that there is a voice that introduces, 

provides, speaks, relates or describes in the poem. This voice can perhaps be most 
! ' 

obviously recognised through the use of verbs. Groups of verbs accumulate around one 

subject which becomes the main one and the centre of the actions in the poem. The 

voice expresses feelings, inspires a(litudes and suggests vision. ·The poet uses his voice 

or adopts a public persona to utter the message. Moreover, poets may shift from past to 

present, conversation to description, from one character (subject) to another, from 

external action to internal feelings, slow the poem down, inviting the reader to pause and 

reflect as the poets highlight action and time when something important is being said. 

(4) Word-associations. The use of association was mentioned earlier in this study 

and I will explore its relationship with the word by which it is conveyed. "A word 

appears to have a distinct single meaning and a series of possible variations and 
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associations, and must be used in such a way that only one or two of these possibilities 
70 

are evoked." In the poems selected, poets have chosen words carefully to produce a 

series of possible variations and associations. To study word-association is to select the 

contexts that include the same word, and compare the first use of this word, as a specific 

or literal meaning, and the associated implicit meaning sequentially with the repeated 

use of the word. This method of analysis of word-association reveals the implicit 

meanings of the poem. A word and its root may be used as a verb, a noun or derivatives 

of either. Word-association helps one to interpret the structure of metaphors and 

symbols. The number of times a word is used may also help the reader to reach the 

fundamental ideas of the poem. 

(5) Metaphors and symbols. The analysis of metaphors in this study will be 
71 

based on definitions taken from different sources. The analysis looks at the metaphor 

from different points of view and can be subdivided according to four categories: (1) 
~· ~ . . 

emphasis of comparison and imagery; (2) expression of the implicit meanings; (3) 

discussion of the emotional effect; ( 4) the relationships between grammar and meaning 
72 

that are created through sequential relationships. These metaphors give vitality and 

colour to the poem but are easy to confuse with other figures of speech such as 
73 

metonymy, synecdoche, simile. 

Symbols in this study can be classified into the three following groups: 

( 1) Allusion is ·something which evokes a well-known story, poem or proverb. Under 

this type, I will discuss allusions to famous Arabic poetry, superstition, proverb, 

religious stories, folklore and traditional customs. (2) A comprehensive symbol is that 

which captures all the poet's experience and focus. This kind of symbol seems to grow 

effortlessly out of the poems, showing that the poet has usually found, whether by 

conscious intention, instinct or inspiration, a context within which the action or process 

is enabled to develop. (3) A partial symbol is a word or words that suggest different 
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meanings and in so doing enable the poet to express a certain feeling. Such a word will 

be unlikely to communicate the poet's purpose in its dictionary defmition. In fact the 

word only partially expresses the focus of the poet and when it is first used it may 

therefore be puzzling; only as it recurs does it become balanced and acceptable in 

meaning. The associations of the partial symbol and its meaning may extend throughout 

one poem or all the Diwins of one poet 

To analyse metaphor and symbol is to search for a relationship between the 

elements of language and their meanings. Every poem has its own method of use of 

metaphor or symbol. New and classical types of metaphor or symbol will be categorised 

in part three following the analysis of sixteen poems. 

The above principles will apply to the analysis of four outstanding poems in part 

one and twelve poems in part two. 

1 a 6 Poetic Language In Four Outstanding Poems in Modern 

Arable Poetry. 

It is my intention to explore the development of poetic language in modem 

Atabjc poetry by analysing the structure of the language. There are a number of poems 

which can be regarded as epitomising the changes taking place in the renewal or 

departure from classical poetic language after the 1950s. These poems embody new 

forms of expression, contemporary or traditional, and ideas borrowed from Western 

concepts. New significance and the ability to use new associations are evident. The 

avant-garde poets attempted to express the Arab identity by discussing Arab problems in 

social and political situations Their focus, deep feelings and imagination were closely 

linked to external realities and expressed by verse. Thus these poems became two sided, 
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like a coin. The imagery of some poems stayed close to the reality of social or political 

origin whilst others reached out towards the mystical (Sufi). They discussed social and 

political problems, trying to depict contemporary reality on the one hand and emotion 

and imagination on the other. The aim is to present problems, search for solutions and 

highlight the poet's attitude and experience. The poet's achievement can be measured by 

his ability to analyse the problems he faces and his use of this ability to intensify the 

focus. Poets are free to employ rhythm, symbols, tradition (East or West), facts or 

imagination to create the form of the poem. 

Four such poems - Unshudat Al-Mafar (Song of Rain) by ai-Sayyi:ib, Sir~an 

Yashrab al-Qahwa jf al-Kafatirya (Sir~an Drinks Coffee In The Cafo) by Darwish, 

Hadha Huwa IsmT (This Is My Name) by Adiinls and al-Jisr (The Bridge) by al-l:fiiWi

were chosen for analysis so that they may become reference points for the analysis of 

the work of poets after 1967. These poems have been regardedJ>y critics as among the 

most outstanding of the period when they were written; moreover, every one of them 

expresses clearly a different use of the elements of poetic language in modem Arabic 

poetry. 

This poem Unshiidat al-Ma{ar (Song of Rain) reflected the Iraqi people's wishes 

and hopes. They are still waiting and dreaming to have freedom. In this poem: (1) The 

poet "depicts a barren land awaiting the return of the god Tammuz, the agent of long 

over due and sweeping social change, whose sacrificial death restores the natural order 

and causes the life-giving rains to fall." 74 TammUzf fertility myths met with instant 

acclaim among Arab poets and critics and opened the door for al-Sayyab to discuss 

social and political matters. The use of metaphors in al-Sayyab's poem is easy to 

approach and is expressed through the symbol changing the format and rules of Arabic 

poetic development. (2) The Song of Rain was used by later poets as a model for 

discussing political and social problems, through the use of symbolism and mythology. 
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The poem had a great influence on later poets (more than the poems of al-Bayyatl, al

Mala'ika, al-Yiisuf or al-I:IaydarT). (3) Combinations of rhythms and symbols are used 

in a lyrical way in al-Sayyab's poem. Al-Sayyiib combines the new use of rhythms and 

symbols in his poem. For example when al-Sayyab uses the allusion Thamud he 

explores the sound of the wind as a rhythm. Thamud expresses, initially, a Qur'aruc 

allusion to the story of the tribe of Thamudis or Thamiidenese of Ptolomy and Pliny, 

who were an ancient Arab people who lived in Waru al-Qura in Northern Arabia. They 

worshipped seventy gods. God sent then a prophet called ~ali~ to show them the right 

path. The prophet warned them but they did not take him seriously. Then "God sent a fire 

come down from heaven and burnt them. This tribe is compared to contemporary75 

Iraqis, then, drawing attention to the contemporary political and social situation. 

While al-Sayyib successfully combines allusions to the political and social 

problems of his day with his own personal experience, D~sh. summarises the 

problems of his society. In the poem Sir~iin Yashrab ai-Qahwa jl a/-Ka.fitirya (Sir~ifn 

Drinks Coffee in The Cafe), Darwish's treatment of his theme reveals the relationship 

between different political ideologies. Sir~iin Yashrab . .. is a poem about , Sir~an's 

trial. (Sir~an is a Palestinian who assassinated Robert Kennedy the candidate for 

Presidency of U.S.A., for political reasons as we will discuss later.) In this poem 

Darwish changes the tone from that of his previous poems to express the Palestinian 

voice. Sir~in is a symbolic character who is the personification of the Palestinian 

problem. This personification of SirJ?.an is the beginning of a change in the poems of 

Da.rwlsh. 

Darwish's style has an immediacy that is quite unlike that of AdiinTs. For 

Adiinls, the poem is the basis of "modified" or "converted" writing (a/-kitiiba al

mutahawwila). 76 This type of writing is based on a sentence or verse which may have 
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many suggestions in meaning. Thus, the meaning becomes uncertain. The reader can 

create his own meanings. 

HQdhii Huwa lsm1 (This Is My Name) by Adiinis represents social experiences. 

Adiints is the character who appears in the poem as Adiiriis =<Ali= fidd>i ="he". This 

multiplicity of characters enables Adun'is to adopt different rules and to change his 

society. In addition to the above, Adun'is in this poem discusses the concept of 

modernity in life and poetry. 

I:Iawf sees time as two periods opposing each other: the past and the present. His 

poem al-Jisr (The Bridge) is an example of the old and the new, where the new opposes 

the old. This poem reflects the opposition between good and bad. -!Iiwf echoes the 

answer by making a bridge between these two; the past can stay but is perceived through 

the eyes of a new generation. 
i\.-. 

In the following, I will analyse the four poems according to the principle of this 

study aiming to: (a) explore the new techniques in the use of rhythm and rhyme; (b) look 

for themes through internal language relationships; (c) explore the poet's world, voice, 

and attitude; and (d) examine the modem use of metaphors and symbols. 

1 .. 6 • 1 Unshiidat ai-Matar by Badr Shiklr ai.Sayyib . 

UnshUdat al-Matar The (Song of Rain) was first published in the periodical Al

Adab in 1954 and reprinted in the Diwiin itself entitled Unshiidat al-Mafar in 1960. 
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l - Introduction 

The poem Song of Rain reflected the Iraqis' wishes and hopes for freedom. 

These wishes can be linked with Al-Sayyab's brief political life. This life "was an agony 

of incurable disease and slow death in poverty and political exile. He lost his teaching 

job because of his communist sympathies. "77 Through this poem al-Sayyab discussed 

the most significant events in contemporary Arabic poetry. The Song of Rain is widely 

considered to be the most significant poem of the twentieth century in the Arab world 

for reasons mentioned earlier, namely the use of symbolism derived from the ancient 

Tammiizf myth, combined with social and political problems as poetic source material. 

This poem is also considered as a landmark beginning a new period in the development 
78 

of modem Arabic poetry, in both language and in structure. Studies of it reflect many 

aspects of al-Sayyab and his poetry: those revealed in his biography; the basis of 

technique and aesthetics in language and Western influence on his ideas; his innovation 
._ .,. 

in symbol and lyricism; and the call for critics to relate the traditional symbols that al

Sayyab used to approach the poem as a dynamic text, for example the link between pre

Islamic al-nasib (al-bukii, ala al-aflal) and the introduction of this poem. The word 

al-ma{ar (rain) is the best point to begin the present analysis of Song of Rain employing 

the various new elements of poetic language. The word "rain" is used in the tide and is 

the main topic in this poem, since firstly, it is the key to the use of rhythm, secondly, it 

is the key to the various comparisons and oppositions to be found in the poem, and 

thirdly, it is the key to the symbolism of the poem. 

2-Rhythm 

Al-Sayyllb used the word "rain" to echo the Tammiizi myth which forms the 

background to the rhythm in this poem. At the same time, he shaped his poem as free 

verse, avoiding any strict pattern of metre, rhyme and foot order. It seems that al-Sayyab 
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orders the use of foot and refrain to suit his purposes and feelings. For example, al

Sayyab employs the foot --0- (musta./ilun) taken from rajaz metre four times in every 
79 80 

line [1-17 ], as follows; --0-, --0-, --0-, 0- or 0-0-, --0-, --0-, 0-

~aynaki ghil\ bata nakhi\ lin sa<atal\ sa!zar 

musta.filun\ mustafilun\ mustafilun\ fatii 

ka ,annama\ tanbUflu fi\ ghawrayhimiial\ nujiim 

mutafilun\ mustafilun\ mustafilun\fa'ii 

He describes his subject, summarises the possibilities and expresses the sad tone 

easily and smoothly; when he uses refrain [18 - 21,_ 35, 36, 62 ~\64, 70 - 72, 75, 76, 82 -

84, 92 - 94, 111 - 113 ] and employs one foot 0-, 0-, 0- which is similar to the end of 

every line in the poem, he switches from one subject to another in the poem but he 

repeats the refrain for different aspects; and when al-Sayyab uses short syllables at 

beginning of the foot [0-0-] from line [ 11] to the end of the poem, he repeats and 

emphasises the sadness, sorrow and sense of alienation, but when he prepares the way 

for anger, stonn and revolupon, ;the use of the refrain "rain" captures the tone of anger. 

Al-Sa>'Yib seems to be t.p'ing to create a new system of rhyme in Arabic poetry. 

He uses rhyme in a complicated way. This use of rhyme can be seen in the first letter ra< 

= a, the second rhyme mfm = b and so on to the end of the poem. For example 

<aynaki ghabatii nakhilin sa~t al-sa!zar 

aw shwfatani ral} yan>a (anhumli al-qamar 
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~yniiki lft"n tatsimiin tiiriq al-kurfim 

wa tarqu~ al-adwiP ka al-aqmiir finahr 

yurjjuh al-mijdhiifwahnan sii(at al-mpm:. 

ka>annamii tanbUfljfghawrayhimli al-twiim. 

The overall rhyme-scheme of the poem can be summarised follows: 

1- aabaabcdcdddababa- refrain (aaaa) 

2- eeffghhghagaa- refrain (aa) 

3- aaiiaajkjklmmllmheehaanon- refrain (aaa) 

4- oppaa- refrain (aaa) 

5- oa- refrain. (aa) 

6- ddaoo- refrain (aaa) 

7- aaqmq- refrain (aaa) 

8- almmllmkksmksmml- refrain (aaa) 

9- aaqmq- refrain (a) 

PART l 

From the above, it will be seen that al-Sayyab mixes long sections and short 

ones. This division into sections depends on the use of the refrain which brings each 

section to a close. Thus, refrain is employed: to bring each section to a close; to help al

Sayyib to move from one subject to another in this poem and, to capture the tone of 

anger. Al-Sayyab repeates the rhyme ra( (a) in 7 and 9. and at the beginning in 1 ,3,7 ,9 to 

link his poem. The use of rhyme in this poem seems to be similar to the use of rhyme in 

some English poems (for example, the elaborate rhyme-scheme of Spenser's 

Prothalamion). This use of rhyme plays a part in the emotional effect, though not 
81 

generally as great a part as the rhythm. 
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As I mentioned earlier, al-Sayyab used the word "rain" to echo the Tammlizl 

myth from the past which forms the background of this poem. This occurs when al

Sayyab repeated the word "rain" 13 times for different purposes giving the rhythm the 

ability to create different effects such as: wailing, emphasising the renewal of life. The 

word "tears" is also repeated five times to express tremor of tears, fear, tears of 

hopelessness, tears of loss, tears of yearning and tears of hunger, and the echo of 

invocation for a/-khall}, al-radii, al-7riiq, al-atfat. and al-mahiir that is repeated between . . 
four and seven times, are used to perform a rite of the "Song of Rain." Through the 

repetition of the "Song of Rain" in the poem, the implicit tone evokes sadlless, anger and 

hope. The strong ~ which pervades the different moods of "S~ng of Rain" is 
A 

€. 
connected with the strong wind that left no trace of the Thamud tribe in the vally [56]. It 

"" 
summons up the poet's memory of childhood and his mother's death and it is associated 

with the symbol of fertility. "Rain" then changes to be a storm, being memories of death 

and fertility. i\·. 

3 - Theme and Structure 

After al-Sayyab recalled the memory of his childhood, the memory of his 

mother's death and the symbol of fertility, he summarised the theme in one line; "like 

bloodshed, hunger, love, children, and death, it is the rain!"[41]. The words bloodshed, 

hunger, love, children and death are used to emphasise the theme that al-Sayyiib 

summarised earlier when he described the sea "like death, life, dark and light" [11]. Al

Sayyib used two sets of oppositions: life - death; and good - evil. 

We generally consider that life is positive, evoking good feelings, and conversely 

that death is negative, evoking negative feelings. In al-Sayyab's mind the concepts of 

life and death are linked with the rain. In the following verse: "like the bloodshed--it is 

the rain" the relationship between the "blood" and the "rain" is that both symbolise life, 
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but does "bloodshed" cause the "rain" or the "rain" cause "bloodshed". Al-Sayyab wants 

to say that the "blood" is like the "rain" in that it brings new life. But in the same verse 

al-Sayyab continues "like hunger-- it is the rain". The relationship between "rain" and 

"hunger", rain and other things are very much cause and effect. From the above we find; 

first that when there is no rain, hunger ensues, second; al-Sayyab mentions that Iraqis 

are hungry [81 - 82] to express the political situation in Iraq. They are hungry not for 

food but for freedom. Al-Sayyab adds "like dead-- it is the rain" which suggests the lack 

of rain thus brings death. AI- Sayyab wants to say that the hunger may be caused by the 

lack of rain that has come to pass but sadness is evoked by remembering the dead in 

Iraq. Thus, these two concepts - life and death- become the open door by which the 

Iraqi situation can be discussed through the poet's or al-Sayyab's suffering. 

In addition to the above in this poem, the use of particular words has a vital role 

to play in the parallels and contrasts in meaning that emerge.c\-For example, the poet 

draws parallels between the following: eyes or two balconies [1, 2], rebirth of the 

vineyard or dance in the light [3, 4], warm in winter = tremor in autumn [9]. The 

contrasts in meaning can be seen in; death-- rebirth, dark-- light [10], drop of rain-

yellow or red [86], and youth tomorrow-- new life [91, 120]. It seems that al-Sayyab's 

purpose in in using parallels and contrasts is to present the four major concepts of his 

belief and it is these concepts upon which the poem is based; death--rebirth and dark-

light. These four concepts, however, conceal mixed feelings:- anger, sadness and hope. 

4- The Poet's Voice. 

Al-Sayyab expresses his mixed feelings but through different voices. Al

Sayyab's voice as a main voice reappears as: the voice of a lover who in the past lived 

life minute by minute and summons up the joy of that time into the present; the voice of 

a child who is frightened by the moon, rambling deliriously before he went to sleep 
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because he could not find his mother82 when he woke a year ago, and kept asking about 

her; the voice of the speaker (poet) introduces the child's voice through his childhood, 

imagination, invocation, depression. The speaker/poet tries to escape throughout most of 

this poem and appears in the voice of the emigrant. The emigrant/poet carries all his 

people's anxiety. He expresses his pessimism about unity or revolution. Emigrants say 

this unity will be soon but al-Sayyab/the emigrant voice feels that this unity will not be 

achieved in the near future. The fertility for change is not yet ripe. The voice of the 

emigrant then opposes his people (or the emigrants) with his pessimistic feelings. But 

the poet/speaker sees that the near future might come with a smile that is. waiting for "a 

new mouth or nipple reddened on the mouth of the newborn, in the young world of 

tomorrow, Giver oflife and the rain falls" [88, 91, 118, 120]."83
• 

The above voices mingle the past and the present. Al-Sayyab sandwiches the 

past in between a narrative in the present tense. The present tense is . used throughout 

most of the poem, but in terms of real time is no more than a minute or two as the poet 

enjoys his beloved's eyes. When her eyes smile and twinkle, the lights dance, the 

vineyard sprouts leaves. This enjoyment is a moment that occurred in the past but the 

poet/lover is now hopelessly sundered from his love. The enjoyment, however, has gone 

in a mist of grief [7]. The poet's soul wakens with tears [11]. This awaking becomes an 

unconscious state when the poet uses the verb yahdhito summon up a child's memories 

from the past. This integrates the past with the present tense for example khaf, bat, 

yahdhT, lajja, qalii, afaq . .. [13, 24, 26, 27, 25]. 

In this poem, there is no dividing line between the past and the present tense. Al

Sayyib echoes the past and integrates it into the present. It is a time to~ ask God [48, 

97] for rain after long waiting. There is rain but the palm tree and the mother's grave 

drink it (58, 31]. Thus, there is no rain in the present time but the sound of tears being 

shed evokes "wild elations," memories and dreams. 
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5 a Word-association. 

The use and the repetition of the word "rain" are the key to the ideas throughout 

this poem. The word "rain" and its associations govern the poem and can be seen in the 

following: 

"Rain" is used in the title of this poem. "Rain" in verse [15] when "the silence of 

birds on the trees is brushed by the song of the rain, drop by drop of rain, the rainbow 

drinks the clouds, both melt in rain." The verse suggests a lack of rain when "the 

rainbow drinks the clouds", while the use of the "rain" in the first and· the second verse 

has a series of suggestions; rain is a device to melt the cloud and the rainbow. The 

clouds suggest hopes and wishes. Rain also suggests hopes and wishes for people who 

need to overcome difficult political and social conditions. "Rain" is like desires. These 

desires [10] change into a traditional"song or hymn" to suggest that the desire for "rain" 
.. i\· 

remains as a desire and does not achieve actuality. 

The traditional song or hymn of rain [25] is similar to the poet's childhood 

wishes. "The child who is yearning for his mother. He was told that she had slept one 

year in the mound. The sand of the mound drinks rain". The above verses highlight that 

the rain (symbol for freedom) will never come. It is like the dead mother who will never 

return. It is like a dream or the wishes of a child who still searches for his mother and 

hopes to find her. The use of word "rain" in verse [32 - 36] " a sad fishennan gathers the 

nets and curses the waters and fate. He scatters his songs where the moon sets" suggests 

that "rain" was prevented from returning, there was no rain, no luck and he is still 

waiting. 

The conversation between the poet and his girlfriend or beloved[37] is used as a 

way to link "rain" with her tears at the moment of farewell. The sad feelings arise from 
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the holding back of tears and loneliness, while the holding back of "rain" is similarly 

followed by a feeling of loneliness and loss. These feelings are like the pure blood of a 

slave, hunger, love, children or corpses. This use shows two opposing sides of "rain":

first is the love that comes with "rain" and gives life and children, and second.is the 

hunger that comes by the withholding of "rain." 

The poet uses the word "rain" to express an opposition in meaning when he says 

[77, 79, 80, 84] "since we were children the sky has been cloudy and the rain falls, but 

every year Iraq is hungry ~ain, rain, rain". This use of rain suggests· that "rain" is 

freedom that lives in the memory of children and every year sees them still waiting for 

"rain" or freedom. The poet speaks of himself and of Iraq to evoke the political events 

and social conditions. "Rain" becomes the colours of a flower: red suggesting blood; 

yellow suggesting sadness [85, 86, 88, 89]. It is also the tears of hungry people and the 

blood of slavery or the smiles and tomorrow. "Rain" is a flower opposing tears. This 

use, however, suggests that the "rain" is the hope of the people. They are still waiting 

and planning their "green" future and freedom for themselves in Iraq. Thus, the poem 

becomes a source of hope and fertility for people suffering both political oppression and 

hunger. "Rain" becomes an echo. Echoes ring in the Arabian Gulf as a song of "rain" 

suggesting that the people who are waiting are emigrating to the Gulf, but they still hope 

and hear the echo of "rain" = freedom. The song of the holding back of rain or the lack 

of freedom of "rain" is the reason for emigration. This may be taken as a reflection of 

the poet's own life. 

From the above and through the use of the word "rain", in word-association, we 

can set up the following fundamental ideas of the poem: "rain" is the people's wishes, 

"rain" evokes a traditional "song or hymn of rain"; because there is no rain, there is no 

luck; people are still waiting for rain, "rain" is love when it falls; gives life to children, 

"rain" causes death when it is held back; "rain" is freedom that lives in the memory of 
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children and every year they wait for rain. "Rain" is the people's hope, they are still 

waiting and dreaming of their "green" future and freedom. 

6 a Metaphors. 

Metaphors express the two sides of life: dreams and hopes on the one hand, and 

reality on the other. They evoke different possibilities, when al-Sayyab uses a simple 

style of metaphor with a simile. Al-Sayyab aims to enrich the association and to 

combine the metaphor with logic, for example [1 -7]: 

"Your eyes are two palm groves at the hour of dawn 

Or two balconies from which the moon recedes. 

When your eyes smile vineyards sprout leaves 

And lights dance like moons in a river 

Which an oar shakes at the hour of dawn." 

These opening lines begin with the comparison between two eyes and two 

balconies and between two eyes and two palm groves. The link between: "your eyes" 

and "the forest of palm groves" is the colour green; "at the hour of dawn" suggests an 

unclear vision or focus. 

The relationship between "your eyes" and "two balconies" is that both watch as 
84 

"the moon recedes," which suggests the fading of future hopes and wishes. Al-Zahrini 

compares the use of balconies in Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet with that of al-Sayyab. 

He states that Romeo and al-Sayyab both fled from the lover's balcony but for different 

reasons: Romeo because he was afraid of Juliet's family, and al-Sayyab because of the 

Iraqi situation. Al-Sayyab asks for another kind of life. 
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In the above, silent and sensory metaphors are followed by each other. The 

relationship between "your eyes" "when they smile," the vineyards " when they sprout 

leaves," and the lights "when they dance like moons in a river shaken weakly by the oar 

at the hour of dawn" is the development of the actions (verbs) of the eyes giving or 

renewing life. This is considered by Khlirf as a mixture of myth and nature, or a link 

between the invocation of prayer and the supplication to the God offertility.85 

Al-Sayyab employs the paradoxical metaphor to evoke two situations of the 

Iraqis. The first is those Iraqis who must emigrate to the Gulf (the poet himself) because 

they are looking for freedom and a good life. They have to work har& They may face 

death, and their "bones spread on the sand". This death is caused by the sea, that 

symbolises exile. The second is the exploiters in Iraq who enjoy life in Iraq without 

work. In the name of authority they exploit the Iraqis' income for themselves [101-108]. 

The use of similes allows the sound of the characters to be displayed in the 

poem, such as the voices of the child and the fisherman: "The shiver of weeping awakes 

in my soul, and a wild elation embraces the skies like the elation of child afraid of the 

moon" [11 - 13]; "As if a sad fisherman gathers the nets, and curses waters and fate, and 

scatters his songs where the moon sets" [32 - 34]. 86 The relationship between the 

"shiver of weeping" and a "wild elation" is fear. The child is employed as a voice. He 

matures with childhood memories [I - 23], and like a child is afraid of the moon. 

In the following example, a metaphor [22 - 27] leads into a simile. After the poet 

has introduced the metaphor "evening yawns and the clouds pour down their heavy 

tears", he uses the simile" like a child who before sleeping raves ... " to remember, 

question and get an answer. This simile seems to be the link between the situation of 

the child when he received a false answer and the clouds that pour down their heavy 

tears instead of pouring rain. For example: 
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"Evening yawns and the clouds 

Pour down their heavy tears 

Like a child who before sleeping raves 

That his mother -- whom he did not find 

On waking up a year ago and was told 

After persistent questioning 

That she would return the day after tomorrow". 

PART 1 

A simile enters, embodies and reflects the metaphor in [ 40, 41] ."Endless is the 

rain: like bloodshed, like hunger, love, children and the dead". This example expresses 

parallels and also opposition or rejection. The real meaning of rain when it falls is that 

the man feels lost Parallels appear in metaphors as a type of rhythm [10, 44- 46] when 

the poet says: "I can almost hear the palms drink the rain, and hear the villages moaning 

and the emigrants struggling with oars and sails ag~st the tempests and thunder of the 
;t: . 

Gulf while they sing rain, rain, rain" [58 - 64]; "I cry to the Gulf Oh Gulf, Oh giver of 

pearls, shells and death, the echo comes back like sobs" [47- 52]. 

7 - Symbolism 

Al-Sayyab is regarded as a leader of the Tammiizi school of modem Arabic 

poetry. The Tammfizi symbol is evoked in the use of nautumn", the rebirth, awakening 

and fertility of 'this season in Iraq. It harks back to the Babylonian civilisation, in its 

concept of a God of fertility. Al-Sayyab hears in his own parched cry the voices of all 

thirsty men of the put He compares past and present Iraqi inhabitants who suffer from 
87 

thirst. He evokes T. S. Eliot's use of the same symbol to describe thirsty London. 

Using Eliot's method, and the concept of fertility in The Waste Land and its 

associations, al-Sayyab reveals the Iraqi situation. 
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The associations of the symbol enable it to be extensive and comprehensive in its 

meanings as follows: Ishtar; God of fertility. Khiiri sees the beloved whom al-Sayyab 

addresses as Ishtar and sees the actions taking place through Ishtar's eyes. I~san Abbas 

sees that al-Sayyab addresses the mother, his village; al-c:Azma thinks she is perhaps al

Ba~ra, while T. Deyoung sees the poet's address to the beloved as a classical address to 

women. In this case, Al-Sayyab employs a nasib as in the classical qa~ida. 88 Iraq is a 

symbol of thirst, hunger, and the real homeland. Iraqis emigrate to the Gulf not because 

of the lack of rain or resources in Iraq but because of adverse events and politics. 89 

Rain governs the plan of the poem. Its function appears to unify association and 

comprehensive symbol. This symbol is shown as: no rain= hunger, no rain= dry, no 

rain= slave I rain= fertility, rain= children, rain= life. 

Al-Sayyab did not only rely on holding back rain or infertility.to symbolise the 

destruction of life in Iraq, but he also employed the destructive theme from the Thamiid 

storm that will leave no trace of the Thamllil tribe in the valley [56]; the serpent that 

destroys the life of Adam and Eve; the raven that dig trenches to bury bodies; and the 

locust whose appetite consumes everything green in the land. All these Biblical, 

Qu?aruc and folklore allusions are used by al-Sayyab to put across the message of Iraq's 

political circumstances in particular and those of the Arab world in general. When 

Badawi stated that the use of symbol in this poem and other poems of al-Sayyab is not 

"more than mere erudite reference for which the poem provides an explanation in a 

footnote, "90 Badawi meant the use of partial symbols. Partial symbols can be seen only 

in the use of the main word "rain" and in the word "tears" and its associations such as 

fear, hopelessness, yearning and hunger. 

In the end, al-Sayyab chooses the word that governs the main sources of his 

poem as well as the sources of the human life. There is no life without it, and it 
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symbolises freedom. Through this word "rain" all the poetic language in this poem can 

be captured and renewed. 

1 - 6 - 2 Sirhan Yashrab ai-Qahwa fiai-Kafitiryii by Mahmud Da..Wfsh . . 

Sir~an Yashrab al-Qahwa ji al-Kafitirya (Sir~an Drinks Coffee in The Cafe). 

This poem is the twelfth in a series of twenty one poems collected in the DTwan 

lfi?ibbuki aw tli UIJibbuki published in Beirut in 1972. This Dfwan and another twelve 

were published in Beirut in 1987 in a single volume. 

1 - Introduction 

The Palestinian poet Darwi"sh lived as a refugee in his own country and entered 

the political struggle early in his life. As a result, he experienced cotistant harassment 

and repression at the hand of Israeli authorities including imprisonment and house 

arrest.91 Darwish picked Sir~an's trial as a symbol of the Palestinian resistance. Bishara 

Sir~an was the Palestinian who assassinated Robert Kennedy, the candidate for the 

Presidency of the U.S.A in 1964. In his election campaign Kennedy declared his support 

for Israel. SirJtan believes that this assassination may prevent America from supporting 

Israel on the one hand and may solve the Palestinian problem on the other. Darwish 

exploits SirJtaD's psychology, feelings, trial and conviction. SirJ;laii's trial and conviction 

are used as a symbol for the Palestinian problem and, in particular, the Palestinians' 

reasons for revolutionary actions. Darwish likens the hopelessness of Sir~'s personal 

life to the hopelessness of the Palestinian in the struggle against Israel in an attempt to 

prick the reader's conscience and justify the assassination. 
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Darwish does not give details of the trial through the lines of his poem. Rather, 

he uses expressions that arouse tension and anxiety, using an ironical tone to convey the 

theme of the poem. The general tone can be summed up as a sense of a pain combined 

with an impression of foreboding. The ironical tone expresses both Sirhan's voice and 

the Palestinian voice in general. For example, [1, 5] "They are coming, our gate is the 

sea, the rain surprises us, no God except God, the raining bullets surprise us, the earth 

here is a carpet and the suitcase is separation"; [8] "They are coming, the stars are 

improvising, they are coming without appointment. .. What has happened?"; [10] 

"From this day you will not recognise the colour or sound, you will not have a sense of 

taste or a shape of things. Sir~an is born and grows up". 

The above opening stanzas echo in a real sense the beginning of the Palestinian 

struggle with Israel (1948 war). This shows in the use of words such as the word "rain" 

in "raining bullets" and "suitcase," which suggests-exile. For a.moment a questioning 

tone intrudes into the poem " what has happened? " This question paves the way for 

what Darwish wants to express. Through this prevailing tone, the poet continues the 

theme, presenting it as a series of funeral images "prayer, sky, echo, mat, and lamp of 

oil" calling for martyrdom. Through these images the poet relates the story of SirJtin, 

the martyr; the story is composed of only one main action. 

2 -Rhythm 

Darwish does not follow conventional classical or modem rules of prosodic 

scansion. A quick look at the prosody of the poem's lines shows that DarwiSh skips from 

the use of basi( metre, which contains two feet-- 0- (musta.filun) and- 0- (faWun), to 

the mutaqarib foot 0-- (faf.u1un), or the mutadarik foot- 0- (fd'ilun). For example 
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Yaji'un\ abwiibunaal\ ba/;tr ,fa\ ja >ana\ mafarun\. Ia illih\ a illiial A\ lllih. 

fa~ulun\ musta.filun\ f~lun\ /ilun\ f';lun\ ftlun\ fo~lun\ ja<ulun\ fiiun\ fiiun 

flija'ana\ ma!arun\ wa ra~a\ ~un hunaal\ artju siJ\jada wal\ J_zaqa'ibu\ ghrbah 

/ilun\ fllun\ftnlun\ fd~lun\ musta.filun\ fotul\ musta.filun 

92 
Critics who have studied this poem such as llyis Khiirf and ~ad Da)iid state 

that the rhythm in this poem rests not on the use of feet but on action· that enriches the 

movement in the poem. "Sirtian grows, drinks, becomes drunk, draws, cries, kills and 

takes" allows the reader to pause and feel the rhythm in addition to its meanings. The 

rhythm of this poem is expressed through the use of verbs, the conversational tone and 
93 

the use of brief sentences. Khuri calls this "dramatic rhythm." The relationship 
··. ;\-

between sentences sets up parallels and a kind of contrast in this poem and also endows 

it with a kind of rhythm, for example, "nothing will stay, nothing will go, you are not 

exiled or martyred" [218]. There are more examples of this in the following section. 

What Darwish achieved with rhyme and rhythm allows the critics to regard him 

as the creator of a new poetic development. It seems that Darwish concentrates on the 

stanza. He opens the first line and the last line of the stanza by using the same word , for 

example, yaji~un--yaji)im, Sir~an--Sir~an. qcitil---qatil. Stanzas contain a different 

number of lines which vary between two and nine. The poet repeats the same rhyme as 

in [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27] to link the idea between stanzas. 

For the most part, rhyme is created by a repetition of the same word; for example, 

repetition in [1, 5, 25, 35, 59, 60, 105 - 107, 113, 124] confirms both the particular 

moment of the Palestinian 1948 war with Israel and Sirpan's trial. The repetition of 
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sentences creates refrains in [5 - 18, 20, 21, 25, 26, 35 - 37, 230 - 232] giving this poem 

lyrical form. Through this sort of repetition [15, 19, 38, 55, 79, 102, 109, 120, 152,153, 

208, 212, 215, 218, 223, 226, 229] Darwish links the story and ideas, and through the 

use of parallels and contrasts he links sentences. This fonnalises the relationship 

between these sentences. 

3 Q Themes and Structure. 

Darwfsh has a tendency to use short effective sentences of the imperative, 

exclamatory, interrogative and conversational type. Through these sentences different 

feelings, positive and negative, can be seen. For example "nothing will stay, nothing will 

go, you are not exiled or martyred" [218]. Darwish uses the negative (no) to emphasise 

the positive, for example "no difference between the evening that lives in the memory 

and the evening that lives in Carmel but this is my home" [145- 147]. These sentences 
.. :\. 

denote the positive and negative, or life and death . 

The use of parallels between both grammatical use and meanings creates a kind 

of relationship between sentences that develops, complicates or emphasises the themes 

of the poem. For example, One drop of blood searches for a bleeding face = one drop of 

blood searches for the forgotten body [105, 106]. The first sentence emphasises the earth 

and the second emphasises the martyr. 

Parallels emphasise tension or feeling by using contradiction. The positive is 

highlighted through contrast with a negative painful image. This is done by selecting 

images that are the opposite of reality such as "prisoner of peace" or "dead of peace" to 

show scorn and bitterness. For example Sir~an is the prisoner of war = prisoner of peace 

[208], Sirhan is the food of war= the food of peace[212], Sirhan is the war, dead= the . . 
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dead of peace[215]. Repetition of words illustrates the Palestinian condition: peace is 

war and death. 

Parallels are used with negatives using Ia and mii. For example: the negative 

suggests the tension of the Palestinian condition in "they did not exile or kill you" [84]; 

the negative avoids the action in "he did not say my wound is an oil lamp, my chest is a 

window and my skin is a carpet for home" [200 - 202]; and the negative suggests 

corresponding meanings in "there is no difference between the evening that lives in the 

memory and the evening that lives in Carmel" [145, 146]. 

Darwish also draws parallels between two final results, beginnings and endings, 

and qualities and conditions. Examples are: "dream old and new" [93], "what is 

Jerusalem but a bottle of wine and a packet of tobacco? It is my home" [136, 137], 

"what is the difference between stones and martyr~?" [211], "~_en we were people now 

we are stones, then we were a country now we are smoke" [28, 29], "it is difficult to 

fmd a difference between a field of com and the lines on my hand" [141 - 143]. 

From the above, the parallels in this poem can be summed up as follows: 1- earth 

equals martyr; 2- peace is war and death; 3 there is no peace, painful submission to 

occupation; 4- land still in the memory; and 5 the occupation causes the pain. These 

themes reflect the Palestinian situation on the one hand and the use of complex language 

on the other. Thus, the fundamental themes of this poem are emphasised and given 

shape by a complex set of language relationships in which parallels play a leading part. 

4 • The Poet's Voice. 

The poet's voice develop the fundamental themes of this poem when the poet 

uses the verb "to kill". This verb is followed by a group of verbs to encompass one 
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subject that becomes a main voice or subject in the poem. For example: Sir!tin is 

employed as a subject by eight verbs [39- 55]. 

The poet does not use the pronoun "I" as a main voice; rather, he is the narrator. 

He conceives Sir~an's emotions and addresses him, but he includes his belief, feelings, 

and dreams when he identifies with Sirhan and others by using verbs or pronouns 

indicating "we" such as naltaffu, natrif, ra>ayna, sa>alnllhu, !irnii, naqisu, naqU/, 

nuqiitil, namutu. It seems to be that "we" and "they" are also main voices or subjects. 

The relationship between the voice "we" and "he" can be described as complementary 

while the relationship between "we", "he" and "they" can be· described as a 

contradictory. "We" consists of: inhabitants, father, mother, the poet/narrator and Arab 

culture; "they" are the enemy; and "he" is Sirhan, who is a single person with no future . 
without unity with "we". "He" and "we" oppose "they" or the enemy that is used without 

features or details in the poem. These three subjec~ build on the ideology of this poem. 
- ~- - -

Sir~in is used as "he", "you" and "I" in the first, second and third person. 

The poet/narrator enumerates and measures the actions in the present tense but 

when he questions and discusses or debates, it is in the past tense. The main action 

emphasises the effect of th~ vert) "to kill" in the past while the reason for, and the effect 

of, this action is still in the pre~~nt. Sir~an is dead, but every day the problem between 

the Palestinians and the lsr~li pccupation evokes a martyr like Sir~in. The 
,_ 

; 

poet/narrator relates the event in th¢ past "the enemy surprised us" (/izja>ana) [1 - 5]. 

The poet/narrator adds stability and indicates what will come to pass in the immediate or 

near future. But the poet/narrator depicts Sir~an in the past. The present tense is used 

71% of the time and changes from the interrogative [9, 10, 46- 66, 189 - 191, 207 -

209], to the imperative or to the prohibitive, etc., and the past tense is used 27.5% of the 

time in conversation which later changes to the present. This helps to give the poem a 

feeling of immediacy. 
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There is no specific time, since the past is mixed with the future to convey 

ambiguous, negative, depressed feelings "you do not know today ... " [9] These 

depressed feelings are expressed in negative actions. This action "to kill" in this context 

is the last gate to pass through after the destruction of history: "we know we were 

inhabitants and a nation, but we became stones and smoke." [29] The action "to kill" is 

now. More time will result in more killing. This becomes a belief for those who see 

there is no future: "how do I hold my shadow and stay?" [123, 124] This is the time to 

unite with earth, suggesting martyrdom. Words denote times or seasons such as: rain, 

cloud, age, ancient, new, last night, life, evening, and wind, and express reasons and 

feelings which symbolise the long, hopeless time of the occupation. Time is summarised 

through the use of a prediction that does not extend to the future. [1 - 5] "they are 

coming, our gate is the sea, the rain surprises us, no God except God, the raining bullets 

surprise us, here the earth is a carpet and the suitcase is exile!" 

i\:-

Sirhan in the present extends to the future when DarwiSh chooses another martyr 

in his later poems such as ~ad al-Utar.94 Present and future are the time to discuss 

freedom and occupation, or life and death. DarwiSh handles these two concepts and 

continues to build on emotions through his choice of specific words. 

5 - Word-association 

"Smell of coffee", "blood" and the "far distance" are words used to create, 

indirectly, the fundamental ideas of this poem. These words run through the context 

carrying more than one meaning. For example 

(1) Rcli~at al-bunn (smell of coffee) means a nice smell. Traditionally, Arab 

coffee is linked with marriages and funeral cermonies. In Darwish's poem the "smell of 

coffee" is a symbol of home. The relationship between "smell of coffee" and 
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"geography" [96, 97] shows the relationship between Sir~an and home. The next use of 

the "smell of coffee" [98, 99] is a hand reaching for home, and also a sound when the 

poet uses it directly: "the smell of coffee is a sound calling" [98]. The poet imagines that 

the "smell of coffee" becomes a sound and this sound is calling Palestinians to 

martyrdom to defend their country. In the third use "sound" is still calling but is mixed 

with the sound of al-mi,dhana, the call for prayer from the mosque, to give the call for 

martyrdom a holy image. Alternatively, the sound becomes the sound of the flute, 

trilling like water running from the roof, equating to tears and sadness or the Palestinian 

yearning for a normal life. (1 08]. "Smell of coffee" still grips Sirhan's mind, evoking 

memories [109, 153, 192]. He drinks coffee to forget, but how? "Smell of coffee" and 

"coffee" are traditional for exploring visions and feelings. He drinks and smells the 

coffee to escape from his reality, yet it calls him home and is the sound of a sad 

memory. 

i'(. 

(2) Al-dam (blood). In the first use [61] it suggests the increase of wounded and 

dead as a consequence of the Palestinian resistance. This blood is diluted with water to 

indicate that the increase in the number of dead is to continue without end. 

Alternatively, Arab blood is spilled like water, and this type of metonymy denotes the 

number of martyrs. The poet expresses the concept of unity with his fatherland when he 

links or symbolises his blood by the "juice of fruit" that come from his land. This unity 

with the fatherland is his blood: "it is difficult to separate the fruit and my blood" [139, 
"· 

140]. At other times, blood is the truth and is also used to represent the earth holding the 

bodies of the dead. [148]. Sir\lan is like one drop of blood searching for its place. Sir\lan 

equates to a drop of blood that is searching for home, thereby representing Palestinians 

and Palestine. This drop of blood equates to Sir~'s soul and his soul, which is planted 

in the plain ofMarj Ibn 'Amir as a single grain ofwheat.[232] 
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(3) Ba1da is an adjective. This word repeatedly denotes "far distance". ''The 

road is far away between Jerusalem and al-Nazareth" [78]. This use does not denote the 

real meaning. It betokens the long time the journey between these two cities takes as a 

result of Israeli security. Ba<ida in general comprehensively embraces all towns and 

cities in Palestine. The adjective ba<ida indicates distance but also emotions when used 

to describe the evening [126]. Both earth and mother suffer occupation and exile [127]. 

The evening reminds the poet of his mother who lives in the memory. She lives in 

Palestine and he lives in exile. Mother is like Cannel: both lived in memory [145]. 

Another use of "far away" [125] suggests that the distance cannot be measured because 

it becomes an echo calling from distant memories of evening, linking -past and present. 

This echo occurs when a mother or home calls her sons, but this call can only be 

returned by soldiers of the occupying enemy[78]. 

From the above discussion of word-association, we can summarise the following 
:·; j~: . . . 

ideas: the yearning for normal life; the cry calling Palestinians to martyrdom; the large 

number of martyrs; sad memory and tears, soul and death; rebirth as a grain of wheat; 

and the echo of home, mother and cities calling from the distance. These word

associations also evoke vignettes indicating a comparison or an opposition between life 

and death. These vignettes can be used as a guide to examine the construction of the 

metaphors in this poem. 

6- Metaphor 

Darwish tends to develop and extend the use of metaphors and other figures of 

speech by linking them with each other as in a net. His metaphors and other figures of 

speech can be classified as follows: 
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(a) Paradoxical metaphor. To understand this type of metaphor one must 

recognise the functions of symbols. Darwish gives metaphors symbolic value, multiple 

meaning and multiple association while remaining ostensibly tied to the function of 

comparison. This metaphor therefore can represent not merely separation, in that 

comparison is involved, but also fusion of the two or more separate matters involved 

into a unity. For example [123, 124]. "How do I stay, and the line of chalk does not 

break the coming rain". The word "stay" symbolises life. The words "coming rain" 

symbolise the continuity of the resistance. The poet uses the verb "stay" to symbolise the 

unity between death (or mart}'rdom) and earth. This opposition between life and death is 

the focus of this metaphor. The function of the symbols of "the line of chalk" and "the 

coming rain" is to express the continuity of the Palestinian resistance. 

(b) Metaphors express implicit feelings. Darwish, in his metaphorical use of 

language, forces the reader to recognise emotion and thus forces him to regard the poem 
.. . ;\. . -

as being the product of the poet himself. The reader is forced to assent to the reality of 

the poet's experience. This involves not only intellectual but also emotional and intuitive 

elements, each one of which contributes to, and qualifies, the remainder, so that in order 

to appreciate any part the reader must accept the whole. For example [38] 

"Sir~in lies when he said he sucks your milk," Sir~mr was born in exile and 

grew in the ship's galley that does not touch your water". When the poet uses in the 

Arabic text "your milk", a "memory" and "your water" he describes the life in exile. 

This is what the poet himself has experienced. Home equates to mother or Palestine. 

Thus, Sirhan is a symbol of the condition of Palestinian exile. 

(c) The following metaphors also express feelings through the comparison 

between the two parts. For example [145, 146]. 
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"There are no differences between the evening that lives in the memory and 

between the memory and the evening that lives in Carmel". The relationships between 

"evening - memory", "evening - Carmel" are similar. The "evening - memory" is 

metonymy for memory which cannot be recalled. This memory becomes unclear 

because it is from a distant past. It is dark, and cannot be evoked. This evening is similar 

to the evening in Carmel that is dark and sad (occupation). 

(d) Metonymy. Here in one word a whole meaning is concentrated, for example 

"the suitcases are exile, let the stars become a man without promise"(3]. Instead of 

saying directly that the war is the reason for exile, the poet only gives the result as it is a 

fact. This type of metonymy is also used to build up the construction of ideas gradually 

in this poem, for example [7]: "the back that stands by the knives will fall," a metonymy 

for disloyalty, "and today you cannot recognise colour, taste or rest," [9] a metonymy 

for being lost. ,., 

(e) From the use of similes in this poem, the reader can achieve a still closer 

degree of identity with the words; for example, in the following verse, an initially rather 

pretty comparison has taken on a good deal of associative power [141 - 143]: "It is 

difficult to find a difference between the com field and the lines of my hand". The field 

of com is like the lines on the hand. This means that Sirhan's hand is like the field of 

com and both are created from the earth. 

(f) Darwish employs al-majaz al-mursal (hypallage) which is often used to 

enliven the metaphor and occurs alongside it. Darwish deliberately uses one word not in 

its literal meaning. He aims by the use of al-majaz al-mursal to give the reader the 

chance to search for this relationship. In the following example, the relationship denotes 

place or describes condition: "your father supports himself with texts" [85]. Texts mean 

history, but your father supports Palestine by history but the thieves change this history. 
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For another example, see "why do you drink oil smuggled from the wound of Jesus?" 

[54]. 

Darwish uses words that can be understood by searching for the relationships or 

the comparison between the implicit and explicit meanings, or by the link between the 

literary, possible or associated meanings. 

7- Symbolism 

In this poem, symbolism is not organised by recalling objects which would elicit 

the feeling itself, but by weaving a pattern of words: 

(1) Allusion is a symbol used to enliven the emotional effect. Darwish 

compresses a large context in association historically and traditionally in one word. For 

example, he uses the following allusion to compare two conditions in the past and 

present: the Arab victory at the battle of?i~Tn led by ~alat_t al-Din al-Ayyuoi against the 

Crusaders (1187). (this victory has become a symbol of glory in the Arab world at the 

present time); and the Arab revolution in 1916, when the leader~ ibn al-I:Iusayn the 

king of Hejaz in West Arabia came from Hejaz to fight the French in Syria. In the 

present the poet expresses these victories as follows [169, 170] "The Arab revolution is 

observed or heard in song, feast, finance and Parliament," [182, 183] ":~Ii~m becomes a 

frame for hashish." 

(2) Darwish uses Sirhan as a symbol. Sirhan holds all Darwtsh's experience and . . 
vision and grows without effort through the poem. Darwish uses Sir~an's personality 

and feelings successfully to reinforce his argument. A closer look at the verbs, word 

association and metaphors in this poem may also build up the features of Sir~an. Sir~an 
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is a real person, as I mentioned earlier, but he is also used as symbol in this poem. The 

features of Sir~in as a symbol can be seen in the following: 

(i) Sir~an was born and grew with the problem [10]. His accusation and trial 

show him as a real person. He is also a symbol of Palestinian exile. 

(ii) The description of his personality: silent, anxious, travailing, pleading and of 

refugee status. He wishes to be established in his home and needs sympathy in his 

loneliness.[79, 110]. 

(iv) Sir~an relates to his home through memories, dreams, and traditional songs. 

[37 -55, 65, 66]. He rejects the ideology of occupation, searching for freedom. [114, 

115, 120, 124, 125, 129,- 135, 151, 152, 154- 156] 

(3) Partial symbol. The possibilities in meaning that Darwish uses in this kind of 

symbol are noticeable. Darwish uses words that suggest different possibilities in 

meanings through the different contexts. These words, or partial symbols, are discussed 

by Shikir al-Nabulsi in his book Majnun al-Turab. He chooses the following as the 

main symbols in the works of Darwish: women, dreams, time, wind, olive trees, earth, 
95 

autumn and rain. The following list of words and their associations reflect Palestinian 

life both in the occupied territories and in exile. For example, the word "rain" suggests 

bullets evil, power, etc. The word "time" suggests the life of Sir!tin in exile, the history 

of Palestine, etc. More words that emphasis the above ideas can be seen in the following 

list: 

SYMBOLS 
rain 
time 

ASSOCIATION 
power, evil, does not break the chalk line, 
day, birth and growth, no appointment, sad memory, age, 
yesterday, Christmas, measures with handcuffs, history, day to 
return, stay, evening, children 
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wind 
women 

dream 
song 
knifes 
starve 
carpet 
suitcase 
bird song 
wheat 
storm 
smoke 
old guide 
milk 
cloud 
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direction, flower for tent, holding your flying tent 
mother, earth, stop praying, call names, waiting, country, justice, 
occupied, sell their wheat and wishes 
memory, loss, wasting time, history, wishes, suffer 
relater, action 
disloyalty 
bullets 
praying, skin, cover of home 
exile 
memory 
life,Sirpan 
destruction, rain 
mote 
tradition, bracelet of flowers, new 
growth, white, rich, giving 
dark, fertile 

To sum up, Darwish chooses the character "Sir~in" to express his concern, 

attitude and aim. Sir~in as a person and martyr is an example of the Palestinians who 

suffer occupation and exile. The choice of Sirpin as a martyr is responsible for the 

success of the poem. 

1 • 6 • 3 Hadhi Huwa JsmT by Adunfs: (cAlf A~ mad Sa(fd) 

This poem, Hiulha Huwa lsmi(This is My Name), was written in 1969, and first 

published in 1971. In the last edition published in 1988 this poem occupied twenty 

pages in a collection itself called Hiidha Huwa lsmi: This poem was also once published 

under the name A Time Between Ashes and Roses (Waqt Bayna al-Ramiid wal Ward). 

Hiidlui Huwa lsmTwas translated into French under the title Ceci Est Mon Nom by Anne 

Waid Minkufski and published in the periodical Sindiblid inl989. Hiulhti Huwa lsmr 

was also translated into English by S. M. Toorawq and published in the periodical 

Journal of Arabic Literature in March 1993. 
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1 D Introduction 

From the discussion of Darwish's poem it can be seen that Darwish seems to be a 

straightforward poet concerned to make a point. He employs symbols to echo the main 

ideas and gives the reader a chance to create meanings and images. Darwish is unlike 

Adfinis. Adfinis is the opposite of straightforwardness. He is likely to strike the reader as 

a poet whose works are always obscure and whose meanings are never certain. This 

should become apparent as the poem This is My Name is analysed. 

It is difficult to point to the basic ideas of this poem since the poet employs a 

complex set of symbols. The reader can see an opposition between the verse of 

"wisdom" and the verse of blood, "wiping all the wisdom, this is my ftre, nothing left

verse- my blood is a verse" [1, 2], but what significance can be read into this contrast? 

When Adiinis offers us the symbol of "verse", there are no real clues as to what 

is being implied. There is no explanatory framework within the poem. For example [1-7] 

"Wiping all the wisdom 

this is my ftre 

Nothing left - verse - my blood is a verse 

This is my starting. 

I enter your womb 

the earth moves around me, your bones 

like the Nile streams, we flow and sink. You cross my blood • 

my waves cut your chest and you break, 

let us begin". 
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We still do not have a precise meaning. There is, throughout the poem, a sense of 

a complex and mysterious world. Any established meaning is likely to be very 

precarious or artificial. More examples [6- 11] 

"love forgot its signal of nights 

can I shout that the flow will 

come? let us begin; 

let this shout go over the city, 

and the people are mirrors 

walking, if we pass we shall meet; you and I 

My love is a wound, my body is a rose on the wound and has nothing except death. 

my blood is a branch that gives up its leaves and settles down. Is it you?" 

These lines are again hard to understand, both because the pictures are strange 
.... . ;\~ 

and there is no relationship between them. Adiinfs presents many pictures but they come 

across without references. The above seem to be a number of words that the poet 

addresses to himself and others. The addressee seems to be a female because he uses kaf 

al-mukhli!ab (ki) such as dakhaltuki, yadiiki and the words "womb", and "breast" ... 

Both the poet "he" and "she" decide to wipe the past with fire and start from a new 

beginning. These words are combined, seeming to reject the forms of classical poetry. It 

is difficult to assess this poem. It is wrong to pin down too precise a meaning, for an 

essential part of the force of Adiinis's use of symbols is that they are vague, suggesting 

the strange and unknown. They enact the idea of the mystery of experience, and, in 

consequence, the reader feels the difficulty of imposing order upon chaos. Adiinis 

presents pictures of the world: "It is a world of multiplicity, universal vision and mixture 
96 

between the general and specific." He rejects his world, the poor [19, 20], the political 

position [46 - 60, 69 - 75, 81 - 83], and routine life [184 - 186]. Every reader will 

respond to these words in a different way. 
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There is something, however, in the notion of the idea that suggests harmony. 

Adwiis feels that a simple life is good for men but that civilisation and history 

complicate life, and change or even destroy that which is best for men. This may be 

revived by his development of rebirth. He seems to be writing about his desire to 

develop and impose a rhythmical or poetic pattern [188- 198]. Excitement in this poem 

is provided by Adunls's feeling that he can just about hold together a vision of rebirth 

[92]. This rebirth takes account of all the poem's complexity with the idea that 

civilisation destroys the simple life. 

2- Rhythm. 

This poem has seven sections. This first reading of this poem builds up a series 

of impressions, some of which are in detailed while others seem to resurrect memories 

or mysterious events, or a question or situation the poet. wants the reader to associate 
:·. '\· . 

with in an earlier part of the poem. For example: [21, 22] "I saw the revolution giving 

birth to her son and burying a million songs. I come ... are you on my grave? Give me or 

let me touch your hand ... follow me." and see also [35, 44, 45, 65]. 

This poem has a narrative and the theme has a destination. The extent and 

intensity of these impressions are skilfully organised by the poet~ Adunis uses a pause or 

break in the flow of a sentence to affect the meaning and emphasis; it may be signalled 

by punctuation~ questions, brackets and conjunctions. Perhaps the reader's response 

gives sense to a line by pausing among the details almost as if it is read from the reader's 

own memory. When al-Khaz<ali discusses the obscurity and complexity in Adiinis' 

poems, al-Khaz< alf gives examples of the printed page where the line starts at a distance 

from the margin. He said that Adunis "uses the space on the page to specify or clarify 
97 

points expressed in each line." From the above, Al-Khaz<ali suggests that Khilida 

Sa<fd read Adiinis's poem Hadha Huwa lsmtin five different ways. He said Kha.lida had 
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been the first critic to elucidate the omissions of the punctuation which leave the reader 

with many possibilities and options for reading this poem. The five different ways to 

read Adunis's poem are based on the text as it is given, placing every meaningful phrase 

in a line by itself. 

The other idea al-Khaz<alf added was the concept of total poem and he also 

considered this to be a turning point in the career of Adunis. This concept of total poem 

means that "the structure of the poem is complex. It consists of metrical lyrical parts on 
98 

the one hand and very obscure discursive sections on the other." .:.· 

All the above does not prevent the reader from classifying the rhythm using one 

foot 0-- (F'aulun) taken from the mutadarik meter. To have a complete foot, the reader 

perhaps has to begin his scanning for the foot from the title of the poem. If we examine 

the use of rhyme in this poem we will fmd that Adunis chooses the main words that end 
.. ., .. 

with "i" which complete the rhyme with just the single fmal syllable rhyming, e.g. nan: 
batJ>r~ ya>tr~ tamshi, yajrt~ yaghwt, <indt~ itba (ni, ismf, tabkt: If we rewrite the poem in 

the form of a poem rather than prose, the opening verse will be written as 

follows: 

" mabiyan kulli;Ukmatin hQdhi lJ4r:£. 

lam tabqa - ayatun - dmJl[ 

Al-ayah hiidhli huwa..bid![ 

dakhaltu ila hawdiki, ardun tadiir hawh-. . . 

Matching the rhyme of words is followed by the repetition of such words as bab 

[81, 82], mi[lrob [78], ghurab [158], kitiib [160] and turiib [56]. The irregularity of 

these uses must serve a deliberate purpose for Adunis. He has exhibited his skill and 
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dexterity in employing rhyme throughout the body of the poem. AdiinTs uses the 

consecutive rhyme, yet hides it through the paragraph's lines to vary the predictability of 

rhyming in this poem, thus approaching the prose style. 

As previously stated this poem has a narrative and thematic destination. The poet 

uses a statement that contains the theme first and follows this statement with a 

conversation between him and "her." This is quite clear in the first verse: [1-6] "wiping 

all the wisdom, this is my fire nothing left - verse- my blood is a verse, this is my 

starting ... ". After a slight line-end pause and the last line [5] "The Nile is running ... ", 

the reader feels himself being accelerated through the poem. The reader is surprised by 

the question [8] "Shall we meet?" The effect ofthe rhythm and pacing of these opening 

lines is to accentuate the mood the poet wishes to create. If we look to perceive parallels 

or contrasts and patterns in this poem we will realise the poet's feelings and we will hear 

that effect in our reading of this poem. 

3 - Theme and Structure. 

It is difficult to point to the relationships between sentences or within the 

sentence for two reasons. First, a reading of this poem offers different possibilities; and 

second, there is no absolute connection between sentences in tills poem. Adiinis leaves 

the sentence incomplete in both structure and meaning. He attempts to present the 

sentence in a new structure. For the above reasons, this poem is regarded by Khun as a 

different form.99 But in spite of the above, different responses may strike the reader 

because Adiiills often confronts the seeming disorder of experience and tries to discover 

or create some sense of order. For example, a number of words have a spiritual 

implication and when they are combined they offer a sense of dark or light and 

uncontrollable force, for instance; "womb", "sex", "sink", "cave". There is, however, no 

justification for these connections because it is not possible to pin down the meaning of 
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symbols. The force of symbols is that they are vague and they suggest the strange and 

unknown; they enact the idea of the mystery of experience, and consequently make us 

feel the difficulty of imposing order upon chaos. These symbols also order the reader's 

responses. The relationship between symbols develops in the way the poet employs the 

actions and his voice. 

4 ·The Poet's Voice. 

Adiinis employs one hundred and twenty six- verbs. Verbs embody and stress the 

state of the actions in every stanza of this poem. A close look at the· use of verbs for 

example [1-23], shows they are used to organise and highlight not only the successive 

actions but also the voice of the poet and others. Verbs concentrate around the main 

voices (subjects) " I = poet = (Ali= he = fidti,i". This voice occupies 40% of the verbs. 

This indicates that the poet/speaker, the poetfAli. ~d the poe~e_are the main voices in 
100 

this poem. This concentration has been criticised by Al]mad D~iid when he states 

that Adiinls exaggerates the use of the pronoun "I", his name (Ali, and "he." The verbs 

that Adonis relates to himself are repeated for emphasis. For example, the verb ra •aytu 

(I saw), that explains the poet's vision, is repeated six times; the verb al,zbabtu (I love), 

that explains his wishes, is repeated four times; and a verb qultu (I say), that explains his 

decision, is also repeated four times. The verbs "I create", 'T walk", "I cry", and "I 

change", that express his movements, are repeated two to three times. 

The poet/speaker has the opportunity to change, to wipe, to shout, to give love 

and to begin the revolution. Unlike al-Sayyab who shouts, hears, listens and invokes 

God, Adonis is ready to begin the change. The poet/speaker asks himself what he wants 
101 

to do [69]. He then disappears while the poet(Ali who was thrown in a pit appears in 

the poem. He reveals his sadness but he is the flame [84]. The poet/speaker appears 

again in the poem. He is full of love and thoughts. But he has a pessimistic vision [152-
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165] that is expressed when he relates a story about the dead body. He cannot say 

anything, he cannot do anything, he cannot cry for his friend but he will cry for his 

people. His friend seems to be a poet [194- 197, 199- 203]. Historically, we can link 

this death with the assassination of An~iin Sa"ada by the Lebanese authorities in 1949 

when he called for the unity of Greater Syria (including Syria, Lebanon, Iraq and 

Palestine). Before his death Sa'ada founded the Syrian Social Nationalist Party in 1932 
102 

and he was a contributor to the periodical Shi'r. The poet/speaker continues his 

narration describing the master who imposes rules which resemble water (that means 

these rules cannot give a firm support etc.). He sees his people in the master's hand like 

water; his people become as a windmill turned this way and that as the ·wind blows. It is 

the "language of the sword," suggesting the power that is used to kill people [210]. The 

poetfAlfhas crossed through but he has no choice and he cannot do anything about this 

[281, 282]. The poet/speaker is back again. He sees his friend's soul through his window 

while the night melts his sadness but his home is a spark of fire [307, 314, 319]. 
-. ~- - . 

There is another voice, "she," mentioned earlier. The poet does not give any 

definition or idea of this voice in his poem. He addresses this voice "anti = she = a 

newborn". The addressee can be called al-qa~ida al-J;uuliiha (the modem poem) or 

perhaps new revolution. This voice "she" occupies about 9% of the verbs of the poem. 

The "she" crosses the breast of the poet/speaker. He asks her to begin the revolution with 

him, but he is a pessimist when he asks her if she is his grave [4- 14]. "She" is a desert, 

or Damascus [128, 130]. The poet/he will fuse with "she" [143]. "She" becomes words 

that the classical poets own [187, 193], and "she" becomes the power instead of the 

"language of the sword" [210]. 

The poet/speaker creates a rebirth or revolution. This creation is in the present 

tense comprising 82% of the poem; but the use of verbs together with lam, Iii and ma 

occupies 13%. This negative signals the basis of the contrast or rejection of the present 
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time. The past tense is used 17% of the time in a simple manner, and is followed by the 

present to change the meaning from past to present. Some use of the past tense 

emphasises the poet's beliefs (30], decision (46] or fixed condition (65 - 68]. The 

imperative (309] is used to address "you = rebirth." 

The present time is the beginning, or rebirth of the poem or revolution. It is time 

for changes. The present time is the time to raise the following questions: "Is the rock 

the answer? Is your sleepy and dead master attractive?"[12], "are you in my grave" 

[22]," does the light know its way in ~lfs land?" [44], "will it meet us? are you the 

forest, are you the border? are you my sun, are you my voice?" [144 - 147]." do you 

hear the light of the ages and do you hear our painful steps?" [286]. It is also the time to 

search for an answer, negative or positive. This searching can be achieved through the 

study of myth, heritage and history. For Adiinis all these will give a rebirth to the 

revolution against the new civilisation. Now is the ,time to wipe .out classical wisdom 

with blood. 

5 - Word - association. 

Adiin1s uses the word "blood" twelve times in this poem to create his ideas. 

"Blood" is a source of new life. Following this word helps us to understand the 

contrasts, approach the definition and compare its use in different verses in the poem. 103 

The poet experiences this use of blood by linking it to himself. For example: 

Al-dam (blood) in the first use [2] is equivalent to "verse". Adiinls believes that 

his blood is verse. Blood here means a newborn idea. With this blood he will wipe out 

every wisdom (philosophy). AdiinTs wants to say that his new bloody verse or a new 

poem will "wipe out all wisdom" because it will carry a new revolution in its language 

and style. In the second use (5], his blood is mixed with her blood - whom the poet 
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addresses - "you cross my blood and my waves cut your breast." The poet tries to 

communicate here the idea of unity with her. Blood [10] is a source of life. It is a source 

for a new revolution, that settles and continues creating ideas to build and to be 

complete. Revolutionary blood also is still associated with the blood of the poet [40, 42]. 

This mixture becomes a further type of blood. This latter type links the poet in his 

prophecy and waves of lasting dreams. This is shown in the beast's blood ( human blood 

of the poet himself). Blood, equivalent to a poem or new revolution [45], listens and 

suffers. It becomes an answer to the question: will the poet and light meet? This rebirth 

represents the feelings and suffering in this poem. Blood in the breast of the pregnant 

flre [65] equates to a rebirth, suggesting that this is burning thirst and heart-felt feelings, 

whilst blood in the same verse also becomes rebirth itself, sharing the life of the poor 

and their feelings. This sharing arises from the relationship between blood and the poor. 

Both share the blood of kings, suggesting history. This sharing however is still not 

enough to fulfil the hunger of the poor [69]. The rebirth does not eulogise the kings but 
., . il~ -

helps the poor and their suffering. Blood as rebirth is released from its earthly bonds and 

flies up to the sky. It raises the thoughts of the poet. These thoughts enjoy light, whilst 

blood in [ 126] suggests the number of dead in the home of the poet. Their blood 

becomes like a river and the rebirth is sharing the suffering of the dead, bearing their 

anxiety and feelings. The last use of blood occurs [143] when the poet's blood melts into 

his lover's blood, the poet and his new poem. They become like eyelashes to protect each 

other. This meaning suggests the similarity between blood and the poet 

After Adurus creates a rebirth from his blood, he gives this blood a child's 

features. [134, 167, 176, 182, 189, 201, 285, 290, 291, 309]. The word "child" is used 

eleven times and continues to highlight the theme of the symbol. The word "death" is 

used as an opposite to "rebirth" [10, 12, 120, 121, 141, 142, 179, 180, 195, 215, 234, 

236, 292] and it is used to suggest that this new-born child faces death through those 
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who criticise his revolution. Al-tarlkh "history" [37, 118, 128, 140, 176, 184, 211, 256, 

305, 326] is associated with the repetition of bloody events in Arabic history and poetry. 

6- Metaphor 

There are different ways of classifying metaphors in Adiinls' poems. 

Classification is determined by the structure of the metaphor or the way in which it is 

built up. Classification is based on the number and types of relationships that the 

metaphor contains. Every metaphor Adiinis uses is related to an image or symbol. 

According to this classification his metaphors can be seen in the following group: 

Paradoxical metaphor. Adiinfs builds up this metaphor in the use of allusions to 

compare two or more conditions from the past with one condition in the present. For 

example [187- 192] "I see words, all of us around :it, marriage and clay. Imru., al-Qays 

does not shake it, and al-Macarri her child, and al-Junaidl, al-:tJallaj and al-Nafrlbend 

for her. Al-MutanabbT relates her words. It is the sound and echo. You are owned and 

she is the owner. She is the angel that the nation draws into it like a seed. Go back to 

your cave". "Word" and "she" in the above symbolise the new poem. She is the owner 

and the poet is the owned. She is an angel and the poet is the seed; all of which are 

against "they" symbolising the classical poets who are against modernity. For more 

examples see, [19- 22, 39-41,43-44,65, 89, 90, 149, 184- 186, 274,276,277- 280]. 

Metaphors contain allusions built on the paradox between the past and present 

time. For example, [35- 38] "I said now I give myself to the effect of sex and give the 

fire to be the start of the world. I said oh Nero you're established like a bow on the 

caliph's face. Rome is in every house both real and imagined. Rome is the city of God 

and history. I said Oh Nero you are established like a bow." The symbolic expression is 
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seen in the comparison between "Nero and his behaviour in Rome" and "the caliph and 

his behaviour". These symbolic expressions are the principles or secret of metaphorical 

structure that allows some critics to state that this symbolic expression belittles the value 

104 ofthe metaphor. 

The poet uses metonymy in most metaphors to make clear the meaning. This 

metonymy can be seen in different places: [28] "I see the hundred as two, I see mosque 

and church as a sword and the earth as a rose". The hundred is metonymy for history -

centuries. It is metonymy for war between Christians and Muslims in Lebanon. The 

poem contains classical similes. Similes can be recognised clearly. See for example; 

[126, 139, 145, 195, 200, 204, 242, 285 - 287, 290, 292, 316].These similes, however, 

build on personifications. For example, [316] "I see history as a black flag walking like a 

forest" [215]; "liver of war" and [195, 243, 288]. 

; ... _ 

7 - Symbolism 

There are different ways to classify symbols in this poem. This classification is 

determined by the structures or the manner in which the symbols are built up. 

(1) Allusion is shown in the use of words that are used in Sufi "sessions" to show 

the stages he passes through to create his poem, for example, he experiences, worships, 

and submits. For example: Qarya min mahabba [96] (symbol of the power of God); ya 
khaliq al-tatab (God); il:ztaqinni, imta~inn[ imna~int [97] (symbol of entering a new 

experience); ana sakhrat al-ba~th wa al-szl~l [98] (symbol of looking for truth); al

shaykh al-ra~id [98] (worship); shirk al-daw,, as{tl; kh(lJlf[99] (symbol of joining soul); 

damT tQj wafifj_da [101] (asceticism); damThijra [101] (submission). This language is 

used as a symbol of taking over responsibility for a new movement in poetry by the poet. 

Allusion can be seen in the use of the character "Joseph" taken from the Old 
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Testament.[84]." They throw ~Ali in the dark pit." 'Ali takes the role that Joseph takes 

when his brothers try to kill him. This role shows that the poet faces difficulties when he 

calls for change from his friends. In the line "my name runs after me like a river of 

blood", the poet alludes to historical events. See also [188- 190]. 

(2) Symbols extend throughout the poem appearing in attached and detached 

pronouns: "new born = she, we = I = poet ='All = fid(/[" Thus the symbol appears also 

as a single word. It is built up by the poet's experiments in creating a new way of 

writing, trying to avoid the classical style and invoking a new style. This symbol, "<Mi" 

rejects the classical heritage while resurrecting the past in the present, and is preferred in 

the present. This preference means that history and the poet's lifetime are the symbol of 

revolution. The extension of this symbol is illustrated by the conversation between poet 

and symbol. He mixes sex, death, love and revolution in a new form of writing that 

departs from classical poetry. 

3- Partial symbols. AdUn!s employs words used as partial symbols. By their 

associations, these words give new meanings, depending on the context and the reader's 

impressions. Through the following list of partial symbols and their associations Adiiriis 

expresses his attitude and feelings. He wants to modernise Arabic poetry. This poetry 

has to be written for people. For Adiinls this modernity will.begin by preparing for 

change. For his modernity he will wipe out all wisdom and start from the beginning. 

SYMBOLS 
wisdom 

lock 
love 
wound 
my body 
face 
this time 

ASSOCIATIONS 
forest, sun, pen, sound, cloud, word, angel, phrases, blood, 
beginning, fire, grave, desert, sand, flag, laugh, child worker, 
drowsy, dream, hole, pregnant woman, ice, wishes, flower. 
land, Nile, city, sad 
signal of night, flood, shout, city, people, salt, wound, fire. 
branch, shine, embargo, complement, fed up. 
flower in the wind. 
child, shadow, orbit, light, revolution, grass, fire 
firebrand, resisting, tears, poor, carried, stars. 
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my time 

city 
Ad urns 
life 
fire 

trees 

rock 
sand 
waves 
land 

sky 

flower 
grass 
home 
'Aff 

sea 
water 
dusty 
light 

thunder 
ashes 
night 
sun 
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stone, horses, does not come, grave of world, death, old, dream 
of childhood. 
love, revolution, suns, million of songs, 
culture 
book, question, papers, culture, rust, 
sound, crying, war, church, mosque, two swords, starting, sound 
of inhabitant, pregnant women, rattle, well of tears, last river, 
spread, shark, clothes, land, day 
green branch, love, kept water, old time, rain, song, al-Sham 
trees, sad birds, flowers, branch, refugee, sleeping, 
answer, growth, ages 
food, eyelids 
my blood, lasting dream. 

( -
flower, hungry, stone, place, statues, :Ali's ways, helmet, game 
for horses, child or dream of child, runt, earth, power, revolution, 
flame, refusing, cave. 
roast, does not give breath, heavy, immigrating, dull, guillotine, 
talk to the earth 
ashes, sad, dry, false, yellow, 
school, fix, water 
no names, bleeding, separation, river of blood 
home, land, ways, master of sadness, hungry, opening the 
sadness, flame, charming, lasting fire, 
dry,speak,peace, · 

j\::.. 

inhabitant, mill of air, light, child's water 
wanton, finger, heritage, place for refugee, revolution, 

strong sound, legs, ages, home, in this time, lamp, utmost part, 
real, revolution, net, ball of death. 
in breast, in my hand, ifhe knew 
words, fire ash 
carpet, time, well, deep black, 'Ali 
killer, wanted, clothes, hunter, prevent 

Finally, in Adums's poem, one cannot feel any sense of stability; he skips from 

the use of Sufi expressions to symbolism, from lines that rhyme to prose to create his 

revolution. He utilises most of the possibilities of language to create his mysterious 

world. The attraction of AdUniS's poem is that something new is found at each reading. 
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1 - 6 - 4 A/aJisr by Kham J:liwT 

The poem Al-Jisr (The Bridge) is the fifteenth and last poem in the DTwan Nahr 

al-Ramad dated 1961 and published in Beirut in 1972 and 1979. 

1 - Introduction 

"They cross the bridge blithely in the morning 

My ribs are stretched out as a firm bridge for them 

From the caves of the East, from the swamps ofthe East 

To the new East 

My ribs are stretched out as a firm bridge for them."105 

These lines introduce the DTwan Nahr al-Ramad and they are repeated in the 

poem al-Jisr [30- 34]. These lines focus the poet's belief that a new East will be created 

from the swamps of the old East. The poet expresses a dimension of the human 

condition of his society freely and spontaneously. This is a phenomenon of the modem 

aspirations of Arabs and their deep longing to live the traditional life within the family 

of mankind. 

The poem is divided into four sections. Every section is separated by a double 

space except the third, which is separated from the fourth by marks. This method of 

separation has been developed into a phenomenon of its own, and subsequently used by 

other poets, as we will see later in the present study. Sections do not have new titles, but 

every section is related to the others in meaning.106 The decision to divide the poem into 

sections gives it simplicity and clarity from the beginning. 
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2- Rhythm 

The poet chooses the foot- 0-- cfo~liiiun) that is taken from ramal metre, not 

only in this poem but also in all the poems in the DTwin Nahr al-Ramad. This use of 

- -- 107 - -one foot allows Fawwaz !uqan to state that ~awi only knows or uses this foot from 

Arabic prosody. 

HawT is similar to al-Sayyab in the way he divides rhyme into sections, but he 

does not use a refrain. If we follow the division of the four sections the~ rhyme can be 

summarised as follows: 

1- ababccdeeccfccgchc 

2- iklmnoncopc 

3- qcrccstucbbbcvcsc 

4- vccwvswababxb 

[1-18]. 

[19-29]. 

[30- 46]. 

[47- 59]. 

!\"·. 

The ftrst section contains 18 lines, the second 11 lines, the third 17 and the last 

section contains 13 lines. The poet employs two long sections (1 and 3) and two slightly 

shorter sections (2 and 4). From the use of the same number of lines in the fust and the 

third sections, ~Wi aims to create parallels in ideas and meanings. There is a similar 

ending in the use of rhyme ( c ) in the fust, second and third sections. This rhyme ( c ) is 

repeated 19 times in section four. The Sukiin is used in most of the rhyme. This allows 

the reader to pause at the end of the line. Rhyme is repeated in [10, 14] while the 

repetition of the verb kafani twice emphasises the meaning of satisfaction in life. 

Repetition of sentences is used to open or close the stanza [1-4, 54- 57]. The sentence 

closing the stanza achieves the result that the poet wants to reach. The repetition of the 

following stanza does not develop to create a complete refrain, "they cross the bridge. 
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blithely in the morning ... " The repetition of the lines [10- 14, 35 -45, 53 - 59] is to 

emphasise the situation. 

The use of sound in this poem is near to the jars al-sawti (onomatopoeia) that 

occurs when consonants correspond phonetically, for example, when consecutive words 

have the same consonants: kh.alaq- farkh [15] fiJ.- waU [5] tamzig- ~uq,[22] ~asad

ljil.qil, [56] kuniiz.- 'Yz [8, 9]. 

The poet echoes the simple life that he experiences in all its- happiness and 

anxieties. He welcomes a new morning or a new change throughout the new generation 

but he is concerned about the future. The poet's hope and concern form the basis of the 

poem and at the same time provide the contrasts. 

3 - Theme and Structure ;\-. 

In this poem, the construction of the sentences creates parallels between two 

situations. The use of the negative such as ma, JQ; and laysa or the interrogative such as 

kayfa, matQ, ayna, help to express the parallels between two situations. Parallels are also 

provided by the meanings, for example, ashes of fire, ashes of bread [40], night of snow, 

horizon of ashes [39], glassy tears sleepless nights [41], their children born in an 

industrial area full of pollution such as oil, sulphur, stink of pus [9], seas separate us, 

divided [19 - 22], we remain under one roof, house split in tw~ descendants of slaves [19 

- 22], not bear the slightest resemblance [18], does not recognise [17], I have not carried 

roses to the dead [7], build our free house with our own hands [27], when we will rise 

create the offspring of the eagle [15], one who annihilates, revives, restores, to create a 

new child undertakes [18]. All these sentences express the poet's concern. The poet 

express a pessimistic vision that is related to the rapid changes in society. At the same 

time, the poet understands the concept of love; love children, and the simple life, but he 
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also understands the fact of death that is caused by civilisation. In his view, love will 

endure under certain conditions, but death can come if these conditions are ignored. The 

poet is concerned about death. This concern allows him to bear responsibility with 

anxiety. It allows him to present his yearning for the primitive, natural life, to conv~y his 

hatred of mechanised industrialised society and to exploit his beliefs. 

4- The Poet's Voice. 

Because the poet believes that the simple life gives satisfactioli: to the human 

being, he begins his poem with the verb KafonT (be satisfied). He describes why he is 

satisfied with his life and he gives reasons - the harvest and his love of children [1-

2,3,4]. But this description suddenly changes to the negative when the poet denies 

having love for the dead [7]. The poetic voices are: poet= I, we, he= child. No subject 

monopolises the verbs more than any other. The ·balance between actions, verbs and 

subjects indicates the important parallels in their role that appears in every section in this 

poem, for example in the first section, the poet = I = speaker satisfies the poet's intention 

but, after this expression, the action Ulad of the new born [9 - 18] that expresses no 

feeling is a pronouncement on the new civilisation. This new born is like a machine. The 

poet/speaker remembers God who perishes, is reborn and recreates the newborn. The 

poet/speaker continues voicing his concern and hoping that others will be as concerned 

through section two when the poet indicates "we" in nabqT, n~far. This indication 

expresses the poet/speaker invoking God to keep him and his family safe, to live in one 

big house and for this home to remain strong [19 - 29]. In section three the poet/speaker 

expresses his feeling when he describes the new generation. "His ribs stretched out as a 

firm bridge for them to pass" [30 - 34]. But through this moment of enjoyment, the 

poet/speaker addresses "you" who will remain as he is- empty handed, in his place, 

waiting for news in the night of snow and the ashes of the fire and bread [ 40 - 46]. This 

description addressed to "you" comes without any definition. The poet/speaker may 
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address himself as a character who likes to keep tradition and is concerned about 

changes; he may address the statue that symbolises unchanging power; or he may 

summon up history, since in the last section he addresses the owl of history to keep 

silent and not to awaken pessimistic feelings. The poet/speaker jealously presents his 

concept of history as a treasure with happy hands, faith and memories. These are what 

give him satisfaction and happiness. 

The poet/speaker expresses actions in the present tense eighteen times, while the 

past tense is used four times. The present tense predominates in describing the new 

civilisation. This time involves a conflict between harvest, celebration, happiness, 

freedom and cold, snow and sleeplessness. This is the time for the new generations who 

have to realise the poet's concern and listen to the echo from the past. They have to link 

past history and tradition with the present. The poet symbolises the new generation in 

one word - child. 

5 • Word - Association 

The poet chooses the word !ifl (child) to present his theme by association. This 

word expresses most of the main ide11s of the poem. For example: 

In the introduction of this poem [ 1] the poet is satisfied by the love of his 

children and this is likened to wine and bread, the life of a nonnal father who loves his 

children. Opposing this is a child who is born in an industrial area. This child is like a 

"bat" [7]. These areas are full of "oil" and "sulphur" and "the stink of pus" [9], [13]. 

This child does not recognise his father or mother and he does not bear any resemblance 

to them [17].The word "child" in the above expresses the opposition between 

satisfaction in a simple life reflecting the life in a village, and the new, forever changing, 

rootless generation, reflecting the life in a city. "Child" [30 - 31] as a word disappears; 
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leaving its meaning. The meaning expresses the poet's feelings for children who will 

cross the bridge of life and build a new East without separation from their history and 

tradition. The word "child" is repeated as in the introduction of the poem, giving 

confidence to the poet and removing the fear and uncertainties of civilisation [54]. By a 

newborn child [10] love and life will continue. The use of the word "child" (with word-

associations) expresses the main ideas of this poem, while the use of metaphors helps to 

illuminate the special comparison. 

6 • Metaphors 

In this poem, metaphors emphasise and extend the main idea (the comparison 

between the life in the city and the life in the village). For example 

Metaphors are extended to create a complete view. This type of metaphor 

consists of a series of images that are linked with verbs. For example [10- 18] 

" One who annihilates, revives, restores, 

Undertaking to create a new child 

To wash him in oil and sulphur, 

From the stink of pus. 

One who annihilates, revives, restores 

Undertakes to create the offspring of the eagle 

Is different from the descendants of slaves. 

The child does not recognise his' father and mother 

He does not bear the slightest resemblance to them." 

I;fawr gives a description of a new child through his image of a "new child 

washed in oil and sulphur and the stink of pus". This child is similar to "the offspring of 

the eagle" and is different from "the descendants of slaves". This new child is a child of 
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"the mechanised age," similar to the child of the prisoner; neither can recognise their 

history or tradition. 

A metaphor builds up short, quick images, creating emotional effects. For 

example [31, 34] "my ribs are stretched out, a firm bridge for them." The "bridge" is 

similar to the "ribs". Both are stretched, the ribs are a symbol of love and the bridge a 

symbol of the continuity of life. 

The poet uses al-jinas al-laf?i that is defined as the use of the same word with 

different meanings, for example; the use of East [32, 33] "From the caves of the East, 

from the swamps of the East. To the new East." Here, east is used three times to express 

ancient time, underdeveloped countries and a new Middle East. The word "ashes" is 

repeated three times with three different meanings, for example [39 - 41] "In the snowy 

nights while the horizon is ashes. Of frre, and the bread is dust". The frrst use, "the 
--. : ..... 

horizon is ashes" implies sorrow, the second, "the bread becomes ashes," means that the 

bread is mix with smoke reflecting the life in a city, and the third, "the ashes of frre," are 

the real ashes. 

Metonymy occurs in this poem [49, 50], expressing the poet's belief in his 

national history and tradition. In [ 19 - 29] the poet expresses his· belief in large families. 

Similes are used in this poem in a classical manner. The poet tries to link similes with 

metaphors, giving the words implicit meanings or using them as symbols[17]. This 

avoidance of the use of similes shows that "Khalilf:lawi ever conscious of his technique 

fanatically avoids using similes satisfied with partial description and is always seen to 
108 

aim at maximum qualification of the object treated." 
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7 - Symbolism 

The poet's use of symbols expresses his concern, gloom and hope. I;IaWf uses 

Biblical and traditional themes. These themes can be easily recognised by the use of 

some words in HawT's verses. For example when he said [6, 19] "But I have not carried 

love to the dead, incense, gold, wine and treasure," The words gold, wine and treasure 

are the same words that are used in the Bible when the three shepherds follow the star to 

visit Jesus in the cave in Bethlehem. 

Partial symbol. The following list of symbols and their associations convey the 

main ideas in ~awi's poem. These symbols show two parts of life; happy life in the 

village with the extended family, and distance from the city. This meaning is expressed 

in the use of the word "bridge" that suggest "love," "harvest," "child," "home" and 

"children"; sad life is expressed through the poet's. concern about the new generation, 

who have left their homes and their villages to live in a city. This concern is also 

expressed in the use of the words "ashes" and "grave". 

SYMBOLS 

bridge 

love 

harvest 

child 

home 

ASSOCIATION 

life, pass, ribs, lonely, history 

wine, food, roses, gold, treasure, child, contemporaries 

field, celebration, autumn 

love, bat, new, oil, sulphur, stink of pus, history, offspring of 

eagle, not descendants of slaves, no recognition of father and 

mother, no resemblance to parents. 

two homes, one roof, freedom, new stream, old, new, a cry, 

wombs tom, veins cut, old, new wall. 
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East 

a grave stone 

history 

snow 
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desert, cold, ice, horizon, fire, bread. 

caves, swamps, new. 

stone in the wind, empty handed, crucified, lonely, you, skin, 

treasure, boxes, do not die, my age, feed, happiness, hand, faith, 

memories, wine, food, children, bridge. 

not fearful, nights, cold, ashes, ice. 

From the previous analysis of ~awf"s poem, we find that ~aWl is concerned to 

keep the balance between old and new. I;IawT adheres to a finn use of rhythm and 

metaphor. The attraction of I:Iawf"s poem is the straightforward use of language and the 

choice of subject in addition to optimistic feelings. :-• 

1 - 7 Summary. 

In summary, therefore, I will attempt the following comparison of poetic 

language in the four poems. This comparison will be useful in highlighting the influence 

of these poems on the poems that are discussed in part two. 

1- The earlier four poems are each rhythmically unique, with characteristics 

which set them apart. The simple use of the foot in al-Sayyab's and ~aWl's poems gives 

a balance between the modem and classical, while the complicated use of the foot in 

Adiinis's poem bears a curious analogy to the best style of modernity. To understand the 

use of the foot in Adiiills's poem, we must begin scanning from the title of the poem. 

The above techniques in the use of foot are the opposite of that of Darwish. Darwish 
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ignores and abandons conventional classical or modem rules of prosody in his poem. He 

concentrates on the shaping of sentences, stanzas and verbs 

Rhythm cannot be described without mentioning the effect of refrain, repetition 

and rhyme in each of the four poems. Al-Sayyab, for example, employs refrain as a 

means of allowing him to switch from one subject to another, to form the transition for 

the sections in his poem, and to express his general tone. In Darwish's poem, refrain 

gives the poem a lyrical touch. Repetition is employed by al-Sayyib to create different 

effects such as wailing and the hymn of rain; Darwish uses it to confmn the present or 

particular moment, and Adiinis to link the beginning and end of stanzas. When al

Sayyab employs rhyme he aims to create a new system of rhyme that plays a part in the 

poem's emotional effect, though not generally as great a part as the rhythm. Adunfs 

chooses words that rhyme with the single fmal syllable of the verses. 1Jaw1 is similar to 

al-Sayyab in the way he employs rhyme. Darwish gives less weight to rhyme; for him, it 
> ;\:.:.. . 

is a device to open and close the stanza. 

2- The poets deal with similar concepts; for instance, both al-Sayyab and 

Darwish deal with the concepts of life in death and death in life, but the perception of 

the subject differs with the poets. Death is equate~ with the absence of rain and freedom 

in al-Sayyib; and with the absence of freedom in Darwish. In al-Sayyab. there is no life 

unless there is freedom and in Darwish unless there is unity with the earth. In addition to 

these two concepts, Darwish expresses the concepts of martyrdom, peace, war, 

occupation and unity with earth. In a different way, Adlinis uses a number of words that 

have a spiritual implication when they combine, pffering a sense of darkness, light and 

uncontrollable forces. J:lawf seems to be more optimistic when he emphasises the 

concepts of love, children, and the simple life. He explains his concept of death that 

occurs when love is missing. 
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3- To communicate their message to their people, the poets adopt different 

voices, but, at the same time, these voices are experienced by the poet himself. For 

examplt; al-Sayyab, employs the image of the beloved, a child, and emigrant voices. He 

is both speaker and narrator. Al-Sayyab employs all these voices that summon up the 

time in past and present to communicate his message to the Iraqis. DarwiSh uses the 

voice of Sir};lan, his countrymen and his country's enemies to express his feelings. He is 

the narrator, while Sir~in captures the poet's experiences. Adiinls employs voices that 

indicate himself only "1", "~II\ ''fida''i" He is speaker and narrator. ~awi balances 

between the use of all these voices; "l=poet", "he=child" and "we= the poet and the 

child." 

4- The repetition of the same word serves the rhythm. The way this word is 

employed gives it an important role enabling it to be a source of associations which 

establish the most fundamental ideas of the four poems. For example, al-Sayyib repeats 

the word "rain" to suggest the secret of life and death, hunger and freedom to express 

the political and social problems of Iraqis, while Darwish repeats words to present the 

Palestinian question. Words such as "smell of coffee, blood and the far distance" evoke 

painful fundamental ideas such as memories, martyrdom, soul and death, rebirth, home, 

mother and cities. AdUnrs also repeats the word "blood" to create a new poem. If we 

compare the use of the word "blood" and its associations in Darwish's and Adiinls's 

poems we will find that both use the word "blood" as a symbol of birth, unity, and 

death. Adiinis and J:lawt repeat the word "child," but the features of the child in J:IaWi's 

poem are different from the features of the child in Adiinis's poem. Adiiills's child is 

reborn from his blood. He gives this blood a child's features, aiming to highlight the 

theme of his subject as a symbol. Hawi loves his children, who are different from the 

children who are born in a city; these children do not recognise their parents. IJawi 
welcomes the children who will cross the bridges of life and build up a new East. 
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5- The change in the use of metaphor from a simple comparison between two 

things in these poems to create more complex oppositions or parallels makes these 

poems a landmark. At the same time, it gives the verses a unity in meaning. Through 

this the poet can create a picture of his dreams and hopes. The above methods allow the 

poet to compare two situations as in al-Sayyab's poem, or to present the paradox 

between past and presen~as in Adiiills's poem. The symbolic metaphor is used by poets 

to express and describe implicit feelings as in Darwish's poem or to convey the 

metaphor through the associations of symbols as in Adiinls's poem. The extended 

metaphor is a series of images that are linked by verbs in al-~awt"'S poem.~ 

6- All the poets use allusion. Allusion is the fruit of a prolonged meditation on 

the myth, biblical, Qw'allic and folkloric. Al-Sayyib evokes the TammUzr myth. He 

uses allusions taken from biblical, Qw' arne and folklore origins. These allusions are 

used to communicate the message of Iraqi political· -circumstances in particular and the 

Arab in general. Allusion compresses a large context in association historically and 

traditionally into one word to compare two situations in Darwish. Biblical and 

traditional themes are employed by ~w!to express both his topic and his belief. 

The poets are all concerned not only to link their poem with the past but also to 

achieve poetic unity. This unity is achieved when the poet uses the comprehensive 

symbol. A comprehensive symbol does not hold the poem as one unit only but also 

holds the poet's experience and vision. This symbol is used as a word by al-Sayyab, for 

example, the word "rain" governs the poem and evokes the TammiizT myth. The 

comprehensive symbol as a character is used by DarwtSh: Sirl).an as a comprehensive 

symbol embodies all Darwish's experiences and develops without effort as the poem 

progresses. DarwiSh chooses Sir~an's actions and his personality successfully to support 

his context. Adiinls chooses himself as a comprehensive symbol. He aims to create a 

new style ofwriting. 
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In addition to what has been said about the role of the word and its repetition, 

there is another use of this device: a kind of repetition of word and its associations in 

different contexts can emphasis the main ideas or express secondary ideas in the poem. 

Each poet chooses his words to suggest different meanings through different contexts. 

The choice of partial symbols in these poem can be a rough guide to experiences such as 

suffering, sadness, joyful, oppression and nationalism. 
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2 - The Poems Selected From Bilad ai-Sham After 1967. 

The poems in part one, written before and during the 1960s, are still effective and 

influential today. They may now be seen to have been central to the exposure of the 

wrongs with which they deal, and this poetry is still being read, more so than more 

recent poems in the Middle East. In late 1967 and as a consequence of the Arab defeat 

in the 1967 war with Israel a new poetic movement was recognised by the media and 

--critics. In the periodical al-Adab, for example, there was a flood of poems which 

exhibited political frustration and anger at the incompetence of the ~Arab political 

leadership. These emotions found expression in what has become )mown as Adab 

Ifaziran (the Literature of June). 106 Poets such as M~ud Darwish, Sarri~ al-Qasim, 

and many others are good examples. In 1973, and as a consequence of the victory Syria 

·won in the war with Israel, a similar but less dramatic poetic movement was recognised 

by the Syrian media and critics. In Tishrin newspaper and many other periodicals there 
;• . .-. 

were poems embodying the glory of victory and giving a new credibility to their 

leaders. These emotions found expression in what has become known as Adab Tishrm, 

Adab Uktubir (the Literature of October). 107 

The Arabs' suffering in the succession of defeats as a consequence of the 1948, 

and 1967 wars with Israel shaped a sense of unified "Arab idt;:ntity which associated 

itself with a common cultural heritage."108 At the same time, a sense of nationalism 

focused on particular states become apparent, particularly following the war between 

the Jordanian authorities and the Palestinians in 1970. This new sense of nationalism 

was one of the reasons that caused the civil war to break out in Lebanon in 1975. Arab 

reaction to the wars can also be seen in a change towards the Marxist idea which 

considered that poetry, along with everything else, must focus on the people. In the 

1970s and 1980s this idea was developed to include the following: a fine analysis of 

political and social events; criticism of the existing Arab governments; a demand for 

change; and a demand for both the poet and the government to bear the responsibility 
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for the political and economic conditions of the people. The effect of the war upon 

poetry was to concentrate it on the themes of pan-Arabism and nationalism. The poetry 

which is concemed specifically with nationalism includes poems from Syria, Lebanon, 

Jordan and Palestine. 

The three poems I will discuss from Syria can be considered as a new form of 

realism, which differs from the concept of realism in poetry in the 1950s in Syria 
109 

because they criticise the Syrian authority, calling for revolution and change. These 

poems mix revolutionary ideas with an· individual focus. They aim to highlight the 

treatment meted out by the authority namely, execution and death. In his poem al

Qasaba (The Windpipe) 'Udwin deals with contemporary social and political events. Its . 
appearance seemed to inject a fresh energy and enthusiasm into poetry at this time as a 

direct contemporary form of experience. Ni('im in his poem Ka7s Min al-fluzn ji Gluir 

al-Shams (A Glass of Sadness on a Blaze of The S.un) stresses;~~e uniqueness of each 

experience, no matter how banal, and thus intensifies the sense of loss and defeat in the 

Arab-Israeli war of 1967. The third poem is Wa Yanhasir al-Bahr ~n al-Yabisa (The 
• # • 

Ebb) by Kha9~1ir. His contemporary theme provides a challenging sense of confronting 

an enigma and of decoding signs partially recognised and understood. 

The three Lebanese poems I will discuss focus upon the 'Lebanese civil war and 
110 

the Arab situation. This civil war that broke out in 1975 caused devastation not only 

on the ground but ·to Arab culture itself. Images of destruction dominate the poetry 

written during the time of occupation and war. Poems written by non-Lebanese poets 

such as Darwish, Adonis, Qabbanfand al-Yiisuf, and also by Lebanese poets themselves 

vividly present the experience of civil war. For instance, Bazigh, a Lebanese poet, 

composed an elegy for civilian victims of war. In his poem ~iir (Tyre) he interpreted 

contemporary events, and described the destruction of the city. Shams al-Dih recalled 

Arab glory in his poem Al-Bahth ~n Ghirnlita (Search For Granada) which made a . . 
83 
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paradoxical comparison between the Arabs reminiscing on their past glory and now. 

This reminiscence is meant to return confidence to the contemporary Arab world, and to 

convince the Arabs to think that they are capable of getting through this difficult period. 

The poem Bii~alat al-Dam (The Compass of Blood) by Shaiil depicts the civil war in 

Lebanon and pleads for a cease-fire. 

The three Jordanian poems agree that change is necessary to solve the social 

problems associated with the economic constraints suffered by the Jordanians. These 

problems have different causes and the poets, as we will discuss later, highlight different 

parts of these problems. The structure of society in Jordan changed because of the influx 

of Palestinian refugees resulting from the 1948 and 1967 wars with Israel. The new 

structure of society and the doubling of population resulting from the influx have 

heightened class differences such as those between the rich and the poor. Economic 

development has been in the hands of a small ric~ elite whilst the less fortunate have 
!\:-. . 

lived the lives of refugees. The loss of Palestinian land and the agricultural livelihood of 

the majority of the population, the 1970 war between the authorities and the 

Palestinians, and the movement from village to cities caused much social disruption, 
111 

paralysing Jordanian society. Additionally Jordan was, and remains, a poor country in 

terms of wealth and income. The poems I discuss call for changes to improve the lot of 

the poor and sick so that they may live a better life. The poem Maqati( Min Sirat Zaydan 
• 

al-Mu<aththar (Lines From the Biography ofZaydtin al-Mu<aththar) by Fazzacdemands 

changes for the poor through his narrative poem; ZUdiin his poem Al-Shaykh Ya&Jum bi 

al-Matar (The Old Man Dreams of Rain) describes political and social events and 
# 

demands change; cAjluni in his poem Taqasiin ~Ia al-Jira~ (Solo on the Wounds) 

adopts a style close to that of al-Sayyab, writing about fertility and change. 

Since the 1948 Arab-Israeli war and as a consequence of the Arabs' defeat 

(nakba), Palestinian poetry has mainly been poetry of protest and is known by the tem1 
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"resistance poetry ." 112 After the 1967 Arab-Israeli war and as consequence of the defeat 

(naksa), much of the poetry published in Syria, Jordan, Lebanon and other countries has 

expressed an angry rejection of present Arab society. Palestinian poets, whether living 

in Palestine or Jordan, have found a great catharsis in the reiteration of resistance 

themes that expressed a determined belief in the outcome of the struggle and in the 

necessity of standing up for usurped rights. Most other themes disappeared from 

Palestinian poetry at this time. In the 1970s poems usually expressed a negative tone as 

a result of the 1970 civil war in Jordan between the authorities and the Palestinians, and 
~ 

literary output greatly increased (in quantity rather than in quality). In the 1980s, the 

great spiritual movement had burned out as a result of the resistance (Intifa{!a) in the 

West Bank, and poetry was quickly able to rid itself of the negative aspects of the 1970s 

while at the same time retaining its audacity. At this time it made a firm break with a 

number of traditional features. New poets with a new vision came upon the scene and 

developed a different kind of poetry, but some poets who had; for ·better or worse, 

already made a name for themselves in the 1970s113 seemed to lose the freshness of 

their vision. The poems discussed are examples of Palestinian poems of the critical 

periods of the 1970s and the 1980s. The poems are Al-!fiwar a/-Akhfr Qabla Maqtal ai

(U~jUr bi-Daqa)iq (The Last Words and Moments Before the Death of The Bird) by N¥r 

Allah. who describes the death of the jid(/iyym, Daftar ai-A~wal wa a/-Maqamat (The 

Book of Situations) by Abu Sllayib who talks about his belief in martyrdom and 'f'uqiis 

a/-Tin (The Mud Ritual) by Riyad who creates through his poem a complex vision, . . 
describing the different stages through which the spirit of the martyr passes. 

As I mentioned in part one of this study, every poem of the selected poems will 

be discussed as a complete text. Its language will be examined through rhythm, theme 

and structure, the poet's voice, word-association, metaphor, and symbolism. Through 

this examination, I intend to highlight the different types of creative expression that are 
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used in the text. By analysing all these elements we can recognise the aesthetics, 

framework, strengths and weaknesses in the language of the poem. 

2 -1 Syria 

2 - 1 - 1 AI-Qasaba by Mamduh tudwan 114 . . 

The poem Al-Qllfaba (The Windpipe) is the sixth in a series of poems in the 

DTwan La Budda Min al-Taf~fz published in Beirut in 1982. 

1 - Introduction 

<udwan is a Syrian poet. His poem deals with people who lack respect and 
i~· . 

honour in his country. In his discussion he criticises the authorities , the Ba<th party, 

which harbours fraudulent aims for the poor. Reading through this poem for the first 

time, we can see how the poet recalls the life of the poor. A sense of striving, questing 

and the urge to discover are strong in this poem. The poet combines an instinctive 

feeling for the life of poverty. 'udwan sets out the life cycle ofthe poor beginning, with 

pregnant women and ending with death. But this death is not caused by poverty. It is 

caused by asking for their civil and political rights. The poet relates the history of faqr 

(poverty) via a conversation about sickness, and a description of the life of the poor; the 

circumstances of their childhood and youth, laziness, silence, poverty and famine. The 

poet believes that conspiracy, deception and tyranny are seen in the failed revolution 

against authority. The result is the poor have had to submit, praise and glorify authority. 

The poet gives different descriptions of the poor: their unchanging movement and 

submission. 
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2 -Rhythm 

(Udwan conveys a physical sensation by choosing -0-- (foc;/atun) from the metre 

ramal which is often used by classical Arabic poets to express wailing. 115 The strength 

in this poem does not only rely on its division into three sections that highlight particular 

themes, but also on the use of words and on shorter lines indicating scarcity and 

reflecting the condition of the poor. ltldwan uses sentences, none of which run on into 

the following line. This means that the poem is read in a measured way. Having said 
~ 

that, there are instances where the line ending is a firm indication of punctuation though 

none is given [18 - 62]. The reader finds himself pausing for longer after the first 

sentence than after the remaining three sentences in the other lines. There is a variation 

in the number of words in the lines, usually on a three - two - three basis. The rhyming 

sets up a pattern, but it is not regular which would be too reassuring and obvious for the 

subject matter of "the poor." tudwan varies the rhyme so that the reader feels interested 

and appreciates the disturbing nature of the poem. For example, the rhyme in the stanzas 

ofthe first section may be analysed as follows: [abcbdddbebcc]. The variation of rhythm 

is striking. There is a sense in which the middle and end verses settle into a more 

predictable pattern, but the possibility of this sense is firmly denied by the poet's use of 

the ha 1 rhyme [ 63 - 67]. There is also the further complication of the internal rhyme, that 

is, the rhyming of words at the ends of lines with others in the middle of the lines, for 

example ya!l~un [11], yantashirun [12], and yasTrun [13, 14]. At the beginning of the 

two lines, the poet repeats the same word to emphasise the idea, such as yasTrun [13, 14], 

fuqara J [ 16, 18] ,and faqr [ 17, 19]. These variations on the standard use of rhyme 

contribute to the constant unease that the poet maintains within the organising 

framework of his poem. 

As mentioned earlier, (Udwan uses sentences, none of which run on into the 

following line. In these sentences, the short vowels express tension because these vowels 
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demand a quick breath, suggesting activity, and long vowels express quiet submissive 

feelings, because these vowels demand a slow breath, suggesting suffering and laziness. 

The use of the long vowels conveys the suffering of the poor. Sentences that contain 

long vowels are more frequent. (See for example the use of alif, wiiw and ya, [1 - 20]). 

The following sentences constructed in two halves in meaning, add a new feature to the 

rhythm such as:[16, 17] "for the poor die twice, defending two countries poverty and 

their master's land," [18- 20] "the poor are crowds marching unguided behind poverty 
116 

and their master's lies." The poet creates these parallel constructions leaving the 

reader to imagine the picture of poverty. These parallels can be also seen in sentences 

[16- 20] where the poet balances their syllables, grammar and meaning: 

3 a Theme and Structure 

In his poem (Udwin controls the structure 4)f the sentences by the juxtaposition 
' . ;\. ' . 

of themes, for example, the life cycle from beginning to end gives order. His treatment 

of the subject of poverty is extensive, encompassing its political and other dimensions 

rather than the mere lack of food and money. This gives his poem originality and sets up 

an opposition in his imagery which contributes to his exploration of the subject. The 

sentences, each with its own implicit meanings, add balance and produce through a 

cumulative process a comprehensive poetic picture. The poet makes us consider afresh 

the ghastliness of the loss and the value of life in what is often a cruel world of poverty 

[1-5]. As part of his intention, the poet achieves a juxtaposition between loss or gain in 

the life of the poor and the value of their life. 'Udwin uses positive ideas when he said 

"the children grow up" [4 - 5]. But negative ideas can also be seen; for instance, the 

action of "the children grow up" [4, 5, 10, 15] is positive but the way in which the 

children grow up is negative. The protest of the poor against their authority is a positive 

action but, alas, they go in the wrong direction and are spent and wasted. The rest of this 

poem expresses even more negative feelings that describe the situation of the poor such 
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as "tight faces," "harshness," "spilt blood," "dreams dashed," "cruel bread," "women 

enslaved," "children smoking and picking the pockets of strangers". These examples 

build up a picture of the reasons for, and way the wrong direction is taken and how the 

life of the poor is controlled by the masters of their land. At one time the poor rise up in 

order to achieve change and many times they try to protest about their situation, but, in 

one fell swoop, the master gains control again. Despite their striving, the only result of 

the actions of the poor is failure, whilst the one action of their master reasserts control 

and regains power. 

4- The Poet's Voice. 

The actions of the poor are translated to verbs that accumulate to depict the slow 

movement and dullness within the cycle of the life of poverty. This life begins with 

pregnant women who give birth to children swelling the ranks of the poor still more [31 

- 51). One action that is expressed by the phrase qal al-sayyid (the master said) describes 

the master's power; his word is to be obeyed unquestioningly and immediately and this 

becomes the main action against the poor. The master slams the door of change in the 

face of the poor. The master is the main voice; it is the powerful voice against the voice 

of the poor. The poet is the narrator. He relates the history of the poor, the story of the 

hero c.Ali, of the revolution, the failure of the revolution and the power of the master. 

There is no use of the first person singular "I = poet", and there is no sign of its effect. 

The voice of the poor opposes the voice of the master, but the master has the authority 

that keeps the voice of the poor silent and submissive. 

The poet emphasises the voice of the poor when he uses this voice (subject) before 

the verb [7, 10, 16, 18]. Subjects such as "women", "children" and "people" also precede 

the verb [8, 9, 91]. The verbs that follow these subjects express a conventional action. 

For example, "women remained pregnant, gave birth, remained pregnant." [7 - 9] For 
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more examples see [24- 44] [26, 45] [49, 50] [53 -57] [73] [76- 84] and [86- 89]. The 

poet also uses the incomplete verbs !ian and ~a,. to describe the situation. This use of this 

kind of verb opens the way for the narrative style. For example, " the poor become the 

fence" [33]. For more examples see [4, 22, 59, 66, 76, 86]. 

The poet uses 36 verbs in the imperfect tense and 14 in the perfect tense. The 

poet/narrator relates the story of (All the hero who fights for the rights of the poor and 

reflects that the poor still live as they did in the past. Time begins with pregnant women 

who give birth to faqr. The children grow up, and follow the ways of the~ starving home 

that is protected by faqr. Through this cycle, the poet relates the history of the poor and 

their fight for their rights. The reader can make the most of the signals or intentions in 

the use of words such asfaqr. Faqr suggests different meanings in addition to its literal 

meanmg. 

i\~ -

5 - Word-association 

The poet makes use of the etymology of words in the design of the structure of 

the poem, for instance the words faqr (poor) and foqaraa (poverty) used at the same 

time, show contrast or parallels in their literal meaning as follows: 

The two words "poverty" and "poor" are used in the following line: "poverty has 

ample place for the poor" [6], suggesting the continual increase in the number of the 

poor. Poverty becomes wider to contain all the poor. In the second use of the two words 

"poverty" and "poor," in "for the poor die twice, defending two countries poverty and 

the master's land" [17], the meaning of the word "poverty" extends to represent the 

home of the poor, becoming common and acceptable. The poor defend poverty. This 

protection is contrary to logic; instead of defending themselves from poverty, the poor 

defend poverty itself. This contrary equation suggests that poverty has come to have a 
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value like the home [7 - 15]. This meaning represents a natural response. In the third use 

"the poor are crowds marching unguided behind poverty and their master's lies." [18 -

20], the word "poverty" suggests the fraudulent aims that authority has.· Their promises 

are: to make changes and to improve the condition of the poor who were waiting for 

these promises to be fulfilled. The word "poor" is used in "the poor become the fence" 

[34], to suggest that they try to form themselves. into a barrier against authority. When 

they tried this action they "broke the silence of their cells, carried secret weapons, dug 

up their wrath, discovered their dignity and rushed forth naked into the world" [40]. The 

above suggests that the poor have collected together to defend their honour. Possibly 

poverty in this context suggests the condition of the poor who are forced to accept rules 

without discussion, having no freedom or honour. In the fifth use of the word "poor" the 

poet describes the poor and their establishment like "a lasting fingerprint" [74]; this use 

suggests that poverty has become deeply rooted. In the sixth use of the word "poor," the 

poet describes the poor in their growing and their smells. They are like "stale wine" [78, 

79] which suggests also that the poor become more numerous. The poor cannot be 

eradicated. Finally, the poor are killed defending their honour against authority. The 

authority then perverts the virtue of their action, extolling them as martyrs of the 

government's cause; e.g. the master ... [94, 95]. This manipulation of events 

demonstrates authority's power against the poor and the fact that the poor cannot win. 

The word dam (blood) is used with the words "poverty" and "poor." The word 

"blood" goes beyond its literal meaning to suggest the following: in the first use [15] a 

sacrifice, which means that the poor sacrifice their blood to defend their authority. 

"Blood" is a value or price for a starving home. In the second use [27] it suggests that 

the river of blood represents a determination to have freedom. The poet uses the verb 

yata~abbab (perspire) to express the idea that blood is like sweat, evoking the 

continuation of the killing. This presents the poor with two options: to continue living in 

poverty or to die for the sake of freedom. Thus the use of "freedom" is ironic. The 
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determination of the poor was faced by a locked door. The request for freedom was 

denied. The word "blood" is used [46] to give colour to the earth in "the earth is 

coloured with their blood." In short, they fight and are killed. "Blood" that was required 

for freedom is defined by words in the third use to provide the master with garlands 

[47]. This suggests the difficulties of the poor achieving freedom. The word "blood" is 

used [70] to make it clear that blood dries over the Qasaba (The Windpipe), suggesting . 
that the revolution of the poor has subsided. The master is still the master, blood is still 

the price of freedom and the river of blood has dried up at its source. 

From the previous discussion of word-associations, we can summarise the 

fundamental ideas of this poem as follows: (1) the number of the poor has increased; (2) 

the poor defended their master, and poverty itself, as if it is their home; (3) authority 

makes promises but these promises hide the authority's fraudulent aims; (4) the poor are 

poor in respect and honour; (5) poverty becomes deep rooted and society becomes 
... ;(" .. 

rotten; (6) when they increase in number, the poor are killed defending their honour 

against authority; (7) their names are glorified by the master; (8) their blood flows like a 

river, the action of their death is translated by those in power into words which help to 

uphold the status quo; and their blood dries up at its sources; (9) the master is still the 

master and the blood is still the price of freedom. 

6 • Metaphors • 

.. Udwan enhances the effectiveness of his modes of expressions and makes them 

more interesting and appropriate by talking about the readers themselves. He uses a 

group of expressions to embody his imagery and to echo the reality of the poor. For this 

he uses the following types of metaphors: 
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(1) The paradoxical metaphor. This metaphor has two parts expressing the 

paradox between two conditions. For example [ 1 - 4] 

" between the ghetto's slumber, 

the silence of its old folks 

and the curiosity of tourists 
117 

the children grow up. " 

The fust, second and third lines form the fust part of the metaphor. The 

relationship between "slumber", "silence", "curiosity" and "ghetto", "folks" "tourists" is 

similar. The "slumber" of the "ghetto" implies laziness, the "silent folks" implies 

suppression and the "curiosity of tourists" implies covetousness, all these describe the 

life of the poor and their children. It is the life of the old and young, both strangers in 

their own home. 

(2) The extended metaphor built up by verbs. Verbs are the link between the 

small sketches which eventually make up the whole picture of the metaphor. For 

example [7 - 9] 

" Women remain pregnant 
118 

gave birth and remain pregnant." 

The relationships between the women who carry unborn children are similar to 

the women who remained pregnant with anxiety after giving birth. The first part 

"women gave birth" is realistic and logical, while the other part is the opposite. The 

actions are similar, but the result is a contrast. The verbs, "gave" and "remain" are the 

link between the two parts. In the example [to- 15], the poet uses the same idea, that is, 

building the metaphor by using verbs: 
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"children grow up lazy and devilish 

become their own hungry homeland 
119 

its price dipped in blood." 

PART2 

The relationship between children, described as "lazy and devilish," and the 

homeland, described as "hungry," is not similar. The children become part of their 

homeland. The metaphor extends to illustrate the relationship between these two parts: 

children and homeland." Children are the price dipped in blood." Rhetorically speaking, 

this kind of extension depends on the action; what will be, will be. The poet means that 

the blood of children becomes the price of their homeland instead of saying they will die 

to defend their homeland. The link between the two sides is shown in the use of the 

verbs: yashubbun, yudhiin, yaiirnn and yasirii.n . . . 

(3) Metaphors imply metonymy, which in some cases becomes a part of the 

comparison of the metaphor. For example[31 - 47] 

"lives seared with pain, 

and the poor become the fence. 

they broke the silence of their cells 

carried secret weapons 

dug up their wrath 

discovered their dignity 

and rushed forth naked into the world. 

indifferent to destruction, 

they coloured the earth with their blood. 

later they returned 

to discover their blood had turned to words, 
120 

garlands for tyrants." 
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"They coloured the earth with their blood" is metonymy for the dead. "Their 

blood had turned to words, garlands for tyrants" is metonymy for the poor losing their 

revolution. See for more examples [22, 73, 76, 77, 78]. 

7- Symbolism. 

In his work the poet evokes a tacit reference to contemporary figures. He 

exploits Qui arne verses, poetry and quotations taken from the speeches of those in 

authority. These allusions are present: (1) the meaning of a verse of the ~Qu?ru1121 that 

describesthe newborn cannot be anti-Islam, but eventually he will only believe if his 

parents believe. In a similar way, allusion is used when the poet states that the children 

born grow up lazy and devilish, they will be the price dipped in blood [1 0 - 11 ]. (2) to 

demonstrate the meaning, which is that the poor are determined to have freedom. Their 

determination was faced by a "locked door," that is their request for freedom was 

denied. This alludes to Shawqi's more famous and highly evocative verse "the door of 

red freedom is rapped by bloody hands." 122 (3) The poet quotes the speech of the master 

as if it is a kind of invocation to God: "God bless the poor, They gave us glory on this 

earth for theirs is the kingdom of heaven" [98- 100]. 

The use of partial symbols depends on the poet's experience. These symbols are 

associated with other symbols in all the poems of the Diwan Lii Budda min al-Tafii~ll. 

These symbols and their associations are linked with the situation of Syrians who have 

lost their freedom. They have to submit and glorify the authorities. The price of freedom 

is blood. The word "blood" suggests "homeland," "bread," etc., which symbolise the 

needs for freedom in their own land. The following partial symbols and their 

associations are used to draw the life of the poor. Partial symbols and their associations 

in this poem and other poems in the Diwan can be seen in the following table: 
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al-Qasaba • 
dream 

homeland 

martyr 

blood 

earth 

nobility 

glory 

subdue 

smells 

folks 

bread 

anger 

. tired 

poor 

children 

silence 

poverty 

words 

ASSOCIATIONS 

thin body, plant, yellow, neck, die, tune of a song. 

PART2 

crying, grandeur, tears, separating, illustration, drying, hardness 

narrowness, excuse, suffocation, body, tears, blood, smooth, sleeper, 
desert, brave, poverty, master's land, grave, embrace, hunger, noble 
river, reason, unsuccessful, sympathy, meeting, suggestion, burned, 
returned, distance, proud 

intermediate, prophet's vow, barter, sun, nobility, thief, blood, names, 
sword 

drying, stench, rising, fugitive, water, fumes, excuse, getting up, horses, 
pulses, memory, crying, homeland, ambiguous, stops, frankness, springs, 
floods, research, distance, artery, martyrs, words, burned, degree, pains, 
homeland, bargaining .. 

change, emptiness, heritage, charter,love, heart, coloured 

roads, martyrs 

small piece, earth 

storm, henna, enemy, bread, knowledge, emigration, heart, yellow, life 

artery, water moss, fme, meat, wine 

door, silence 

luxuries, sweet, hardness, price, subdue, 

human, yards, flood, master, 

running after, accumulation, 

love, defmition, groups, fence 

killing, a friend, stone, memory, growing 

men, folks, affection, 

point, place, earth, behind, following, basis 

free, proud, simple, truth 
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2 .. 1 .. 2 Ka's Min ai .. J:Iuzn fi Ghar ai.Shams by ~Abd ai .. Karfm al .. 
_, 123 

Na-um. 

This poem Ka>s Min al-ljuznjfGhar al-Shams (A Glass of Sadness on a Blaze of Sun) 

was written and published in the Diwan lj~ad al-Shams (The Harvest of the Sun) in 

1969. 

1 .. Introduction. 

This poem discusses the poet's reaction to the Arab defeat in the 1967 war with 

Israel. The Syrian poet al-Na'im analyses this defeat, referring it to different causes, 

namely the incompetence of Arab political leadership. In the discussion of(Udwin's 

poem, it was pointed out that his poem was concerned with the hardship and 

misfortunes of the poor. In spite of dwelling on the suffering of the poor, the poet 
.,; ·;\;:.. 

nonetheless suggests positive actions. The opposite approach can be seen in Naw's 

poem. A sad tone and negative feelings of shame are apparent in Na<im's poems 

published after 1967 (after the Arab-Israeli war). A Glass of Sadness on a Blaze of Sun 

described the causes and effects of the war, leading to self-criticism and bitter regret. 

The poet expresses feelings of fear and concern detached from social problems. The 

defeat allows him to search for truth, evoking the heritage of· his society. This truth 

brings a wisdom. Ability in the use of language enables him to express this truth through 

the feeling of loss, self-criticism and defeat. This language inspires the reader through 

the use of simple words that harmonise with the choice of rhythm. 

2-Rhythm 

In al-Naim's poem, rhythm contains complete feet taken from majzu" al-wafir 0-

00- (mufa<alatun) and zaflilf (incomplete foot) 0--- (mufa'altun). This foot is often used 
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124 
for emotional expression or for boasting. The distribution of feet depends on the 

completion of an idea. This distribution produces different shapes and length of lines in 

one unit. In unit [1-5] for example the first line contains four feet; the second line 

contains one foot only; the third line contains two feet; the fourth line contains three 

feet; the fifth line has five feet and the first syllable of a new foot; and the sixth line the 

rest of the syllables that are left from line five and another complete foot 

The use of long vowels expresses a long sigh at the end of the stanzas [1 - 7]. 

This poem seems to be composed of rhyming couplets, where rhymes are irregular and 

neither masculine nor feminine. Analysing the rhyme of the poem (as set out by the 

poet, the first section and the second are short compared with the third and the fourth), 

there is a close use of rhymes that follow each other such as: bb, dd, ff, gg, uu etc. The 

poet uses pauses and spaces in lines instead of using a regular rhyme not just if the sense 

requires a terminal point, but when it is a run-on liD:~· For examl;!le [1 - 2] 

" your song took away the secret 

of remaining love. 

in my liver 

and it took the people and things in my home." 

And see [6, 7] 

"We love the attraction of shining eyes 

close and open." 

The pause and the rhyming of words at line endings interweave, yet follow no set 

pattern. Almost every line is linked by rhyming or repeated words, and this persistent 

nexus strengthens the rhyme. Repetition is used for different pwposes. Repetition of 

nouns such as shams, and verbs such as udh1bu emphasises determination. The 
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repetition of li->anni,fa~innf[lO- 18, 44- 45], and the repetition of law hnni lam in 

every verse [79 - 93], refreshes the rhyme but dilutes the strength of the language of the 

poem [3, 4, 6- 11,16- 18, 44, 45,48- 49, 59, 60, 65, 95- 100]. Repetition of sentences 

is used firstly, to express different meanings, for example, [66, 67] ''fa 1inna lam nazal 
' 

nakbu .ainna lam nazal nuhzam', (the first sentence means we still fail, while the second 

means we are still defeated); secondly, to give depth to the meaning, for example, [15 -

16] where al-gharid means bird, al-ghar'id in its second use means wailing; and thirdly, 

to express the continuity of tone, for example the repetition of the frrst sentence in [ 1, 2] 

and at the end of [95, 96]. 

3 .. Theme and Structure. 

Sad feelings dominate the poem. The miserable present contrasts with the sad 

moment from the past. A "song", then, the poem seems little more than a nostalgic 
> ;~: . . 

recollection of sad days. If it amounts to more than this it must be because the poet 

expresses his sad feelings through his memories. The poet feels that the happy days [ 1 -
125 

7, 10 - 14] are lost and they survive only in the liver and in memory. The present 

evokes the past and both are paradoxical images about sad events. Sadness wipes out 

happiness and the poet continues wailing and crying until he melts with his sadness. 

The structure and the force of this poem is improved by using words and letters 

in a different manner, for example: 

First, the repetition of the same word to emphasise the meaning [5, 6] "I felt in 

the deep deep feeling, I loved him deep in my heart". 

Second, the use of words derived from the same root; for example, the use of the 

words "mashriq, sharaq, al-sharq, nushriq, ishraq, mashariq." Mashriq means the east 
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where the sun rises; sharaq means the first drink; al-sharq means the East. For more 

examples, see the use of the words al-huzn, al-ahzan, hazana, nahzan and the use of the . . . . 
words "tanu~ nuwlifl nawa}Ju". 

Third, exploring the significance of letters that are used to enrich both the 

implicit and explicit meanings. For example, the letter hii> is used at the end of the 

following words to suggest the meanings of al-intishiir, al-imtidad and al-~uhiir 

126 
(presence, extension or separation). These meanings are what al-Nafim wants to 

express in his poem: "nafra~, najra~, nanilJ;l, ri~, juru~, tas1~". The letter al-ghayn is 

used at the beginning of the following words to evoke darkness, obscurity and 

anonymity: ghina>, ghar1d, ghayab, ghar, ghacjab. 

Many words and sentences are linked by waw [5, 20, 38, 39, 40, 42, 46- 51, 55, 

57, 59, 64, 67]. The use of waw gives a strong flavour of the narrative style to the poem. 
:'· n:. 

4- The Poet's Voice. 

The poet is the speaker, the narrator, and "I" who feels, cries, loves and hopes. 

The poet/speaker blames himself for submission to actions such as "become," "visit," 

"prepare," "hear," "went," "dream," "give," "drink," "stand," ''support," "agree," and 

"study." The poet/speaker is represented by "we" rather than "I." We "love," "rise," 

"enjoy," "cry," "wail," "ignore" etc. From the above, it seems that "we" provides the 

main actions in this poem. The actions depict a kind of carefree and enjoyable life. The 

verbs that express the actions are chosen in an emotional way. If there is a comparison 

between the actions that belong to "we" and the action that belongs to "I," we will find 

that "I," or the poet/speaker, shows stem self-criticism. The poet/speaker sustains the 

anxiety of "we." This self-criticism appears with the use of the negative, such as in "l 

hope I do not," "I hope I do not listen," I hope I do not agree." 
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The poet hannonises between the use of "I= poet," the poet/speaker, and "we," but 

he allows the "I" poet/speaker voice to predominate to sustain the anxiety. The poet's 

voice is the present voice. The responsibility of the poet places him inside the events, as 

a dispassionate, wry voyeur. He is drawn briefly into important moments, historical 

events, to discover the reasons for the Arab defeat in the 1967 war. The poet makes up 

the emotional tone by discovering the truth. The verbs "qlil" and "Jean" narrate the events 

in the past tense. The perfect tense is used 30 times and the imperfect tense 75 times, to 

provide a comparison between the two times. 

The time is the present. It is time to weep over events. This is a· time of sadness, 

crying and remembrance. In the poet's opinion, this time is harvest time when the results 

of the war of 1967 are reaped. It is also the time to analyse historical events, fmding out 

why the Arabs were defeated in the past and now. It is the time to analyse reasons and 

results. The experiences that caused the defeat n~ a re-assessment in the past and 
j\::. 

present. The present is the time for the sun to rise again and for a song . 

S ·Word-association 

The words "sun" and "song" provide the fundamental ideas of this poem and 

allow other words to have their individual roles. They are extended so as to share the 

poet's ideas. The title indicates the plan of the poem. It indicates both the use of literal 

words and symbols. For example: 

The word shamS (sun) is used in the title and described by ghar. Ghiir is 

metonymy for glory. Glory equals the sun and carries a glass of sadness, evoking what 

has happened. When the "sun" smiles and when it rises we rise [8, 9]. This means that 

we have freedom and glory. Both freedom and glory are our basis of life. This basis of 

life grows with "sun" as a word. It also builds on a meaning when the poet emphasises 
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that "he lives in the country of the "sun" [10]. This word "sun" is a metonymy for the 

geography of his home; the Middle East. The word "sun" changes to be a place that 

contains "us" [11], evoking nationalism. The poet still retains his sadness. The word 

"sun" in the context disappears and leaves behind darkness ("the land that rises in glory 

becomes dark" [89]) to suggest that the sun of glory is lost. 

The word ghina) (song) is the other word which the poet uses in an associative 

way. The word ghincl is derived from ghinQ, denoting a voice that is delightful or 

enjoyable. In [1], ghina). (song) removes the secret oflove that remains in~ the poet's heart 

and evokes its effect and influence in the heart. "Song" becomes a sad song [15, 16] to 

evoke sad feelings. A sad song becomes a crying in the voice, in veins and in bones[19]. 

This crying is for bodies who were killed in the 1967 war: crying is associated with the 

voice of the wind that comes from Arab history. It is the wailing of the body of al

Husayn, grandson of Muhammad the Prophet, who was killed ;in the ·battle of Karbala1 

• • 
(688 AD); and of(Ala~ al-Dm when he lost his treasure. This use is linked with bodies 

killed in the 1967 war and the loss of land. They are killed without sin or offence. "Song" 

changes to dancing [34 ], suggesting that the truth of the defeat is hidden and forgotten. 

"Song" blames those who support the masters thinking that these masters will stay 

forever [91, 92]. In their incompetence these masters cause the defeat of the 1967 war in 

the poet's opinion. This suggests nothing will stay the same; the master who fulfils his 

promises will change. The last use of the word "song" [95] is a repetition of the first use 

"your song still removes the secret of love that remains in the poet's heart." This 

repetition tells the reader there is no change in the situation and sadness is the reason for 

the defeat. 

From the above, we can summarise the following: a sad song represents the 

killing of the remains of love, familiar items, freedom and happiness in the home. In spite 

of this love, freedom and the sun which are the poet's home, he feels sad and wounded. 
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Wounds, pain and sadness are the result of the war. Many people were killed without 

reason, recalling the death of al-!fusayn, l)amza and tAla> al-Oin. In the poet's opinion, 
. 127 

drinks or alcohol, women, slaves, amusement and idleness caused the defeat. 

6 • Metaphors 

The poet uses various types of metaphors and figures of speech in combination. 

This combination does not convey ambiguity but tends to illustrate a sympathetic 

emotional attitude. For example: 

(1) Paradoxical metaphor: the paradox between the past and the present is used 

by the poet when he creates an opposition between two pictures [47, 47], "he, al

ljusayn, said some water for children, for women. I said Oh, the night for joy, money 

and luck." The frrst part of the metaphor evokes the suffering and the pain in the past, 
., ; i\:~ - . 

the second part of the metaphor describes the joy in the present The poet uses another 

paradoxical metaphor [28, 29],when he describes the 'Ala, al-Dfu character in the past 

and in the present. 

(2) Classical metaphor (istiWra makniyya) [6, 7], that consists of two parts, one 

of which is hidden and has to be understood through the text. "We love the attraction of 

shining eyes as they close and open." The use of majamir fitnat al-ahdt!q ghayib and 

ishriq means shining eyes. Instead of using the word "eye" as the attractive object, the 

poet uses the "opening" and "closing." The poet makes this metaphor more interesting 

when he describes the actions of the eyes" when these eyes set and rise; go or come 

back; the eyes open and close." 
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(3) The use of personification gives more colour to the nouns. For example crying 

vern, crying bone, crying shadow, wounded anxiety, green sighs, remaining love, 

remaining anger, face of death, sea of hate, wailing land, black water, land of sun. 

(4) The poet uses many metonymies to improve his rhetorical language, and to 

conceal a certain simplicity in the use of words. For example: 

METONYMY 

fire 
country of sun 
this head dance 
night, wishes, money, and luck 
we bury sadness in khi#b al-Jawarl 
for slaves we prepared the camphor 
defects of our bodies 
Plague and fire 
sea of darkness 
wailing land 
face stays or goes 
letters or symbols 
formal legal opinion of religion 
black water 

7 - Symbolism 

REAL MEANING 

freedom [5] 
Middle East [10] 
destruction [34] 
rich life [ 4 7] 
useless or foolish life [ 48] 
kill time [52] 
defeat [53] 
sickness and war [ 64] 
occupation [89] 
occupied land [90] 
masters [92] ;r. · 

truth [93] 
changes the truth [98] 
perfume, rich life [83] 

In the use of the allusion the poet provokes a reference to the events and 

characters that supply an additional significance. These historical characters parody 

events and circumstances in the present. For example, the martyr~ ibn ~bd al

Muttalib the Prophet's Muhammad uncle, who was killed in the battle ofUhud (625 AD). ... . . . 
Muhammad the Prophet cries for him. After the battle Muhammad the Prophet returns . . 
to al-Madma, he finds the women wailing for the Muslim dead. Each woman cries for 

her man. M~ammad the Prophet asks who then will cry for I;Iamza. From that time 

women wail and remember I;Iamza when they weep for anyone. ~amza, as a symbol, is 
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evoked to represent the majority of those who were killed in 1967. They do not find 

anyone to wail or cry for them. 128 "'AI~ al-Dm the mythical character who owns treasure 

and loves adventure is represented in the present time as a shadow. He is sad and his 

sadness becomes his treasure. The evoking of the cAla~ al-Dm character illustrates the 

loss of the treasure, that is, the land of Palestine. As Arabs grieve for their lost land, their 

sadness becomes their treasure. 129 After his enemies cut off his water supply, thus, 

preventing Husayn, his children and women from drinking, al-Husayn was killed by his . . 
enemies and died without sin or offence. These events are equivalent to the events of the 

war of 1967 that killed and separated innocent families, women and childien. 130 

The word huzn governs the poem. At the beginning, this word is used to express 
• 

sad feelings, the crying for death, the weakness and anger. The happy song becomes a 

sad song to weep for bodies, a sad sound and the crying of bones. In the end this word is 

expressed by the reaction that shows the behaviour :of people who. forget the defeat. This 

word, however, conveys the sequence of events. 

The use of the partial symbol expresses contrast in negative feelings. For 

example, the poet uses the word "sadness" to suggest rich and lucky people. These 

associations of sadness are contrary to reality. This contradiction expresses the poet's 

reactions to the rich Arab countries which did not help other Arab countries during the 

1967 war with Israel. The people's reaction against the defeat of the 1967 war is also 

expressed when the poet used the word "lowliness" and its associations such as "shame", 

"anger" "fire", sick", "crime" etc. These associations (the partial symbols) can be seen in 

the following table: 
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decision 

crying 

wishes 

fire 

bird 

dream 

water 

ribs 

lowliness 

ASSOCIATION 

throw, whirlpool, whirlwind 

PART2 

vein, bone, death, youth, wind, Hamza's wound, shadow of 5\Ja· 
al-Din's face, sadness · 

money, luck, gold, cold drink, kafur, shame, children, women, 
grass renews promises, morning, song, life 

motion, incense; light 

song, wailing 

revenge, hate 

children, women, perfume 

sick, parts 

shame, anger, defeat, fire, sand, sick, loss, de'!th, blood, sins, 
crime, lamplight, turban crown, formal legal opinion of religion, 
possession of power, master's voice, letters, symbols, history 

2 - 1 - 3 Wa-Yanhasir ai-Bahr ~n a/-Yiibisa by Faiz Khaddur.131 . . . . .. 

This poem Wa Yanhasir al-Bahr ~n al-Yaoisa (The Ebb) was written in 1977 . . . 
and was published in the Diwan Ghubar al-Shita"-' in Damascus in 1979. 

1 - Introduction 

In his poem Khaddur discusses the treatment meted out by the Syrian authorities, 

namely, execution and exile in his country. Compared to the other Syrian poets; \Jdwan 

(discussed before) writes on behalf of the poor, calling for them to try to recover their 

honour, fight for their rights and to change their circumstances; Na'im calls for his 

people to discover and be conscious of the reasons for the Arab defeat in the 1967 war. 

(Udwan draws out the beneficial and evil results of the revolution and highlights the 

state's manipulation of events. N~im perceives both the past and present as negative. 

Kha~~iir's poem Wa Yan~a~ir al-Ba~r Sl.n al-Yabisa calls for revolution against the 
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state, justifying it by a full description of destruction, sadness, argument, sex, idleness 

and executions in his homeland. 

Kh~~ur's poem is a long one divided into six sections. Every section is 

numbered and the whole poem contains 38 stanzas of a different number of lines. The 

second line of each stanza is indented and has no more than two words. Each line is 

marked conventionally, with punctuation: full stop, comma and the omission mark. 

Despite their length, the lines nevertheless lead the reader into the following stanza. As 

previously stated this poem is a long one (210 lines), and there are a aumber of long 

sentences that run on through lines and from one stanza to another [7 .,.11, 12- 15, 16-

22]. These long sentences are punctuated by commas but also by an unusual number of 

exclamation marks, semi-colons and colons. This division of sentences serves to help 

and to realise the rhythm. 

2 ·Rhythm. 

The poet uses the foot -0- (jac;zun) taken from the mutadarik metre. The way the 

poet distributes the foot in lines can be seen, for example, in the first stanza, where the 

poet uses six feet in the first line; two feet and one separate syllable in the second line; 

two syllables, two feet, and one syllable in the third line; one syllable and two feet in 

fourth; one syllable and two feet in the fifth; and, three feet in the sixth. This kind of 

organisation of feet represents a pattern which helps the reader to pause and the poet to 

relate his story. 

The rhyming of words at line endings or internally does not, however, appear to 

follow any set pattern. Rhyme cannot be organised as regularly in the whole poem for 

two reasons. First; the rhyme is used inside sentences marked by commas, and secondly 

the length of this poem lends itself to the narrative style or to prose. In this way, this 
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poem is similar to Adllnis's poems. If the poem was rewritten in prose, we would fmd 

that it contained complete paragraphs; these paragraphs begin and end with rhyme. For 

example see the end ofthe following words: al-shamitfn, al-sinin [11, 15, 22, 30, 45]. It 

is important to note that almost every line is linked by one or more rhymes [6, 23, 28, 

29, 43, 54, 56, 74, 75, 121, 123, 125, 126, 147, 172, 182] al-liiifira, al-j{ijira, al-kGsira, 

al-~thra, al-hajira, 'aoira, al-ghcidira, mu/iabira, al-yabisa, al-~a_sifa, al-nashifa, 

kh{lifa, al-nazifa, al-da'ira, al-nafira, al-hariba or repetitions and that this persistence 

of rhyme strengthens the poem still further. The effect is that of intensifying the 

insistence and strength of the poet's voice. 

Repetition is the basis the poet uses to create rhythm. This repetition is used with 

letters, words and sentences emphasising different purposes. For example: 

(1) Repetition of words can be seen in [131, 132] an d~oting time, [161, 162] 

hayhat denoting vocative wishes and sight, [118, 119] kull denoting the total, [1, 2], the 

first repetition of di.ffatayki is preceded by the preposition min to denote the object and 

limit the place. In the second use [2] it denotes the object such as islisl; asbaha [141, . . 
142] emphasising the present time, [206, 11 0] hamhimi is repeated four times as an 

imperative verb to emphasise that this action is important and the repetition of the verb 

[202] udrik is to emphasise this. 

(2) Repeating a sentence; shape or type. The sentence is repeated, changing the 

action, subject or object. These changes avoid monotony. For examples: [12] "he 

doesn't ask for forgiveness," [23] "he doesn't need disbelief or pity," [46] "he doesn't 

desire forgiveness" and [208] "he doesn't want to be forgiven". [93, 103] "how will the 

sea explode on the shore," "how will the sea ebb," [8, 17, 24, 168] "now he exists from 

his stony exile," "now he creates the brightness," "now he is less bright," "now he is in 

the season of grass." Sentences are used to open and develop the actions such as [ 4 7, 48] 
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"He divides waves with a guillotine that rests on his neck. [207] He seeks the guillotine 

on his neck." The following sentences are repeated to show wishes and reasons. [ 1] "The 

sea springs from your shore, lovely and exciting [166, 167]. "The sea of wishes that 

springs from your shore is no longer attractive". The following sentences are a 

comparison between past and present. [40] "She shouts to be left alone in defeat.[44] 

Then he shouts to leave her alone". These two sentences express the action and the 

reaction. [71 - 74] "He is courageous rather than fearful, he is courageous rather than 

Samaritan." 

3 • Theme and Structure. 

Before we discuss the contrast between the feelings expressed through the 

construction of sentences, we can point to the pattern of sound in this poem. The poet 

creates a hannony between words by repeating a sound in one or more words. For 

example, tadhish---shamitin [11]. Thus, near symmetry is created by the last letter or 

letters in one word and the first letter in the following word. It is also sometimes 

provided by the lrrst letter or letters in two consecutive words being the same, for 

example as aallisi aaws ,[ 148] shams sh.amt-< [7, 1 0] hathithllrof [ 159], and by the frrst . . , . 
and last letter or letters in two consecutive words dami< al-lfl.wassu.l dh.ul al-lfl.sawwuJ. 

[136, 137], and even by the words' initial letter being in alphabetic order such asjafak, 

IJ.amhama, k/visamak, yujiihir, silab.. kh.Ukha and fajira [175, 176]; for more examples 
• • 

see the use of the words, ju",.JJ.udun,...klJii>ifah in [126]. The words that are used after , 
each other, start with j.~. kh. Near symmetry is also created by a letter in the middle of 

two consecutive l11Jll.hama, al::llJill.h [51], and by the scattering or rearrangement of two . . 
words that contain the same letters and follow each other such as habJJL billah [53] . . 

The poet tends to use obsolete words such as in the derivatives of verbs hiijis -

mutawajjis, khawf - mutakhawwif [70, 71, 74]. The repetition of the long vowels 
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enriches feeling, meanings and rhythm as in shabbaba, qayylula, hayhat [41, 43 ,54, 

161, 162, 195 ,21 0]. Archaic words and words that are not of Arab origin are also used, 

such as islisi, haniin, mumayya1
, (.abbara, al-walawfl, al-'afan, daghalt alalwwab, al

mul/Q, ~abbara, al-sammagh, wakfa>, al-ruttGj [2, 10, 13, 14, 14, 29, 109, 110, 111, 159, 

164]. Yai is used: to express sighing and regret; to signify relationship and to modify 

the meaning such as ya khalij al-dana wa al-dabab, ya ~un al-turab, ya tilal al-ta<ab, . . . 
ya bilod.[120, 135, 143, 147]. YG'' al-nisba is used at the end of the following words to 

enrich both adjective and rhythm: nakhTl nu!zGsiyy, Jadal fa]i~yy, nazaq n(ifiyy, shfr 

jihannamiyy, malar mawsimiyy, tabiit ma'daniyy [52, 57, 63, 85, 113, 204] 
I 

The whole poem weaves together a combination of sounds and tricks of 

language so that the language takes on almost an obsessional nature. It seems that al

Khaddiir cannot articulate his language without drawing attention to the artifice of .. 
language. This observation should take us on to our next point of enquiry which relates 

i\-. 

to repetitions, harmony and combinations of sound that enable the poet to present his 

idea of waste and execution, and to hold on in such a disordered world. The skeleton of 

the martyr will last forever, for even with his death he will continue to be the inspiration 

for the new generation. Then the happy skeleton = martyr looks to unhappy people who 

are still alive on the earth. This paradoxical vision is not only evoked through the 

concepts of life and death, but also through the ideas of ebb .and flow, sadness and 

happiness. The happiness that belongs to the dead body expresses wishes and rejections 

while the sadness expresses the length of time, challenge and bitter life. The happy or 

positive is followed by actions and activities showing the happy skeleton looking to the 

people who are still alive on the earth. 
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4 c The Poet's Voice. 

Between ebb and flow, death and rebirth, the skeleton is evoked. This skeleton 

looks down on a scene of bitter life on the earth. These events are related by the poet. 

After the sea evokes memories for the poet/narrator, the poet/narrator expresses his 

support for the skeleton and calls for revolution. The poet begins the story by giving the 

descriptions of the skeleton and the reasons for executions. Through telling the story, the 

poet/narrator addresses his home and his people, without ever using the first person 

singular "I". The skeleton, however, appears in the pronouns. The skeleton as portrayed 

by the poet/narrator is the main voice in this poem. He fights for a new way of life, for 

change, and for a better life for the people. He was executed but nevertheless is now an 

inspiration for the new generation of the revolution. The imperfect tense is used 57 

times and when the skeleton is mentioned, it is always in the present tense while the 

perfect tense is used 58 times, and is mostly followed by the imperfect tense to 
:-• i\·. 

emphasise the present moment [47, 55, 81, 1197, 207]. 

In this poem memory is alive in the present [1 - 6]. Through this memory the 

poet recalls and meditates on the events before and after death [7 - 24, 30- 34]. The 

reasons for death allow the comparison to be made between the sterile time in the 

present and the enjoyable time in the past. The present is a time for fighting for freedom. 

This is the time for revolution. The link between memory and meditation gives space to 

the reader to feel the effect and sense of some words such as "sea," "earth," "home." 

5 • Word-association. 

The poet chooses his words carefully to suggest different meanings. For 

example, the meaning of bahr (sea) in the dictionary means any of the following: major .. 
river, fast horse, a man of knowledge, benefactor, tuberculosis and the blood in the 
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womb. If we compare the above literal meanings and the poet's use we realise that the 

poet suggests the following senses: the sea [1] provokes memory. Its shores help to 

stimulate this memory. The sea [93- 99] suggests revolution. The question [103] "how 

will the sea ebb?" is asking when will the revolution occur. The question [129; 133] 

"who will attend the suffering of the land in the sea and the sea in the land?" asks how 

will we support the earth from the blood of those who have died. This blood is the 

bodies of those executed. The sea [ 166, 169] becomes gifts of desire when the poet says 

"sea of desire no longer interest" to suggest the dry and barren land. The sea [175, 176] 

"ebbs leaving the shore". This suggests that the fighter becomes a martyT. He fights for 

freedom and his homeland. The sea [183, 187] "returns to be sweet water" suggesting 

that freedom will return after the revolution. 

The poet also explores features of the sea such as waves, the shore, river, the 

gulf, port, estuary, ebb and flow. These share in the sea's activity and are developed to 

become major word-associations in the poem. For example: mawj (waves) suggests the 

following: revolution with confusion, [47], the revolution is deep rooted. It is fertile 

with green blood [187], waves give help to revolution [88]. Shatt, and tami"suggest . . . 
places far-away [1, 2, 87], helping the waves [90], opposing or supporting the 

revolution [168]; mawanT (ports) are a place of rest after the fight, a haven [ 54, 118]; 

farewell that suggests death [78]. Nahr (river) is a harsh song of lovers [84 - 87]. 

Rawajid (springs) are the number of martyrs [84] and khal{j (gulf) suggests loss, 

separation, hope [120], death and horses. The sound of ebb and flow hamhamat al-madd 

wa al-jazr [201] is the sound of a horse you will not hear on the resurrection day. The 

poet uses this sound to describe the ebb as death that comes with execution. The 

sentence suggests the incitement to revolution or defeat, the earth means home and to 

fight for both is to fight against the revolution. The use of ebb and flow gives the sense 

that life gives and takes, welcomes and bids farewell. 
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These words add new images to both the feelings and the meanings in the poem. 

They establish the fundamental ideas of this poem as follows: (1) The title of Kha~~ur's 

poem seems as straightforward as can be. The poem is about the ebb of the sea from the 

dry land. But it is about the sea that moves and discovers the truth; (2) The sea brings 

memories. The variety of voices such as nature, life, death, and earth create a human 

element and the skull prompts memories of the skeleton which in tum recalls the past; 

(3) Memory is stimulated by an exciting sea, such as when the skeleton leaves his grave, 

and describes the earth as he sees it from beyond the grave; ( 4) Earth is his home but it 

has become a hopeless game; hypocritical, and sad; (5) His death was n.ot followed by 

wailing or crying. He was executed; ( 6) The death sentence was given because he was 

asking for freedom and not showing fear of death; (7) Execution becomes a philosophy 

for those who follow him to freedom; (8) Earth equals home. It knows that he was 

martyred for speaking the truth and not fearing treachery or disloyalty; (9) His aims are 

to change the desert to green, t6 have freedom rather than isolation. At the moment he is 
:'; ;\ .. 

like a spider that builds its solitary web in caves; (10) He lives as a prisoner and he 

knows the trials of hunger, separation and poverty; ( 11) In his opinion earth becomes a 

place for: dry ashes, sex, argument, depression and idleness; (12) The struggle for 

change is still in the preparatory stage, rather than that of action; those who want change 

realise that death brings another life but this life has to be free. Thus the reader can 

imagine and focus his view from the time the skeleton appears as it guides him, helping 

him to value life and death. 

6 - Metaphors. 

Metaphors help the reader to organise the comparison in detail. They are built by 

using similes and symbols. 

For example:[3 6] 

" he is a martyr now 
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he draws coldness 

and grows like roses in our memories." 

The "martyr" and "draws coldness" are metonymies for death. The relationship 

between "death" and "writing roses in our memory" is provided by the flower on the 

grave of a fighter to evoke memories. The relationships between the above words are 

extended by the use of the verbs "draws" and "grows." 

In the following example [7 - 11] the poet builds up the metaplior using more 

than one metonymy. He hides the meaning and presents his belief as a fact. 

" He exists from his stony exile, 

appears like a wax mummy to surprise those who 

rejoice at his unfortunate death." i'{ . . 

"Stony exile" is a metonymy for the grave, and the "wax mummy" is metonymy 

for a description of paradise. The meaning is that his soul will be in paradise, surprising 

those who rejoiced at his unfortunate death. 

Several types of similes are used in this poem to give a full description of 

conditions: (1) the simile that contains two parts such as [40- 43] "reed flute stopped its 

sad tone which is like a lost step". The "Reed flute" tone is like the sound of naddaba. 

Both express a sad tone. (2) Implicit similes such as "He knows that the cloud if it is not 

formed from his blood is not a fertile cloud." The cloud that is formed from the blood of 

earth means the blood of the martyr who has decayed and become dust in the air. The 

meaning is implied while the two parts that form the simile are understood through the 

two parts ofthe metaphor. For more examples see [113- 116, 75- 77]. 
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The use of the classical simile extends to build up a picture. The poet tries to use 

one part of the simile as a metaphor. For example, [93- 101] "How the sea explodes on 

the shore shouting, whinnying like an army of horses, whinny whinny and take rest, 

leaving slowly like a cloud of winter, trying to light the dark window." This is 

metonymy for the movement of the revolution. "The sea was breaking, shouting, 

whinnying like an army". These fighters know the hard truth of the fighting. They know 

they will die and become "like the cloud in winter". They will live in the heart and 

minds of the people. The poet here tries to express the value of the martyr. These clouds 

are "like the pulse that reminds people of the light of freedom". The first part of the 

simile is omitted while the second part, "cloud in winter" and "the pulse", continue to 

build up the picture. These two parts, however, light the dark window with the light of 

freedom. 

Metonymy and personification share the same expressions. Each of their uses 

embodies the human condition; there are 49 expressions which can be classified as 

metonymy and anthropomorphism in this poem, for example, "draws coldness," "face of 

memory," "language of fire," "exciting waves," "hopeless game," "submissive of years," 

"the copper palm tree," "earth blood," "sea of wishes," "green blood," "sword of days," 

"death of city," "clever seasons,'' "sense of renewal,'' "oscillating dream," "the storm 

face,'' "tears of question,'' "quick letters,'' "station of tiredness." 

The symbolic metaphor is linked with the use of the symbol as a word. For 

example[187 - 189] "Oh palm tree, he returns to the sea (he is dead) with his headstrong 

beauty and purity, the sea bed is happy without his pure green blood." The sea is a 

symbol of death, the verse "the sea bed is happy without his pure green blood" means 

that there are many people who support the revolution who are killed by authority. 

Waves are a symbol for the revolution and the green blood is a symbol of new death. 
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7 a Symbolism. 

The poet evokes the Samaritan [72] which refers to the Samaritan tribe who 

lived in Palestine, Syria and Iraq. The Samaritan is known as a man who helps people. 

He is not afraid. The thieves kidnap and beat him because the Jewish rabbi refused to 

help him. This description is similar to the man who was executed and who was 

resurrected as a skeleton after death. This skeleton governed the poem and appeared as 

follows: 

The one who was executed is like a symbol that was used as a pronoun, the third 

person "he "[3] through the memory. He becomes an attached pronoun in [7]. His 

features and activities are as follows. He: 

-exists from his stony exile. 
? .. - . 

-is a wax mummy. 

- does not ask pardon. 

- cries with a loud laugh. 

- chews his phlegm. 

- says the truth. 

In the second section of this poem "he" is the narrator. His words are addressed 

to the dead but imply the opposite. He is dead but he is alive while the living people, in 

his opinion, are the dead. He, as a second person, asks the people to leave the woman 

who grieves for him alone. He goes back with his sympathy. 

In section three, this symbol still appears as an implied pronoun. The use of 

verbs denotes this symbol. His activities are as follows. He: 
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- does not ask forgiveness. 

- lives to die exercising his freedom. 

- provokes people to rush into the revolution. 

- hides the port (or heaven) for martyrs. 

-realises the cloud has to be from the blood of the earth- martyr-. 

- no pain, discussion, to be silent means no result. 

- He is adventurous and courageous rather than a dream. 

- He is more courageous rather than a Samaritan. 

- He is haughtiness. 

In sections four and five, the fighter continues to appear as an implied pronoun. 

The verbs presenting his activities are as follows: 

- He knows what is wrong. 

- He knows he has to instigate the revolution. 

- He lives as a spider in the isolated cave. 

- He loves his home. 

-He is a prisoner, and lives a life of poverty. 

In the last section, this symbol is used as an implied pronoun to symbolise another 

fighter who continues the fighting. The people know his visions and aims, and they will 

support him. They believe that life brings death and death brings life. This is like the 

ebb and flow, welcome and farewell. · 

The following words, "sea," "earth," "home," "life" and "nature," have been 

regarded in the previous discussion as the main device to develop the predominant ideas 

in this poem. These words are rich in their associations. Through the following list of 

these words the reader will be aware of the feeling of anger. For example, the word 
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"sea" suggests the life and death of the martyr, the "waves" suggests the revolution and 

the rest of the words and their associations may suggest the reason for this revolution. 

SYMBOLS 

1. sea 

waves 
port 

gulf 
shores 
2. earth = home 

land 
earth 
eyes of the soul · 
palm trees 
3.life 

light, 

death 

language 

sadness 

dream 

fire 
horses 
pardon 
4. nature = winter 
season 
wind 

ASSOCIATIONS 

lovely exciting, wide, explosive, shouting, slowly, the fogs of 
winter, pulse, ebb, fighters, painful, far away, beauty, sweet, 
depth, green blood, rise, death, life. 
guillotine, fertility, depth. 

place to rest 
lean, foggy, remind, night, destruction, prayer, crying 

place of support, far away, night, palm trees. 
lying foam, bowed legs, thirsty, swing, lewdness, creation, back, 
mask, passed words, phlegm, ugly, position, ·sour, corridors, 
support, sailing, quick letters, honest, tower, run, closed doors, 
sea of wishes, swelling ball, height, degenerate, ashes, sound of 
blowing straw, flee, losing a game, separation, ships, minaret 
shore, wide, dirty, country, icy distance, 
pain, sea, hell of fatigue, state of glory, tired station 
light, lowliness, question, wounded, stone, bitter, dry life, 
copper, ripe dates, calling ;t .. 

hunger, separation, disintegration, dry food, wisdom of hunger, 
present, chest, bleeding lioness, death, den, seasons, welcome, 
ebb, flow, renewal, rebirth, error, player, happiness, scoff, light, 
shame, biers, dance floor, people, painful, weapons, immorality, 
peach. 
ftre, shooting star, stars, scorn, sun, gluttony, weapon, flood, 
morning, day. 
ports, resting, cave, hate, knifes, red, dark, lost, trouble, lewd, 
false, city of moss, bottom, grave, skull, wax, waves, guillotine, 
sword of day, 
discussion, silence, fire, poetry, expression, back, wailing, 
painful, artistic, f1m1, nature 
reed flute, lost, discussion, women wailing, colours, dark, red, 
tears, blood, forgotten. 
oscillation, adventure, fear, loneliness, height, scorn, light, stab, 
perfidious 
light, coldness, flower, language, memory, face, stone, roast. 
whinnying, anny, sowid of silence, circle, 
questions, unbelief, pity. 
season, rain, cloud, blood, earth 
nationalism, consciousness. 
stonn, spider 
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2 - 2 - Lebanon 

2 - 2 - 1 Qas7dat Siir by ShawqfBazigh.132 

• • 

The poem Qaszaat Sur (Tyre) is one of a group of poems collected in the DiWan . . 

Ughniyat Hubb tzla Nahr al-LitanT published in Beirut in 1985. . . 

1 - Introduction 

Shawqi Bazigh lived in Tyre, situated in south Lebanon close to the Israeli and 

Palestinian border. He witnessed the clashes with Israel inTyre during six months in 

1980-1981. He describes, remembers and bewails his home town. In his poem Ba.zlgh 

gives a historical introduction to Tyre that is linked with the present time. This is a long 

poem, conventionally punctuated and comprising verses with different numbers of lines. 

The verses may be ended by a comma or may run on into the following verse. From the 

date noted at the end of this poem "June 1980 and February 1981" the reader can relate 

the poem to events in Tyre. Tyre was attacked by Israel during the war in Lebanon, and 

therefore it is assumed that this poem is an elegy for a city. The elegy for a city was 

developed in the second~bbasid period in al-Andalus (Spain). The Arab Dfwan of this 
·; 

genre of poem contains many poems that focus upon historical events, government or 

society. This poetry is a kind of reproach for the destruction or neglect of cities. 133 

In Bilad al-Sham (Syria, Lebanon, Jordan and Palestine), because of the 

succession of wars since the 1960s, this type of poetry, elegy for cities, was reborn. By 

it, poets found a new way to lament the destruction in the cities. Da.rwlsh was from 
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134 135 
Palestine, al-Qabbani from Syria, yet both wrote elegies lamenting the events in 

Beirut in 1982. Bazigh's elegy, however, was for his home town, Tyre. 

Bazigh's poem is a presentation of the situation within its political and historical 

context. It seems to be just a poem exploring and recreating the events of the time. But 

the complexity of experiences and issues that draw the poet to the elegy for his city seem 

to demonstrate his love for his city. The opening verses are sufficiently descriptive of 

historical events and the atmosphere of the city to grip the reader. It is about Tyre in 

both past and present, as follows: 

I. Tyre and its relationship with the Mediterranean Sea is defined by the waves, 

which have pounded the city shore for twenty centuries [1 - 11, 80- 89, 229- 234, 378-

380]. This definition links the present with the ancient history of Tyre. In the beginning, 

the poet introduces his poem by quotations taken from Genesis to remind the reader of 
;\, .. 

the creation and the long history of Tyre. This quotation is followed by verses which 

describe the creation of Tyre. The opening verses mirror the overall structure of ·the 

poem up to the present time. Tyre began as a small busy city with "fabulous" ideas. Step 

by step, it became the capital of the Phoenicians. Trading inTyre began five thousand 

years BC and thrived due to the strength which came to Tyre from both the East and the 

West After this time life inTyre became more complicated. This historical introduction 

is linked with the present time. 

(2) The poet describes a city of war where people are being killed every day. It 

has become a wrathful, violent and very fearful place [29- 31, 36-40, 162- 164, 166-

176, 354 - 377]. The people of Tyre are now living in tin shacks like refugees. They are 

very poor and suffering from malnutrition [153- 155, 183, 184]. The poet expresses the 

people's hope and determination that Tyre will return to be a strong, peaceful and safe 

haven against the enemy once more [425- 434,435- 440]. 
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The poet compares Tyre in the past and in the present. He depicts its long past 

power and the challenge presented by the present war. The enemy is against peace and 

the strength of Tyre. The war is against the history of Tyre. To help life to survive and 

keep its history intact are the challenge of the war and the enemy. This challenge sets the 

main tone in this poem. 

2-Rhythm 

The poet uses the foot -0-(jitilun) taken from the mutadiirik metre. The use of 

caesurae in the middle of sentence makes the poem much simpler to- read. The pause 

(sukUn) is used with the rhyme to express emotions and to give time to the reader to 

enumerate the events in Tyre [154, 155, 183, 184, 314, 315, 321, 324].The pattern of 

rhyme appears in different ways, for instance following each other such as in [20, 21, 

43, 44, 54, 55, 72, 73, 74, 75, 80, 81], or after two lines such as in [17, 18, 67, 69]. It 
;" ;\C . 

can be seen as [ a-a-b, a-b, b-a-a, b-b-a, a-a, c-c, d-d etc.]. There is a sense in which the 

middle verses settle into a more predictable pattern of rhyme, but that possibility is 

fmnly denied by the poet's use of half-rhymes such as [46] al-liinihiiya and [49] al

lahiba, [98] lashtad and [101] yad. There is also an extension rhyme that can be seen in 

the first, second and third verses in the middle or at the end of each. verse. See for 

examples [14] al-hilila, [20] <Q~ima,[21] qii>ima, [39], [40] khalida, [52] sakina, [72] 

dakina, [73] ~ina , [79] sakhina , [83] bahita, [120] khasira, [123] al-ta>ira, [137] 

al-dtiriba, [158], al-thalitha, [180] al-hawiya, [181] al-dtiwiya [189] khiiwiya, [204] al-. . 
hDrisa, [211] al~Qliya, [226] al-hiidira, [229] al-sahira, [363] al1~ila, [425] barida, 

[426] ~a•ida and [427] shahida. There is also the further complication of internal rhyme 

that is the rhyming of the line-ending word with another in the middle of the line. For 

example, the words malakii, fla~ikli, halakii~ istai)Qlii in [138, 139]. For more examples 

see [82, 83, 84, 89, 90, 99, 100, 101, 102]. 
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Repetition of words is used with pauses to link or continue the meaning. In some 

places the poet tends to repeat the meaning of the word instead of repeating the word 

itself. For example, the poet uses "Phoenician flower" instead of repeating "~iir" in the 

following: "I sing for the Phoenician flower which is destroyed" [11], and see [140, 141, 

304,307,317,321] 

Vowel sounds can evoke peaceful, violent and sad feelings, the repetition of 

words that express sounds and their echoes giving a sense of the present time. This can 

be seen in the use of words that contain letters such as tit, tiP, qaf, tkil~dhQl, sad, and . . 
zii> Moreover, the poet deliberately uses words that highlight the sounds, situations and 

feelings such as: loneliness to evoke sadness, drumming noise to express shouting, 

repetition to echo the owls hooting, etc. 

All the devices of rhythm represent the poet's personal response to the succession 

of events. Thus he presents the reader with the events of the war. He still gives the 

reader the opportunity to compare two different situations of Tyre before and during· the 

war. 

3 - Theme and Structure. 

This is a poem ansmg from the experience of war. In the process of 

decomposition of the lover's body, the lover and the killer commingle. Searching the 

whole poem, we fmd that the poet depends on the opposition between concepts: life -

death, love - evil and light - darkness to bring his theme to life. The fact of death does 

not have further development. It is the death of real friends that is caused by the war. 

Thus, the concept of death is the war itself that ends life. The remainder who survive 

from death decide to rebuild Tyre. Thus, life as a concept is to challenge and rebuild. 

For example, " in the entrance of Tyre, we will write this city is destroyed to be rebuilt" 
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[421, 422], "we are the survivor on the sand of Tyre" [416]. In the use of the above 

sentences the poet achieves an equilibrium between the use of the concepts. Neither the 

negative (death) nor the positive (life) predominates. The poet lost his friends and called 

for the rebuilding of Tyre. 

4- The Poet's Voice. 

The poet relates the war's actions. He expresses his feeling during six months in 

Tyre. These actions employ the following main subjects (voices), that interact or oppose 

each other in the whole of this poem. "I= poet," first person singular, is expressed 

through the use of the simple pattern a.fal such as asma<, adkhul, arfa~ The poet is the 

speaker and the narrator. He unites with "we" that employs the pattern najlal, but both 

later separate and unite again. The rust use of " I = poet/speaker" conveys the meaning 

of patience, knowledge and the conclusion. The "I = poet" unites with "we" to challenge 
:\. 

or resist against "he = enemy." The use of "I = poet/speaker" separated from the use of 

"we" gives the idea that the war had left him alone (suggesting the number of people 

who had been killed in the war). The separation between "I and we" on one side and 

between "she= Tyre" on the other shows the effects of the war. 

This poem depicts acts and events in the present moment. Verbs in the imperfect 

tense are used 80 times, compared to the perfect tense that is used 33 times and to the 

imperative that is used only once. The use of the perfect tense is usually followed by the 

imperfect tense. The present moment predominates in this poem. This time is captured by 

the events inTyre between "June 1980 to February 1981" but is extended to call up a 

picture of both ancient and modem Tyre. This combination between the past and present 

highlights the comparison between the good time in the past and the present time of 

destruction. 
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5 - Word-association 

The poet uses the word ughniya (song) to present the object of the elegy. This 

presentation suggests joy. It is a beautiful Tyre that stays in the poet's mind. He alternates 

between the two wotds, song and elegy. suggesting sadness. The frrst use of the word 

ughniya [1 - 8] states that the poet will weep for Tyre; all elegies are not enough to 

mourn for Tyre. 11Us gives the reader a perplexing feeling. The word ughniya in its 

second use suggests a historical or progressive time of Tyre " I sing for the lonely child in 

this time, for Tyre; no more a capital, for Tyre no longer a city, I lift my eyes to scratches 

that had been left by the nails of time over the sand" [10- 25]. The verse changes from a 

song to be the sound of a dove cooing, and the bell ringing as the verse takes on a 

sympathetic tone [191, 191 - 193]. An unpleasant song is associated with the sound of 

war. It is a .. sobbing, .. "screaming,'' "destroying, .. "explosive," "fabulous .. "drumming," 

"thunder," .. calling" and "feaiful ring" [37, 89, 105, 140, 185, 188, 208, 257, 269, 270,]. 

It is also the song of girls who sing sad songs, of owls hooting, the original voice, a 

mother's voice, birds singing, the echo of friendly laughter in an empty city and an arid 

song [91 - 94, 133, 181]. The last use of ughniya is as a national anthem for Tyre [91 -

94, 105, 111,435- 437]. From the above, we can discern that the poet balances between 

the word .. song .. as a sound and as a song. This song is no longer a song but a sad tone. 

The poet uses the word ,.sand" to express his convictions. For example, rami 

(sand) relates the history of the people who live inTyre. Through its lines [22- 25], a 

place where a human being began and ended life, life began from sand and he was 

buried in sand, [48, 78 - 94, 139], the unknown shadow is read in the lines of sand 

(geomancy) [236], the beauty of Tyre is seen in the reflected golden sand in the setting 

sun, [87] war situation [277] and the time that passes on the sand [428]. These 

associations of the word ram/ are not in accord with ordinary usage. Arabs use rami to 
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describe something with a weak structure. The Arab name ramal for a metre implies 
136 

that this metre does not have a strong structure. 

From the above we can summarise the following ideas: ( 1) the poet weeps for 

Tyre; (2) weeping for Tyre is associated with the sound of war, (3) the fear of the war 

becomes a sad tone; (4) the poet sings a traditional national anthem fo~ Tyre; and (5) 

human history in Tyre can be read through its sand. 

6 - Metaphors. 

By the use of metaphor, the poet balances the two conditions of Tyre, before and 

during the war. For example: 

(1) the extended metaphor, where the exte~ion is achie,~ed by the use of verbs, 

for example [235 - 238] 

" I came near the city stones, then I looked carefully for the flaming sand, I saw 

men covered with dust, and waves flood over the empty city" 

The relationship between "the city stone" and "looked carefully" gives an 

indication of how understanding occurs by concentrating and staring, "sand and dust" 

represent the history of Tyre, "waves and the flame" represent the change, and the 

relationship between men and loneliness is separation. The relationships between the 

"stones", "sand", "waves" and "men" on the one hand and "dust", "flame" and "lonely" 

on the other build up a picture of the activity of war. The first group refers to normal life 

but the second refers to conditions in war-tom Tyre. The verbs "came", "look", "saw", 

and "flood" allow the reader to follow the image in detail. This type of metaphor is seen 

when the poet finds parallels between two results, for example [304 - 313] 
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"Oh, peddler hawker 

sell me a stone 

to build up this city. 

oh, wandering poet 

sell me a poem 

to elegise these ruins. 

oh, roaming lover 

sell me tears 

to cry for this destruction." 

PART2 

J'he relationship between "hawker," "wandering poet," "remaining lover" and 

between "stone," "poetry,11 and "tears" is a symmetrical one, while the relationship 

between them and the destroyed ruins of the city provides parallels between reality and 

the act of war. The verbs "sell to build up, to elegise and to cry for. Tyre" provide a 

chainlike linkage between the parts of the metaphor. 

(2) The paradoxical metaphor appears when the poets uses litotes between the 

action and the result. For example [378, 380] "Nothing left for us except a lover striking 

the earth to wake up." The relationship between lover and earth is the striking. This 

word 11striking" is used to suggest digging the earth again. "He digs the earth to plant." 

The poet uses the word "struck11 instead of digging, wake up instead of planting .. 

(3) The symbolic metaphor. In this poem, the theme which is the symbol of the 

metaphor may not be recognised readily as such, for example [173] "The ribs did not 

become oranges for our orphans". Here the flame colour of the oranges represents the 

fire, explosion, grenades of war. At the same time orange symbolises the human heart. 

Thus the metaphor is extended as the ribs enclose the heart. This heart could not carry 

sympathy and love for orphans any more. In other words, this use of the symbol 
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"oranges" suggests different meanings: first, the war left many orphans, and secondly, in 

the war between the people in Tyre, the capacity to love has been lost. This type of 

metaphor can be seen also in this verse "the trees go back before the autumn" [289]. The 

literal meaning for "before the autumn" is the summer. When the poet mentions before 

autumn he does not express the literal meaning but symbolises the burning of the trees as 

if in summer. This riddle is an attempt to awake the intellect of the reader. 

The symbol is also used in similes to suggest the effect of the war. For example 

[54, 55, 57] "the mountain of meat (bodies of children) is soft like a fluffy bird," "the 

purple blood is served to the kings and their dogs," and "when the earth is still formless 

accused by waves." 

Anthropomorphism is used in this poem to give a human sense for things such as 

the body of the sea, skin of Tyre etc. There are many examples in [2, 3, 23, 34, 58, 61, 
:-; i\:· .. 

64, 66, 87, 80, 109, 113, 114, etc.] The poet enriches the use of anthropomorphism 

when he employs these human adjectives and creates a conversation between them,· for 

example, in the conversation between the poet and the sea [203 - 234],Tyre the 

motherland and her inhabitants [370 - 380]. The conversation when Tyre refused to feed 

its people is similar to the conversation when Bayt Y ~iin refused to feed its people in 
137 

Ali Shams al-Diit's poem; QasUiatAyat Min Kitab al-lmam al-Muntazar. . . 

The poet· uses metonymy to describe the effect of the war, for example "the body 

calls himself, closes his shroud, and returns back to his grave" [265 - 266]. This is 

metonymy for a body which has been left a long time without being buried. The poet 

also uses metonymy to describe the creation of Tyre: "there is the day that began to 

scratch the soft skin of Tyre" [22 - 25], is metonymy for the new beginning of Tyre. For 

more examples see [14, 28, 44, 53, 75, 100, etc.] It is noticeable that some of this 

metonymy builds on the allusion as a kind of symbol [ 407, 408] "until the raven stops 
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flying in the sky." "Raven" is metonymy for aircraft and rockets or, alternatively for 

black for mourning. The use of "raven" traditionally symbolises destruction. This is 

metonymy for the continuity of the war. 

7 a Symbolism 

Allusion is the major form of symbol in this poem. Allusion is used as a means 

of evoking historical characters, describing the ruins and exploring the meaning of 

religious verses. For example: 

(1) Historical characters are used to evoke the situation in modern Tyre. These 

characters enable the reader to create a comparison between the situation of Tyre before 

and during the war. For example, originally the conquest of Tyre was a great prize for 
138 

Alexander the Great, but, now he would not even want to invade it. It is now a place 
·-; i\: . 

for butchery and fearful war [238 - 242]. 

(2) The historic ruins inTyre have survived intact until now, but are now being 
139 

shaken by bombs. ~irim's grave is one of these. The poet mentions this grave to 

evoke the history of Tyre[257]. 

(3) Linking the events in the Qur,an and the events inTyre [218 - 221]. The 

Tyrian flood and hailstone symbolise the stone that had been carried by the Birds 
140 

(Ababil) when the Muslims waged war against the Ethiopians. This story is referred 

to in the Qur>an and shows that God defended the Muslims by sending the Birds 

(AbQbil) to throw stones on the Ethiopians during the battle. The evocation of the 

conversation in the Bible when God ordered the world to be created in seven days is an 

allusion to present the creation of Tyre [68, 70]. The life of Tyre that begins with the 

breath of the sea [361 - 362] is taken from the verse in the Qur>an where God ordered 
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and gives breath for bodies to return to life. 141 The Christian liturgy is echoed when the 

poet uses the dialogue between Tyre and her inhabitants. This conversation is typical of 

conversation between the priest and the people asking God to accept their prayers. 

Gortaganna (Carthage)142 was elegised by Arab poets after it was regained by the 

Spanish. The situation of Carthage at that time is similar to Tyre now [131]. 

(4) Folklore words presented in a short and quick manner highlight the heritage 

of Tyre, for instance, pagan goat means a boat [75] , al-ghazala (doe) symbolises the 

afternoon sun [85]. In this poem, these words are used to symbolise the exact meanings 

as they were used in the past. Thus these words give a feeling of anachronism to what is 

otherwise a heroic story. 

The following list of words and their associations expresses the effect of the war 

on Tyre. For example, the use of the words "blood;- "waves," "wind" etc. Among these 

words there are other words such as "stone," "time," "olives," "trees," "earth" etc. which 

symbolise the love for Tyre and its glory. For more suggestions, see the following list of 

the partial symbols and their associations: 

SYMBOL 

earth 

blood 

sun 

stone 

time 

Autumn 

olives 

ASSOCIATION 

power, frame, invention, life, ditch, destruction, place, face, 
return, silent, direction, shock, smoke, bread, words, colour, 
focus 

infinite, wine, bright, years, value, tree, stone, fall, wheat, 
dancer. 

infinite, sons, days, active, river, bleat, heart, warm love, life, 
suckling, growing. 

opposite, old, history, fearful, support. 

owl, closing, history, moment, greedy, simple, ant, beating, 
power, solemn, flutes. 

ruined, grief, with a wall, occupation. 

spreading, care. 
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truth, farewell, forgery. 

home, ribs, colour, fme, heart. 

bodies, killed, master, power, old, meditations, guide, truth, 
horizon. 

Sufsifa tree sympathy, rest. 

trees 

wheat 

wind 

waves 

star 

truth, border, fearful, cutting. 

poor, life, destruction, freedom. 

beating, power, breaking, remoteness, shoot. 

soul, throwing, madness, hand, sweep. 

anger 

143 
2 • 2 • 2 AI-Bahth ~n Ghirnata by Muhammad <Ali Shams ai-Din. . . . 

The poem Al-Ba/Jth 'An Ghirnll!a (Search For Granada) is the second in a series 

of fifteen poems in the Diwin Qasli,id Muharrab~·lla lfabibatf Asya. This Dfwin was 

published in Beirut in 1975 and again in 1983. In the introduction to this Diwin, it is 

mentioned that this poem was translated in 1976 into Spanish by B.M. Muntafiz who 

stated that this poem introduced new feelings and winds of change to modem Arabic 

poetry. It relies upon historical names and Arabic styles of writing, keeping a continuity 
144 

of rhythm. 

1 • Introduction. 

Like al-Natun, Shams al-Dfu discusses Arab problems in general. As I 

mentioned before, in this poem Shams al-Dih makes a paradoxical comparison between 

the Arabs, reminiscing on their past glory, and now. Shams al-Diit thinks that the Arabs 

are capable of getting through this difficult period. This difficult period is the present 

time, which has seen the Arabs suffering from a succession of wars in which they have 
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lost their land and glory. Shams al~Dfu in this poem searches for Granada. His search 

has been built up from ambiguities and probabilities of meaning. It needs explanation. 

This explanation must be parallel to the construction of the poem. It must be deeper, and 

embody implicit separation, ·ambiguity of shadow, technical style and the change in 

meaning. The title is probably questioning and thought-provoking for most readers. 

Arabs had lived in Spain in their Golden Age at the time of the conflict of the Umayyads 

against the S\bbasids. But why would Shams al-Dih search and weep for past Arab glory 

now and risk confusing his reader? There must be a very compelling reason. If the title 

can be explained, then the central purpose of this poem will be clear. The poem is built 

on three levels, beginning with memories, continuing with a description through history, 

and ending with comparison. These three levels consist of sensory, implicit and 

consequential events that return the poet and the reader again to reality. The relationship 

between these levels is strengthened by the circle of significance present in both the 

structure and the themes of the poem. In these devices, history, the search, and the 
., ; ~·t- -

consequences of war, blend with the belief of the poet 

This is a poem arranged in two sections; the first has five stanzas and the 

second has one stanza. There is no immediate sense of regular line lengths that would 

suggest a metrical pattern. In fact, there is considerable variation between lines some 

being as short as the fourth (see also [30 ~ 34]). The poet has used different punctuation 

such as the comma [9,10,23], brackets [10], fullstops [4,6,15,20,36], dash [19], inverted 

commas [29,31] and the omission mark in [17]. In this poem, the patterns of sound are 

already clear to the reader. 

2 -Rhythm. 

The foot 00-0- (mutafa-t;lun), taken from kiimil metre, is arranged in such a way 

as to express quick and quiet movement at the same time. The quiet movement 
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expressed through one foot is extended to three feet in one line. This use of feet is 

linked with the peace of Granada. The quick movement containing four feet in line are 

linked with the poet's situation. This arrangement also applies to the number of feet in 

the stanza. For example, the opening stanzas [1, 5, 7, 18, 21, 22] contain four feet. Two 

or three feet are used in the units that are placed in the body of the poem [6,8,14]. In the 

final stanzas the poet uses one foot [4, 27, 34]. 

It is important to note that some lines contain one rhyme [15- 20, 22- 23], while 

others repeat the rhyme [5 - 15, 36]. The poet chooses words which foiin full rhymes 

with just the single final letter or syllable rhyming, for example, abra/- burj [6 - 9], Ia 
abkf, ibtadi' [10- 11], bi dhakiratl, t~iluni[2- 3]. He matches rhyme in the last letter 

with a sound that is closed such as atfal [16], tanzilin [17], qur~an [19], takburin [32]. 

The poet also takes advantage of the quality of language to express feelings when he 

uses the yii, which gives the sense, when reading this poem, of ticbness of sound. 

3 - Theme and Structure. 

This poem builds on a comparison between the past and present. This 

comparison is based on the contrast between these concepts: life - death and light - dark. 

For example, the life of Granada grows to the sky "your sky grows" [29- 31]. The poet 

contrasts this with his own growth. He concludes that he has become shallow [26, 32]. 

Time passes for both the poet and Granada. The poet is drowsy, has no power, falls and 

he is the last death [ 1 - 2, 5, 26]. 

From the above, and if we consider the particular images which strive to suggest 

a complex web of negative aspects of both the poet on the one hand and Granada on the 

other, it seems that the negative is mostly used for the poet while the positive belongs to 

Granada. But there is also a deep positive feeling being repressed here, the poet tries to 
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draw lessons from Arab history.in Granada and in so doing, negative feelings arise when 

the poet laments that loss of glory in the Arabs' present. 

4 a The Poet's Voice. 

Reading the poem again, it is found that it has a balance between the poet's voice 

and Granada's voice. This balance is not just between the two voices but also between 

verbs and other words. The poet uses two verbs at the beginning and at the end of most 

sentences; the first introducing the subject, and the second closing it. The verbs in 

columns 1 and 2 below show the order of the verbs in the sentences. The (meanings of) 

verbs in column 1 are used to open the sentences while those in column 2 close the 

sentences. For example: 

~l 
ring 
open 
throw 
fell 
bare 
become shallow 
draw 
rush 
die 
run 
cry 

~~ 
;~ink [2] 
sleep [3- 4] 
repeat [9] 
begin[ll] 
wipe [18] 
grow [22] 
pave [22] 
link[23] 
pass [34] 
link [34] 
forgive [36] 

Another reading of the above verbs shows the parallels between the two groups. 

If the verbs of column 1 are read alone the succession of actions can be discerned, if the 

verbs of column 2 are read alone, the consequences of action can be discerned 

The poet is not a narrator. He is a part of the comparison. "I = poet" is the main 

subject that conveys the anxiety of this poem. This main subject appears as implicit, 
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detached and attached pronouns such as the use of anti, tarsumm, takbarm. This main 

subject and the other main subject (Granada) from the two parts of the comparison. "She 

= Granada" is expressed as a second person. The relationship between these two is a 

paradox. "I= poet" is in an unconscious state compared to "she= Granada" who begins 

a new shining life. This comparison is achieved through the verbs that express negative 

and positive sides. The verbs that are used with " I = poet " express four positive ideas: 

a(lam, aqrcl, aqdhif, utul, and four negative ideas: asquf, abfd, aqiil and ablii (bakayt). 

The verbs that are used with "she = Granada" express two positive: tabtad,in, tfi!adii 

and two negative: tanzilm, tansha!irfn. 

Secondary subjects (voices) are divided to support both the poet and Granada, 

for example your feet tarsum (support) Granada, the wind taghjir (supports) the poet 

etc. 

The use of "I = poet" as a centre of the action allowed the critics to link this with 

the poet's egocentricity. 145 But in this poem, the poet respects himself as a 

representative of the pain, problems, memories and reality for Arabs at the present time. 

The imperfect tense is used 27 times and is the dominant tense in this poem 

compared to the perfect which is only used twice. The perfect tense expresses the 

historical influence on the present while the imperative is used once when the poet 

orders Granada to develop differently because as she exists now, she overwhelms the 

poet. This is presented now through memory. The poet enters history. He links the 

history of Arab rule and Arab power in Spain with Granada's history in the present time. 

Arab historical hints are recognised through the hidden comparison between power in 

the present and past. This is described as weakness, and lost glory. The poet sometimes 

points the reader to these hints when he says "The last magic time, In the first drop of 
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· water" [13- 14]. and in [33 - 34].The hidden comparison that grows and builds a new 

meaning can be 8een through the use of some words such as memory and water. 

S c Wordcassociation. 

The poet begins with one word to highlight a particular idea but moves on to use 

several other words to develop the continuity of the idea. For example: 

Dhikra (memory) evokes ideas in the mind of the poet. "The lea-yes of the palm 

trees and sound of the river Barada". Dhikra is the first step into the poem [2]. Dhikra 

commands the poet to follow his thoughts. His imagination begins to create. This word 

dhikra is used again to wipe away the poet's memory and bring it back. and bring him 

back to reality [25]. In this case this word Dhikra is used to evoke and wipe out 

memories. Nllas ineans drowsy or the. flfSt moments of sleep. Nu'as is a window [23]; 
· ;r .. 

through this window the poet will reach his dream. Dream begins with dhikra and nu~s. 

Nuns when it first appears suggests that the gap between reality and his dream of the 

world is limited. NucQs forms the prelude or introduction to the dream. It also suggests 

the end of this dream. The second time, the word nu'as [35 ] is used to suggest the return 

from the abstract world of thought to the sensory world of reality. It shows that the 

dream is finished and that truth is still truth. Nlliis is lost feelings. Between dhikra and 

nuw the poet achieves expression of his feeling. 

Some other words, such as the word rna> (water), convey feeling. belief and 

attitude. Ma> suggests flatness [9-10]. The Arab ruins become like a tower of water in 

Spain. Ma> is the flfSt drop (na.tfa). Na!fa means pure and clear water like a pearl. It also 

means sperm. as in the verse "Ia taj<alu nutufakum illii fi {ahara". Thus water in this 

poem also represents new life. The first drop of water giving new life becomes the main 

element of creation in this poem; "Spain starts a new life in Granada". Ma! is pure and 
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reflects the shadow of history [21].-Its purity-is like a blue mirror reflecting the colour of 

the sky. Ma) in its fmal appearance in the poem expresses its characteristics such as flat 

surface, basis of life, creations and memories. All these come together to suggest the 

Arab ruins in Spain, and the re-establishment of Spanish nationalism once the Arabs 

have left. 

From the above we can summarise the following fundamental ideas in this poem: 

The search for Granada begins with memory [1 - 4]. At the first level, this memory 

comes from unconscious feelings,.remembering the Arab rule in Granada [5 - 7]. The 

second level is the description of ruins, sea, beach and gulf [9 - 20] and the third is a 

comparison between Granada's growth and the poet's shallowness [20 - 36]. 

6 • Metaphors. 

i\:· 

This poem contains different type of metaphors. For example, 

(1) Extended metaphors occupy much of the poem, forming seven stanzas out of 

nine. The major links between these stanzas are the main subjects "I= poet", and "she= 

Granada" for example: [1 - 4] 

"Palm leaves echo Barada 

and the gulf drinks it 

and raps a window in my memory. 

I am suddenly drowsy." 

The connections between the words "leaves", "bell", and "gulf' is the sound. 

This sound evokes memories that pass through the "window". Memories link the poet 

with his dream. The main relationships between the sound of "leaves", "bell" and "gulf" 
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and memories are causal. They are associated with the verbs "echoes," "drinks," and 

"raps." 

(2) The paradoxical metaphor. The comparison between the condition of the poet 

and Granada provides a paradoxical metaphor, for example, [32] "I become shallow, 

You grow." The relationships show paradox through the two conditions, that of growth 

and shallowness. 

(3) The symbolic metaphor uses words that symbolise the original meaning, with 

the picture being drawn by the poet. For example [ 11 - 19] 

"You. start with the first drop of water 

from behind two windows for the strangers 

This is your last magic at the time 

the fine joint between the wings of Granada 

is like the children's fingers. 

In a blue mirror, the deception appears for me 

Sea dogs and pirates 

You divide in the foam." 

The relationship between two windows and the ftrst drop of water is the start of 

a new life. The explanation is that the Spanish use the south as one window and the sea 

as a second window to fight the Arabs in Granada. The fighting ends in a new life for 

the Spanish in Granada and the end of the Arabs in the Spanish Peninsula in 1492. The 

"children's fingers" symbolise the narrow strait that links the ocean with Granada. The 

"wings in the gulf' symbolise the highland that looks to the deep water and the "blue 

mirror" symbolises the pure water of the sea. This use of symbols creates the first part of 

the metaphor. The second part of this metaphor hides behind the words "the blue 
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mirror". The reflection of this pure water suggests the hiding place of the sea dogs and 

pirates who divide Granada. Perhaps the above metaphor relies on that Spanish use of 

the narrow strait that links the ocean with Granada as a place to hide until the time is 

right to attack the Arabs in Granada. 

Similes build on the symbols used in this poem. In [9-10 and 34] "Your mosque 

fell down like a tower of water," the mosque is the first part of the simile, the "tower of 

water" is the second and the "flat surface" is the relationship between the two parts. This 

metaphor suggests that the Muslim lost their mosque in Granada as a consequence of the 

Spanish attack. 

7 • Symbolism. 

The poet's choice of Granada as a symbolic allusion is detennined by its history 
;~. 

since it was the last Arab stronghold in Spain. By depicting this event as if from human 

memory, the poet reminds himself of the situation in the present; the lost glory and· the 

fight for rights. The following partial symbols are used in this poem and are also used in 

other poems in the Diwin. In this poem, for example, "water" suggests "blue, mirror, 

first drop, tower". "Water" in other poems in the DiWan suggests "ears, pure, fire, 

princess, holding life, stamp, body, blood". Partial symbols and their associations in this 

poem and the Diwin are seen in the following table: 

SYMBOL ASSOCIATION 
POEM 

ASSOCIATION 
DiWAN 

water blue, mirror, first drop, ears, pure, fire, princess, holding life, 

birds 

sky 

tower stamp, body, blood, 

dead, time 

growth, pure, blue 

swaying, coffm, eyes, liver, blood, wings, 
children, colour 

skin, tower, face, rooms, yellow, stream, 
first cafe, forest, covered, guillotine 
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palm 

dying 

power 

bells, memory 

stopping, first, last-time 
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friend, stamp, gap, cloud, doors, parts, 
God, nails, glory, cool, gate, press, body, 
evil, wisdom 

feet, sweet, slap 

role, opposite, glass, real, fire, light, tower, 
secret, wonder, valley, beach, wishes, 
rhythm, reason 

shadow drowning, God circle, extend, Queen, convention 

- -- 146 
2 - 2 - 3 Bu~slst si-Dam by Paul Shaul 

The poem Bii:jalat al-Dam (The Compass of Blood) is the first poem in the 

Dfwan Biisalat al-Dam published in Beirut in 1977 . . 

1 .. Introduction. i\:~ 

This is a mysterious, puzzling poem presenting most extraordinary pictures. It is 

divided into nine stanzas of three to six lines each. The majority of these lines in the 

poem are run on lines; they vary in length and run into the following verse. There are 

also a number of long sentences that run on through lines and from verse to verse. These 

long sentences are not punctuated. Sentences such as the last in' stanza one, the fifth. in 

stanzas six, seven, and eight respectively are all in brackets. These sentences in brackets 

denote the situation of the travellers and fighters. Some sentences are difficult to 

understand because of the way they are divided. The combination of the pictures 

presented by the poet is particularly striking in the evocation of actual experience. The 

presentation arouses the reader's interest so that she or be questions the words. To 

understand the language of this poem we must look at both the literal and implicit 

meanings. The literal meaning is used and developed to infer the ideas. Words appear to 
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be set down with no logical relationship but also -appear to act as a "compass," 

measuring the situation by the time of war. If we bear in mind that the poet is from 

Lebanon, and the poem was written during the Lebanese war, we can discern in this the 

basic ideas of this poem. For example, a close look at the first three lines:[l - 3] 

"Sail ships established in the sand 

simple people, 

gives birth to the traveller, words and blood." 

It is hard to say with any confidence what significance can be read into the 

relationship between "ships," "sand," "people," "travellers,'' "words" and "blood" since 

Shaul is employing symbols. Symbols such as "simple people," "words" and "blood," 

seem full of meaning, but the poet does not subsequently offer any finn sense of their 

meaning. To Shiiil, a symbol seems to be just the same as an image, but an image is 
' it~ . 

either something from normal experience that the writer includes in the poem or links 

areas of experience. This method is reminiscent of Adonis. A symbol can lead to the 

discovery of the ideas that are hidden in the poem and this sometimes in turn can lead to 

over-ingenuity on the part of the poet in inverting a meaning. In the case of Shaul, it can 

make the reader feel that everything is so mysterious that we cannot possibly pin down a 

meaning for the poem. The poet links his experience of war with qualities of sound and 

imagery and thus draws the reader into the poem. This linking is organised by the use of 

two feet structures. 

2 a Rhythm. 

The poet uses two feet --0- (mustafilun) and -0-- (ja<ilatun) that are taken from 

basit metre. Rhyme is missing completely and is replaced by repetition. Repetition 

appears in the interrogative, relative pronoun [10 - 14], vocatives [19 - 22], words 
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wahida, al-wahid [22, 23] and al-sahra~ [4, 6], verbs tantazir [15, 16 - 18] and the . . . , . 
abrupt appearance of unrelated sentences at the beginning and end of units [3, 31 - 33, 

38, 39, 44]. To improve the structure of the rhyme, the poet has established the 

background rhythm. He draws out the rhythm through the different parts of the sentence 

such as [15 - 18] "you wait for a child to remove the border between chalk and snow, 

iron and lilac, stone and dove", the explicit opposition, by the repetition of sentences, the 

sequence of verbs, [24- 26] and by the limitation of the beginning and the end [19, 30] 

"from this wall to this wall, from this end to no end". The first reading of these 

sentences, as they are written, leaves the reader searching for meanings. There is no 

logical sequence between these sentences. The poet conveys the war situation by 

creating language that suggests different feelings of more than is being directly stated. 

3 - Theme and Structure. 

The poet's use of structure is worth looking at more closely. I mentioned earlier 

that the majority of the lines in this poem are run on lines. Ordered, unstable lines 

express unstable feeling, according to John Peck who stated that unstable lines "suggest 
147 

knotted and confused feeling." 

In the use of the phrases "bleed blood", "from the wall to the wall"," from the 

end to the end" [30], "the desert is wandering with the black sun" [6], "waiting for a 

beak to explore· the border" [15], the poet exploits the fact that we fmd the solid and 

tangible reassuring, whereas the fluid and abstract can prove unnerving. A reassuring 

sense is also established in some parts of this poem by a specific sense of place: "sail 

ships established on the sand," whereas in the rest of the poem, it is apparent that the 

poet is wandering and lost. Between his loss and his security, the poet uses certain words 

to create one side of a contrast; then he is bound to use the appropriate words that 

suggest the other side of the contrast. For example, "the chalk and snow" [16], "I move 
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with the field of happiness to the field of calcite" [42], "the moment to forget the 

moment to estimate memory" [45]. Such contrast in this poem not only helps define the 

subject matter of the work but also adds to its meaning, so that we get a complex sense 

of the death and unhappiness that are caused by war. 

It is noticeable that the poet in this poem orders the sentences in units. The poet 

aims, as we will see in the following repeating pattern, to emphasise both feelings and 

rhythm. He uses verbal sentences that express movement and actions. Their subjects and 

objects yield to the effect of the verbs. The remainder of these sentences consist of 

prepositional phrases. The nominal sentences use adjectives, prepositional phrases and 

occasionally verbs to establish a settled quality to the verse. Ordering the sentences in 

units highlights the parallels clearly. For example, [1 - 3] consists of 

noun - adjective - prepositional phrases - noun - adjective • 
. ,, it:. . 

verbs - prepositions - subject - object - annexation. 

[ 4 - 9] consists of 

noun - adjective - prepositional phrases - verb - preposition - subject - adjective. 

verb - prepositional phrases - subject - annexation 

noun - adjective - prepositional phrases - adjective - verb - annexation. 

demonstrative - noun - adjective - prepositional phrase. 

demonstrative - noun - adjective - prepositional phrases. 

[10- 14] consists of. 

hal - man - verb - object - verb - prepositional phrases 

hal - man - verb - adjective - annexation - adjective 
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From the above we can deduce: firstly, the prepositional phrase is used between 

verb and subject; secondly, the grammatical order of lines gives a complete balance to 

the sentences; thirdly, the lines above and many others are identical in construction (this 

enhances the significance of the words); fourthly, parallels are the basis of the rhythm in 

this poem; and fifth, the use of verbs in the above pattern in particular and in the whole 

poem in general introduces and limits the actions in the poem, for instance, the use of 

the verb "open" introduces the verb "disloyal" and "guide," the verb "destroy" raises the 

poet's voice and introduces the action, while the verb "forget" closes this action. 

4 The Poet's Voice. 

In this poem the actions are defmed by place, the travellers and the poet. The 

poet uses 43 imperfect verbs, three of them leaving a negative feeling; yahwi, tatadarraj . 
and uhashshim. The poet, "I" and the speaker is the main voice and is used with 21 

verbs. He gives a history of a simple people, described as like a "white age" which 

means that the Arab tribes never manied women from other tribes, to keep their blood 

pure. The poet describes the desert which lived in peace in the past and war in the 

present, and he wonders "who can stop the wind," "bum," "foam," "black sun," "mill," 

etc. which reflect the war situation. The· poet/speaker and the travellers can do 

something against the war at this time. The poet uses the present tense throughout. The 

present time is the war period. This moment is difficult to remember. This moment 

changes the life of the people. The place where the human begins life, where he lives 

from his ftrst cry until his death, becomes a place for the dawn of war, black sun, 

midday, fire, dark, fue of the moment. 
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5- Word-association. 

The economical use of words evokes an atmosphere of emotional and 

sentimental self-delusion. The main ideas of this poem are built up gradually from four 

words, every word is repeated twice or more, and extended by its associations and 

possibilities. A picture begins to appear as follows: 

Ghubar (dust) is used as an adjective to describe the bright glass that becomes 

dusty [25]. This meaning evokes dreams that are shown through glasses that are covered 

with dust. Dreams are still bright but also are like a glass. Dreams cannot be true. They 

may be completely inert as glass. The poet uses the word "calcite" instead of using the 

word Ghubar. Calcite covers the fields: "hopeless feelings become like storms in the 

fields of calcite" [42] to emphasise the effect of explosions, of the detritus left by 

rockets and bombs. Ohubiir [ 48] continues to haQD.t the poem~ it removes the bird of 

love. This use suggests the events and results of war. 

Hajar (stones) [5] suggest houses; "the paper rockets fall on the stone houses." It • 

may suggest that the houses become just stones without inhabitants who emigrate to 

another safe place. The stone [17] is used as a symbol of a human who has hope; this 

man is still waiting for the stone to change to a green field. This Suggests that the people 

are still hoping that the war will settle down and they will be able to live a normal 

peaceful life. In the same unit the word is used to create the effect of hardness opposing 

peace when the poet compares "stone" and "dove": "You are still waiting for a child 

who will take away the border between the chalk line and snow, between iron and lilac 

and between stone and dove". Stones become statues. These statues are the humans who 

are still waiting for the thunder of the bomb to stop. This use reveals the feelings of the 

people. The feelings are a mixture of fear and determination. The stone is a piece of flint 

that is used to create a fire. The poet says "I burst out with the bright flint" [ 41] to 
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demonstrate that he walks through the fire that is caused by war. This stone in line [47] 

is " the root of temples irritates the eyes". This means that the temple is destroyed, and 

its dust irritates the eyes. The poet does not use the word ~ijara but he uses the phrase 

"root of temple" in its place. 

Ifulm (dream) in its first use [2] means that the dream is clear through the wall of 

glass, suggesting that the hope of peace is still clear. But it is just a dream that dies 

down. The velvet dream in line [ 11] symbolises the pleasant dream as the poet sees it. 

The plural [14] of this word evokes power or the master. The role that the master plays 

in these dreams and his refusal to make peace means that peace dies. Hope for peace is 

still a dead dream. The plural of this word is also used in line [33], showing that the ebb 

and flood both play with the dreams of the traveller. The flock [43] of birds is like 

dreams for peace; both rise up. It is possible at this time for peace to become reality but 

it is destroyed by the continuity of war. i\--

Ma~an (metal) in line [5] suggests the place where the metal falls down. This 

ma~an symbolises the rocket, but in line [17] ma~an is iron compared to snow, 

suggesting the comparison between Lebanon, purity and iron and war. Metal [24] 

becomes "miracle of copper," suggesting the burning rocket. The war continues and 

rockets continue to fall. Metal [32] now is reduced to household knives. Fighters are 

forced to use pruning knives for lack of proper weapons. 

From the above, we can summarise the following fundamental ideas: (1) dreams 

are still bright; the poet dreams of removing the storm of dust, suggesting war. (2) the 

war affects the fields so they become fields of calcite. The houses are burned. (3) the 

people are still hoping to settle down; they are yearning to live a normal life in peace. (4) 

this peace may become a reality but the continuation of the war destroys it. The above 
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fundamental ideas show the "compass" between war and peace. This creates a prevailing 

feeling of bitterness, illustrated by the poet's use of personal animosity against the state. 

6 - Metaphors. 

Metaphors are created from small components, linked together by verbs. The 

relationship between the components may not be immediately clear. The reader has to 

search for a link between them. For example: 

"One who is like a bat suddenly swoops down on the head of this city" [37]. The 

bat is a creature that sucks blood, and it is a metonymy for people who can stop the war 

that causes the city to bleed to death as a consequence of civil war in Lebanon. The man 

who can stop the war is similar to the bat. Both stop the bleeding but in different ways. 

This embodies the meaning that no one can stop the war. i\-

"The errant approach the border of their steps, their shadows are seen in the mill" 

[38, 39]. The travellers symbolise the fighters who will die supporting the city, "mill" is 

metonymy for the war, "reach their own steps" means that they cannot move, "their 

shadow is seen on the mill," is metonymy for "they still fight a strong battle." These 

metonymies build throughout towards an implicit meaning. The relationship between the 

travellers and man is similar, neither stay in one place. They will leave, perhaps to death. 

The relationship between the war and the mill is similar. Both crush, but the mill only 

crushes wheat whilst the war crushes everything including human beings. The verbs 

Yataqaddamiin andyarsimun link the parts ofthis metaphor. 

This poem contains 29 metonymies and 20 anthropomorphisms. The reader has to 

look for the implicit meaning to understand the real meaning. Virtually every word in this 

poem is used as a symbol. 
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7 a Symbolism 

In this poem, the use of symbols can be seen in a number of words. These 

symbols reveal the situation in Lebanon during the civil war when the poet uses the 

words "blood," "burn," "metal, etc. The following partial symbols and their associations 

present the effect of this war: 

SYMBOL 

sail ships 

travellers 

desert 

eyes 

metal 

candles 

present 

mornings 

foam 

blood 

bum 

stars 

ASSOCIATION 

established, traveller 

blood and words, steps, border, imagination, metal rod, internal 
bleeding, 

painted with silver, stone, surprises 

sick 

papers, born of garden 

silent 

lies, reduce 
i\-

shine, large, endless, protection or fortress, one earth, one death, 
one time 

branch, stars 

words, large tent, crazy, compass, missing 

wall after wall, no end, paths, root of temple, eyes, dusty, flock 
of birds, vein · 

marks, foam 
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2 .. 3 Jordan 

2 e 3 .. 1 aMaqatl( Min Sirat Zaydan ai-Mu'aththar by 'Ali Ahmad al-. . 
~c 148 

Fazza. 

This poem Maqafl-c Min Sirat Zaydan al-Mu 'aththar (Lines From the Biography 

of Zaydan al-Mu<aththar) is the third in a series of ten poems from the Diwan Marthiya 

li al Ma/)a!{a al-Thalitha published in Beirut in 1987. 

1 • lntrodudion 

Fazza' is a Jordanian poet who is concerned about the poor in his country. He is 

yearning for change and demanding to give the poor their rights. In his poem he gives a 

negative picture of the lives of the poor, with increasing deaqt, starvation and health 

problems. These problems arose as a consequence of the refugees who flooded to Jordan 

after the Arab-Israeli wars of 1948 and 1967. 

This poem of 216 lines is comprised of 48 verses of 4 lines each. It is a long 

poem and there are a number of long sentences that run on through lines. These long 

sentences are punctuated by commas, but also by an unusual 'number of semi-colons 

after the verb [76, 78, 98, 213], or end with omission marks [19, 23, 27,31, 34, 36, 43, 

48, 53, 56, 62, 85, 89, 92, 94, 97, 101, 111, 112, 124, 134, 139, 141, 148, 153, 154, 

159,162,166,167,174,178,186,191,192,198,201,204,205,208,209, 216], and 

question marks [23, 27, 31, 105, 141, 162, 166, 190]. It could be argued that there is too 

much punctuation, which makes unreasonable demands upon the reader. Each line and 

each sentence is copiously punctuated. However, long sentences and the use of semi-
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colons, dashes and commas may help to realise the power of the dramatic elements of 

the poem, establishing the pace and direction of the narrative or the drama. 

In this poem the events begin abruptly, and as soon as they begin there is a rapid 

sequence of images that accumulate so quickly that it is difficult to take them all in. It is 

also difficult to discern a theme, because these surface details are so bewildering. What 

must be done, however, is to look beneath the surface in order to establish a sense of the 

basic theme of the poem. Beginning with the first few lines and realising the events [1 -

15]: 

"Two candles on the heart's 

battlement die down, 

on the glass's edge, 

two drops from my blood fell down. 

I said, I close my eyes for 

what I see, and continue my drink 

the blood and the wine 

will mix in the moment of love 

this wine will warm the heart 

or change the feeling of loneliness to safety. 

I stretch my hand 

it is frozen in the air 

and suddenly the glass in 

two moments became a column 

of smoke." 

Phrases such as "two candles on the heart that die down", "drinking wine" to 

forget, "the two drops fell from the blood of the poet", the ignoring of these drops until 
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they become a column of smoke, can all be linked with the poet's concern about his 

society. The title is probably the best way to recognise that this piece of writing is 

rooted in actuality. These events took place in the society of Jordan. The poet focuses 

these events through characters like the blind singer and Zaydan al-Mu'aththar, with 

their misfortune, and their suffering. The title also helps to persuade the reader that both 

characters are valid. Before analysing events, I will examine the effect of rhythm and 

rhyme in highlighting the dramatic sound. They are evident even from a first reading. 

2- Rhythm. 

The rhythm can be recognised by the use of foot -0- (fal;lun) taken from the 

mutadiirik metre. The poet uses the rhyme after two lines or more to indicate the end of 

the idea. For example, these following verses that are rhymed mutfclatan, qatratan, 

· ·- · d'ffi hu-'a.crl. 
0 f.th fi · 1' th • d • 1' yamtazyan contain a 1 erent mes; e rst, contains one m~, . e secon , two mes 

"' 
and the third, four lines: 

1 Sham'atan 'ala shurfat al-qalb mu!fa,atan. 

2 wa frla taraf al-ka's hm hammtu biha saqatat min damT qatratan. . . . ' 

3 quit ughmid cynai nmma arG, wa uwasil sukri, fa al-dam al-tifl, wa al-khamr . . . 
frzahzat al-wajd yamtazijan . . . 

Rhyme is used in different places and at the end of lines, as we see above. The 

first section has a frrm rhyme; every verse is rhymed by a word that ends with an. In the 

second section, the poet employs mostly two rhymes that end with rei' and hamza, while 

in the third section, rhymes mostly end with ta) and hamza. The axis of the rhyme 

begins in the first part with mu,tfi•atan [2, 5, 9, 11, 15, 19, 23, 27, 31, 34, 36]. In the 

second part , the poet attempts to link it with the first part when he uses one word hanan 
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[42], mixing the rhyme between verbs, nouns and adjectives [46, 49, 56, 58, 61, 66, 69, 

72, 74]. In the third part, rhyme is used in the broken plural [126, 127, 128], active 

participle [94, 97,101,111,115,124,130,139,168,172, 198], and alifmamduda 

ending [80, 85, 89, 129, 150, 153, 160, 166, 173, 184, 186, 189, 192, 208, 211]. The use 

of rhymes that have a similar end creates a link between the first and third parts [ 117, 

169] and between the second and the third parts [153, 166, 208, 211]. The use of the 

sound an adds to the drama of Zaydin's suffering. The poet also creates rhyme inside 

the verses themselves, see for example fiitil}ati, awridati [ 16, 17], banuk, yamtatftnak 

[25, 26],and [29, 30, 45, 50, 59, 87, 88, 107 - 110, etc.]. In this poem, the choice of the 

words to create rhyme produces a sad sound, as with jariful, dutri, r-aja,, hanan and 

rababa. This choice creates a dramatic tune that expresses the voices of the characters 

who appear in this poem. 

3 .. Theme and Structure 
i\:·-

As the poem develops, the poet cannot ignore, as he did before, his feeliilgs 

about the events occurring in his society. He manages to escape from the present reality 

once when he fmds that wine is a good answer to his feelings of bitterness [1-11]. But 

nothing changes for the better; the feelings intensify. Sentences change to the 

interrogative as the poet questions his society [20- 31]. "Blind'\ "misfortune", "elegy", 

and many other words are used in this poem, creating a negative picture; it is a world of 

tangible contrast. In this world there is loss, patience, anger, determination and poverty 

on the one hand but on the other, there is wealth in abundance, conspicuous materialism, 

and privilege [90- 121]. What is apparent here is that more negative elements are being 

introduced. There are complaints at the lack of change and there are more deaths, 

starvation and health problems; see the death of Zaydin's youngest son [197- 216]. This 

is a very pessimistic vision. The poet chooses it so as to serve his purpose. He and his 
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characters in this poem have to face these problems; life is unsatisfactory and 

disordered. He perceives through his experience the pattern and order in life. 

4 a The Poet's Voice. 

There are a number of characters employed in this poem. "!=poet" is the speaker 

and narrator; the blind singer is the second narrator, and Zaydin is the hero of this story 

in this poem. "l=poet, speaker" discovers his concern and suffering. He is burdened with 

anxieties and tries to flee from reality by drinking wine. Then, the "poet/narrator" 

introduces the blind singer; and we experience his feelings, note his behaviour, and his 

misfortune. For twenty years, the "blind singer/narrator" has never changed his story, 

but tonight he changes it. Tonight, his story is not about ~tara, the hero of Arab folk 

legend. It is a story about Zaydin al-Mutaththar. "Zaydin/he" needs more effort to 

reconcile himself to: life yata~ala~, yuwacid, yalUb. These verbs also describe Zaydan. 

He is hungry, poor and in pain. The use of intensive verbs evokes challenge and the 
149 

power of the rich. Zaydan's son's suffering ends in death, while Zaydin. still suffers 

both poverty and loss. Zaydan's concern continues into the present time. This is shown 

by the use of the imperfect tense that predominates in this poem, being used seventy

three times compared to the perfect tense which is only used five times. The present time 

changes from a single moment as the poem progresses; a .moment becomes two 

moments, then a year, then twenty years. Suffering began twenty years ago. The history 

of suffering still continues in the present moment and is expressed by the blind singer 

who plays the major historical part, using words, speech, song, movement and hope, in 

order to express his pain and anxiety. 
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S .. Word .. association. 

The words of the poem effectively convey a sense of pain and depression which 

culminate in the poor loudly demanding change. They point to a lack of planning or 

ways for relief or resolution. For example: 

The use of the word dam (blood) [5] is linked with ya• al-mutakallim to denote 

"I", the first person; the poet. "Two drops fell from my body". This blood [8, I 0 - 13] is 

the two drops that mixes with wine to warm the heart. It is the way that the poet chooses 

to flee from his reality and to forget his concern about the poor in his country. This 

concern becomes the pain that is aroused in his heart. Pain is not easy to heal or to cure 

and maybe, the poet thinks, the wine can be useful in this situation. Both blood and the 

wine resemble the situation in society. The word "blood" is used not only to express the 

pain but also to reject by asking why. The asking begins when the "two drops" of blood 
.. , "' 

fell down to suggest "the beginning of rejection." These "two drops" become "bleeding 

from the lungs" [114, 115, 148] and the pain increases. The poet's blood and his pain are 

parallel to the blood of the "bleeding child". This suggests that pain continues without 

ceasing. In [198] this blood becomes a "bleeding cry." The pain is expressed as a loud 

cry. This cry is not able to bear pain; in fact, it cannot stand suffering any longer. 

The poet uses the words al-dam !ifl (new drops of blood) to say that the newborn 

rejects his reality. Perhaps the poet wants to suggest revolution against social evils [8]. 

At/iii (children) [83] suggests a number of delicate, weakly built children. In [106] atf5l . . 
disappears as a word and is replaced by its synonym tiyal to denote that Zaydin has too 

many children. $ighiir is used [132] to emphasise the frailty of young children. They 

have many needs and require looking after, food, clothes, toys and medical care. The 

choice of these words suggests degrees in the meaning of the words. For example the 

words tift, atfiil, <iyal and siglzar have the same general meaning, but the way they are . . . 
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used in the text shows the difference in meanings. For more examples, compare the use 

of the words wajh,jabin, andjabl;ul [33, 68, 91, 113, 146, 185]. 

From the above we can summarise these fundamental ideas: (1) wine warms the 

heart and is one way to flee from reality and to forget pain; (2) pain cannot be controlled 

by wine; (3) pain becomes blood, and develops into a bleeding cry and death; ( 4) the 

delicate, weakly-built children need care, clothes, toys, and medical resources; (6) 

anxiety grows into sadness, misfortune and a lack of jobs. 

6 • Metaphors. 

The metaphors in this poem swing between common and ambiguous meanings. 

For example, metaphors express attitudes showing two sides of feelings [29 - 34 ]: 

"When our poems read in the morning 

by the evening our lips and tongues 

are cut 

and when one gives his opinion 

he is trodden down by the coward's foot." 

The relationship between "poems," "morning," "lips" and "tongues" is similar 

and balances the relationship between "freedom," "faces" and "coward's foot." The 

poems that shine in the morning are contrasted with the action "cut," freedom's face is 

contrasted with the action "trodden down." This means that the lips, tongue and the face 

are cut and are trodden upon. The above metaphor alludes to the famous saying of al

Ha.ijaj ibn Yiisuf al-Thaqafi in the Umayyad period (661-714 AD) "I saw heads ripped 

like fruits, it is the time to cut and reap them." The "heads" refer to opinions that oppose 
ISO 

those of the government. "Heads" are like the ripe fruit that are ready to be cut. 
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The poet uses a symbol to create a metaphor. This metaphor is an imitation of a 

folklore story. For example [155- 160] 

" In a sleep, I saw a bird 

which flutters around me holds me in his claws 

stabbing like knives in my body and carrying 

me again to the sky". 

"Bird" is a symbol of death. The relationship between· sleep and death and 

between claws and knives is a symmetrical one. The "claws" are tlie first part of a 

simile, knives are the second; the sharpness of these is the link between the two parts. 

The relationship between "sleep" and "claws" equals the relationship between death and 

knives. The result is that the body flies to the sky, symbolising the soul. The verbs 

ura.frif, yahwr tagh~, ya~milunr and u~alliq provide a link betw,~en th~ various parts of 

this metaphor. The dream evokes the vision of God who ordered Abraham to kill his son 

Isma'il as a blood sacrifice. 151 

There are no differences between the way of using similes in this poem and in 

classical poetry. For example[175- 178] "the day took his walking stick, to pass through 

the streets like a blind old man". For more examples see [179, 180, 143, 144, 158, 159]. 

7 - Symbolism 

The poet utilises his knowledge of the classical heritage by using some of the 

methods of the maqamat. His evocation of the narrator, the blind singer, is parallel with 

that of Abu Zaid al-Sariij1 who is the narrator in al-Harlrfs famous maqamat. 152 The . 
poet insinuates that the blind singer is chosen to express a dramatic story that contains 
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novelty, characters, place; a definite time, dialogue and aims. The language in this poem 

consists of short prose sentences [79 - 85]. The poet also tends to use expressions that are 

taken from the colloquial [77, 79, 95,101,105-112,116-122,130,132,133,171, 173, 
153 

174,214- 216]. This kind oflanguage allows the poem to approach prose style. 

Zaydin is a person in his own right, and a symbol of a Jordanian with his hopes, 

fears, humanity and identity. He is a symbol who is reconciled with his sadness, 

searches for a living to feed his children, dreams of liberal and hopeful days, and faces 

unemployment problems. He-goes back home to hear his wife's voice and painful words 

lamenting his dead son. 

In this poem, some of the partial symbols rely on opposite meanings. For 

example, "home is a happiness or sadness," "blood does not die or die." These 

suggestions express the poet's concern for his country. The partial symbols that relate to 
: it.: . 

the life of the poor and social conditions can be seen in the following table: 

SYMBOL 

sun 

blood 

smoke 

heart 

bullets 

round table 

reincarnation 

home 

sky 

morning 

anxiety 

ASSOCIATION 

truth, friendly face, eyes, 

mixed with wine, mixed with soil, wine, don't die, salt, child, 
fresh, tune, winded, river, henna, die down, patient, flood, tool 
for drawing, freedom, growth, flower 

column, weapon, 

battlement, warm, bored, breaks, tired, palm tree, grow, leaves, 
rooms, wheels, river 

waiting, rain, eyes, war, 

discuss the peace, disloyal, chance 

death, poor, end 

horse, resting, song, warm, happy, forest, sadness, 

wise, chief, cut, chance, 

farewell, event, happiness, hospitality, 

mountains of goats, power, flock of birds 
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moment of love 

fig-leafs 

Autumn 

birds 

divulgence, orphan, mixture 

no change, 

sad, dry, yellow 

death 

2 a 3 a 2 AlaShaykh Yahlum bi alaMatar by Habib alaZudl. 154 . . . 

PART2 

This poem Al-Shaykh Yahlum bi al-Matar (The Old Man Dreams of Rain) was . . 
written and published in 1981, in Amman, and comprises five pages of the DiWan which 

is also entitled al-Shaykh Yahlum bi al-Matar. . . 

1 - Introduction. 

This is another poem written by a Jordanian poet about political and economic 
;~c . 

events that have occurred and that may occur in his country. In his poem Ziidldemands 

change, not only to give the poor their rights as in al-Fazza'~ poem, but also to have 

freedom in his country. In his opinion, freedom is not only freeing the country from 

occupation, but also political freedom and freedom of expression. The poet expresses 

this in the dream of the old man. The dream is synonymous with longing to find a cure 

for the wounds of society [49]. 

This is a -poem divided into three sections. The majority of lines in the poem are 

run-on lines. There are a number of long sentences that are run-on lines [3, 4, 22, 23, 25, 

26, 30, 31, 35, 36]. If we rewrite these lines in prose or in long sentences that are 

punctuated with commas and end with a full stop, we will find a complete verse in 

meaning, for example, "when I saw you bleeding in the night, the stars spread on the 

mountains, on the shore, and you awake from this destruction like a tall palm tree"[1 -

4]. For more examples, see [9- 13]. This type of writing can be explained in either of 
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two ways: the influence of Adiinis which has prompted Ziidl to adopt a specific prose 

style; or the contemporary vogue for the narrative style. These long verses and long 

sentences do not prevent us from looking for the use of the foot. 

2aRhythm. 

The poet uses the feet --0- mustafilun and -0- jitilun taken from basit metre. In 

the use of the rhyme, Ziidi applies a similar method as that in Fazzi"s poem. Both Fazfac:. 

and Ziidi employ one rhyme in the first section, two different rhymes in the other 

sections of the poem, and internal rhyme throughout the poem. 

In this poem, the poet uses the hamza as a rhyme in every verse in section one, 

but this rhyme is missed in verse six and used again in the middle of verse 30. The 

distribution of the rhyme that ends with nun, mim and rii • can be seen in the ltrst section 
j\; •• 

[1-68] while lam as a rhyme is also used in the second [69 -76], and third sections [77-

91]. Internal rhyme can be seen in [6, 7] dhawwibini and <'alliminiand [6, 7, 32]. 

The poet uses nun as a rhyme in al-ahzan [12], This rhyme is repeated in al-huzn . . 
[17] li ~nik[18] and ta~zan [19]. This repetition of the rhyme focuses the "sad face", 

the "sad rites", the "sad desert" and the "sad effects". The repetition of the vocative to 

express yearning as in 'Abla, tAntara, imra>a, and anti [9, 12, 45] expresses, firstly, the 

poet's ability to· face or to feel the difficulties for his people, and secondly, the poet's 

capacity to refme his emotions. This capacity and refming of emotions expresses a love 

for the people, but it is mixed with anxiety. 
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3 G Theme and Structure. 

The theme of this poem can be defmed as the rediscovery of emotions. The poet 

focused his vision purposefully as he "drew" plans for the future for society and hoped 

his "green dreams" would become true, but now he is asking to learn how to "smile". 

Such oppositions in the poem not only help to define the subject-matter of this work but 

also add to its meanings, so that we get a complex sense of happiness that is expressed 

by the use of words such as "green", "smile", "love", "stars". They also stand in 

opposition to unhappiness that is expressed by "dark", "night", "sadness", "winter", 

"distraction" etc. 

The poet wants to learn how to smile. He carries all the anxiety, experiences all 

the "season of sadness" [17], and yearns for love while "his heart is covered by ice" 

[14]. It is a very familiar theme: we are presented with ideas of waste and destruction, 
;t:.. . 

yet love represents something to hold onto in such a disordered world In this poem, the 

words reveal the theme, but the poet's management of line structure is also important. As 

I mentioned previously, the poem is started by a long verse, and introduced by an 

involved long sentence about the passing of dark time [1]. As against this, there is the 

simplicity of the "dream of green," love and hopes for change for something better. This 

simplicity has a value in a pomplex world. But the poet does not allow us the luxury of 

complacency. This becomes evident at the end of the fust section where he introduces 

the concept of darkness and death opposing love and freedom in a neat, self-contained 

line. 

The poet starts to pursue the concept, telling us about love. This love is not the 

love of young lovers but that of the "season of sadness" [17]. This bitter-sweet love 

theme is soon reinforced with "plant the hopes" [21], but on "the desert of sadness" [18]. 

The poet seems to tum everything positive in his statements to the negative. As the 
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reader reads on, he/she will begin to feel the effect of the poet's intention: a negative 

reaction diminishing every positive action, for example [21 - 25] 

action - "you will plant hopes, looking for change" 

reaction - "your hope will be destroyed ... " 

result - " this is the loss." 

The poet creates the action and reaction, giving the reason and the result. He is 

the one who raises his voice. 

4- The Poet's Voices. 

The poet is the observer, speaker and narrator. His concern is expressed through 

the shaykh (the poet himself), who dreams about .achieving lijs aims. This ambition 

allows the poet to face the difficulties of his people. In the poet's opinion, the cure for 

the ills of society lies in the rebirth of the "active soul," as he calls it. This may explain 

the use of the title the "Shaykh Dreams of Rain". The shaykh is the poet who takes upon 

himself the cares of his society, for he still has a "dream of rain"; the use of the word 

"rain" symbolises fertility, as in al-Sayyiib. Ziidl also invites the horseman S\ntara to 

fight for freedom and to promote change. 

The rebttionship between the two vmces, "poet" and "cloud," is like the 

relationship between teacher and student, mother and son, lover and beloved. The poet 

addresses the cloud like a real female. She appears tall like a palm tree, like a dream of 

mint, like a woman who has a sad face. She knocks on the door of the poet, "passes his 

heart". She is camping, making a grave for the poet, warning him from the beginning of 

the poem, then disappears. Her actions show constancy of feeling and emotions. This is 
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demonstrated in the poem by the use of words which are preseni in both their positive 

and negative connotations. 

The poet expresses a present moment that reveals pain extended from the past 

The imperfect tense is used in 68%, the perfect in 20% and the imperative in 12% of the 

poem. In the poet's opinion, the present is this moment. It is a time of darkness. It is 

always night and the depths of winter. Winter is a symbol of Arab history, associated 

with the enemy, Europe's long occupation of the Arab lands, and the "war of knives" 

which symbolises the Arabs' wars among themselves, such as the Palestinians with the 

Jordanians, and the Lebanese civil wars. The poet believes this dark time will disappear 

with the full moon that will rise tomorrow. The poet's dreams are about clouds full of 

rain. But even in this "time of dreams" there are difficulties to be faced. These 

difficulties can be seen in the use of words such as "night," "eye" and their associations. 

i\~ . 

5- Word-association. 

Throughout the poem, the poet holds to his dreams and the concept of a peaceful 

revolution that will improve the conditions in society. This can be discerned in the use 

of the words layl (night) and (ayn (eye). These two words express different meanings 

through their repetition. They are used as adjectives, prepositional phrases, in 

annexation, in the dual, and in the singular and plural. For example: 

Khidam al-layl [1] suggests a long, endless and tedious night. This word layl is 
• 

not used in [23], but the poet simply indicates its meaning: "I cannot see anything except 

the conspirators in the cave of the darkness;' suggests that the conspirators make their 

plans against the poet's country during the darkness in caves (i.e. in secret). This 

darkness is a cave of helplessness. "Dark" as a word then disappears and the word 

"night" recurs [24], suggesting those who have lost their life and hopes in the dark. They 
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spend each night irresponsibly wasting time. In the layl [ 64] the poet is surrounded by 

loneliness. This loneliness suggests the feeling experienced by those who have lost their 

freedom. Layl thanizya (the difficult night) is used to suggest the difficulties that face 

the poet when he traverses the road to freedom [65]. The use of "layl al-Arab" (Arabs' 

night) in [84] suggests the Arab condition and situation. Lay/ al-Arab (Arabs' night) 

denotes a difficult time and darkness. Arabs need a light that symbolises freedom. In the 

poet's opinion, the light will come, first by people becoming aware of the problems and 

secondly, by their working to solve these problems. 

tAyn (eye) is repeated 8 times, each time with different associations. The word 

1ayrilJki when linked with kaf al-mukha!ab to address a female is used in [32] to suggest 

that in these two eyes there is the glow or heat of starvation. If the poet symbolises "the 

cloud," then the suggestion of this word will be that "the cloud" retains the rain. Both 

the poet and "the cloud" are afflicted by hunger. ''The cloud," however, causes this 
i\::. 

hunger. This statement presents the same idea as that in al-Sayyib's poem (see the 

discussion of the Song of Rain in this study). The use of ~yun abi (my father's eyes) 

[34] suggests that the father represents the poet's people. "These eyes glance at the sky" 

indicates they are waiting for rain. The use of the verb "to glance" also suggests that this 

waiting is synonymous with silence and fear. cuyun Don Juan (Don Juan's eyes) is used 

in [37, 51, 66]. Its first appearance symbolises the rich people who do nothing but sleep 

and rest. There are no reasons for them to suffer. The poet addresses the cloud and asks 

her to knock at· his door. Both the cloud and the poet can "give 'Antara al-cAbsi the 

sword". This suggests they will work together for change. In the second use, the poet 

addresses the cloud again: she "can knock at his door when the eyes of the Don Juan go 

to sleep". This suggests that Don Juan symbolises rich people who spend the oil revenue 

in enjoying themselves (i.e. rather than using the country's resources to improve the 

condition of the people). In the third use, the poet uses ~yun al-qarasina (pirates' eyes) . 
instead of tuyun Don Juan ( Don Juan's eyes): "when the eyes of the pirates of the city 
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sleep" to suggest that it will then be possible to sow the seeds of peaceful revolution; it 

will be a time when a liberating stonn can blow through the land. The word laynaki 

[58], suggests that these eyes cannot be reached. To reach them is like reaching death. 

These two eyes symbolise the cloud which itself symbolises freedom. To reach the cloud 

is to reach the sky. To reach the cloud is the poet's aim. This means that to reach one's 

aim is to face death. But in the line [63] the poet declares that the "death in her eyes has 

a different taste" to suggest that freedom is life itself. The poet uses the word eye [71] to 

suggest a deep and peaceful condition. This suggestion symbolises also that this eye 

accepts submission. This eye learns how to conceal this submission. The submission, 

however, is from these blue eyes [73] "the blue eyes closed the way of the poet" Blue 

eyes are not pure as a sea or sky. These eyes symbolise English eyes. This colloquial use 

is intended to suggest that the occupation closed the poet's way to freedom. The poet 

expresses the idea that these eyes have gone but he still suffers the wound left by them, 

which bas not been healed. This suggests that Arab problems are not yet settled. 
:" 1\C • 

From the above, we can summarise the main ideas in this poem: (1) the dream: in 

its colour and size. It represents a bleeding vision, anxiety and sadness which command 

the poet to realise the harsh facts of reality; (2) The poet dreams of healing his wound 

and refreshing the love in his soul; (3) These dreams can be seen in the representations 

of historical and current events; ( 4) These dreams mix with ·hopes to overcome the 

difficulties and sow the seeds of change. 

6 - Metaphors 

The symbolic metaphor. For example [1-4]: 

"when I saw you in the vast night bleeding 

the stars spread over the mountain 
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and shore, you stand up like a tall 

palm tree." 

The poet addresses "she" that suggest a cloud. The "cloud" is a symbol of 

freedom. The relationship between mountains and palm trees is used to express the depth 

of difference and greatness, i.e. the difference in height and volume between a palm tree 

and a mountain. "Spread stars" and "bleeding" mean the sacrifice and are used to 

indicate the extent of the bloodshed. The first part of this simile is you "addressing the 

cloud," the second part of this simile is the palm tree, whilst at its foundation is the 

bloodshed, the spreading stars, the mountains and the shore. 

The symbolic metaphor can be seen in the following [76- 84]: 

"I give my heart to the flame 

Slii'!tan (a plant) fills the soul, and calls for tomorrow 

and sings to the Arab 

but the Shaykh dreams of rain 

let him play_ for the Khawanj's tone 

the Shaykh dreams of rain 

let his dream become true 

to light the Arab's night." 

;\;-:.. 

Slffi.tan is a kind of plant indigenous to Jordan. The Shaykh is the poet. The 

Khawanj are a group of people who established an early Islamic religious sect (in about 

658 AD). The relationship between the heart and flame is anger; that between "heart" 

and "Shi~?-an" is the love for country. "Heart" and Sliilian suggest a national anthem for 

tomorrow. The dream of rain symbolises fertility, the relationship between Khawanj and 

the shaykh is that both dream of change. The dream adopts an angry tone that is similar 
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to that of the Khawirij and lights the Arab night with freedom. This is emphasised by 

the use of "leave him to dream may these dreams become a gun of anger." Through this, 

the poet tries to build up the paradoxical metaphor by comparing the anger in the past 

and in the present. The poet also tries to build up the paradoxical metaphor by 

comparing two characters, 'Antara and 'Abla, in the past and present. In the present, 

'Antara has lost his sword. 

Metaphors build on symbols as well as similes. For example: "you pass my heart 

like the cloud that passes over the desert in the dry time" [31]. Notice_that the cloud 

passing over the heart is like the cloud passing over the desert. The first use of the word 

"cloud" is a symbol, while the second is the real cloud Metonymy builds on the 

colloquial: "dream of mint" [5], which is metonymy for a green hope; "time of knives" 

[48] which is a metonymy for the Arab war. For more examples, see [24, 46, 49, 56, 

etc.] The use of anthropomorphism enriches the images in the poem. For examples, see 
;-; ~~;: __ . 

[7] smile of lilac [17] season of sadness, and [23] lonely night. 

7 Symbolism. 

Beside the use of symbolic metaphors, the poem contains the following types of 

symbols: 

Allusion ·to historical characters. These characters link the present with the past: 

in particular, tAntara al-'Absi; the man who is known as a shepherd boy, emancipated 

slave and horseman leading armies to victory for ~bs, his mistress' tribe. His love for 

his cousin's daughter cAbla, who ignored lilin, has entered myth. The poet represents 

<Antara as a horseman in the present time. CAntara in the present loses his sword and 
155 

horse and still shouts in the desert. 
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The poet addresses a female when he uses a second person denoted by kiif, for 

example ~naki. The fact that he is addressing a female is also clear from the use of ta, 
al-marbufa, as in nazifah [1]; by addressing or requesting the female, by the use of the 

verb lal/iminfand dhawwibTnl[6, 7]. This addressee appears [11] having a female face 

and addressed by you [12]. Searching for the significance or meaning of this symbol 

highlights the fact that the cloud is the comprehensive symbol that equates to freedom. 

Freedom is the highest aim and both are symbolised by events and fertile life. This title 

reminds us of the lack of rain in al-Sayyab's poem. 156 The comparison between rain in 

Al-Sayyab's poem and this poem shows that al-Sayyib uses the lack of rain to suggest 

drought or infertility, but for different reasons Zudf presents rain as a truth, capable of 

refreshing the love in his soul, while al-Sayyab sees no rain because there is no change. 

Through his use of the partial symbols al-Ziidi expresses his concern about his 

country. For example, the use of the words "country/' "lover," "spy," Police," "lost," etc. 

These words are linked with his subject matter, which expresses the Jordanian needs for 

political freedom of expression. More words and associations that emphasise his subject 

matter can be seen in the following table. 

SYMBOLS 

stars 

dream 

women 

face 

you and I 

lost 

sky 

my heart 

country 

ASSOCIATIONS 

scattered drops, height 

mint, smile, lilac in winter, song, shout, angry tone, light, angry 
weapon 

cloud, you, red 

sadness, grave, coffin, heart, ice, tears, full moon, roots, 
redemption, rose, sand, imagination, eyes 

love, sympathy, seasonofsadness, desert, hopes, butterfly 

cave of dark, road of years, never ending, curtain, wound, ribs 

place for immigration, washed, 

pulse, youth, desert, history, flame 

distribute lovers, police, presents, lost, 
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sword, hours, refugee, desert, wound, pain, smoke, war, time of 
the knife, blood 

youth, Shihan. . 
coming, hell, reaching, starting, dagger, wine 

2 .. 3 a 3 .. TaqasTm ~Ia ai..JiraiJ by lbrihfm Khalid al-'Ajlun(
157 

This poem Taqasim $\Ia al-JirQ!t (Solo on the Wounds) was written and 

published in Beirut in 1973. It comprises seven pages of the Diwan itself entitled 

Taqasim $\Ia al-Jirah. 

1 .. Introduction. 

'Ajliini is a Jordanian poet who looks for real rather than false change. This 

change cannot be achieved by rhetorical speech unless followed by action. fAjltini 

divides his poem into six sections that express the dreams and hopes of his poeple. Each 

section has an individual title. In the first section, al-~shq al-Ahmal' (The Red Love),- the . 
poet expresses his feelings about time, hopes, dreams and aims through his imagination. 

Hijra lla .. (The Emigration to) is the title of the second section. The poet emigrates to 

flowers and love. These are not new for the poet, but he hopes they may give him a new 

view to evoke and change his feelings. In Balunat (Balloons) the poet illustrates the 

rhetorical role of words that alter nothing, being no more than decoration. Section four, 

entitled Law (a conditional clause that is used to express a wish) expresses the poet's 

wishes. In Al-layla Ya>ti (To night he will come), the poet continues to express his 

wishes. In the last section MakliZztJ (Labour Pains) we see the result of all the poet's 

suffering that is ended by the birth of a child who symbolises fertility. Each section title 
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helps the reader to pause between sections. But the reader has to follow the ideas of these 

sections. Every section contains ideas linked with the other ideas in another section. For 

example, the relationship between the first and second sections is the symbol, the poet 

and the vision that they share. The third section links the vision of the poet with the 

cause of his sadness. In the fourth, this relationship is extended and continued in the fifth 

while in the sixth the result of the suffering provides the linkage. His wound is like a 

solo recital, with a sad tone and rhythm. 

2- Rhythm. 

The rhythm begins with the taqlislm (the sad tune) that is similar to the beat in a 

solo recital. This beat is continued and forms the pattern -0- for (fa'llun), -0 (fa«zun) and

- (fa1lu) taken from the mutaqarib metre. Rhythm gives strength to the beat. The poet 

shows skill by using a different rhyme in every section. ;t.This rhyme expresses 

movements, sounds and actions. For example: 

1- aabacdeda, eefefe, aghghaia [section 1]. 

2- jjjkjkljl [section 2]. 

3- mnmnnhhnn [section three]. 

4- eeooppqqrrq [section 4]. 

5- rrrrsttuvwxq [section 5]. 

6- ooyycdeda [section 6]. 

From the above, it would appear that the poet tries to link the last section with the 

first one by repeating the same rhyme [cdeda]. Repetition is one of the features which 

the poet uses to improve rhythm. The repetitions can be seen in the opening sentence 

[10], and the closing sentence [78]. The repetition of words such as "this day," "this 

night" emphasise the poet's determination. Law (a conditional clause) is repeated in 
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section four to emphasise that the gratification of the poet's wishes is remote. The 

repetition of law enriches the rhythm. The poet shows skill also in the use of repetition 

such as in the sentence where "you wait etc." is repeated in different grammatical 

contexts: "This night you wait,[67] he will come,[58] he will come this night, you 

wait,[61] you wait, he will come this night." This construction is used to colour the 

language, but the changes in the manner of repetition mean that it cannot be regarded as 

a complete refrain. This repetition can be regarded as a kind of parallel between a 

number of lines. The poet creates a balance in his use of lines: for example, in section 

(1), (2), (3) and (6) the poet uses 9 lines. In section (4) and five, he uses 11 to 12 lines. 

Every line contains one or two sentences. These sentences are short and convey rapid 

actions. 

3 - Theme and Structure. 

The tension in the poem is a very familiar one. In general terms we can say that 

an unhappy vision of the world is being set against a search for happiness. More 

specifically, we could say that ~jliinlis looking for genuine signs of change rather than 

the false change that he sees occur, this latter type of change being indicated in the poem 

by "white eyes and bloody lips" [72, 73]. The poet brings these themes to life when he 

creates a picture of the disordered world. His vision might strike the reader as odd but an 

analysis of these lines from the opening paragraph should clarify this [2 - 1 0]: 

"l am only he who owns the night 

spreads the sadness, searches for a garden in the valley of affliction 

fills the hours of the crucifixion time with screaming 

destroys my flowers in the stream. 

In this dry time I live 

but my branches are green 
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These lines establish the picture of the poet's world that he wants to present to 

the reader. The poet perceives his world as cruel and bleak, but at the same time he sees 

that there are many things that can refresh the soul. The poet paints the desired picture 

by using different images and directing his words in different ways, thus developing the 

reader's appreciation of the poet's perception of his world. The reader can perceive the 

picture in contrasting ways such as a picture of a disordered world of darkness, night, 

and sadness. It is a valley of affliction. In this world the people are suffering a time of 

crucifixion. Time is hoarse with screaming and flowers are destroyed. But the poet 

grows with the green branches, climbs the yellow walls of the sun silently. The poet tells 

the reader that his vision builds a nest in him [2-16], which is intended to indicate to the 
.. ; i\:~ . 

reader that he feels and sees more than other people. 

Analysing the words that express the poet's vision, we fmd that the poet rejects 

the dark night, looking instead for the light. The two concepts "night" and "light" form 

the main theme in this poem. In his vision, light symbolises freedom. This freedom 

comes with the one who will "fill our jar with love, our graveyard with wine, and gives 

water in the thirsty time" [58- 61]. 

4 • The Poet's Voice. 

The poet dreams of changing the darkness to light. The poet is the speaker, who 

has a positive vision, but this vision will only be established if his dreams come true . "I 

= poet" also expresses a negative vision. This group of voices is called upon by the poet 

to change this negative. In the poet's opinion, "people" as a group help to realise wishes 
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or fulfil dreams. They, " he + you = people," will change all the negative feelings to 

positive ones. "I+ poet, you and we" may be regarded as the main voices in this poem. 

These voices employ verbs that form a unit, sometimes containing five to six verbs. The 

poet aims to show that the voices "I = poet" and "you" alone are not positive but the 

voice of groups of people is positive. The poet cannot do anything except wait. He as a 

speaker= "I" is the main subject in this poem, and "owns" the sadness while he is alive. 

His dreams climb the "walls of the sun". He sinks, but he has a vision, he squeezes out 

the "juices" of the "night's sadness" and "drinks" them "alone". In his dreams he 

criticises those who sell and buy with words without searching for the truth of history. 

He waits for a long time, but when his dreams come true, they are "as a child that has 

white eyes". The suffering of waiting and dreaming for fertility are in the present time 

and therefore the imperfect tense predominates, being used for 95% of the poem, while 

the perfect is only used 5%. 

!\-

Time in this poem is the present. It is also seen as the long hours of the night and 

a time of barrenness; one day becomes two, one "age" becomes "ages". Time in the 

present also signifies an impatience to wait any longer. It is the time of labour and 

therefore represents the pain that gives birth or brings fertility. The words that denote 

time are expressed with feeling. For example "Today I will tear the cover off tomorrow. 

The yellow walls of sun fight the snake of night. The angry days. The thirsty and empty 

time". This strength of feeling is shown in the use of words which express rejection of 

the hopes for fertility in the present time such as "night". 

5 - Word-association. 

"Night" is the time when the poet can hide his feeling. "Night" is the only word 

that is repeated frequently - six times in all. In the first use of the word "night" [2] "I = 
poet owns the night", the intention is to express the poet's loneliness. This night is a 
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darkness, that suggests being lost. In [10] the "night" becomes a "snake" that fights the 

poet, who becomes like a "branch". This use suggests that there is still hope that he will 

achieve his aims. It may also signify the bad thoughts that grow in the night In the third 

use the poet repeats that he owns his night, to suggest the sad and lonely feeling which 

resembles the melancholy that comes with wine, but there is time for a dream to have 

freedom that will come with the horseman. c-Antara is the horseman who shines through 

the night. It may suggest that c Antara 's sword shines in the night. This horseman whom 

the poet dreams about today is <'Antara who fights for freedom.[21, 22]. This night will 

come [58]: the poet asks his people to wait[58]. The poet waits for the dreams of 

freedom. He hopes these dreams will come true and this night will be related as a story; 

it is the last night of suffering. The poet means to say that the day of freedom is near. 

The poet uses words that have limited associations, such as the word "sadness". It is a 

shout, a drink, imagination and dreams and these at the same time are the main ideas of 
> ~~: .. 

the poem [2, 5, 15, 16]. 

6 - Metaphors. 

Metaphors in this poem can be classified under: ( 1) the extended metaphor that 

depends on the use of verbs. For example [7 - 10] 

" My branches are green 

they grow anger and climb 

the yellow walls of the sun 

and fight the snake of night." 

"Green branch" is metonymy for the child of hopes. The relationship between "green 

branches" and the "snake" is that they are similar in shape but they oppose each other by 
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fighting. There are two sides: the green opposes night, and life opposes death. Life is 

represented by the "green branches" while death is represented by "the night snake". This 

metaphor is extended by the verbs: "grow," "climb" and "fight." There is another 

example [11 - 16]: 

" You are the horse of my pains 

you are the master of my dream 

in your chest, I become naked, give my secret 

and sink in the sea choking the silence 

the vision grows in my death, tingles my nerves. " 

The relationship between death and vision is one of opposites rather than 

similarities; death is not like the vision, but the sea is like the chest in keeping secrets. 

The "chest" is similar to the sea; both have deep, silent secrets. lhe relationship between 

the poet's pain and his dream is like that between cause and effect. This metaphor is 

completed by the verbs "become," "give," "sink" and "grow." 

The poet uses metonymy in an innovative way. He. uses it to express a feeling in 

one word, a short phrase or a quick sketch. An example: "destroy the flower," which is a 

metonymy for anger. An example of the short phrase is "valley of pain and sadness," 

which is a metonymy for loss etc. 

The poet also expresses feelings through anthropomorphism, such "as my 

sadness spreads, "the cover of death," "walls of delusion," "red love," "cover my 

tomorrow," "letters shout", and "walls of sun." The poet uses these quick and short 

anthropomorphic phrases instead of partial symbols. 
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7 - Symbolism. 

The poet is influenced by Al-Sayyab or Eliot158 with their concepts of fertility, 

but with a few additions. The idea of fertility which governs this poem is presented as a 

second person singular "you," or as a horseman. In his heart the poet becomes a child. 

The Horseman as a symbol appears also as a third person singular, "he", who is calling 

upon t Antara as a liberator and is able to free the people from sadness. This symbol 

comes after the pains of childbirth. This child is beaten by his stepfather. He has an 

unclear vision. The child is a symbol of fertility who suffers since its freedom is 

incomplete. The child suggests freedom. The allusion is to the charact~r of CAntara, the 

famous horseman and liberator. The poet uses one word to express a religious idea, such 

as Buraq the name of the horse of Gabriel that the Prophet M~ammad rode during the 

isri/ wa a/-m60j at night when he was ascending to the seven heavens. 159 This allusion 

is used to evoke fear of the first step towards freedom. •t' . 

Compared to other poems in this study, this poem is rather lacking in symbols 

and their associations. But through the following table we can see that al-'Ajliinl is 

looking for_ a tomorrow that will heal the wound; but his imagination is limited by 

"walls" that symbolise the lack of freedom. The following symbols and their associations 

may serve as a guide to Ajliiill's aims, namely more freedom and 'action: 

SYMBOLS 
silent 
death 
al-~Awsaj 

tomorrow 
letters 
imagination 
yesterday 
wound 
face 
wind 

ASSOCIATIONS 
meaning, sea 
nerves, cover, shine 
flower for lover, spring of love, dreams stay in the eyes 
cover, bone 
decoration, state, dagger 
walls 
blocked 
choked 
plunder 
East 
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2 - 4 Palestine 

2 - 4 - 1 Daftar ai-AIJwal wa ai-Maqimat by Zuhair Abii Shayib.160 

The first edition of this poem Daftar Al-A~wal wa Al-Maqamat (The book of 

Situations) was published in 1987, and takes the name of the Di'wan itself: Daftar al 

A~wal wa al-Maqamat. This Dfwan consists of five parts. Each part consists of a number 

of short sections, as follows: 

Part 1- Ajras al-RT~ contains 14 sections 

Part 2- A~wal Anfiyya contains 10 sections 

Part 3- Maqamiit Arqiyya contains 9 sections 

Part 4- Salsa/ al-Qiyama contains 5 sections . . 
Part 5- Daftar al-AIJwal wa al-Maqamat contains 10 sectibns. 

Part five is the subject of this study. It contains ten sections. The title may be 

divided into two: al-A~wal and al-Maqamat. The sections comprise different numbers of 

lines as follows: (1) al-Maqamat contairis al-Ra~id, al-Asila, ~zr Ibn $1./i'm, al-TakwTn, 

al-Zama,, and al-Ruh al-Mahjiira (2) Al-Ahwal contains Siir al-Tm al-~lm, Ghabash, . . . . . . 
MQ Thamm Ghayr al-Jasad, and $a'adil 

1 - Introduction. 

Abii Shayib is a Palestinian poet who .lives in Jordan. He demands an answer for 

his philosophical questions that express his concern about the end of the Palestinian 

fighters (fida•iyyfn). Through his poem there is a description of martyrdom as a 

consequence of the Palestinian resistance in the occupied territories. Al-A~wal wa al-
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Maqamat refer to the spiritual states and stations which denote the degree of ascent 
161 

reached through certain rites and certain difficulties. This title is a Sufi expression. 

The poet utilises the concepts of the circle of substitution and annihilation when he 

unites the martyr's spirits and the wind on the one hand and himself and the sky on the 

other. This utilisation allows the poet, through the spiritual states and stations, to 

describe the Palestinian dead, dealing with them as subject matter for philosophical 

questions. He builds his theme through questions representing the following: thunder 

building up to breaking point; spirit; unity between the earth and its values; the 

abandoned spirit, the revolution of spirit between life and death, darkness, shock, life 

and death, the situation of the body, and the end of the spirit. These philosophical 

questions dominate the opposing themes of this poem. He asserts that to have freedom 

one must fight. The highest spiritual state is attained when your soul leaves the body. 

This philosophy, derived from Sufi ideals, is the aim in this poem: fight to be a martyr. 

When the poet divides the poem into sections, he aims to convey the idea of the circle of 
-.. ;\C-

a martyr's life which is seen in the thunder, the Maqamat, the body, the earth, the 

separation and unity between body and soul. 

2- Rhythm. 

This poem contains the foot 00-0- (mut~ilun), taken from the kamil metre. The 

poet also uses the za#Jlifiit (incomplete foot) of this foot such as: 00- (jlifilatun), --

(mafalun), -- (fatalun), -0- (jd~lun), --0- (mustafilun), 0-0- (mafa~lun), and -00-

(mutjtlilun). It is noticeable that the poet uses a complete number of feet repeated six 

times in the opening two verses which are constructed on the same basis as a classical 

line. 
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Punctuation allows the reader to follow the use of rhyme in this poem. The poet 

uses the comma to separate lines. At every verse-end, the poet uses a full stop. The 

rhyme scheme in the various sections of the poem is as follows: 

1 abab [1] 

2 ccccccedddeee [2] 

3 ffggfhfhj [3] 

4 jklkjjlllm [4] 

5 nnnnnn [5] 

6 oollpp [6] 

7 lqqrqrllr [7] 

8 sslls [8] 

9 tulhulxxl [9] 

10 lllyczz. [1 0] ;',.·. 

From the above, we can see that the first section is the shortest and contains four 

stanzas; the third, seventh, and the tenth sections have nine stanzas each; the second and 

fourth have ten stanzas each; the fifth and sixth have six; section eight has five stanzas; 

and section ten has seven stanzas. It is noticeable that the poet uses the same rhyme but 

ending with different vowels, such as taraq, <urU"q, shuruq, unnaqqi; taraqi; gharaq. This 

rhyme scheme is also used to link sections three, seven, eight, and nine. The poet is 

evidently capable of rhyming whenever he wishes, using full rhyme, consonant rhyme 

(tafii!- yaghrd [3, 6]), and internal rhyme as in huwa dliii, huwa dhG, kayfa buht, buht. 
1 • ' • 

The fact that he chooses not to match all his line-endings is significant. It is significant, 

too, that he offers his reader vowel rhymes by using yit a/-mutakallim as in mi'ragf, bi

ittijahi, shifah[. 
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3 • Theme and Structure. 

In the opening verses, the poet expresses a kind of ambiguous vision. This vision 

is not clear, but the reader may assume it is about the second person that comes with the 

darkness as rain but from a secret place, for example "there he is, pouring down the 

darkness. The earth becomes wet and his vision becomes blurred and it floods." "There 

he is, comes near with the sky, .. " [2- 6]. This ambiguous vision continues in the same 

vein through section two, and through the last verse. This verse presents a conversation 

between the poet and an unknown person: "He said, I will meet you (the poet) when you 

die, and he went, he does not say when, as he comes he goes" [39- 43]. From the last 

verse the poet brings his subject-matter to life: in "as he comes, he goes", the poet uses 

the verb "to come" to symbolise life and the verb "to go" to symbolise death. Thus he 

presents the opposition between life and death. The concept of death in this presentation 

is different from the usual perception of death; God praises the secret of this death [35], 
> i\: -

and the poet unites with this death [69, 71]. This death, however, is caused by the 

bleeding of the martyr [45- 57]. 

If we link this second person singular who "comes as rain," with the concept of 

the shahza ( martyr), an analogy is being drawn between the aridity of Arab life after the 

loss of Palestine in 1948, and the aridity of the soil in Near Eastern fertility myths. This 

soil could be saved from turning into desert by death and by the spilling of blood; it is a 
162 

kind of rainfall; The explanation of this death and why it is different is there in the 

poem for us to find. The poet also brings the concept of the unity, between himself and 

the martyr, to life, for example" you are my shadow and I am his shadow," "Oh soil, 

how the shadow can be separated from his shadow" and "you are my meat, I will ignore 

the fact that we are separated" [76, 77]. The poet denies death and rejects this life. The 

poet's subject matter is still his refusal to accept his world, as it is his desire to be united 

with the martyr. 
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From the above we can state that the poet lives in two worlds: one which he 

rejects, and the other of which he wants to be part. It seems as if the poet is employing 

two separate visions. This enables him to confront the complexity of non-existence, yet 

also to consider some precarious concepts of order of this non-existence. He confronts a 

world in which there is no meaning, yet he always pursues the possibility of meaning. It 

is an ambivalent quality that is present all the time. A lesser poet might offer a more 

unrelenting picture of gloom or offer a glib solution. There is a trembling instability 

between the facts of disorder and the dream of order. The difficulty for us as readers is 

that we are likely to make too much of it. Either Abii Shayib is a pessimist, or he seeks a 

Sufi answer, and, in so doing, fails to do justice to the fluctuating quality of the poem. 

The effect is apparent by virtue of Abu Shayib's use of imagery. He manages to search 

for life's complexity through the truth of his experience. 

4- The Poet's Voices. 

As stated earlier, the unity of the poet and the martyr is conveyed by the poet and 

the addressee of the poem. They create a kind of dialogue between them, but the 

sentences that belong to the poet may belong also to the addressee [13, 23, 69, 81 - 83, 

132- 135]. In other words, feelings, positive or negative, belong to both the poet and the 

addressee. The action the poet has taken in respect of the body and soul is to unite with 

them. 

The poet is the speaker. Unity with the martyr's spirit is to face death and gain 

another life hereafter; and to search for the secret of death through the Sufi vision and 

actions. The main voice of this poem is "he" and the "poet/speaker". "The poet/spesker 

addresses "he". "He" is used as: second person singular, "martyr;" a "his spirit," is 

addressed by "she" and "you". 
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These voices, the poet and the martyr, exist in the present time. The imperfect 

tense occupies 74% of the total, the perfect tense 26% and therefore the present tense is 

the dominant one used in this poem. The martyr is the Palestinian and the Palestinian 

question is that of the present time. 

The poet tells us about this time. Time is this moment when the spirit of the 

martyr rises from his body. There are moments when the spirit separates from the body 

and other moments when this spirit unites with thunder to return in rain. This is the time 

of death: "nothing like the time, this time is a quiet space or time of day that is made 

from paper" [205- 209]. This time is a time to unite and support the martyr. This time is 

a time to know the secret of martyrdom that interferes with the moment of the spirit's 

states and stations. 163 These states and stations are defined in a specific time: darkness, 

the first waning of the moon, when the stars disappear, rain, prayers performed during 

the nights of the month of Ram~ the dawn, midday, dreams,tin the invisible time, in 

the night of the Prophet M~ad's ascension to the seven heavens, in the 

transfiguration of the Sufi. This time is a symbol of a martyr. 

5- Word-association. 

Words such as "soil," "spirit," "blood," and "wave" are used in different contexts 

with different associations in this poem. These words express the poet's belief. For 

example, the first use of soil [ 4 7] is when it mixes with blood: "it is both the clay and 

the blood that cleans the ways of the poet's heart". This cleaning kills the heart, if we 

accept that the blood equates to the body then it is created from clay. The veins of the 

heart are the way of the spirit. The soil when it appears a second time [70] represents 

wishes. The poet wishes to be wounded, as "the martyr in the well" will become earth. 

This use suggests that the person in the well is missing and does not live anymore. This 

unknown person [71 - 75] becomes a second person. The poet addresses him as "you", 
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and he is equated with the poet's shadow. The poet will be a shadow for him also. In 

other words, the body is created from the clay that is linked to home. In this case, there 

is no separation between "I" and "you"; both are created from the soil. The soil [84] is 

the speaker who lives on the earth now. The soil is the place where father and prophets 

are buried, namely Palestine's soil [102 - 104]. These uses suggest that humans will 

have to face death at the end. The soil becomes the unknown person's home. This home 

is Palestine. The soil becomes sand [127]. This sand was an abandoned spirit. This use 

suggests that life is clear and free from the requirements of life. But [139] the soil is 

used again as a wall of clay to suggest the body. Christianity and Islam believe that the 

human body was created from the soil and will return to the soil after. the spirit leaves 

the body. 

The word spirit is used [53] to mean light. It is lit by the poet's oil. This spirit 

burns in the dark. This use suggests that the spirit~has left the b.ody for ever. The poet. 

tells us about the martyr. This spirit [89] is like water and the soil soaks it up. This 

expresses the unity with the earth. Spirit [113] is like a sign that points the way for the 

martyr, so that his progress is clearly defined for him. This spirit is abandoned in a cave, 

suggesting that this spirit could not reach dreams. Dreams of paradise are the poet's 

home, Palestine. There are questions about the secret of the spirit." Who is keeping the 

spirit in the body? Who is releasing it? and who is planning for' it?" [160- 173]. These 

philosophical questions focus164 the poet's suffering. Is this the end of life? The poet 
. . . 

rejects the end of the martyr and believes in a second life. The martyr will be back with 

rain. His spirit is happy because of the rain [177]. This focuses the reader upon the cycle 

of life as the poet sees it. The spirit is resurrected: it comes with the rain to unite with 

earth. It will be created again. The poet reads thefoti}Ja (the opening sura of the Qui an, 
commonly recited by Muslims whenever they pray to the Lord) and asks God to forgive 

the body [202]. This suggests death. 
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The word "blood" is used with a variety of meanings. In [20] it suggests a place 

containing time and this time becomes old. This "blood" suggests, first, the condition of 

old blood that has become weak and, second, that time has expired. Blood is clay [46]. 

The heart is cleansed of blood to suggest that the wounded body is still bleeding. "My 

blood is my camel's harness" [112]. This use suggests that the spread of blood is slow in 

the poet's body but nevertheless it protects him. It may also suggest that the blood guides 

the poet. In "I will give him my blood" [216, 226], the poet supports the martyr; he will 

continue to give himself to the waves symbolising death. 

The poet uses words such as "waves" to explain. the combination of his own and 

Sufi concepts about the mysteries of death. This use of the waves evokes spiritual states 

metaphorically. For example, the waves in "I will read the history of the waves" [115], 

suggests that the waves are the remaining martyrs in Arab history. "He walks on the 

waves like someone channed" (197], suggests that the waves take him and he is written _, 

into history as a martyr. In [211] "The waves are his secret to the end", the end is the 

end of the day or life. The end of the day or martyr both go to the waves or an unknown 

end. The last use of "waves", "Nothing like the waves taste" [214, 224] suggests that 

there is nothing like the taste of death. 

In the previous analysis of words and their associations, relief is suggested rather 

than stated: the image of a martyr, for example, has certain implications, but any 

suggestion of hannony is implicit rather than explicit. The search for meaning appears 

to be through significant images. The poet is concerned to confront and present a vision 

of death after life and ask basic questions about the meaning of human experience. But . 

to explain the answer to all these questions in this poem is likely to maintain a tension 

between both sides, neither giving way to a sense of despair nor opting for glib 

consolation in too simple an answer. 
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6 - Metaphors. 

The poet employs different type of metaphors. These metaphors are linked with 

a myteries of death. For example: 

1- Extended metaphors are built by the sequence of verbs. For example [1 - 3] 

" There he is like a cloud that pours down its rain in the dark. 

And his vision becomes blurred 

and it floods." 

The above verse builds on the idea of "the vision floods." This "flood" causes 

unclear vision. Unclear vision means "darkness." "Darkness" suggests that the unknown 

person is dead. The connection between "blurred vision" and "flood" is darkness. Both 

mean death. The verbs "pour," "become" and "flood" extend the metaphor. 

22] 

2- Symbolic metaphors build on the association of symbols, for example [14 -

"To the flood I give myself 

and sail back towards myself, 

My ways are empty and covered with dust, 

I am weak, 

I wait a long time to be a martyr 

Time is like ants crawling 

on my lips." 
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The "flood" symbolises death, "sail back" implies changing direction and "dust" 

implies losing the direction. The relationship between the "flood" and my direction is 

affected and changed by the poet's waiting. The relationship between "weak" and "dust" 

is that the direction cannot be clear. The relationship between "ant" and "time" is a slow 

movement This means that the poet cannot speak and cannot feel. The poet's blood thal 

suggests his situation of fear is like the ants that "crawl on the poet's lips." 

The poet uses similes to give a description of wounds, death, spirit and waves in 

[124, 197, 214, 224]. These similes are used following the classical style. 

Anthropomorphism is used in different places, to give more life to the· poet's views, for 

example, the step of wind, and see also [10, 18, 53 .. ]. 

The poet uses the device of the pun, employing one word that has a similar 

pronunciation but a different meaning from another. For example, khuta> and 
:·; i\:".. • • • 

kha!aya,£86] mean "steps" and "mistakes", respectively: jubba and jubb [51] mean a 

type of "Sufi headgear" and "pit". This is similar to how these words are used by ·the 

Sufis, who use this technique in different orders of their language to support their 
165 

beliefs. Unlike the Sufis, however, Abu Shayib uses these words as symbols. 

7 - Symbolism. 

The poet follows the method of the Sufi in his use of symbols in two ways: 

1- He keeps a Qui>anic verse in his mind, building up his poetic meaning by 

echoing the language and concept of this.verse. For example, in [132- 135] "fa salam 

Allah ~ayya ~n anam wa ~in agliib wa .. ~in afiq nabiyya" echoes the following 
166 

Q~anic verse "salam ~layhiyawm wulad wa-yawm yamut wa-yawm ub~th !zayya." 
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2- The poet chooses a topic that evokes philosophical questions about life, death, 

humanity, spirit and the value of martyrdom. The poet expresses his support for the 

resistance in the West Bank in Palestine. For example, the use of the words "blood," 

"shadow," "night," "waves," etc. all reflect the fighter's movement. To achieve hisJocus, 

the poet employs the above words and other partial symbols. These symbols and their 

associations can be seen in the following table: 

SYMBOLS 

sky 

vision 

wind 

blood 

silence 

death 

water 

spirit 

fire 

earth 

shadow 

meat 

wound 

invisible world 

night 

space 

ASSOCIATIONS 

dreams, dark, names, Mohammed's ascent to the seven heavens, 
dark towers, sender, educator 

prisoner, beauty, unconscious, through, 

fresh, steps, sword, place, tent, river, dance, glass, 

time, sweeping, camel's litter, light, paradise, prayer, soft, two 
stars, first circle, narcissus, garden, tool for drawing, peep, army, 
display, science, expression, bells, fire, truth, free, mixed with 
clay, secret, ornamented belt, worn by woman, palm tree, 
caravan, flower, tent, complete, claim, boil, bright, jumping, 
horses, thousands, sun stuck to its thrd'ile, sign, treble, path, 
birds, rest, distant, carpet, noon, ants, 

earth, fluctuating, starting, growth, fire, murder, 

test, meetings, dry, stand, continuous, 

mixture, moon, root, birds, hours, meat, stone, tower, 

oil, stuck, plant, lamp, cage, immigration, happiness, spaces, 
white,-paradise, accolade, dark, sign, display, lame 

starting, flee, around, rain, sleeping, light, established 

LMi 'Abd al-Wiin, flee, steps, aims, shadow, plants, mode, 
hands, chest, root, home of the prophet, interesting, moon, 
memories, shirt, light, 

you, me, eternal, concentrate, spark, silence, meet, fixed, exile, 
struck, stained, tent, tribes, things, blood, root 

you, disappear, fire, milk, cut, earth 

refugee, shack, first drop, hold, star, dust, sand, stone, door, rich, 
flee to the sky, sun does not enter it, flesh with light 

ways, crack, dreams, silence, nymph, depth of differences 

weeping, six fold colours, dusk, pray for the soil, smoke, growth, 

silence, sign, neat, bird, path, mixed seasons, dances, built for 
blood, in your eyes, green, 
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tired 

clay 

steps 

horizon 

body 

waves 

focus, silence, attacked, sour, last, shut, first wound, vein, 

wall, bland, supporter, stone, provide, form, 

braid, wind, mistakes, display 

scrotum, knocked, names, refugees, body, 
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scoop, shouting, horseman, evening, bleeding, sky, smoke, 
moment, sitting on the sea 

street, secret, test, blood, knowledge, flee, direction, yellow lips, 
awakening, nothing, weeping, painting, covered with shame, 
hours, taking a tower, desert, camel 

2 - 4 - 2 AI-Hiwar AI-Akhfr Qabla Maqtal Ala(Usfiir Bi Daqaiq by . . 
Ibrahim Nasr Allah.167 . 

This poem (The Last Words and Moments Before the Death of The Bird) is the 

eighth in a series of eleven poems published in the DiVvan Al-Fatii al-Nahr wa al-

General in Amman in 1987. This poem was published as a separate Diwan in 1984 and 

again in 1985. 

1 - Introduction. 

lbramm Nasr Allah is a Palestinian poet who was born in al-Wahdat refugee . . 
camp in Jordan and is therefore known as the poet of the Palestinian camps. He 

published six DiWans between 1978 and 1987, 80% of which relate to the political 

situation and life in the Palestinian camps. The poet lived in the camps and fought in 

Amman, Beirut and on the Israeli border. He wants his poem to be a witness to events 

and feelings during this time. 

This poem describes and emphasises the plight, dilemmas and politics of the 

Palestinian revolutionaries. The poet expresses these in a straightforward manner, 
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concerned to make his points directly. He uses simple words in an effort to link the 

particular problems of Palestine to the problems facing humanity generally. This does 

not mean that the poet avoids the use of symbolism and other poetic devices. His 

writing causes the reader to read and meditate rather than read and forget. 

The poem is about four fida 'iyyin belonging to a Palestinian group (Guevara) 

who tried to force Israel to free their friends from prison by kidnapping an Israeli bus 

between the Palestinian cities of S\sqalan and Rafal]. In the introduction to the DiWan, 

the poet gives the reader certain information about the fidcl'iyyfn, for example, that they 

released a pregnant Israeli woman. The Israeli forces entered the ·bus, killed two 

fid1i''iyyfn and took the other two prisoners. The Israelis then beat them to death with 

clubs or sticks. The mother of these fida"iyyiiz said that the Israeli soldiers gouged out 

the.fida)iyym's eyes before they killed them. This event occurred in April1984. A year 

later Israel promoted General Mordechai for the •. way he han..dled these events. The 

Israeli journal Hidakhut, in a survey asked: Is the subsequent beating to death of two 

.fiailiyym acceptable? Is it dangerous? or is it a contradiction of law? 84% of those 

asked answered that it was acceptable. 

This poem is an intriguing poem that addresses something elemental and central 

in the lives of all Palestinians. At first it invites the reader by 'its conversational tone, 

then draws us along a journey that becomes more complex and varied as city after city 

imposes scenes of fighting and then progress together towards a destination. The 

destination is Gaza, but Gaza is transformed into a harvest field. The whole experience 

is perceived, and coloured, by the personality ofN~r Allah himself. The effect this has 

on the reader is qualified by the reader's response to the sort of character that Nasr Allah . 
is considered to be. 
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The poet builds this poem on the events following the bus journey. He divides 

the poem into two sections: 1- The ride on the Arab bus from Gaza to 'Asqalan; 2- The 

journey on the Israeli bus and the kidnap which took place between 'Asqalan and RafaJ}. 

(1)- The journey in the Arab bus from Gaza to ~sqalan contains the following: 

-description ofGaza city; fields, houses, sea, birds, and memories.[! - 81] 

- The jidll>iyyfns' feelings, ideas, wishes and their reasons for fighting [82 -

107]. 

-The planning ofthejidii>iyyin [108- 127] 

-Birds, earth, horses, wind, stream and prayer, all of which create the 

partnership between the above and thefidli,iyyin [128- 143]. 

-Greeting the martyrs orfidli.-iyyin and their dreams [144- 172]. 

- Preparation for the journey. mother's advice, the childhood of the fighter, 
., . i\- . 

Gaza's value [173- 228]. 

-Getting on the Arab bus to 'A.sqalan, description of Israeli security [229- 266]. 

- ~sqalan, the long journey there and the description of the passengers [261 -

296]. 

-The arrival in 'Asqalan, and the beginning ofviolence.[297- 312]. 

-The memories in the "ambiguous" moment [313- 341]. · 
' 

(2) - The events in the Israeli bus from ~sqalan to Rafah are as follows: 
. ~ " 

- Getting on the Israeli bus, description of 'Asqalin the city through the bus's 

window [342- 373]. 

-The events begin when bus's direction is changed to Gaza [374- 386]. 

- Presentation of the Palestinian question during the aggressive conversation 

between an old Israeli woman and one ofthefidii>iyyin [387- 399]. 
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- Thefida)iyyins' feelings [400- 415]. 

-The conversation between afidlPtand the pregnant Israeli woman. They 

release her as she requests [416- 440]. 

-The thirty year long Palestinian problem needs an answer, the fighters ask who 

can defme the Palestinian problem [441 - 474]. 

-Israeli soldiers search the bus, two of the fidii)iyyin are killed [474- 512]. 

-One street to reach Rafa!t, the Israeli soldiers are spread every where [513-

527]. 

- The hard moment, the Israelis shoot, beat, gouge eyes and kill [528 - 682]. 

-Description ofthefida'iyyins' death [683 -730]. 

These events, through the two journeys, the description of the cities and the death 

of the fidiJ>iyyTn, form the sections of this poem, which poem contains in all 729 lines 

and 19 sections. These sections are separated by • stars. Every'1 section has a different 

number of lines. 

2 ·Rhythm.· 

The poet uses two feet 0-- (/atulun) and -0- ifttllun) to suggest different types of 

sound. Analysing the use of ifa'iilun) and (ja1lun), we fmd that (ja14lun) is used to 

express the voice of jid4>iyyin and the use of (ja1lun) is used to express the voice of 

Gaza. The poet uses the rhyme na) in [40, 51]. Rhyme links verses together in [17, 21, 

29]. ·A number of rhymes can be seen in every section. For example, in the first section, 

the words are rhymed by id [5, 10, 14, 30]. ln section two the words are rhymed by at 

[41, 43,45 ,46 ,62] and a> [49, 54 ,57]. In section three, the words are rhymed by bi [85, 

88, 99]; in section four, by /r[108, 114], zah [110, 112, 115, 116], niin and nan [109, 

111]. This means that the Nasr Allah does not ignore the use of rhyme; he uses the 
• 
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above method (which is similar to Darwish's method discussed earlier in this study), to 

the end of his poem. Sometimes the pause (sukiin) in the rhyme expresses both the 

meaning and psychic feeling. It can be seen in [5, 10, 14, 17, 24, 29, 34, 37, 43, 47, 49]. 

Internal rhyme can be seen in [36, 83]; yawmi, zamani, imsi. For more examples see [24, 

25],[613, 614]. 

Repetition is used to emphasise both the situation of anger and the desire for 

peace [60, 63, 67, 74, 79, 104, 105, 106, 107, 189, 190, 375, 378, 400, 404]. Refrains 

used at the middle or end of the units or stanzas emphasise feeling. They give a kind of 

funeral tone mixed with glorification ofthefldd'iyyin [637- 641, 658 -661, 683- 685]. 

If one studies the rhythm in this poem one will fmd logical sequences, parallels, 

associations, and imagery. This long poem may be difficult to interpret, but 

understanding and following its logic is made easier by knowing the background and 
"'• !~C • 

current events through the introduction and footnotes. The logical sequence of the events 

of the journey helps the reader to grasp the ideas in this poem. The poet uses the 

sequence of verbs to achieve this logic. The opening sentences are used to emphasise the 

incident. They are used in an interrogative manner. Sentences that are used in the body 
. .. 

of this poem keep the sequence of ideas moving onwards. The closing sentences give the 

poet's opinion, assumptions and support, and develop a kind of ·"mental" rhythm. There 

is a thread running through the poem, contained in certain poetic lines that appear now 

and then, and these keep the sequence of the thought moving throughout the whole 

poem. For example, the collections of questions that are used in [22, 25, 214, 244,441, 

620] express a sequence of thoughts about the Palestinian problem. 

In fact, this rhythm can be recognised by looking at the parallels of feelings in 

the sentences through their relationships. The poet chooses a dramatic end. He conveys 

this tone through depressed or bitter feelings. It is seen through his description of the 
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cities, mothers and the Israeli treatment of the .fidlliyym, and the end of the fighters. 

This tone is depicted through feelings both positive and negative. 

3 - Theme and Structure. 

As mentioned earlier, the dramatic tone of the poem expresses depressed or 

bitter feelings. The events related by the poet such as "my neighbour's child was killed 

by a bullet" [76], "how many times they kill you and kill your hope " [530-531 ], and, 

"how many fences are built between you and them" [554] and many other examples 

throughout this poem bring the subject-matter to life. On the one hand, killing and hate 

are the main actions the poet and his people have to face, whilst on the other hand, there 

are the events involved in the kidnapping. His justification is given through the contrast 

and conflict in the feelings and attitudes of the fighters; for example, the conflict inside 

the fida1ihimself. He does not want to die. He loves peace, but "death is the step of 

life," and he detests this fighting [35-37]. The mother does not want her son to die, but 

Gaza has to be defended [ 209-212]. Gaza keeps her feelings like a mother to encourage 

the .fidllf to die. Gaza wants freedom [664-702]. These conflicts enable the reader to 

unravel the poet's concepts. The poet rejects death, he does-not wanHo fight and die, but 

he feels impelled to do so. The poet would love to live in peace and freedom. The poet 
·, 

then does not want death, but death is "the value for life." This conflict between life and 

death reflects the .fidil'i's or the martyr's value. The poet fmds a positive reason for 

death. 

The poet balances words and meanings, for example: bullet balances sun [16], 

flag balances song [17], wedding balances sun [31], and see [334], [358], [664], [86], 

[335], [446], [22]. He also maintains a balance between single words and phrases to 

express the numbers of al-ftit/a1iyym and their feelings. For example, One+ one+ one+ 

one balance four [375, 578], bullet + bullet + bullet + bullet balance four [576 - 579], 
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and see [286, 287], [393, 398, 399]. [288, 289], [445], [613], [506], [517, 518],and 

[661]. 

The poet uses short phrases to express his feelings and to describe the 

jidiiaiyyms' situations. For example, the use of annexation that describes the human 

quality "lover of :fruit [208], friend of blossom [209], colour of display" [444]. The poet 

omits some words or sentences to give the reader a chance to refresh his memory by 

finding the answers. For example, "Did your mother prepare the food? .... half a loaf 

of bread" [175], " I wish to pass ... tell" [13]," surprise" [27], " the earth said: Oh my 

horses, wait, she return to trees, ... stream and pray" [130]. Through the balance 

between feelings and words the poet displays the fighters' and the Palestinian voices, 

while his voice merges with the fighters' voices. 

4- The Poet's Voice. i\:· 

Actions begin with the journey of the fighters in the Arab and Israeli bus. These 

actions are dependent upon the use of subjects. Actions are expressed by simple and 
--- -

quick verbs. The poet persists in using simple verbs, but they suggest symbolic 

meanings at the same time. Verbs concentrate around the fighter as the main subject 

(voice). Fighter is used as "you+ I + we+ he = al-jidili". This subject is employed in 

85% of cases. Another look at the poem's verbs shows that 85% are used to express the 

positive side ofthejidlii On the other hand "they= the enemy," as the opposite of the 

jidi/i, is employed in 10% of verbs. These verbs describe the way that the Israelis 

express their anger, killing the fourjida 1iyyin·. 

This long poem tells a well-known story of heroic action and suffering of the 

Palestinian fighters of the West Bank. It deals with both physical and spiritual conflicts. 
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Characters are portrayed in great detail. The poet is the narrator but he unites with "we." 

He himself suffers the life of the camp, the fighting, occupation and the life of the exile. 

His experience will link with the fidii#f's experience. For example, the poet relates details 

about the fidd'>i's life, feelings, plans [34, 144, 189 - 190, 223 - 224, 279 - 282]. This 

poem can be classified as an epic with a narrative structure. This can be seen in the way 

the incident of the kidnapping is linked with reality. The incident summarises the 

Palestinian nation, its life and its problems [29- 32,68 -73, 175- 177,210-211,448-

455]. The use of metaphors is substituted for direct language, helping to illustrate the 

Palestinian problem at an international level [209, 470, 488]. The characters of the 

fidii)iyyin define their aims. They face difficulties in the course of achieving their 

purposes. They determine their own future. The structure shows the determination for 

action, namely, kidnapping the Israeli bus. The poet gives legitimacy to their action. 

Events move slowly, giving time for the reader to meditate upon them. The poet gives 

details of the event with a justification rather than a straightforward description of 
:-· i\:.-

events. The poet shares the dogma and trends of Palestinian thinking. 

The poet presents these events to the reader. They are events which have 

occurred in the recent past but still live in the present memory. The imperfect tense is 

used 160 times, compared to the perfect tense which is used 26 times. Present time is the 

time when "the bird is killed." The poet presents this through the chronology of human 

existence: 20, 30, 70 years of age; through the human stages of childhood, youth, 

motherhood, fatherhood and that of grandfather. These help the poet to express the 

length of time that the Palestinians have suffered occupation. This time is expressed also 

by seasons: summer, winter and spring; by parts of the day: morning, evening, night, 

night stars, morning stars; and by minutes. 
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5 a Word a association. 

The poet tries to express the ideas of this poem by using words in different 

contexts. These point to the implicit opposition of meanings. For example 

The poet uses the word "quiet" to describe the "sea of Gaza" [1]. This use in the 

opening stanza captures the movement of the sea at Gaza, stimulating wishes [ 6] and 

memories [38]. "Quiet" [500, 505] suggests long waiting and patience. It is a word 

inciting freedom [224, 233]. At this stage the reader might have become.accustomed to 

the use of the word "quiet" as an adjective but in [528, 630] it becomes the opposite: it 

is the waves of anger symbolising revolution. The revolution that changes the quiet sea 

of Gaza is followed by a question, used to point to the following: 

The word "question" is associated with childhood [22], that begins with 
1\:- . 

questions and curiosity. The word "question" here is used by a child who needs to know 

the reason for fighting [18-22]. The question [24] is complete in the fiditi's head and 

ripens like oranges, suggesting that he decides to go to fight. The word question is used 

to suggest the lost or missing Palestinians [305]. This is used as a simile. The poet takes 

the opportunity to express the Palestinian problem: the question has been there 20 or 30 

years and there is still no answer [ 443 - 453]. 

In this long poem the poet does not use words that extend in their associations to 

the whole poem. He uses a short or a fleeting association. There are many words 

highlighting the following basic ideas: home, freedom, the problem of refugees, 

fighting, martyrdom, occupied territories, ruins, and the peace delegation. 
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6 - Metaphors. 

In every stanza there is a metaphor, simile, metonymy, anthropomorphism and 

symbol. For example: 

1-The extended metaphor is used in this poem. For example [641 - 648], 

" From every side they come to you 

and divide you like lambs 

divide your blood between them 

and they will go back to paint their house with blood 

God who on high may see them 

and take away their fear 

of the thunder of this sky 

that will come. " 

i\:·. 

The poet builds this metaphor on his knowledge of the Jewish culture and 

beliefs. He links the story of the events of the Passover and the Palestinian events. The 

relationship between the two situations is the value of the blood. Blood from a lamb is 

used to protect Jewish families from being smitten at the hands ~f the destroyer.168 The 

blood of the Palestinian is used by the Jews for the same purpose. Jews paint their 

houses with Palestinian blood to take "the fear of the thunder of the sky" away. The 

relationship between both "childhood" and "lamb" implies peace, and "God and 

thunder" implies anger. The verbs: "come, divide, go back, paint, see, take up" build up 

the complete metaphor. 
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2- The paradoxical metaphor: the poet's imagery is divided into two parts, each 

of which oppose the other, and through this we discern the poet's meaning. For example 

[608- 620]: 

"two sails on the sea bend gently and quietly rise to the sky, two birds on the 

land trapped by the net, and Gaza plants its trees between the seasons of spring and 

blood, two sails are here, two birds are here and many killers" 

The relationship between the sea, two sailors and the sky can be drawn as 

follows 

two sailors and the sea is death 

two birds and the sky are trapped in the net but they are still alive. 

two of the fidii)iyyin go to the sky ( their souls) and go to the sea or death. 

The relationship between the sky and the sea is one of unity, ordering the end of 

the two sailors. This image ends in death when the sea and the sky divide the two 

sailors. But the two birds (two of the fidd,iyyin) who took a prisoner, die after the two 

sailors who were killed. This phrase might also represent the time when the soul leaves 

the body. The above forms a paradox. The fidii,iyyTn are dead but Gaza "plants its 

trees," i.e. the seed (of the cause of the fidiliyyin) is being sown and is growing. 

3- The symbolic metaphor: This type of metaphor builds on allusions taken from 

history and tradition. For example [ 468 - 4 70] "You are kind and seem to be like the 

farri(a sea bird that lives in Palestine); the knives nick his neck for twenty, thirty years, 

but he did not die." The bird is a symbol for the Palestinians whose country has been 

occupied for thirty years and who are oppressed by the Israelis; the farri lives in 

Palestine and is known for its strong and tough meat. The poet wants to say that the 

killing did not fmish the Palestinians. 
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The poet uses anthropomorphism to give a human touch [61, 91, 128, 143, 310, 

235,400,404,420,429,442,444,510,521,528,641,664]. 

In spite of these symbolic developments in the use of metaphors, the poet does 

not avoid the classical use of similes. His particular treatment of similes enables them to 

be profound. For example [499] "Do not tum now fluttering butterfly". However, he 

fails to build the same simile in [422 - 423]: "She left her finger on the silent embryo 

and wakes the fear in her womb." The poet creates a new type of composition from his 

imagery when he uses metonymy in a sketch. For example [493- 496], "the farmer went 

to his field not to cut the earth with his axe, but to let the earth become water for his vein 

and the flower follows him in the evening to his house." The water for the vein means 

the plant will provide the food and blood to the farmer's vein. The plant will also 

become flowers, filling the road. This is metonymy for "life will continue". Metonymy 

in this poem also colours meanings such as [64] "cloud carries the earth. to the stars," 
> It'··. 

which is metonymy for the high mountain or trees [210], "from Gaza's clay we paint our 

faces to be rosy," which is metonymy for Gaza's value [194], "nothing better than you 

except the flower that decorates your gun," being metonymy for martyr. This flower that 

decorates the gun, however, is also a symbol for the martyr's flower that is planted on 

the grave. The poet builds his stanza [97 - 1 05] on one word: fish, "the fish plays a 

role." This is a fish but it is also a symbol for the bullet. 

7 • Symbolism. 

Symbols can be classified in this poem as follows: 

1- The word "mother" governs the poem. She is a real mother and she is a 

symbol at the same time. This mother gives advice and waits for her son to return [173 -

228]. The mother changes to be a symbol for Gaza and Gaza takes a mother's role. She 
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follows thefida~i"s movement and supports him. Gaza is used as the first person singular 

when she calls thefidii''f"my son" [651, 682, 700, 719], and he calls her "my mother" 

[617, 637]. 

2- The poet employs allusions to both religious and historical events. The 

religious events are represented by the use of the Passover. The historical [190- 198] is 

used when the mother commands or advises her son [22- 29]. These commands are 

inspired by the speech of'Umar Ibn al-Kha~b the second of the Caliphs in the period 

of the Riishidfn. [22 - 29]. The poet employs the traditions and culture of Palestine as 

mentioned earlier in the discussion of the farrfbird. The poet expresses this tradition 

through the description of camp life, such as what they eat and the way the mother 

awaits her son. See [ 173- 177] and [214- 228]. 

3- The words and their associations express· different meanings. These words or 

partial symbols give the reader the opportunity to build new implicit meanings via the 

imagery. These partial symbols and their associations can be linked with the situation of 

the Palestinian resistance. For example, the Palestinian fighter mak~plans and thinks. 

These words also give an idea that peace is requested- by the Palestinian. Life in the 

Palestinian camps, prayer, wishes, dreams and houses, all together with the following 
·; 

list of words and their associations, form Palestine in the poet's images: 

SYMBOLS 

flower 

camps 

bullets 

sun 

ASSOCIATION 

occupied land, song, martyr, dry, freedom, rise up to be a palm 
tree, cherry, jasmine 

field, Palestinian, immigration, 

fish, truth, assassin, birds, 

freedom, song of life, women, light, truth, not a shadow, high 
hands, life of freedom 
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storm 

questions 

song 

light 

love 

blood 

trees 

fruit 

fire 

prayer 

mainland 

down 

palm tree 

wedding 

spreading 

mountain 

eye 

ribs 

windows 

Guevara group 

dream 

old hawk 

sound of eagles · 

gazelle 

chest 

houses 

friend 

Gaza 

secret, revolution, Gaza, bitter pain, 

waves, complete, orange, frame, disloyal, construction 

rising, love, freedom, maturity, waiting, heart, 

cities, plan, 

Gaza's moon, your gun, 

PART2 

pulsating, care, sunk, spreading, stars, erase the soldiers step, 
thirsty, conversation, dark, Spring season, partition, painting, 
prophet, club, wishes, 

events, supporting, plant, 

result, life, 

horizon, storm, 

silence, forward, submission, humanity, earth, blessing God, 

green, anger 

wide, Sindyin tree, 

follow, high, 

martyr, high, black horses, spreading 

question, shadow, bright star 

traveller, power, 

palm tree, gun, dreams 

i\:: .. · .. 

church, window, place for Palestine to sleep, 

Nawans, hate, shoot, prison, freedom, home 

prophet, gazelle, young, submit, decoration, erase the soldiers 
step, strong, pure star, bird, butchery of heirs, painting the 
houses, wedding, pleasant, fields, shadow, horses, love, one star, 
song Spring, butterfly, wings, hawk's cry, 

rose, child, partition 

power, experience, 

high, strong 

child, wake up, dream, 

suck, power, pleasant, milk 

service, wandering, lasting glory, stone by stone, child by child, 
rise up, vein 

blossom, fruit, peace, green life 

sea, earth, plant, cherry, rosy, vein, moon, big value, ambiguous, 
dangerous, thirsty, blood, high land, unlimited, trees, freedom 
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heart 

(Asqalan 

soldiers 

air 

sea 

waves 

beach 

stream 

horses 

birds 
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eyes, waiting song, place to hold Palestine 

street, branches, on our hand, quiet horizon, flower, empty land, 
horses, butterfly, 

enemy, hatred, many, shadow, dogs, death, spreading, gun's eye, 
depravation, force, raise, death, partition, blood, goggling eyes, 
Tatar's sword, Nero's hand 

freedom 

water, sail, quiet, morning, stream in the vein, old, sound of joy, 
waiting, submit, glory, blue, yours, place for enemy, face, light, 
shaking, vein, 

revolution, question, pleasant, loyal and unbending, power, 
honest, yard for martyrs 

womb of houses, horses, 

vein, memories, friend, helper 

freedom, song, bullet, supporter,jicJa•i, 

prisoner, few, far, fire, defme the way, nature 

- - • 169 
2 • 4 • 3 Tuqus al· Tin by Tahir Rlyad. . . . . . 

This poem Tuqus a/-Tin (The Mud Ritual) is the third in a series of five poems . . 
in the Diwan of this name, published in Amman in 1985. 

1 • Introduction. 

For Riy84 the creation of a poem depends entirely on language and rhythm. Both 
170 

consist of the harmonisation of dreams, focus and reality. Riya4 is a Palestinian poet 

who is concerned about the situation in the. West Bank. Martyrdom is his subject. He 

expresses his philosophical vision about the martyr. This provides the support, and 

encourages the Palestinians to continue their resistance against Israel. 
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Like Abu Shayib, Riya~ uses Sufi language to focus upon his topic, but in a 

different way. He unifies, rejects or harmonises Sufi methods, subsistence and 

annihilation (baqrl and fana}. The ideas of the martyr and his soul are used through 

this philosophy. The poet searches for an answer to the questions about the secret. of the 

spirit, mind, life and animated being. He searches for a satisfactory answer to the 

question of beauty in reality. In the poet's opinion, beauty is to be a martyr or a poet. 

This links the reality of Palestine with poetry. The dualism between things creates 

human anxiety. Riya~ understands that separation between two things is part of human 

life. The human always wants to free himself from this dualism. 171 Using this logic, we 

can say that dualism is the main theme that Riy~ uses to meditate on life, death, and the 

martyrdom caused by war. Riyac;l uses dualism thus: life- death, fighter- enemy, lies

honest, child of sun - weak flies, light - dark, focus - unclear, love - hate, sadness -

happiness, freedom -jar and pain -blood. 

Riya~ does not scrutinise the use of Sufi expressions like both Adiiriis or Abii 

Shayib, he borrows ambiguous Sufi expressions or terms such as al-wa~da, al-famt, al

siwak, al-waja~ a/-ghabash, al-shahqa, al-madd, al-wahin, al-wahaj, taryan, su•a?, al

uhjiyat, al-~ill. al-shwaq, tajalliyat, al-ru)yQ, al-salam and agh~shat. 112 

2 -Rhythm. 

Riya~ believes that classical rhythm is capable of expressing the anxiety of the 

present.173 Both classical and modem rhythms can be used to embody the poet's focus 

and experience. This means that Riya~ does not ignore classical rhythm completely. He 

selects from both rhythms classical and modem to convey his focus and imagery. This 

poem is distinguished by the use of six feet -0-- (fat;latun) in every verse or line from 

ramal metre. This poem is divided into five sections and every section has a different 
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number of lines. Every line in Riya~' s poem has six feet and is divided in two to present 

the theme of the poem. Rhyme is also employed at the end of the verses as follows: 

1- aaaaaaa [section 1] 

2- bbbbaaaabbb [section 2] 

3- dddd [section 3] 

4- eeffefeee [section 4] 

5- ggg [section 5] 

This control of the rhyming sections is not similar to the number of lines in the 

rhythmic division. In other words, if we divide the poem following the rhyme system we 

will find that the number of verses in each section is different compared to the number 

of verses if we follow the rhythmic division. The poet tries to rectify this deficiency 

between rhyming and rhythmic division by using internal rhyme inside a verse; see, for 
.. , '\·. 

example, :am>an--bardtin [18, 19], marra,jarra [58, 59, 64]. 

The rhythm does not become a ritual as the title of this poem suggests. It enables 

the poet to have the opportunity to express feelings, philosophy and anxiety through the 

conversation between himself and the symbol, human or martyr, that allows the poet to 

become one person.[l4, 15] "I do not die after you" [67] "I wait· for my wait" [29] "I do 

not hear except myself'. The above are able to change according to the feelings created 

by different lengths or type of sentences and so express the feeling of pain. Pain is 

presented through human suffering of both life and death. 

3 • Theme and Structure. 

Riyad begins this poem with a dialogue. He questions an unidentified addressee 
• 

in the first section, and the remaining sections seem to provide an answer. This is not a 
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response to the poet's question, but the introduction of imagery provides indicators of 

the poet's anxiety. It is 'a sense of deep foreboding: "the body is associated with death" 

[6], "the eyes are gouged out" [24]. It is love mingled with exquisite pain and death. 

Although the second section resists explanation, its mystery underlines the central 

fascination of the poem's theme. This love between the poet and the dead body is love of 

the soul. There is an unbridgeable gap between them, providing a yearning for unity 

where there is no hope of reunion, a pursuit of unachievable bliss. The poem here 

implies that the reunion is only possible through death, but, until then, the poet is "ready 

for death" [77] and thus is left with a precious vision, tortured by pain and love. The 

poet's extraordinary skill is in fusing the mystery of the theme with unobtrusively 

evocative contrasts in language. 

Humanity is created, in the poet's opinion, from love and wind, cloud and sun. 

This vision is changed by his emotion and these roles of creation are the destiny of 
·· · ;tc . 

martyrs. The poet creates, washes the earth with earth, adds sand to sand or death to 

death. He raises his voice, calls and searches through the philosophical and logical 

focus. 

4 ·The Poet's Voice. 

The poet is the speaker and the frrst person singular "I". The other voices unite 

with the poet himself. For example, the subject (voice) "you" is acquired by the clay, 

martyr, poet. "You+ I+ poet"= "we" and "we" equals the martyr. The poet omits Kaf 

al-mukliiltab that denotes the voice of "the martyr". For example, if the reader follows . 
the verb ji,tu he will be confused because the verb belongs to the voice of the martyr but 

the poet uses it as his own voice. This can be seen when the poet uses the verb yatadalla 

which belongs to the voice of the martyr, not the poet. The poet tries to support the 

martyr's action against what this action "will meet." These are the main voices in this 
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poem. The poet/speaker is involved with the actions, he questions the moments of 

creation and death of the martyr. These moments are in the present tense. The imperfect 

tense is used 40 times, compared with the perfect which is used 20 times. The present is 

important but the past still occupies a third of the poem. It is the present time that calls 

up the memory. Time is formed by memory. It has no limited period or season. This 

period of Palestinian history is the period of history that is called the death of the 

martyr. It is not any specific event but it is a time that still expresses an anxious or 

restless memory and hides a philosophical explanation of these historical events. This is 

the time to wake up, be silent, become and remember. It is also the end, sun, dinner, age, 

cloud of fear, old, and night. It is the time of bleeding. 

5 ·Word-association. 

"Eyes", "hands", "blood" and "death" are the main word-associations the poet 
:\'. 

uses to recreate both his ideas and subject. For example 

"Eyes" denote the beginning of events and the reason for pain as a general idea. 

For example in the verse "close your eyes" [3] it is intended to evoke the situation of 

these eyes that are shown [17] "gouged by strangers" [23]. These eyes rise as the sun. 

These eyes see and shine and have life. The poet's eyes cannot see clearly. He has 

become shortsighted. This suggests both sadness, and a focus or future lacking vision. 

''Hand" is used as singular and plural. Its synonym al-zind, and raha, is used to 

represent the action of life, travelling between life and death. The use of "hand" in 

"weakness from my hand" [12] suggests the weak hand is extended asking for help. The 

two hands in [30 - 33] "wash the earth with earth and collect the blood over faces" 

suggest the rebirth of the martyr's body, returning to the earth to liberate the earth from 

strangers. The hand of earth is opened in [ 40] to welcome the martyr. This welcoming 
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suggests that large numbers of martyrs are welcomed by the earth. "The clay exists from 

your hands" in unit [45] indicates the creation of both the good and weak man. This man 

loves the winds, "a man becomes a martyr who loves the wind" [48 -51] to suggest 

freedom or adventure. The hand evokes the cycle of life and death. This hand is 

metonymy for the power of God. The cycle of life begins with clay which becomes a 

cloud of tears. Your hands [ 61] are camels that travel to God. This suggests the martyr is 

carried to God by his hands, meaning that his hands are the cause of his death. 

The word "death" suggests the end of the cycle of life to begin again, that is, it 

suggests rebirth (martyr). In [14, 15] "you do not die after me and I do not die after 

you," the action is death but "we, I and you" are still waiting bodies that will be created 

again. "Death" in "he creates sand from sand and death" [43, 44], is equivalent to the 

action of rebirth that evokes life and continues the cycle of this life. Death is caused by 

killing: "you are killed to make the dry earth the best field" [SO]. This shows that the 

martyr gives his life to free the land and people. "I am prepared for death" [77] suggests 
' 

that the poet is already bleeding. Bleeding is shown through the use of blood. Bleeding 

evokes the numbers of martyrs [16]. This bleeding changes to be a question [22] of who 

causes this action t_o end with death. Martyr's hands wash the earth and collect blood 

over the other martyr's faces. This becomes [54] "bleeding blood is blessed once" to 

evoke the martyr that dies once. Death is only once. "Greeting for bleeding" is a 

colloquial expression evoking the number of martyrs and the poet's feelings that are 

involved with the martyr's pain. 

From the above the following ideas can be summarised: (1) the eyes are gouged 

out but they will be replaced by the shining sun; (2) the hands of the martyr are asking 

for help when they are travelling between life and death; it has to be death or a free life; 

(3) the martyr is welcomed, and returns to the earth through rain, the cycle of life ends 

in death, this is the power of God; (4) death is caused by killing. The martyr gives life to 
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the people and land; (5) the question IS who causes the death. 1brough this 

philosophical questioning the poet analyses the decay of the martyr's body. These 

ambiguous visions create the poet's depression through a philosophical outlook which 

gives value to martyrdom and shows that the martyr is still alive in the world. 

6 - Metaphors. 

The poet employs one type of metaphor to express the idea of creation. For 

example [56 - 59] 

" He creates the clay from a cloud to form tears, 

the trees are sparkling 

he is dying, his age is like a jar. 11 

i\.-

The relationships between "clay" and "sparkling" is like the relationship between 

"cloud" and "trees". The "sparkling" and "clay" complement each other to mean that the 

martyr's body becomes clay while the cloud and the rain or tears become trees. This 

cycle of human life is limited like a "jar," or becomes clay used to "protect theJar". The 

verbs "create" and "protect" link between the parts of the relationship in the metaphor. 

The same type of metaphor can be seen in [10, 11, 17, 18, 33, 34]. 

The poet uses his imagery to express feelings that support the martyr. He 

expresses this by the rich use of classical similes. For example: "you are thirsty like a 

deer or you are cold like thunder" [18 - 19], "the distance is tired like me, it empties its 

hands for those who pass quiet like a prayer" [ 41]. 

Metonymy is used to express sadness in a direct way. It is used to express the 

martyr's features and the Palestinian occupation. For example "the further pain" is 
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metonymy for death; "mouth of darkness" is metonymy for disloyalty; "strangers " is 

metonymy for occupiers; "bitter anger or crazy or careful man" is metonymy for the 

behaviour of the enemy; "washes the earth with earth and collects the blood" is 

metonymy for the number of martyrs; "naked in cloud" is metonymy for refugees; "take 

away the shadow from shadow" is metonymy for showing the truth of the occupation. 

The poet explores his skills when he changes the vowel in one word each time 

he uses this word to suggest different meanings. For example the use of siwiiya, sawak, 

tusawwT and siwa The first word means "except me"; the second, to "stop thinking"; the 

third is the verb means "to prepare" and the fourth means "the exception". The poet also 

uses the word irtikha ~ meaning the time for rest, and the word urakhE to lose time. The 

anthropomorphism used in the construction of the metaphors and metonymy enriches 

the movement of the poem. There are interesting uses of anthropomorphism such as "the 

swing of time, wash with thunder and night sun". 

7 - Symbolism. 

A philosophy ~at searches for the se_cret of creation and death is the main 

subject of this poem. The poet intends to explore "clay or mud" as a symbol. The "rites 

of the clay" express the cycle of life. In the beginning, the clay is silent. It is dark. The 

sound of God creates the body that is covered with skin. These bodies decay in death, to 

be created again. This idea also fmds expression in the title of the poem "The Mud 

Ritual." The poet uses the word "clay" as a second person singular that indicates the 

martyr. The body of the martyr becomes assimilated into the clay. Thus this "clay" is a 

symbol for the body of the martyr and a comprehensive symbol for the secret of 

creation. 
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The cycle of the clay controls the use of other words and their associations. 

These words: clay, martyr, sun, and loneliness can be called partial symbols. From clay 

the martyr is created. The martyr will decay back into clay. The cycle of these and their 

associations can be seen in the following table: 

SYMBOLS 

clay 

martyr 

sun 

loneliness 

ASSOCIATION 

dark, thrown out, silence, sound of God, skin, wake up, meat, 
grave, sadness, levels, hands, death, martyr, flower, 

lover of God, cloud of tears, spark of light, thunder, thirst, cold, 
naked, dream, prayer, heart, friend of sun, 

eye, light, friend, 

sadness, pain, destruction 

106(Abd Allah al~dhari, op. cit., p.24 

107 See Die Darstel/ung de Oktoberkrieges Von 1973 in de Syrischen Erzahlliteratur, 
reviewed by M. J. Young, Journal of Arab Literature, 1993, p.1 01 

108 -Ibid., p.25 

109 See Mahmud al-Atrash Ittijanat al-Qissa F SUriya Ba~ al-Harb al-silamiyya, 
Damascus: 1S92, pp . 70~71 and 202-207, and ~ee MamdUh al-~ciwan.: La Budda Min al-
Tafii~T/, Beirut: 1982, pp. 5-19. · 

uo See Fred. J. ·K.huri, The Arab-Israeli Dilemma, New York: 1976 pp. 375-445, and 
515. 

Ill See Fawwaz 'fiiqan, op. cit., pp. 15-19. 

112 See Hanan Ashrawi, op. cit., p. 4 

ll3 See Jayyusi, Anthology ... , p.56 

114 Syrian poet from Hama, educated in Damascus. He is a journalist and playwright, 
who published eight collections of poems, seven plays and five books translated from 
Western literature. Among his collections of poetry are: The Green Shadows (al-?ill al-
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Akhtfar) 1962, The Impossible Time Has Come (Jiia Zaman al-Musta~Tl) 1982, My 
Mother Chases Her Murderer (UmmTTutarid Qatilahli) 1982 and several others. 

115 See4:Azma, op.cit., p. 80 and Qudiina Ibn Ja~ar, op. cit., p.2. 

116 Translated by Salma Jayyusi, op. cit., pp. 466 - 468. 

111 L . OC.Clt. 

11sL • OC. Cit. 

119 L . OC.Clt. 

120 L . OC. Cit. 

121 
SUral NU~, 71 : 27 

122 See Jayyusi Trends .. . p.713. 

123 Syrian poet and journalist. Among his collections are The Departure and the 
Bedouin's Voice (al-Ra~ii wa $awt al-Badaw{j 1970, Music Over the String Wounded 
(TanwJfat ~Ia Watar al-jira~) 1969, My Lover's. Eyes and ;\the Separation (lfJyUn 
Ifabibaij wa al-Ghurba) 1976, The Flower of Fire (Wardat al-Niir) 1965 and the 
Harvest of Sun (J:la~ad al-Shams) 1972. 

124 s <Azm . 80 ee a, op. ctt., p. 

125 The liver symbolises sadness, loss or grief. 

126 See Ahmad raris, al-Kitaba wa-al-Tdb'fr, Beirut: 1979, p. 21. 

127 The Arabic wordjawarT(slaves) includes the meaning of women bought or sold for 
diversion. 

128 See the footnote on the Dlwan p. 148. 

129 L . OC. Cit. 

Bo L . OC. Cit. 

131 Syrian poet from Damascus. He developed his poetic language after he published the 
first collection Rain Over the Burnt City (Ma{ar Fawqa al-Madma al-Mu~tariqa). He 
published another four collections Shadow and the Watchman of the grave (al-~ill wa 
Ifaris al-Maqbara) 1966, Whinneying of the dumb wind ($ah1l al-Riya[l al-Kharsa1 
1970, When the Swallow MigrateJ(Cfndamii Yuhajir al-Sanii) 1972,and the Dust of Rain - -) (Ghubar al-Shita) 1979. 
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132 Lebanese poet from Zabgih village in the south of Lebanon, educated in Tyre. He is 
a journalist. His poem and articles illustrate the war in Lebanon. His collections include: 
Emigration to the Sun of Yathrib (al-Ra~il Ita Shams Yathrib) 1981, Songs Over The 
Litani River (Ughniyat Ifubb (aliiNahr al-L~tanz) 1985, The Remorseful flower, (Wardat 
al-Nadam) 1990), and The Elegy of Dust, (Marthiyat al-Ghubar) 1992. 

133 See Shakir al-NabulsT, op. cit, p.400 and see Mustafa al-Shak"'a, Al-Adab al-Andalusf, 
Beirut: 1983, p.437 

134 Hisar Li Maaa ~ih al-Bahr, Tunis: 1984, QasTdat Beirut p. 87 . . ' . . . 
135 llii Beirut al-Untha Ma<Ifubbf, Beirut: n.d, pp. 35-37. 

136 See Lisiin al-51.rab under ramal 

137 See Qas"ilid Muharraba ilii Habibaff Asyii, Beirut: 1983, p.37 . . 
138 The Greek king of Macedonia 194-196 B.C. 

139 Hiram was a king of the Phoenician Kingdom ofTyre 969-936 B.C. . ·. ~. 

140 -See Siirat al-Fil; 105: 3-4 

141 See Siirat Vmriin; 3: 49 

142 Gartagena is a city in Spain ruled by the Arabs. 

143-Lebanese-poet from--Biyat Yahlin, South Lebanon, His collections include: Smuggled 
Poems For My Lover Asia (Q~clid Muharraba ilii Ifabibatl Asya) 1975 and 1983, 
Birds For The Bitter Sun (TujUr ila al-Shams al-Murra) 1984, I Call You My Owner 
And My Lover ( Unadi"ka Ya-Malikiwa flab1bi) 1984, Cloudy bream Of The Wanton 
King (Ghaym al-A~liim lil Malik al-Makhlfi~ 1984. 

144 See DTwan pp. 5-6 

145 L . 
OC.Clt. 

146 Lebanese poet from Sin al-Fit, Beirut. His collections include: For the One Who Is 
Advanced In Death (Yif Ayuha al-T;c;n jlMawt al-Mawt) 1973, Compass Of Blood 
(Bu~alat al-Dam) 1977 and Face F~lls Down But Does Not Reach (Wajh Ya~qu{ wa la
Ya~il) 1981. 

147 John Peck, How to Study The Poet, Hong Kong: 1988, p. 54 
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148 Jordanian poet from Za)y village in west of Jordan. His collections include: 
Prophecy of The Last Night (Nubilat al-lay/ al-AkhTr) 1982, Salvation From A Misty 
Island (al-Khuruj Min Jazirat al-pabiib) 1986, and Elegy to The Third Phase (Marthiya 
liZ Mahatta al-Thalitha) 1987 . . .. 
149 See the same idea in Studies in Modern Arabic Poetry, ed by R.C. Ostle, op. cit., 
pp.76-78. 

150 See Ahmad al-Hashiml, Jawahir al-Balligha, Beirut: 1978, pp. 307-331, cAllal
Janm, Min al-Baliigha al-Wiiqi~a, n.p, 1986, p. 35. 

151 See al-Sayyid Qu!b Tafsir a!-R,}ya, Cairo: 1984, pp.7-9 and see Sura~ ~afat; 37: 102 

152 See ~anna FatmUrl, Tiirlfh al-Adab al-~rabT, Beirut: n.d, p. 731 

153 See Khruid KarakT "Qiri'al: Naqdiyya FfDiWan ~ral-Fazza( Marthiya lil Mahatta 
al-Tlialith" -Al-Ra"y al-Thaqa.tl-JarUlatal-Ray, Amman: 1989. ' .. 

154 Jordanian poet from the town Sal~ in the west of Jordan, Published one Diwan The 
Old Man Dreams of Rain (Al-Shaykh Ya~lum bi al-Ma!ar) 1986~, 

155 See FakhUrl, op. cit., p.l65 

156 See the analysis of Song of Rain in this thesis. 

157 Jordanian poet from~~ town in the north of Jordan, published Solo on the Wounds 
(Taqasfrn ~Ia al-Jirah) 1973 and When We Meet (lndama Naltaql) 1980. 

158 See The Waste Land, T. S Eliot, op. cit., pp. 136-141 and see the analysis of the Song 
of Rain poem in part one of this thesis. 

159 See Lisan al-~rab Baraq. 

160 Palestinian poet fron Dayr al-Ghu~un village in Palestine> living in Jordan. His 
collection The Book of Situations (Daftar al-Ahwal wa al-Maqamat) 1987. 

161 See RajW 'id, op. cit., pp.120-121 and see :tJanna Fakhun op. cit., p.703 and see 
Layla Bakhtiar Sufi, expressions of Mystic Quest, London: 1976, pp. 17-21. 

162 SeeM. J. L. Young, op. cit., pp. 101-103. 

163 See Raja>. ~id, op. cit., p. 121, and see Adiinfs Muqaddima li al-Shi'r al-~rabi, 
Beirut: 1983, pp.130-139.and see Layla Bakhtiar, op. cit., p. 17-21 

164 All these questions are borrowed from the Sufi expressions, see Ilyas Khiir1p.91 
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165See Rajal "id, op. cit., pp. 120-125, and see Ibn a!Ji'\rabf, FITurjuman ai-Ashwiiq, 
Beirut: n.d, p. 4 

166 Siirat Maryam 15:19 

167 Palestinian poet was born in the al-Wi~dat camp in Amman, Jordan. His collections 
include: The Horses on The Elevation Of The City (ai-Khuyiil «alii Mafarif ai-Madma) 
1980, The Rain Inside (ai-Ma{ar fi ai-Dakhil) 1982, Morning Songs (Anashid al-~abOfz) 
1982, The River Boy and The General (ai-Fata ai-Nahr wa ai-General) 1987 and 
others. 

168 The Bible designed to be read as literature The book of Exodus7 p.94 (Eds) and 
arranged by Ernest Sutherland Bates, London, n.d. 

169 Palestinian poet, living in Amman and Damascus. His collections include: The 
Desire of The Wind (Shahwat ai-R'l/:1) 1983, The Mud Ritual ('['uqus ai-_Ttn) 1985 and 
The Lame Staff(al-~~a ai-CArja')1988. 

170 See The Lame Staff, Amman: 1988, pp.13-16 
;\;:. 

171 s R·-Jfi-d · 119 ee a.Ja , op. ctt., p. · 

172 See Ibn al-'Arabi, op. cit., p. 40-41 

173 Interview with!~ Riya?, ai-Anwar, pp.l31, 133 
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3 - Discussion of The Analysis of Selected Poems. 

The analysis in part two presents the way elements of poetic language are integrated 

in the selected poems. Part three discusses the analysis in part two and follows the ~e 

pattern. 

3 - 1 Introduction. 

As the previous analysis established, every poem selected discusses social, economic 

or political matters. Poems often adopt a combination of two approaches such as the 

direct presentation and discussion of social problems together with allusion to other 

political issues or events within the texl The social and political are often linked as in 

(Udwan and Zudi's poems. Historical elements are often link~ with political events, as 

in the poems of Shams al-Dih and Bazigh. 

Some of the poets appear reluctant to discuss :their subject.-matter directly. They 

allude to political issues, illustrating and analysing them but without giving clear 

conclusions. The main conclusions can be seen in the poet's personal emotions: self

doubt and anxiety. Al-Naclm's poem is a good example. Other poets illustrate and 

analyse their subject-matter and arrive at .clear conclusions through their dreams, 

imaginations, memories and experiences. The poets' dreams are not difficult to express 

in the poem. For example, Shaul asks for peace, Bazigh decides to rebuild Tyre, Abu 

Shayib and Riyi~ unite with martyrs ready to fight, while N~r Allih himself 

experiences the fighting. Moreover, in Shams al-Dih's poem, the conclusions can be 

understood through comparison between past and present events. Some conclusions can 

be linked with the way the poet chooses a dramatic end for the characters in his poem, 

for instance, the death of Zaydan's son in the poem of al-Fazza~ the. master who in 

power will gain more power in the poem of ('Udwin; and " a child born with cross

eyes" in the poem of ~jliini. We see in most of these poems, poets choosing a tragic 

end for certain characters with whom they are most in ·sympathy and thus we have the 
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main purpose of such poems. The poet can simulate a world and manipulate events in 

his poetry to reach the end he desires in his real world. 

Consequently, the· selected poems, except that of al-Na<im, draw their conclusions 

and establish their dreams with emotional effect. These conclusions enable the poems 

to rise above the more common criticism of modem Arabic poetry after the 1967 ·war, 

viz. the negative viewpoint of self-criticism and anxiety, expression of loss and 
180 

separation. . 

The analysis of the poems in part two shows different shapes of poems in length and 

structure. All poems selected are divided into sections. Sections may be titled. They 

may be separated by spaces, marks; stars or full stops. The· titles of the sections are a 

guide to the main idea of each section that allow the reader to move con~utively from 

one idea to another. <Ajluni's poem is a good example. Every section has a different 

number of lines and every line has one or two sentences. A group of sentences 

completes one verse. The reader will recognise the verse or line by the punctuation. 

In the selected poems, poets use punctuation in: the conventional way, to make the 

end of a sentence etc. But some poets such as Fazza' and Bazigh use unnecessary 

punctuation in the middle of the sentence and before the end of the verse. Fazzic: and 

Bazigh use unnecessary punctuation because they believe that the overuse of 

punctuation- has a special effect on the reader. The reader can penetrate the poet's 

feelings. This belief may be one way to except the overuse of punctuation in their 

poems and counteracts the usual critical statements regarding the overuse of 

punctuation in modem Arabic poetry which is often ascribed to the poets' lack of 
181 

knowledge of culture and language. 

There is a tendency to use short sentences of equal length. There is also a tendency 

to use sentences of the same grammatical type in the selected poems. In the poetry of 

Shaiil and Shams al-Dih, a sort of parallelism occurs in the use of sentences. The device 

of running sentences on from one line to another is used often. Sometimes the line runs 

on from one verse to the next. This helps to create a narrative or prose style in a poem. 

Critics such as Y.<Izz al-Din refuse to classify this type of writing as either poetry or 
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prose. In the view of other critics, this tendency to use the prose style in a poem is 

one adopted by modem poets in a belief that it contains the elements of beauty better 
183 

than the normal poetic style. 

3" 2 Rhythm. 

As stated earlier (part one), most of the twelve poems can be classified as free verse, 

which is defmed as a rhythm that does not follow a conventional metrical or stanza 
184 

pattern, having either irregular rhyme or none at all. The verses are of irregular 

length; having no pattern of stress.· They are frequently marked by devices such as . . 

repetition, parallelism, grammatical structure etc. Cadence is employed rather than 
185 

formal scanned feet, usually without rhyme. 

The earlier analysis in part two demonstrates that every poem has its own rhythm. 

This rhythm is created through the prominence o{ihe poetic lahguage. This makes it 

difficult to follow one method to analyse the rhythm of each poem. It can be assumed 

that rhythm is composed of two elements: First, rhythm both on paper in the design of 

verse and in sound, thus employing both eyes and ears. Second, the feelings that are 
186 

revealed in die prosody.- Both are effective ways to discuss rhythm itt modem Arabic 

poetry, particularly in the poems selected. 

(1) Metre and Foot. In general free verse is based on one foot. Modem poets do not 
187 

use one foot in its classical form. They do not rigidly adhere to it but depend on the 

construction of a poem, including their feelings and focus, to dictate their choice of 

rhythm. In the poems selected the treatment of foot takes different forms, for instance, 

poets continue using the classical division in the number of feet in the classical line 

(bayt). Riya<J uses 8 feet in the first and second lines. These two lines are equivalent to 

two hemistiches; ~adr and <ajz in the classical line (bayt). 
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In the use of metre poets who uses one foot in the ftrst line of their poem follow al-
188 

Mala1ika's principle of using "one foot without its zafzilfat" but, at the end of their 

poems, they apply one foot ~d its ~a[Uifat and this results in long and short verses. In 

the analysis of part two, we fmd that pure metres such as ramal, mutadarik, majzu• 

wafir, and, kiimil that repeat one foot predominate. The use of the bas it metre that 

contains two different types of feet such as in Shaul and Zudi's poems is not acceptable 

to al-Mala .. ika because in her view the use of two feet in free verse leads to harshness, 
189 

error, and disorder in the main structure of the poem. The poets go further, fust, 

when they mix two metres such as in the poetry of Na~r Allih. I see the justification of 

this use in N~r Allah whose choice of the -long or epic poem permits him to use this 

mixture of feet. He expresses different sounds: a mother and Palestinian fighters. 

Second, when the poets apply _zafUlfat more than Nazik al-Mala~ika suggested in her 
190 

study. For example:jat;lun becomes fa~/ andfi.Cfun in Kha~~m. Bazfgh, Fazzac and 

Ajlurii's poems; mufa~latun becomes muftlilun, muj'{tltun, mafacalun, mafa<ilun and 

ma/il in Shaw and Ziidi's poems; and fa<ilatun beComes fo(i/tun~ Ja<ilatu, and fdfilal in 

•udwan and Riya4's poems. In my view, this overuse of fihli.fat gives the poet more 

freedom to express his feelings. It also gives colour to the poem but, at the same time, it 

is a sign that the poem has lost the irregular beat and the irregular length of verses. 

(2) -Rhyme. The fact that there are different opinions on the importance of rhyme in 
191 

free verse allows the poet to adhere to, or neglect the rhyme in his poems at will. 

From the earlier analysis (part two) it can be said that there is still an adherence to the 

use of rhyme in the poems selected. In these poems rhyme can be divided into external 

and internal ones. As we saw in the previous analysis, internal rhyme is used in every 

poem selected. External rhyme uses different elements of classical rhyme and occurs 

less often. Poets use rhyme in one section, but to recognise this rhyme in these poems 

the reader must often search for the lines that are rhymed. As stated in part two, in the 

poems of 'A.jliini', Fazfa~ and Abii Shayib, the use of rhyme is different from rhythmic 

writing as it is in the poem of Riyaq. Other poets adhere to the use of rhyme in some 
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verses but not in others, as in Na<'m1, Ziidi' and Bazigh, while others even neglect the 

rhyme, for instance Shaul and KhagcJiir. 

The qiifiya al-muqayyada that ends with sukun in the last consonant is used in most 

of the selected poems. This may be due to the influence of al-Sayyab. The repetition of 

the rhyme is recognised as a part of rhythm in poetry, but in Ziidi's poem it is used in a 

new way. This appears when he uses the word tzuzn many times in different structures 

(noun, verb etc.) adding pronouns. Ziidi assumes that the sound of this word is enough 

to echo rhyme. 

· · In four of the selected poems the poets utilise individual letters to si~ify or express 

not only the exact meaning but also to create rhythm. The rhythm can be created with 

the repetition of the same letter in a line or lines in the poem. The poets such as al

NiCUn, N~ Allah and Bazigh use certain letters in the beginning, middle, or end in 
192 

words. For example, the use of lur, as the last letter in a word denotes separation, 

extension, and appearance in al-Na'im's poem. He atso uses ghDyn at the beginning of 

words to evoke darkness, secretiveness or ambiguity about the future: giza9ab, ghDr, 

ghiyab, ghadir, ghina> (see the discussion of al-Na(im's poem in part two). The use of 

sad in the central position of words denotes action or strong opposition, the use of 'ayn 

denotes a strong position or self reliance and qaf denotes accident or anger with a 

strong voice, see Nasr All3h and Bazlgh. Sfn and shin are used at the beginning of . ' 

words to convey the effect of easy, loose or whistling sound in Riya\l's poem. To 

summarise, the use of such letters helps not only to facilitate pronunciation but also to 
193 

enable feelings to be recognised and to create the rhythm. 

(3) Repetition. Repetition as a phenomenon is within the realm of rhythm in free 

verse. Repetition as a main technique of free verse is a musical unit, that is, a recurring 

line or group of lines, phrase, rhyme, idea, alliteration, assonance, or consonance in one 
194 -

poem. The avant-garde poets of the 1950s and 1960s, notably al-Sayyab and 

Darwish, repeat words, phrases, sentences, lines and refrains. In Unshiidat al-Ma_tar, 

al-Sayyab for example repeats ma,tar (rain) to emphasise the special significance of this 
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word. Mafar is used as a title, rhyme and refrain. The use of refrain captures the 

rhythm and enriches the implicit meaning. 

Repetition establishes the foundation of the rhythm in the selected poems. There is 

repetition of letters, words and sentences on paper but the sound also repeats echo and 

tone. All these are used for different purposes which can be summarised as follows': 

(1) Repetition of adawat al-nafy and al-tamanm: In the poem of al-Na"im, law lam 

afal are repeated to emphasise his rejection. In the poem of 'Ajliinf, the repetition of 

law is to express wishes and hope. 

(2) Repetition of sentences is used to begin, link and express continuity of tone. For 

examples see Na'im, Kha~~lir and Riya~. To avoid the monotony of repetitive action 

the above poets use synonymous words and this shows particularly in Kha~~iir. (Ajliini 

repeats some sentences in different grammatical orders. 

(3) Refrains are sometimes used to suggest circularity in the poem's movement. They 

thus appear in different places in the poem to give the reader a chance to stop and 

restart again, as seen in Bazigh. Sometimes the pdet avoids reJjetition of a refrain by 

changing words and in doing so, also introduces an element of ambiguity. This 

ambiguity refers to ambiguous time and events in war. The idea of changing words in 

refrains not only avoids monotony but also expresses feelings. For example see Bazigh 

who use refrains to carry through a philosophical concept, and Na~r AJ.Ia!t who uses 

refrains to express emotions. 

In addition to the above, successful use of repetition adds meaning to the rhythm. 

For example, to improve the rhythm some poets repeat the echo of the sound of long or 

short vowels to express tension or quiet feelings of submission and to convey suffering. 

In my view, some unsuccessful repetition is used to emphasise the meaning in different 

Arabic grammatical structures in order to show the poet's skills but, in the process, 

rhythm is lost as we see in the analysis of 'Ajhini's poem (part two). 

In the selected poems rhythm also depends on symmetry between both feeling and 

association of imagery. Parallelism, synonymy, comparison, correspondence and 
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opposition all create rhythm. The means of expressing this rhythm are the poetic 

sentence, line and the balances between them. 

( 4) Poetic Sentence and Poetic Line. These conventional technical terms are used 

by modem Arabic critics to explore the symmetrical use of the sound, word, shape and 

meaning in a sentence, sentences or line to create rhythm. There are no defmite 'rules 

available for these terms. In fact, in some of the poems selected, some sentences can be 

described as poetic sentences. In the selected poems, poetic sentences are woven 

symmetrically between the sound, feet, structure, shape, and meaning to create their 

own rhythm. In this case a sentence contains a beat of the feet. A sentence may contain 

the same structure in its words, for example, ''jf al-bat marrat al-~u[iil], jurUJ;t al

manazil majdin ghadat kluiwiya", in Na~ Allah [223], or ''fi hll!lnik ata<arra, aghfii, 

atahawa, aghraq jfbahr makhnilq al-samt", 'A.jlUitl [13]. The reader can feel the beat . 
in the use of words that have the same rhyme (in the first example) or the beat of verbs 

195 
(in the second example). A poetic sentence is extended to correspond with other 

poetic sentences and is usually seen in the repetition of thct same- words in such 

sentences, for example, "law baqiyat min manazilinafusfzatun barida, law baqiyat min 

marakibina mawjatun (a"ida, law baqiyat min maqiibirina law[latun shiihida", Bazigh 

[436-438]. 

Through a poetic sentence, the poetic line (al-sa_tr al-sh1"<ri) is achieved. A poetic 

line is different from the classical bayt. A poetic line is not only used to show how 

thoughts are established and extended through poetic sentences but also how these 

thoughts affect t:~te reader and leave him tense or quiet. They can reveal the reaction of 

the reader. 

Essentially, in the selected poems the poet composes poetic sentences not only to be 

balanced in beat and meaning but also in grammar and syllables as well as rhythm, see 

the discussion of the poems of Shiiil and Shams al-Din in part two. In these two poems 

the poets try to construct their poems in poetic sentences to include the whole rhythm. 

When there is a choice of parallels between parts of a sentence such as an explicative 
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opposition or limitation at the beginning or the end or sentences between brackets, then 

the poetic sentence resembles the work of Shaiil. The descriptive case limits the length 

of the poetic sentence. 

From the above we can conclude that in the selected poems poets use both the 

rhythm of free verse, and rhythm with characteristics of prose poems. The 

characteristics of prose poems can also be seen in the arrangement of the body of the 

poem such as alternating between sentence and metaphor. For example, N~r Allih uses 

short and long sentences to alternate between two images that build a complete 

metaphor [607-615], C'Udwan separates between two sentences to correspond between 

two images that build the metaphor [16-20]. The characteristic of the prose poem can 

be illustrated through the weaving of the elements of poetic language, meanings and 

associations. This rhythm permits the critics to go further to describe modem Arabic 

poetry as losing shape and form, suggesting that this type of poetry is neither poetry nor 
196 

prose. 

3 - 3 Theme and Structure. 

The previous discussion of the structures of language and theme in part two 

established that there are four ways of looking at the form of . .this relationship: first, 

connections between the elements of language, for instance, the use of words and 

sentences that enable the poet to bring his subject-matter to life; second, the value of 

the poet's world; third, how the employment of concepts relates to reality; and, fourth, 

the connection between the use of the concepts and the poet's feelings. 

Parallelism. In the poems selected poets employ different methods to express 

parallels between words or phrases that reveal the implicit connections in meanings and 

thoughts. This is illustrated by. 
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(a) The parallels between words that indicate the general ideas of the poem, for 

example, the word "dry" is parallel with the word "death", and "green branch" is 

parallel with "life" in .:Ajliini's poem. 

(b) Parallels which exhibit coincidence between two images, for example, "child's 

sun" coincides with "flies" in Riya~ denoting the characteristics of human nature. ~ 

(c) Words which have more than one meaning, where the meanings are parallel with 

each other. In this way the concept is conveyed, for example, the concept of the cycle 

of life in (Udwin's poem, when he uses the word "stranger" as a parallel for the old 

women, meaning that the old women lost concentration and began to act strangely. 

Parallels also illustrate synonyms in the meaning of words, for example in the use of 

the word money, money is parallel with wishes in Na'hn's poem. 

Beyond the parallels between words, lie the private worlds of the poets. The private 

worlds are described by words such as disordered, wasted, destroyed; cruel and bleak; 

cruel and poverty; murky, shadowy, melancholy, dejected and downcast; sadness and 

darkness. The private worlds are also described by: the hope and' happiness that appear 

only with the poets' dreams. All these descriptions of the private worlds of the poets 

are, at the same time, the representation of their reality. Most of the poets seek truth and 

change, and thus, their private worlds are not varied or separated from their social or 

public worlds. The common reaction of the poets against their private worlds is one of 

rejection, followed by the creation of an alternative world. This reaction includes unity 
' 

with martyrs of the past. This reaction is also demand for change and freedom. This 

can be further evidence to support the view that the poets in the selected poems rise 

above self-criticism and anxiety. 

In each of the selected poems the poet adopts more than one concept depending on 

his conceived belief and actual experiences. These concepts are the main sources of the 

poet and serve his various purposes--and language (imagery in particular). Through 

these concepts the reader can judge the value of human and personal problems in the 

poems. Therefore, from this, and through the analysis in part two, we can conclude that 

the selected poems build on the following: first, the juxtaposition of concepts that 
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present the value of life through the paradox between imagination and reality; second, 

the comparison between the past glory and the present loss, or between the past and the 

present since the past is similar to the present; third, the comparison between two 

concepts: life - death, light - dark, love - evil and ebb - flow. In the poems selected 

many concepts are developed or renewed by the poets, such as: martyr, blood, 'love, 

light, dark, loss, war, peace, security, sadness, happiness, soul and unity. 

The poets try to define the concepts they used through their poems, such as: light 

means freedom, dark means death, love means children, etc. The comparison between 

two concepts expresses different feelings. Life as a concept for instance is brought into 

the poem to add a sense of the positive such as happiness. Death as a concept for 

instance is brought into the poem to add a sense of the negative such as the wasted 
197 

world. The work of most poets have much the same implication: "In all poetry, light 

is positive and dark negative in this kind of way, and there is barely a poem in 

existence that does not call upon this opposition in some shape or fonn. There are other 
198 

equally effective ways of creating a positive or negative impression." ·The differences 
199 

between positive and negative build up, adding to the sense of tension in the poem. 

In the selected poems all the concepts used serve major concepts such as life and 

death. The poets epitomise war, poverty, and wasted life but, in the mind of the poet, 

the concept of life is modified by· freedom, peace and security. Death is caused by war 

and sickness, but, in the mind of the poet, death is escape from pain and sickness, 

passing to another life. In spite of all, life will continue with rain, through new 

generations. If we classify the use of concepts in the poems selected according to the 

above, the concept of life is positive, and death is negative; there are always two groups 

opposing each other: life always ends with death, while if there is death there is new 

birth, for example, "Oh soil, you are our lord, ... he (the martyr) will be buried in the 

earth.where the prophets are buried and missed"Abii Shayib [323], "this can be your 

death, if you die you will come back with a flower" Nasr All3h [245], "all of them fall 
• 

between my jaw and die, who create the pots from clay, who play with the sword of 

truth etc." Bazigh [241-245]. Death will be extended with war, killing, and martyrdom, 
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for example, "the fighter goes to war not to fight but to stop death spreading to the 

houses in the dark bloody night" N~r Allah [489-492], "he (the martyr) creates the 

sand from sand" Riya<;t [49-50]. The above examples suggest the idea that death is the 

step to another life (shahiida) but in reality death brings another death. As a result, 

there are four groups in contrast with four other groups: (1) life gives life; (2) if there is 

life there is death; (3) death brings another death; and, (4) if there is death then there is 

life. 

The connections between · the groups above suggest that in ( 1) and (2) life is 

predominant, death follows, in (3) and (4) death predominates but life still endures. In 

(3) death removes death, thus life remains. In the selected poems, the poets express 

positive more than negative feelings. This occurs since positive sometimes refers to the 

poet's attitude when he believes that death is another life (martyrdom). For more 

examples, see Nasr Allih, Abu Shiyib and Riyad. . . 

3 - 4 The Poet's Voice. i\.::.. 

At the beginning of this section it is useful to illustrate the .purpose of the use of 

particular patterns of verbs in the selected poems. By the use of these verbs, the poet 

enhances- emotional effects creating a relationship, contrast or harmony between the 

subject of the verb on the one hand and feelings and reality on the other, for example 

(I) Augmentative verbs. Al-(Udwin uses augmentative verbs based on infa~l and 

ifta'al such as infajar, intalaq, infatah, intaqal, intafa1
, iktashaf, iltaff, istabagh, 

' . . . . . 
ijtama<, imtashaq to suggest the submission of the poor. These verbs also denote 

weakness and revolution. ShaUl uses augmentative verbs to suggest the power of life 

such as atamawwaj, atadaffaq, etc. and for the actions of war tatadarraj, tataqallas, . . 
tarnnii and yatafajjar. Al-Fazzac.uses the augmentative verb tafflal in an intensive way 

such as yatasalah, udiihim to express the effort which Zaydan and his son need. AI-. . 
Fazza' also uses this type of verb to denote the authority of the rich such as yastall, 

yaj>ar, utawwih. This use of a particular pattern of verbs is not only used to enhance . . 
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emotion but it is also used to attract attention. The poet al-Fazza<" can use the root of 

such verbs without changes in the meanings, for example, he can use ya~Jali~ instead of 

yatasalah, but he uses the long vowel ii to indicate Zaydin's slow movement. . . 
(2) Intensive verbs. Al-Sayyib is the first poet to use this type of verb to give 

200 
certainty and to express force and energy. These verbs are used for the same reason, 

for example, Abii Shayib uses the following intensive verbs to express the strong 

emotion of the martyr: qaddas, sabba~ shadd, madd, jazz, dakk; Riyaq uses the same 

pattern fat~ such as madd, marr, hadd, shadd to express strong emotions towards the 

martyrs. 

(3) Defective verbs are noticeably repeated in the poem of al-(Udwin to relate 

history and in the poem of al-Nitim to indicate the change in situations such as kiin, 

siu . 
• 

(4) Hollow, weak and defective verbs occur in both al-Fazzac (such as lab, dli'tzb, 

suggesting illness and starvation) and al-<Udwan (such as <ada, tah{jwa, fara, yabqii the 

starvation of the poor). ;t:.. -· 

(5) Verbs are used to evoke a dramatic force, anger or harsh reality. This is shown in 

al-Kha~<Jur: ya~hal, yartafz, ya~khab, yanbu<, tusakinu, yantabu, uqiiss[, yanfza!ir and 

yula)im or in the tjamin[, hamhimrand aslisi. See also Shaul and Shams al-Dfu. 

To modify the main voice in the selected poems is to classify this main voice 

through a group of verbs which refer to one subject, for example, in 'Udwin's poem 

verbs accumulate to express the cycle of a life of poverty as a significant action. The 

poor are a main voice. In Kh~~ur, verbs swing between ebb and flow or death and 

rebirth. 

When verbs accumulate around one subject this subject becomes a main subject of 

the stanza, but if this subject is also used in the other stanzas then it becomes the main 

voice of the poem. This type can be seen in N~r Allih's poem when he uses "I", "you", 

"he" to denote we fidli)iyyin (one subject). These types of stanza also occur in Bazigh's 

poem, he builds twenty five stanzas, employing Tyre, enemy, I, we, war, and sea as 
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subjects. The actions have a logical sequence expressing the sounds of war. Abu 

Shayib follows the same method; he uses verbs to develop gradually forming stanzas. 

4Udwan compiles verbs as thoughts employing certain verbs to describe the situation of 

al-fuqar7l. In the same poem women are represented by verbs denoting their nature 

and developing actions. 

Unstable, unclear, limited or contrasting actions are employed in Riya~, ShaUl, 

Khaddiir, Shams al-Dm and al-Na .. im's poems. Riyad uses no more than three .. . 

sequential verbs to form a stanza. These verbs mainly contrast with each other "born or 

die" etc. Shaw increases the number of the sequential verbs to six in one stanza. These 

verbs denote the rahhala actions "life and war". Khaddur builds up verses using verbs ". .. .. 

that express or harmonise the movement of the "sea", "waves", "ebb" and "flow". 

Shams al-Diil divides verbs into two categories: actions belonging to "you" build up 

verses against actions belonging to "I". This division shows rejection and contrast 

between positive and negative, synonyms and action. Al-Ni~ uses "I" for the poet to 
jl( •. 

represent the mood ofrej~ction after war and thus it intensifies anxiety. He also uses it 

to indicate that "we" enjoy life and forget the defeats of the 1967 war. 

Subjects (voices) when they occur with an accumulation of verbs are the major use 

in the poem. I call these subjects the primary voice but when some of these voices are 

used once and then disappear, I call them the secondary voice. For ·example, the 

skeleton is the main voice which occupies most of the verbs while al-naddiiba as a 

secondary voice occupies only one stanza [30-45] in the poem ofKhap~iir. 

In the selected poems, the total number of verbs used is 778. These verbs gather 

around 40 main subjects. In their use, these subjects can be categorised as follows: "I", 

"we" - first person singular; "you" - second person (masculine or feminine); "he", 

"she", "they" -third person. The use of "I" as ·a frrst person singular indicates "poet= I" 

as the main voice and the frequency of its use is 75% when compared to the other main 

subjects in the poems selected. This means that the use of "I" occupies more space than 

any other use of main voices. Muhammad Ban1s201 obtained a similar result in the 

analysis of five poems from Morocco. The explanation given for this was that the 
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202 
pronoun "I" implies the present (i.e. I am speaking now). Nadya al-Maqdisi 

considers the repeated use of "I" as egocentricity. However an alternative explanation is 

given - that there is an audience, i.e. "the poet, might as it were, be talking to himself. 

As in a lyric, in a meditative poem - a poem in which, the poet seems to be talking to 

himself, thinking out loud - what is of obvious importance is the attitude towards the 
203 

subject or towards what has provoked the utterance." We are concerned with the fact 

that the speaker, narrator "when he introduces another narrator or observer of the poem, 

whether historical or fictional, is expressing an attitude through his particular use of 
204 

language." 

In the selected poems "I" denotes the present or now (I am talking now). Through 

this use, the poet's attitude can be clarified. Poets such as N~r Allih, 'AjlU'ni, Abii 

Shayib, and Riyag use "I," but imply "you= martyr" whereas Bazigh's "I" is opposite to 

"they = enemy". "I" opposes "he = master" in al-Fazza~ and "I" opposes "you = 

Granada" in Shams al-Diil. Probably the different use of "I'' in Khag~tir gives his poem 

a new significance: "I" is indefinite in its features''and develoJis ·in the reader's mind. 

His voice = the skeleton is unlimited by time and space, it is the voice of revolution and 

war extending hope and fear at the same time. But the use of "I" predominates, 

portraying Arab sin in al-Na'im. 

Poets adopt a public persona or dramatic character through whom a prophetic or re 

formative message is uttered. Through the "unknown = he", "shaykh", skeleton", 

"Zaydan" and many others, poets remind audiences of their spiritual obligations and 

exhortation. 

From the above we can state that the frequency of the use of "I" is 75% compared to 

other subjects in the poems selected. This cannot be explained as egocentricity or the 

poet taking refuge in his gloom and sadness. It is not limited to his private world. Poets 

use "I" to mean the present not only . to emphasise "I am speaking now" but also to 

emphasise the significance of the present time. Thus, present time is the most important 

use of "I". 
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The relationship between the tense and the subjects (voices) helps the reader to 

recognise the development of the concept of time in the poem. In the previous analysis, 

it is stated that the "I" = poet I narrator I speaker is speaking now. Whilst he is in the 

present time he may relate a story from the past. The use of the imperfect tense here is 

denoting a moment or period in time perceptible not only in an inter mediation betWeen 

past and future, and the use of the perfect tense is not only the time before the 

imperfect , but it may be a time to denote the future such as the use of law Jean. 

TENSE OF Udwin N1tim Kha~~iir Bazigh Shams al- Shiiil 
VERBS Dfn 
IMPERFECT 36 75 57 80 27 43 
PERFECT 14 2 58 33 2 --
IMPERATIVE -- -- 8 -- 1 --

TENSE OF Fazzi" Ziidf ~jhinf Abii N~r Riya~ 
VERBS Shayib Allah 
IMPERFECT 73 68 95 .74 lJ60 40 
PERFECT 5 20 5 26 26 20 
IMPERATIVE -- 12 -- -- - --

Table 5 Frequency of Use of Tense of Verbs 

Table 5 shows that the imperfect tense is the major tense used compared to the 

perfect and imperative~, except in Kha9~iir's poem where there is an equivalence in use 

between perfect and imperfect. This increased use of the imperfect tense is similar to 
205 

the fmdings of Banis, who analysed the tense of verbs in five poems of Morocco, 
206 

and of Kubaysi, who analysed the tense of verbs in the poems of Iraq. Different 

explanations exist for this: 

(1) Barns stated that "the present is the centre of literal time. It is the motive and the 

axis of present speech. The present function means new, it cannot be in the past or 

imperative. The present is renewed with speech. It is a new moment that stores the 

energy of renewed present tense. Present time gives another explanation when the poet 
207 

links the moment with reality. 
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(2) Kubaysi sees that use of the present tense refers to the properties of the . verb 

itself. The present tense is distinguished by a strong significance, association with time, 
208 

movement and changes from time to time and case to case. Both Banis and Kubaysf 

recall a remark of Ibn al-Athfr when he mentioned that the present tense as an 

illustrator of the act. The hearer can visualise the act and the reader looks to this act and 
209 

its subject. 

(3) In the poems selected, the following may sum up why the poets prefer to use the 

present tense: (a) The verbs in the present tense are more capable of expressing stages 

of the action. The poet can add one letter at the beginning of these verbs, for example 

the following verbs apply one subject such as the children to express the different 

stages that change: yashubbun, ya9tmn. yantashirun, yasiriin, the women as a subject 

yabqin, yalidn, yabqin in 'Udwan's poem, the war as a subject tattlflarraj, tataqall~, 

taftaqir in Shaiil 's poem. In my view, in this use of the present tense, the poets try to 

keep not only the stages of events but also to express the rhythm of the poetic sentence 

as we stated earlier; (b) The present tense has :·a dynamic ;fuovenient that shows 

continuity, partnership, and effort of action such as the following stanza: yanf~il. 

yagliitf. and ya~~. and usalli in Abii Shayib. This explains why the poets when they use 

the past almost always follow it with the present to connect the past with the present. 

The poet talks about -the matter still in the present time. 

The use of the past tense does not contradict the use of the present tense. The past 

tense does not exclude the present tense and is used to narrate a story or historic record. 

For example - ~uhnll, kunnii, hayya»na, dahkirui, zurna and quina in Na<im. Nrtm 

recounts the events before the defeat of the Arabs in 1967. For more examples see the 

Blind Singer when telling the story of Zaydan in al-Fazza~ 

The frequency of the use of the imperative is low except in some places where it is 
210 

used to avoid the oratorical style. Some of the poets use the present instead of the 

imperative linked with sa, sawfa. The present tense means now, linking with sa and 

sawfa evoking the action before its occurrence. For example sanughanni, sa>aktub in 

Bazigh, sawfa ahrub, sa-aj<al, sawfa ulqi, sa•ahrub in Abii Shayib and see also the 
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poems of N~r Allab. Other poets prefer to use the present to denote actions in the 
211 

present and the future in the present tense. 

Time can also be designated through the use of adverbs. Adverbs denote and 

interpret time through their function and their effect in both direct and indirect 

expressions. For example employment of time in 'Ajh.ini's poem expresses anxiety~ It is 

a time of drought, one day becomes two, and an age becomes ages. Bazigh follows 

events during the six months of war in Tyre. N~r Allah draws time from reality and 

the events of the fida>-iyyin's journey. Riyaq expresses the time of the cycle of human 

life and death. In Kha#iir's poem time is the meditation of memories after death. It is 

the time to search for events in the past, not for them to recur but to merge this past into 

the present. This merging registers the comparison between the times, whilst the past is 

always preferred. This shows in Shams al-Dih's poem when comparing Granada in the 

past and present as being equivalent to the situation of Arabic history ancient and 

modern. In the following table there is a summary of the concept of time in the poems 

selected. 

TABLE6 

SYRIA 'Udwan cycle of a life of poverty. 

NaCUn harvest time as a result of the past 

Khaddiir memory and meditation after death. It is a comparison between .. 
past or present life or death. 

LEBANON Bazigh observation of events and feelings of war over six months. 

Shams al-Oin discusses history through memories; comparison between past 
and present 

Sliaiil .the age of humanity in the city is the age of war. 

JORDAN FaziaC direct sequence time passes quickly causing disruption in life. 

Ziidf night. winter, ice, freezing time, lost history and time of knives. 

CA.jliini drought, day becomes days and age becomes ages. 

PALESTINE Abii Sllayib time when the soul forsakes the body of a martyr, and the body 
decays. 

Nasr Allah the journey between life and death - fidiliyyins' life. 

Riact Y. the cycle of human life and death 
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Thus, the present time in these poems is used to reach the objective points of reality, 

observation of past events and personal experience towards the ideas shown in table 6. 

This present time hints at unpleasant feelings. Most poets express their pessimism in 

the present time. This negative attitude to time accounts for ten out of twelve poems 

while positive attitudes account for two out of twelve of the poems selected. 

3 .. 5 Word-Association. 

The defmition and method of the analysis of word-association is stated in part one. 

As discussed m part one word-association is used here to mean a word that appears to 

have a distinct single meaning, a series of possible variations, and associations. The 

selected poets have chosen words carefully to. produce a series of possible variations 

and associations. By following the pattern of the preceding analysis of word

association, in part two it can be classified by its purpose, form, and use. 

(1) Purpose 

In the selected poems word-association can be considered as a device to combine 

implicit and explicit meanings. It denotes the implicit-· meaning through a series of 

possible variations, and gives a direction for its association. The relationship between 

explicit and implicit meanings represents impressions of the poet's imagination and 

emotion. As Heinz Werner signified in his article "Change the Meaning" the 

relationship between these two meanings may show the differences between 

semantically stable and unstable words. Werner wrote that the semantically stable word · 

is clearly identifiable in varying contexts due to four characteristics: specificity of 

expression; semantic constancy; certainty of meaning; and articulation of meaning. 

Werner mentioned the unstable word when he stated that "a word is the less stable in its 

meaning and therefore, the more susceptible to change, the less specific the content 

expressed by it, the more numerous the shades of its meaning, the more diffuse and 
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wider its associative fringe and the more it is fused with or embedded in the context 
212 

within which it stands." In this connection Arab critics have mentioned that a word 

can have two meanings: a literal one which signifies the single word, and a technical 
213 

one which changes meanings through the context. Skelton explains the change in the 

meaning of words thus "almost all words alter the nature of their associated surround as 

time proceeds. The exceptions are those words coined entirely for purposes of 

defmition, even those words once they have become part of the general vocabulary and 

have been used figuratively or associated with important events, can develop powerful 
214 

association." 

From the foregoing, it is apparent that to identify word-association a critic must 

regard its first use as a clear or common meaning. From subsequent uses of the same 

word, the reader can recognise the addition of the emotional effect of the word that 

alters the essential meaning significantly in different contexts. For example: in Fau:r{s 

poem, the word Dam (blood) is used for the first time in its common meaning; "two 

drops falling down" whilst in the second use of this word, the 1'emotional effect alters , 

the meaning to suggest "the beginning of rejection" which is parallel with the "child's 

bleeding". In the end, the word "blood" suggests "a bleeding cry". 'Udwin expects more 

from the reader in the way of understanding the wordfaqr (poverty) when he uses it for 

the first time to represent the number of poor, the value and estiiolishment of poverty. 

The word shams (sun) in Nat'im's poem indicates glory, home, and freedom. The word 

ghinil (songs) suggests different things in different poems: in the poem of al-Ni"'im the 

word ghinil (songs) suggests the sa~~ss ~f ptemory "your song took away the secret 

of remaining love in my liver"; and in the poem of Bazigh this word ughniya (song) 

helps us to recall history and the national song of Tyre. It is the cooing of a dove, a 

grave moaning, bells tolling. All express the sc:mnd of war. 

The repeated use of a word prompts the reader to look for different sides of the 

meaning and its relationship with emotional effects. This encourages the reader to 

investigate the meaning through the relationship between the explicit and implicit 

meanings. For example, the word rami (sand) in Bazigh's poem has a different meaning 
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from the sand of the desert. It is the sand of the seashore, it represents the beauty of 

Tyre and it is also the history of humanity in Tyre. In the sand of Tyre humanity 

procreates and expires. The parallels between sand the destruction of Tyre in the past 

and in the present war are effective. Both history and sand break up and come to an 

end. History in this context is equivalent to wind eroded lines in the sand. To rea'd the 

lines of sand means to read the history of Tyre. 

The parallelism between the explicit and implicit meanings allows the reader to 

recognise the overall idea by using word-association. This occurs when the relationship 

between explicit and implicit meanings evokes a dynamic internal relationship, for 

instance, in Abii Shayib's poem the word dam is linked with time, "Time becomes old 

in my blood" [20], blood suggests home whilst time in this context denotes a long wait. 

The poet's "blood is a caravan" [112] evoking the slow journey home. Time and the 

caravan are the relentless slow movement home. 

The contexts where word-associations are used can be regarded as the central idea of. 

the poem. Skelton emphasised that "the context is responsible niore for the selection of 

applicable meaning from a wide range of possibilities than for enriching and 
21S 

overloading one original meaning with other meanings and associations." Skelton 

sees that the applied meaning on the one hand and the enrichment or overloading of the 

original meaning with -other meanings and assaciations on the other aie-due to tlie 

context. Word-association in this context indicates the meaning. The sequence of words 

and association constitute the major idea of the poem. For example the word faqr in 

'Udwin's poem is used as the basis for word-association and as the main idea of the 

poem. The word khit)amm is used to designate the main idea in Zudi's poem. Ziidf 

employs the word layl (night) to designate the dark time, symbolising political and 

social problems. The reader in this situation might agree with Skelton that "may be (the 

reader) habitually creates meanings for a given word according to its context, he may in 

reading or writing a word, use the general import of a sentence in which that word 
216 

appears and also the associative power of adjacent words." 
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In this study the ·main ideas arise through word-associations. These ideas will be 

revealed and proved through the analysis of other elements of poetic language such as 

'Ajluni's use of "night" through the main subjects, verbs, and parallelism. This word 

"night" enters into most of the structure or meaning of figures of speech and partial 

symbols. The sad tone creates an emotional effect, and the reader is forced to accept the 

reality of the poet's experience. This experience is complete, involving not only 

intellectual but also emotional and intuitive elements. 

(2) Form 

The way nouns, adjectives and verbs are used involve word-associations to indicate 

colour, time, state, sound, place and belief. Most word-associations in the selected 

poems can be categorised as romantic not only to reflect the poet's feeling but also to 

arouse feelings and emotions. This use empowers word-association in meaning. For 
-· . 217 

example the use of a sad song, memory, quiet, sea, soul, death arl'd llight. 

(3) Use 

As I mentioned earlier, the poets have chosen a word carefully to produce a series of 

possible variations and associations. This series of associations of a particular word 

should be read through the contexts. The choice of association for a particular word 

requires two types of readings the comprehensive reading of the poem that gives the 
218 

reader a general idea of the use of a particular words, and the sequential reading that 

allows the reader to comprehend the literal meaning of a word. Knowing the literal 

meaning of such a word is the way to recognise or compare the other series of the 

possible variations of the use of the same word in different contexts in a poem. 

Sometimes instead of using the word itself, the poet uses its effect. The poet leaves a 

sign to denote and refer to the meaning of the word. For example instead of using the 

word rna> (water) in Shams al-Din's poem he uses the phrase "blue mirror is the sea 
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reflecting the sky". In Bazlgh's poem the words "skin of Tyre" are used instead of 

sandy shore. 

The collection of contexts that repeat word-association helps to make the 

comparison between their meanings. This comparison as a second stage may allow the 

reader to approach the principal uses of word-association. In the poems selectetl the 

contrasts evoke more than two meanings, for example the use of the word baly (sea) 

"springs from your banks in lovely excitement", "sea of desire is no longer lovely 

excitement" in Kha~4lir's poem. Another principal of word association is the expression 

of the properties of something chosen analogous to word-association, for example the 

coincident relationship between the following: 

"Blood" equivalent to "wine" or a "new born child" in Fazza('s poem; 

"Blood" equivalent to "soil" or "clay" in Abii Shayib's poem; and 

"Blood" equivalent to poverty in 'udwin's poem. 

Some coincidences go further, such as the use of the word matoon (metal) in Slfaiil's 

poem. This becomes a paper that rings on a stone ih the desert!~:iron is compared with 

snow, copper as burning, rockets as a knife in the civil war. Analogies may become 

more ambiguous when the poet produces coincidences of word-association with 

contrasting characteristics. For example, in Riyaq's poem, "eyes" are associated with 

"sunrise," "sea shine" or "life". See also the use of the word IJulm in Shaul's-poem. The 

possible variation in some uses of a word can confuse the reader. For example: the 

potential of the word dam (blood) in Abu Shayib's poem gives two options: "old or 

weak", "wounded or bleeding", "guide or home" and "life or death". 

Thus, through the differences in the chosen process and methods of word

association there is a common point which is that word-association establishes the main 

ideas of the poem. 

The employment of word-association differs from poem to poem depending on the 

poet's method. This method may provide the differences in technical use of word

association from poem to poem. For example 'Ajhiniuses one word "night", Shams al

Oin uses several words depending upon the length of the poem or the diversity of ideas: 
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memories, drowsy, water, and dust, Shaul uses stone, dream and metal as word

associations. The diversity in the use of word-associations often depends on their 

function or purpose in the poems, for example in Bazigh's poems, the contexts that 

contain the word-association "song" suggest many of the main ideas while the contexts 

that contain the word-association "sand" suggest a limited number of ideas. Some 

poems use the same word-association, but this use does not mean repetition or 

elaboration on an already exhausted theme. For example the word "night" is used by 

'AjJiini and Zudi, "blood" is used by Bazigh and Na'im. "Blood" corresponds to "wine" 

when used in Fazza<•s poem, to "poverty" in 'Udwan's poem, and to "clay" or "soil" in 

Abu Shayib's poem. 

To summarise, word-association is established in the selected poems as a major 

element in their poetic language. It weaves the relationship between imagination, 

feelings and emotional effects in meanings. The possibilities for change in meanings, 

according to the reader's feelings and imagination, may extend the meaning of word

associations. The reader becomes a creator and influences the miin meaning. The ideas 

of the poem cannot be complete through this extension until other major factors of 

poetic language are identified and analysed. Word-association can be a successful step 

to note the ideas in the poem. It is a register of the emotional impressions. 

3 a 6 Metaphors and Other Figures of Speech. 

The analysis of metaphors in the selected poems illustrates the interrelationship 

between metaphors and other figures of speech. In their form, some uses of metaphors 

are similar to the classical, for example "the names of martyrs are taken from the poor 

place to glorify the master" <udwan [93-95]," After life gave him a lesson, the wisdom 

of hunger had left him to live in a fearful prison" Kha~stiir [ 126-127], and "the day 

took his stick and walked on the street" Fazzac[175-177]. 

There is also a particular use or type of metaphor which has not only a new form but 

also a new function and significance. Such metaphors cannot be classified or treated as 
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classical since they are different in their use of images. In such metaphors, poets apply 

a different type of comparison which allows me, with help from Jayyusi and 
219 

Nabulsi's general . discussion about the new types of metaphors, to defme these 

metaphors according to their form, function and significance. 

(1) The Extended Metaphor. This metaphor is formed by a group of images which 

are related in terms of other images. Every one of these images forms one or two verses 

linked by verbs. This type of metaphor is known as ilfoiyya (imaginative), qiyasiyya 

(analogous), ~iliiliyya (shadow). There are other terms in modem Arabic studies 
220 

referring to this type of metaphor, such as that of Nabulsi. In the poems selected, this 

metaphor builds on a group of sentences. This group of sentences may ~contrast with 

each other. These sentences may be short or long but one of these sentence has no 

complete image without interrelationships with other sentences. Verbs which are 

regarded as one of these interrelationships are the link between sentences. For example 

"from every side they come to you, and divide the childhood of your lamb, divide your 

blood between them, and they will go back to painftheir house with blood" N~ Allih 

[643-647]. N~ Allih also creates images using verbs to illuminate other images. These 

images are linked by verbs and created a whole metaphor whilst the meaning is 

forwarded. The relationship between images develops to complete the metaphor. The 

poet balances the action and- imagery using-the relationship presenting the metaphor as 

events that convey the reality of death [122-125], [157-158], [400-404] .. 

This type of metaphor may be created by groups of images and, in so doing, the 

effect is one of a veil over the picture. This effect conveys the meaning using imagery. 

Shadows move from space to space using one rhythm to suggest and reveal the truth. 

The truth appears through the whole view. For example Abii Shiyib creates a 

relationship between the vision of death and darkness. Both are pouring and flooding. 

This relationship develops as transmitter and receiver [13,14,15]. The associative 

power of this type of metaphor arises from comparing conscious and unconscious 

imagery. ~jliinl tries to build associative power "a green branch growing and climbing 

secretly the yellow wall of the sun to fight the snake of night" [7-10]. This form of 
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association develops the comparison between sun and night, life and death. This type of 

metaphor is like a sound ringing an alarm in the mind of Shams al-Dih [1-4]. This 

sound involves a dream with a speaker and a listener, both separating and associating in 

action, for instance see the Fazz~s metaphor in part two (the sick child's dream) [155-

160]. This type of metaphor summarises the contrast between vision and darkness, life 

and death, dream and memories. 

(2) Symbolic Metaphors. This type is an abstract metaphor containing partial 

symbols. Compound references relate to reality creating intellectual interrelationship 

through their properties. The sensory feelings enter and fuse within the dream to form 
221 

this metaphor. N~r Allah's poem is a good example when he not only symbolises the 

Palestinian as the bird farri "for twenty or thirty years knives have notched his neck but 

he has not died yet" [467-470], but he also presents the two images one after the other 

and directly linked so that the reader can imagine the knife cutting into the neck of the 

bird and the neck of the Palestinian. The choice of the bird denotes Palestine. This 

choice of the farri symbolises Palestine since it originates from that place. See also this 

type of metaphor in Bazigh's poem [173]. 

This type of metaphor departs completely from reality to fuse and unite dreams. It 

becomes ambiguous. This can be seen in Abu Shiyib's poem [18- 20]. 

(3) The Paradoxical Metaphor. This technical term is used by modem Arab critics 
222 

to present the contradictions between two opposite parts. These two parts may either 

contrast or be similar to each other. The paradoxical metaphor takes over the 

contradictions or similarities between the two parts. The modem Arab poets explore 

this process in some situations to highlight differences, for example, al-Sayyab evokes 

the two situations of the Iraqis. The first one: Iraqis who must emigrate to the Gulf to 

work and face death, their bol)es spread on the sand; and the second, the exploiters who 

enjoy the Iraq's income without work, [101-108]. This kind of paradox. presents the 

comparison between two parts but there are others which can be seen in the selected 

poems: 
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(a) The paradox is based on two parts taken from the present to highlight the 

contrast of two situations. The poet presents each part in detail. The first part is 

contrasted with the second part. But both parts face the same end. For example, N~r 

Allah chooses two sailors and two birds to highlight two situations of four fighters. 

Two sailors as the first part of the comparison are contrasted with two birds as the 

second part of the comparison while both (two parts) face the same end (the death) 

[608-615]. See also 'Udwan's poem [16- 20]. 

(b) The paradox is based on two parts, one taken from tradition and the other from 

the present to highlight the contrast of two situations. This type of paradox has been 

previously discussed at a greater length in the discussion of Na"im's poem when he 

evokes the characters of "Ala, al-Oin and al-ljusayn and in Bazigh's poem when he 

discusses the situation of Tyre by evoking the situation of Carthage. The poet above 

evokes one part - Carthage - without details. He conceals the features of Carthage but 

gives it a negative feature to equate with the present situation df Tyre. It is noticeable 

that the three poems from Jordan (Fazzi~ Zudr and ~jhini) all evoke the character 

~tara but to give paradoxical images. cAntara in the poem of Fazfa' is a boring story 

[73-74]; in the poem of Ztidi ~tara is a horseman who is still called upon to help the 

Arabs now [3645]; and in the- poem of 'A.jliin1, <Antara is the horseman who lost his 

horse and sword [22-24]. None of the above representations of CAntara actually govern 

the poem in which they appear, as in al-Sayyab's use of Tammiizimyth or the use of al

ljallaj in ai-Bayyifi's poem and the use of Mihyar al-Dimashqi in AdUni's's poem. The 

place and function of the myth in the selected poems will be discussed in greater detail 

later. 

(c) The paradoxical metaphor may govern the whole poem, comparing two 

situations. This shows clearly in the poem of Shams al-Din when he compares himself 

with Granada. 
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Other Figures of speech. 

Besides the vitality of metaphors and the fact that they demand much attention in 

the selected poems, other figures of speech such as tashbTh (similes), majaz al mursal 

(hypallage), al-kinZiya, (metonymy) and tashkh~ (personification or 

anthropomorphism) are also frequently found. They illustrate the quality of 

relationships in the context. 

(1) Tashbih (Similes). Similes are defined as a comparison of one thing with 

another explicitly announced by words "like" or "as". Haw1 and Da.rwlsh avoid using 

similes since the use of similes can arguably be seen as the lowest or most simple use 

of imagery. 223 This does not apply to the remainder of the poems selected. Most of the 

poets use classical similes but in an innovative way as follows: 

(a) The first part of the simile is a metaphor that opposes the second part of the 

simile. This type is nearly similar to the use of al-tashb1h al-tamth1/T, Zudl[1-4]: 

"When I see you in the midnight bleeding 

The stars spread over the mountain 

And shore, you stand up 

Like a tall palm tree" 

and Fazza~[175-180]: 

"Day took his walking stick 

And walked in the street like a blind man 

i\'·-

And the dark slipped away like a thief between alley ways and paths" 

(b) The second part of the simile builds a metaphor in opposition to the first part, for 

example Khaddiir [105-109]: .. 
"How does the ebb of the sea settle down · 

like a doe who has befriended you 

Who is touched by warmth 

but continually frightened." 
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(c) Announcing words "like" and "as" are omitted, giving the statement more effect, 

similar to the work of tashbih baligh, for example, N~r Allah [499]: 

"Do not turn now my son, wavering butterfly" 

Bazigh [66]: 

"When the earth is still formless accused by waves." 

(d) The use of two parts of a simile as metonymy. For example Bazigh [55-57]: 

"The mountain of meat (bodies of children) is soft like a fluffy bird" 

"Pure blood like a pearl is served to the king and his dogs." 

(e) a set of similes, the first one built upon and expanded by subsequent similes. For 

example Riya4 [18-19]: 

"You became like a thirsty moon 

and like a cold tremor" 

and also [45-47]: 

"The distance becomes tired like me 

She empties her hands for these who 

Pass quietly 

As a prayer" 

i\:~ . 

(t) The frrst part of the simile divides, and every part builds new similes. For example 

Shams al-Dih [28:29]: 

"Your sky grows a different way, dividing, one half as the waves good for exile 

and one half as a child good for worship." 

(2) Mojiz al·mursal (Hypallage): A figure of speech which is often used to enliven 

the metaphor and occurs alongside it. It is the fusion of their meanings. This Majaz is 

used in only three of the selected poems where it denotes what is expected in the near 

future. 

For example Nasr Allatt [57]: 
• 

"Fields come to the market ripe with song." 

And also [493-495]: 

"The farmer going to the field 
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Not to kill the earth by an axe 

But to be water to his veins 

and to follow him in the evening 

to his home." 

and Riyad 62-64: . 
"He makes from clay, clouds from tears 

Trees from sparks." 

(3) Kinaya (Metonymy): The use of metonymy in the selected poems can be seen in 

the following: (a) Metonymy is part of metaphorical structure, for example, "Cloud 

carries the earth to the stars" is metonymy for a high mountain. "Nothing better than 

you except the flower that decorates your gun" is metonymy for martyrs. "From Gaza's 

clay we paint our face to beCome rosy", metonymy for Gaza's value; (b) Metonymy 

occurs approximately the same number of times as metaphors in Sllaw's poem; (c) 

Various uses of metonymies, particularly in Bazfgh, contain\' allusions taken from 

tradition. Allusion is found under symbolism in this study; (d) Metonymy shares 

elements of anthropomorphism or personification, for example, Kha~~tir's expression 

"the language of fire" carries metonymy and personification simultaneously. This 

metonymy gives the ftre a human sense. The language is the language -of wat. This type 

appears in most of the poems selected, particularly al-'Ajliini and Slfaul. 

(4) Tashkhis (Anthropomorphism): This appears through the construction of . 
metonymy, and other figures of speech such as metaphors and similes. The use of 

224 
anthropomorphism in the selected poems follows th~ method of English rhetoric. As 

a figure of speech this depends upon the process of making the meaning clear and more 

dramatic. For example see Shaiil "black sun, the head of the city, crazy blood, the 

hanging stars, death guides, the free season." See al-~jliini' "cover of death, walls of 

sun, angry days, snake of night, etc." Some poets go further in using 

anthropomorphism. They try ~o ascribe human characteristics or qualities to the things 
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and create a conversation. For example the conversation between the poet, the sea and 

Tyre in Bazlgh [203-234], and between Gaza and the martyr in N~r Allih [131-143, 

651-683, 683-728]. 

3 Q 1 Symbolism. 

From the earlier analysis in part two, symbolism can be discussed in this part, firstly, 

by searching for allusion, folklore, myth and archetype and, secondly, by highlighting 

the interpretation of the poet's focus, feelings and experience. 

1 a The search for allusion, folklore, myth and archetypes. 

(1) Allusion. 
225 

Allusion in the selected poems can be divided into two types. The first is topical 

allusion referring to recent events and the second iS metaphorieat allusion which uses 

echoing elements that influence the new context. Both types of allusion may be seen in 

the following: 

(a) Allusion to previous authors. For example, 'Udwan uses the meaning of the 

following-verse: "the poor's blood spilt behind the unlocked door". This allusion evokes 

an echo of Shawqi's more famous and highly exciting verse: "The door of red freedom 
226 

., 

is rapped by bloody hands." Similar allusion is used by Zudi: "Your face is red, 

mixed with sadness. It is a grave that holds me". Riyid evokes the allusion taken from . 
Bishara al-Khiifi: "You do not die after me, and I do not die after you," "you live and I 

will die after you". Riya~ also evokes Jibrin KhalD Jibrin in his famous poem that 

eventually became a song: "Did you wash a~ you said with thunder ... ", "do you wash 

with my aroma, do you dry yourself with my light". The above is also .. used by Abu 

Shayib: "He performs with thunder before he dwindles away." ~i al-Fazzit: evokes a 

famous speech by al-Hajjaj ibn Yusuf al-Thaqafi: "I see heads grow and ripen. It is the 

time to be cut. I am the master of this cutting." 
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(b) Allusion evoked in one or a minimum of words. Poets able to compress a 
227 

large context in association in one word or a minimum number of words. The poets 

add their expression to create new associations that symbolise the new meaning for this 

use. This compression shows in the following: 

(I) Bazigh picks word such as al-ghazala (doe) to symbolise the ancient culnire of 

Tyre. Ghazala suggests the ancient use of this word such as "sun," "goat" or a "sailing 

boat". 
228 

(2) The word "raven" is used to conjure up a bad omen and imply an allusion. It is 

directly connected with the hopelessness of parting, destruction or death. It has a 
229 

sinister implication because it is an archetypal image. Bazigh uses the "raven" to 

denote the enemy aircraft that causes destruction and death. 

(3) The word "owl" alludes generally to the strong master who fears his people or a 

strong proud thief. It also denotes the loss of a job, dishonesty, death, separation and 
230 

destruction. Bazigh uses the phrase "the owl of time" containing allusion to describe 

the time of war. 
1~: .. · .. 

(4) The word "dove" in general, denotes honesty, messenger, friend or lover. It keeps 

the secret. In Snaiil the word dove is used as an allusion associated with peace. The 
231 

poet asks who can reveal the line between dove and a stone. 

(c) Biblical anCI Qur>iinic allusions. The u8e-of Biblical and-Qur'aruc allusion is 

frequent in the selected poems, as are other references. Thus the selected poems contain 
I 
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a collection of allusions from Christian, Muslim and Arab sources. This type of 

allusion is used _by Fazzicwhen eliciting the meaning of the Biblical phrase: "The wine 

warms the heart." As I mention in the analysis of Bazigh's poem, Bazigh evokes both 

Christian and Islamic phrases: (I) The story of creation taken from the Bible when God 

created the world in seven days; (2) Christian rituals are represented by the 

conversation between Tyre and its people; (3) The meaning of the verse "the sea gives 

Tyre the breath of life" refers to the Biblical and Qur>anic allusion to represent the 
233 

deluge that drowns Tyre. 
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(d) Sufi allusion. Some Sufi concepts are raised by Abu Sllayib. Abu Shayib 

attempts to go beyond these Sufi concepts to stimulate philosophical questions, 

especially about life, death, the soul and body. 

(e) Historical and geographical allusions are evoked by characters and places to 

reinforce present events. The purpose of these allusions is to take events into account 

and to be parallel with the events in present circumstances. For example, an allegory is 

used by Na~m to present a parallel with the dead bodies in the 1967 war with Israel 

when he introduces characters from the past. These characters contrast with the present 

time. The historical event alludes to parallel the events and the starvation during the 

1967 war. In Bazigh's poem, Alexander, the Greek king, desired Tyre. Now he has lost 

interest and leaves because Tyre has become a place of war; Shams al-Dih evokes 

Granada and its past in the present to show the present Arab situation. 

(2) Folklore. 

The poems selected incori>orate' elements . of folklore. This is not a new po~tic 

phenomenon but an extension of that of the avant-garde poets of the 1950s._The poetry 

of the avant-garde forged spontaneous links with folklore and their poetry contained 

many expressions, attitudes and traditions from that source?34 In the poems selected 

the poets intend to reflect tradition and their experience. For example, Ninm reflects 

his sadness, imitating the traditional habit of lamenting and grieving at the grave; 

Kha~~iir revives traditional habits with the character of the nadQaba (a woman who 

was paid to cry over the corpse) whose purpose is to weep for the dead. 

The poets employ elements of folklore to express their situation. Some use terms in 

specific forms called tatJmTn235 or implication in Arab rhetoric. For example the 

quotation from the speech that is used in CU"dwan: "God bless the poor, They give us 

glory on this earth, For theirs is the kingdom of heaven". The poets also makes use of 

traditional songs, for example the use of the song of Tyre in B8.Z1gh and CUd wan. Some 

poets use colloquial dialects directly and unchanged so as to identify more with the 

subject, as in Fazzi". 
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(3) Myth and Archetype. 

As X mentioned earlier, the only use of myth is in the use of ~tara by Fa.zZa<., Zudf 

"Ajliini. This myth, however, is used directly forming one part of a comparison between 

present and past. The myths consist of narrative passages attempting to give a more 

coherent image to the whole view. This device uses myths but the myth does not frame 
236 

the structure of the poem as that of the Tammiizi school. Analysis of the remainder 

of the selected poems does not reveal any further use of myths. This disinclination may 

be due to the influence of critical opinions in the 1960nOs. These opinions can be 

summarised as follows: frrstly, readers are not interested in poems that use myths, not 

through lack of understanding of myths or historical symbols but ~ause they have 

become commonplace in the reader's experience and thereby have lost their 

significance; secondly, the reader regards the inclusion of myths in a poem as a kind of 
237 

literary or cultural theft or plagiarism; thirdly, readers disapprove of the misuse of a 

conceptUal myth when the poet uses it as a comprehensive, physical and intellectual 
238 .. , l'i . 

concept. .·· Fourth; poets who depend upon the use of myth tend to repeat the critical 

ideas of Western critics such as Eliot and Yeats. Poems of this type are regarded as an 
239 

equation that the reader already knows: myths refer to the experiences of human or 

social life but the poet's experiments refer only to his poetic experiments. The above 

may explain the poet's disfuclimifion ·fu use myths and preference for the 

comprehensive symbols in selected 

2 m The interpretation of the poet's focus, feelings and experience: 

(l)The comprehensive symbol. As I stated in part one, this type of symbol is 

defmed in part one and two as a symbol which captures all the poet's experience and 
240 

focus. From the previous analysis of the selected poems in part two and the 

discussion of the use of myth in this part, I can say that this symbol is used as a 

substitute for the myth which is absent in the poetry of the 1960s and 1970s in general 

and the selected poems in particular. 
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This symbol is not synonymous with mythopoetic mood or experience but is rather 

connected with story telling as myth that is deeply rooted in the human experience. 

This symbol expresses the poet's experience and vision. Closer inspection may show 

that the successful symbol depends very much on its supporting context. In Riya~'s 

poem, the use of the word "clay" is a good example of a comprehensive symbol. The 

word "clay" as a comprehensive symbol governs the poem. It presents the cycle of life 

in three stages of decay in the body of the martyr. 

If we compare the use of the word "clay" as a comprehensive symbol in the poem of 

Riya~ and the use of the word "rain" in the poem of al-Sayyib, we will fmd that al

Sayyab uses "rain" to express the Tammiizl myth while Riyag uses "clay" to express 

his vision and experience, but it has no mythical root. 

In some of the poems selected, a comprehensive symbol developed human 

characteristics. For example, Ziidr uses the word "cloud" to describe a woman. This 

word "cloud" suggests freedom. In 'Ajliinr, the comprehensive symbol develops to 
n:: .· 

. contrast nature and truth. This SYmbol ruters to break the bridge and grows as a child of 

freedom who is still capable of development. 

A poet such as N~r Alliih applies the comprehensive symbol in a way that allows 

him to use a word that denotes the real meaning and the symbol at the same time. He 

uses one word and replaces it with the symbol so that it seems to the reader that the 

word and the symbol have the same value and play the same role in the poem. For 

example, the mother in N~r Allah is a mother who gives advice, waiting for her son. 

Gaza uses the maternal aspect of the mother in relation to his country: following her 

son the fida~rs movement, calling him my son while he calls her my mother. The 

realistic significance of mother develops a symbolic significance. Comprehensive 

symbols sometimes hint at imaginary features to create a real person. This is shown 

when Khaddiir describes the martyr in heaven. This martyr is happy regarding the .. 
living people as dead. 

Sometimes the comprehensive symbol is built up gradually from partial symbols. 

One word and its association form part of a comprehensive symbol. The reader has to 
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locate, carefully select, puzzle over and eventually replace the word to complete the 

features of the comprehensive symbol (see the discussion in the poem of Kha~9iir; the 

sea and its features). 

(2) Partial Symbols. Partial symbols are defmed in part one as words expressing 
·241 

partially the focus of the poet. The analysis of partial symbols in the poems selected 

in part two presents many instances of the use of partial symbols, some of which are 

common to many of the poets, for example the word "blood" is used by seven poets. 

However, the poets use the word for different meanings. The reader can recognise a 

number of different associations of the word" blood" through the contexts of the 

different poems. The use of partial symbols can be seen in table 8. 

T bl 8Th U a e e seo fTh S e arne P f IS b Is ar aa •ym 0 

SYMBOL Udwia ~m KbaddW. Baol'ab AI-DID sb&id Fazzi~ Zahlr ' "Athinr SbB:rlb N_.w. Rlt8d USED 

BLOOD • • • • • • • 7 

SUN • • • 3 

WAVES • • • 3 

HOME • • • • ·~; \: .. .. • 7 

SKY • • • 4 

BIRD • • • • • 5 

SR.ENCE • • • 3 

DEATH • • • • • • • 7 

WlND • .. • 3 

SEA • • 2 

WATER • • 2. 
·--

PALM • • 2 

SHADOW • • • 3 

FIRE . . • 3 

DREAM • • 2 

HEART . . • 3 

LIGHT • • • 3 

Table 8 shows that the words "blood", "death" and "home" are the most frequently used 

partial symbols, compared to the use of other symbols. The frequent use of such 

symbols, in particular these above, indicate the significance of the symbols and their 

associations in the poems under discussion and allows the reader to link them with the 

main themes of these seven poems. For example, if we collect the various instances 

when the word "blood" appears, with its various associations, from the tables of the 
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partial symbols in part two, we will fmd in all seven poems that the word "blood" 

conveys four different meanings, as follows: first, "blood" is linked with home, earth 

and country. When the poets use the word "blood" and its associations (such as price, 

trees, flower), then the blood equates with the land. Second, "blood" is linked with a 

time of revolution when the poets use the word "blood" in the context of blood stirring 

in one's veins, (and crying, dancing, boiling, years, seasons etc.). Third, blood is linked 

with emotion and pain (when the poets use blood in the contexts of brightness, wishes, 

pain etc.); and fourth, blood is linked with the concept of death (when the poets use 

blood to indicate martyrdom, execution, mixing with clay etc.). 

It is noticeable that four of the selected poems (those of 4Udwin, Fazza~ Abu 

Shayib, and Riya~) use the symbol "blood" to present the main ideas of their poems and 

to present their partial focus through their use of the word "blood". It seems that the use 

of the word "blood" in these four poems imitates the method of Darwish and AdtiniS 

when both use the word "blood." If we remember the methods of Darwish and Adtiills 

in the use of the word "blood," some degree of iriiitation can be seen. In part 1, the 

analysis of poems of Darwish and Adiinis, the word "blood" is linked with home, earth, 

and fatherland, with truth or death, with time of revolutions, with the newborn (when 

Darwfsh and Adunfs use the word "blood" in the contexts suggesting price, Arab blood, 

martyr, water, unity with earth, truth~ flre~ waves, rebirth, hiSiOry, beast, etc.). This 

imitation is not only seen in the use of the same word, the same partial symbolism, the 

same ideas, but is also extended to the same associations (see discussion earlier). 

This imitation is extended also to the use of other symbols such as the use of the 

words "death" and "home". In the selected poems the symbol "death" does not remain 

static; it develops through words such as "da,rk", "grave", "waves", "wax", "cave" and 

"skull". The partial symbol, however, goes on to develop the theme of the end of life 

further: it becomes a never ending death in life with the association of the colour red 

(i.e. spilt blood), and then explores pain and hate (taste, dry, nerves, etc.), and the 

concepts of martyrdom (salt, bleeding, sick, sun, prophet's vow). The development of 
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the symbol contained in the words "home", "country", and "earth" is seen as the 

associations' move from the value of the home into contexts that contain the words: 

glory, focus, wishes, horses, lieart, etc.; and, then begins to represent the problems of 

trying to bring about change (police, lost, sadness, pain, war, hungry). 

Most of the selected poets do not only copy the principles of word-association from 

the outstanding poets of the time but also from each other. The poets often use the same 

symbols and associations, for example (1) "blood" suggests wine in Fazzac and Shaiil's 

poems, earth in Abii Shayib and Udwan's poems; (2) "Death" suggests first and last in 

Ziidi and Bazigh's poems; (3) In Zudi and KhaQ4iir's poems earth suggests loss, and 

light in Abu Shayib and Kha~~iir's poems. Thus, some words and their associations 

become common use for the poets of this time. 

This group of symbols (blood, death, and home) are used in combination to indicate 

harsh events in reality. "Blood" and "death" are cafiSed by war.;Both are sacrificed for 

"home". The association of the three symbols denotes the harshness of the reality 

experienced by the poets. If we remember the political and social problems in every 

country of Bilad al-Sham we can appreciate why the use of these particular symbols 

has increased-and been developed. 

As seen in table 8, the use of other partia\ symbols helps to emphasise the major 

group of blood, earth and home. For example, the use of the word "bird" (used five 

times) is developed and consequently suggests death. The word "sky" is used four times 

and eventually develops to suggest death by means of the wishful dreams of the poet 

for the war (and death) to end. The other partial symbols such as "wind", "shadow", 

"heart", "sun", "waves", "sea", and "water" are used once or twice. All of their 

associations are linked with death: optimistic future, life and freedom, changes and 

unstable life, revolutions, glory, submission, dreams and the situation of war. 
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There is also a special use of partial symbols when the poet uses these symbols and 

association to add emphasis to the human experience. For example (1) the human body: 

eyes, ribs, hands, feet etc.; (2) imagination: focus, smoke, emotion etc.; (3) nature: 

grass, stone, life, trees, mountain, flowers, dust, night, season and many others; (4) 

state or condition: sad, poor, question, song, language, anxiety and others. 

Some associations of partial symbols indicate the poet's feelings of unease, for 

example, Fazzac uses the symbol "home" to suggest "sad" and "happy", "die" or not 

"die". This situation depends on his feelings of unease that he tends to express 

indirectly. 

The poet may collect a partial symbol and associations to form an idea or thought 

which is opposite in the same symbol. For example: "money" suggests "good luck," 

"green morning" and "life" but also suggests "poverty," "low status," "disease," 

powerlessness and the oppression of the master's voice in Na1m. 

From the above we can conclude that the symbOlism in the ;poems· selected plays a 

major role in developing the concepts that build up the poems' themes, poet's focus, 

feelings and experience in relation to reality. 

3 - 8 General Conciusion. 

The analysis of the poems selected identified the following general characteristics: 

( 1) There is a tendency towards the use of the prose poem. This is accompanied by 

the use of the pause, punctuation and short sentences of equal length. A sort of 

parallelism often occurs in the use of sentences. The tendency towards the use of the 

prose poem is seen also in the use of rhythm which has the main characteristic of the 

prose poem such as the beat of verbs and rhyme in one sentence or group of sentences; 

in the balance between two parts of the metaphor; and in the repetition. Another 
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tendency is seen in the use of the narrative style when the narrator relates the events of 

the past in the present. 

(2) In each poem selected, parallelism between words is used to coincide with 

general concepts. The poets use general concepts taken from different sources to serve 

their various purposes and language (imagery in particular). Through the u8e of 

concepts, a private world belonging to the poet is revealed. Through his world the poet 

seeks for the truth and change. 

(3) Through the poet's world the poet enhances emotional effect, uses his voice. The 

poet may adopt the public persona or dramatic character to describe, observe, relate or 

reject The poet uses "I" to imply "you", "we" or "he" etc. He intends to be talking now 

in the present time to reach the objective points of reality. 

( 4) The use of word-association is a fundamental feature of the poems. This method 

of using words allows the reader to imagine not only what he sees in the context but 

also what these words may suggest to create his own meanings. 

(5) There is a new approa~h to the metaphor. The metaphordOes not only make a 

comparison between the two parts but is extended to a series of images. Through such 

images, the metaphor is extended and may occupy a large proportion of a poem. This 

extension gives a poem a kind of unity. The poets try to build up their metaphors from 

material taken from their own experience. 

( 6) The use of symbols is clearly established in three groups: allusions which link 

the poem with history, reality and the poet's society; the comprehensive symbol which 

captures all the poet's experience and focus; and, the partial symbol which is used as a 

word that is associated with the subject of part or whole of the stanza or verse. The 

partial symbol enriches the meaning and indicates the poet's attitudes, beliefs, imagery 

and feelings. Some symbols and their associations are used by a number of different 

poets and have passed into common usage. Nevertheless, the differences in associations 

between the poets help to create a special dictionary for every poet If there is a 

comparison between partial symbols and associations in different poems and poets for 
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the same period, social and political situations can be recognised and gain a common 

usage. 

(7) The poet's commitment to the social and political problems of his country 

dominates the poems. The explanation of the nature of the conflicts dealt with by each 

poet strictly establishes the voice of the poet. In the poems selected, poets deal'with 

those conflicts which form moral and emotional dilemmas. The 1967 war became a 

spur to the poets, prompting them to search for both the reasons and consequences of 

the Arab defeat. This sparked off the exploration of different reactions to the war. This 

situation was highlighted by the 1970 civil war in Jordan and the 1975 civil war in 

Lebanon. The civil war in Jordan began when Jordanians and Palestinians, who had 

previously lived harmoniously together, both wanted to be in sole power. War resulted 

with both Jordanian and Palestinian trying to strengthen their particular power and 

searching for their national identity. The Lebanese civil war produced a similar effect; 

poets who lived in Lebanon at the time of the war were very conce~ed about their state 

and tried to stop the war. Their poetry blames the Arab world fdr the protraction of the 

war and in particular is bitter about the intervention of Palestinians and Syrians which 

lengthened the war. An awakening consciousness of national identity is also found in 

Syria after the 1973 war when the Syrians expressed this war as a victory. This is 

particularly seen in Adab Tishrin. I believe that the-poets of-the time reflect the feelings 

of the people. They reveal a trend towards national identity, a readiness of states to face 

their problems and to try to resolve them but, at the same time, they also reveal Arab 

separatism and weakness. 

Finally, the poems selected seek not merely to entertain us but to bring us to pure 

truth, giving fresh or renewed insights and important aspects of the nature of the 

conflicts that are dealt with by the poets. Some of these poems act as an eyewitness to 

these conflicts and historical events. Part of their success is that the poems deal with the 

poet's own experience of events. This gives credence to the poets' claim to be telling 

the truth and convey a sense of the reality of the situation. The major value of their 

poetry, therefore, is the direct experience of the poets. 
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n9 • 

Muhammad al-AscndBahthan "an a/-Hadliiha, Beirut, 1986, pp.75-77. 
240 - • • 

241 C. Brook and others, op. cit, Appendix C. 
Nabulsf, Majnun a/-Turab, p.284, presents these symbols in Darwish's poems. 

Nabulsi assumes these symbols to have new meanings. A partial symbol express the 
poet's feelings and do not occur in the dictionary. Munif Miisa, al-Shi<r al~rabi al
/jadith jf Lubniin, regards the partial symbol as an axis to express the poet's attitude. In 
the same book it states that this type of symbol is a word that forms a personal unit and 
signifies the poet's feelings. Khilid Sulayman, op. cit., regards the partial symbol as a 
vocabulary that expresses frustration, bitterness, suffering and self-condemnation. <Air 
<~'Ishii Zayid, op. cit., defmed symbols as a comprehensive and partial symbol. 

;\ .. 
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Glossary1 of Technical Terms and Literary Expressions. 

Allusion: a symbol to enliven the emotional effect and to evoke a certain atmosphere. It 

compresses a large context in an association historically and traditionally in a word or a 

few words. It is often a kind of appeal to a reader to share the same experience with the 

writer. 

Association: in general, a mental connection or relationship between thoughts, feelings, 

ideas or sensations. It is a trend that does not express explicit meanings but suggests or 

evokes feelings and ideas without specifying them. The thoughts and meanings of the 

poem acquire depth and vari~ty requiring time and effort from the reader to create the 

meaning. Coleridge spoke of it in Biographia Literaria "Ideas by having been together 

acquire a power of recalling each other; or every representation awakes the total 

representation of which it had been a part". 

Attitude: a writer's attitude to his subject determines the tone of his writing. Poets are 

categorised according to their concepts of commitments to their society. 

Caesura: a pause or break in the metrical lme, which divides it into two equal or 

almost equal parts. 

Comprehensive symbol: a symbol governs the poem, expresses the poet's experience 

and vision. It is not synonymous with mythopoetic wood or ex~ri~nce~. Story telling is 

used to depict present. day e~enis'' ~ as tO give a feeling of ~uch events being' abliri~t 
from myth. and suggests that the events are thus deeply rooted in the human experience. 

The symbol may develop human characteristics, hints and imaginary features to create 

a real person. 

Explicit meaning: to make clear the meaning by explanation; open, direct 

unainbiguous in message. 

Extended metaphor: or allegory metaphor, is a metaphor in which events are related 
·; 

in terms of other events, real or fictitious, frequently at length. It is often a group of 

interwoven units. This group of units may contrast with each other. To understand. this 

metaphor one has to follow the "weave" of contrary elements. The units do not give up 

their meaning in isolation but in the action of their inter-relationships. 

Feminine Rhyme: when the rhymed accented syllables are followed by identical 

unaccented syllables ( for ever.- never ) 

Foot: a syllable or a group of them constitutes a metrical unit in verse. The equivalent 

term in modern Arabic is tafila. 

1 This glossary is composed with the help of (I) The American Heritage Dictionary of The English 
Language; (2) S. Moreh Glossary pp. 319- 339; (3) Trends and Movements in Modern Poetry by S. K. 
Jayyusi; (4) Encyclopaedia of Poetry and Poetics (5) J. A. Cuddon, A dictionary of Literary Terms (6) 
A.F. Scott Current Literary Terms a Concise Dictionary of Their Origin and Use; (7) Stephen Spender· 
and Donald Hall, The Concise Enyclopaedia of English and American Poets and Poetry. 



Hidden meaning: see "implicit meaning" below. 

Implicit meaning: a meaning which is understood rather than directly stated; to hide 

and conceal, refers both to putting physical things out of sight and withholding 

information or disguising things, feelings or thoughts. 

Internal Rhyme: occurs when, instead of rhymes appearing only at the end of lines, a 

word within a line rhymes with a word at the end; ("the splendour falls on ~astle 

walls") or ("so Lord Howard passed away with five ships of war that day.") 

Masculine Rhyme: when the rhymed accented syllables conclude the word ( rebound-

astound). 

Metaphor: a kind of image in which the qualities of one object are suggested by direct 

association with another. It is often helpful to consider a metaphor as a compressed 

simile and to explain it by converting into a simile. 

Metaphorical rhythm: the balance or the comparison of the two parts of a metaphor 

create physical correspondence between the metaphor and reality thrOugh the musical 

rhythm. 

Metonymy (Kintiya): A figure of speech in which the name of an attribute or a thing is 

substituted for the thing itself. Common examples are "The Stage" for the theatrical 

profession. In Arabic metonymy or kintiya is the use of a word not in its original or 

literary meaning but to refer or indicate this literal meaning. It is possible to use this 

literal meaning in the same context. The relationship between the ·origfual meaning and 

the new meaning can be organised by describing somebody by, for example: "kathfr al

ramiid'': metonymy for generous. 

Narrative style: a story or description of actual or fictional events; a narrated account. 

The act, technique or process of narrating consisting of, or characterised by the telling 

of a story. 

Negative feeling: the use of a word or words to indicate the negative response, for 

example, the word death, grief, hate or the verse " the sea brings death". 

Onomatopoeia (ai-Jars al-~awti): the sound of the word that gives support to the 

sense; as the rhythm gives support to the meaning of the words of a poem. 

Onomatopoeia iS the tendency in words to echo the meaning by the actual sound in an 

approximate form such as "buzz", "quick" etc. 

Paradoxical metaphor: this technical term is used by modem Arab critics to present 

the contradictions between two opposite parts of metaphor. These two parts may either 

contrast or be similar to each other. 

Parallelism: consists of phrases or sentences of similar construction and meaning 

placed side by side balancing each other. 

Partial symbol: a device that suggests different meanings, expresses partially the 

focus, feelings and attitudes of the poem. In this study it is the term used for association 
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which gives different meanings in different contexts in the poem or poems belonging to 

one poet. 

Poetic langW!age: in modem use, extends to any writing that has the qualities of feeling, 

imagination and language expected in poetry. Poetic language in this study is the 

language that contains its elements in poetic fonn: rhythm, theme and structure, word

association, the poet's voices, metaphor, and symbols. 

!Poetic line (alaSaflr al.,Shi'i?.j is different from the classical (bayt). It is a guide to 

follow the thoughts that are established and extended through the poetic sentences. 

Poetic sentence: This conventional technical term is used by modem Arab critics as a 

base for rhythm in free verse. There are no defmite rules for a poetic sentence. In fact, 

in the poems selected poetic sentences are woven symmetrically between sound, feet, 

structure, shape and meaning to create their own rhythm. 

Positive feeling: the use of a word , words, a verse or verses to indicate a positive 

response, for example the use of life, light, joy or " the sea brings happibess". 

Refrain: A phrase or verse recurring at intervals, especially at the end of successive 

stanzas. It helps to organise the poem, emphasises the main theme to reintroduce a 

certain tone, and to establish metre and mood. It is used as blank, free verse and prose. 

Sometimes it changes its form or meaning and grows with the poem. The Arabic tenn 

is lazima or qarar. It is the feeling of a recurring beat or accent. 

Repetition: the main technique in free verse, in modem Arabic · poetry. It is a 

recurrence of the same line or group of lines, phrase, word, rhyme, idea, alliteration, 

assonance, consonance or a whole stanza. 

Rhythm is a constant factor in all uses of language and its use in verse is a special 

adaptation. There are other factors that tend to shape and bind poetry, factors that are 

not-usually. present in-the use of-language. The prosodic- foot, that is a~metrical unit 

consisting of syllable, means and structure, logical sequence, pattern and associated 

uses. 

Rhyme: is the repetition of a sound at the end of two or more lines, or within lines. It is 

the occurrence of identical vowel sounds or fmal consonants in two or more syllables. 

Run on line: cairies the thought on to the next line without an expected pause or stop 

at the end of the line. 

Simile: a comparison intended to bring out the qualities of something by reference to 

something else, but, unlike the metaphor, made explicitly. Similes are introduced by 

"like" or "as". 

Stanza: a group of lines of verse arranged in a regular and recurring pattern, which 

fixes the number of lines, (usually not less than four), the metre and rhyme scheme. It is 

a repeated pattern of lines with a rhyme scheme. 
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Surrealism: French Surrealisme, beyond realism. A recent movement among certain 

writers and painters, which originated in France. Paul Harvey says, in The Oxford 

Companion to English Literature "The former attempt expression by means of words 

set down without logical sequence". The surrealists were less dedicated to seeking 

visible evidence of the spiritual world than to creating the marvellous. Their aim was to 

change the world, partly through social revolution but more centrally thro~gh a 

revolution in consciousness. They delighted in paradoxical images which mocked the 

process of rational thought and perception. The juxtaposed unrelated words and 

objects, thereby creating tantalising images and iridescent variable effects. 

Symbol: an object or. a conventional figure suggesting wide associations of meaning, 

often of an abstract character. 

Symbolic metaphor: An abstract metaphor containing partial symbols and allusions. 

Compound references relate to reality creating intellectual interrogation through their 

properties. The sensory feelings enter and fuse in the "dream" to fomi this metaphor. 

The power of symbolic value multiplies meaning, gives multiple associations and foci 

while remaining ostensibly tied to the function of comparison. 

Symbolism: the use of something to represent something else, especially the use of 

some material object to represent an abstract idea. This term is used to describe a whole 

tendency or movement towards emotive suggestion rather than a precise statement and 
-. ~ . . 

images used as symbols of the poet's own inner state rather than as representations of 

the external world. It is a method of using objects or figures to create structures of 

meaning beyond the literal or physical presentation of unique personal feelings. The 

symbolic meaning in any symbol is created from the intersection between two objects 

of significance. 

Tone:-the-prevailing -feeling of ·any··work of literature~ Tone can be humorous,· satirical 

cynical etc. In this study tone links with the poet's attitude and voice relating to the 

political and social developments with which he is concerned. The tone of a poem 

indicates the speaker's attitude to his subject, audience, and sometimes toward himself. 

Unit: is a group of words regarded as a distinct entity within a larger group. In this 

study it is a sentence which contains a series of actions. 

Unity: is the link between the elements of language and feeling. The hannony or 

opposition between elements and feelings is as one unit. This unity is used by the poet 

as a Sufi term in poetic language in selected poems, which means the unity with spirit, 

with earth etc. 

Word-association: A word that appears to have a distinct single meaning when it is 

first used and a series of possible variations and associations in the subsequent uses in 

the poem. It can be considered as a device to combine implicit and explicit meanings. It 

denotes the implicit meaning through a series of possible variations and gives a 
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direction for its associations. It presents the poet's imagination and his emotion. It also 

presents the main ideas of the poem. 

ZifWJ: licence of metrical variation permissible within the asbab (sing sabab, two 

vowelled consonants or a single vowel on one part and no vowel on the other). 
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